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Cyrus amp
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Look at the nice things they said about the Maxim, with
improved power handling arid bass response, judge Maxim 2
for yourself by having a listen at your local dealer.

N

So here is a loudspeaker that is truly more than the
sum of its essentially modest parts. Iwish you could

have heard these matchboxes playing Mahler as though their
very lives and soul depended on it...and all with a
tangible stereo image and solidity. Great stuff!
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New Hi Fi Satind Feb 1987.
This is a powerful package at a remarkably civilised
price. The Maxim is probably the cheapest true high

fidelity loudspeaker on the market, which therefore brings
down the entry price of a hi fi system. Alternatively, when
substituted in plans originally calling for more expensive
loudspeakers, the Maxim can mean that money could
be diverted to a better CD player.

66

Compact Disc Review Dec;Jan 1987.
To sum up then, Imust say that Iliked the Maxim a lot.
It is strong on subtlety, rhythmic push and detail

articulation. It has a surprisingly flawless treble quality,
lacking in the usual cheap- speaker nasties, and its overall
balance makes it a smooth, integrated and highly listenable
speaker. Ihave no hesitation in recommending it.
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Hi Fi Review JaniFeh 1987.
It has the slightly easier and more relaxed quality of
the kind that generally goes with bigger loudspeakers

— Ipreferred the Goodrnans Maxim.
Hi Fi Answeis March 1987.

Call Goodmans on ( 0705) 486344
2 Marples Way, Kingscroft Centre, savant, Hampshire P09 1JS
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Cs rus 2Integrated Amplifier iind
ISM II ) Auxilary Power Pack ( page 43).
photogrziphs bs Tony Petch art direction
by John ( iash.
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43 MISSION FISSION or how the
Mission PCMII Compact Disc player.
Cyrus Two amplifier and PSX power
supply work separately and together. A
full review by Martin Colloms. with lab
tests carried out by Chris Bryant
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hi-fi development must cross if there is to
he any further progress- the
loudspeaker room interface
28 SELF ASSURED is how the
'objectivists' of the old school feel about
the val dit of conventional
measurements as acomplete guide to
audio qua lit
l)espite our own opposing
views. we gis cI )( nights Self the space to
state the ' objectisist« position.
31 VICTOR MAT( RES or how the
giant Victor Company of Japan ( JV('
has started looking harder at what makes
CD players and idler electronics sound
good. Ken Kessler ssas there to hear
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35 FURTHER SPEAKERS
CORNERED Martin Colloms looks at
the new Harbeth LS3 5A, JBL's wellreceived L2(lt and the SD Acoustics SD3
-three quality miniatures which all set
out to achieve' high performance from a
compact box
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Old Estonian meets new schools of
resistance: an interview with the
conductor by David Nice
75
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details of all the discs reviewed in
this issue, plus an instant ' best of
the month' selection
77
RECORD OF THE MONTH
Simon Rattle's Sibelius Fourth the summit of his CBSO cycle
77
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A new St John Passion; Beethoven
sonatas on the fortepiano; Lully
transcribed for the harpsichord;
Bernstein's rethinking of Mahler 2;
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51 TOTALLY TARTAN is one way of
describing Ariston's all- Scottish systems.
which also represents aprice
breakthrough for quality UK- built
equipment. Alvin Gold reviews the
Ariston 0- Deck turntable. Ariston
Amplifier and Image speakers
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Remote control Ariston amp - page 51
55 SONY'S ESPRIT ENCORE latest in
aline of ' reference' CD players from
Sony is the astonishingly hi- tech
CDP557EDS. Martin Colloms reports
59 CAMBRIDGE GREY or. more
accurately, black, is the colour of
Cambridge Audio's integrated amplifier.
the P55. Review by Chris Bryant
61 ACOUSTIC' ANGLE with distinctive
styling, the Acoustic Research CD-06
Compact Disc player also promises
enhanced sound. Chris Bryant reports
64 POT POURRI in which Martin
Colloms tests a' loudness' equaliser, the
Inflexor, while Ken Kessler reviews the
Monitor Audio R300/MD speakers
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The SA12 Is designed to offer the
discerning audiophile a costeffective means of obtaining a
high-powered stereo amp with
extraordinary high sonic variety.
"Its sense of effortlessness
makes it sound like a 150 watt
amp" HiFi Answers Dec '86
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IF YOU YANT TO SEE OUR ULL HAND
CONTACT US NOW— WE COULD HOLD THE ACE
•

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE RD. LONDON, SW20 8QU.
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

"I have the simplest of tastes...
Iam always satisfied with
the best".
Oscar Wilde

Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories, Counterpoint,
DMP, Entec, Goldmund, Kinergetics, Koetsu,
Krell, L'Audiophile, Madrigal, Magneplanar,
MIT, Oracle, PS Audio, Randall Research,
Siltech, WBT, Sonus Faber.

COMMENT •

W

HAT ARE YOU DOING with
your LPs, a fellow-journalist
asked recently - in the tone of
voice you might reserve for concern over asudden bulge in the kitchen wall,
or finding your home freezer awash with
thawed Iamb. Readers probably do not know
how much sympathy reviewers deserve: their
shelves sagging under the weight of sleeved
vinyl, now cascades of plastic CD boxes
scattering about every time the cat takes an
investigatory climb.
One of the more reluctant converts to CD.
Ican't see myself relegating my LPs. But Ido
admit that, increasingly, they are used more
as comparative references - even if the better
engineered of them tend to shock with their
vibrancy and depth, if they haven't been
played for afew years, vis-à-vis the Compact
Disc. The increased capacity of pressing
plants has led to two developments, unimaginable five years ago. One is the
'audiophile' CDs, mostly from American
sources such as Chesky, or Reference
Recordings. The other is the influx, mainly
from Italy, of CDs using ' historic' ( or not so
worthy-of-the- name) broadcasts of big- name
artists: filling in gaps left by Celibidache.
Michelangeli, offering fascinating comparisons with the studio recordings by
Klemperer, Knappertsbusch, or Callas.
These issues tend not to get reviewed, partly
because of the dubious questions of performers' royalties, more often because the principal importer, the shrewd Bernard Pallut,
doesn't seek reviews outside his own Music
Discount Centre Express.
The majors - EMI, Philips, RCA - are also
capitalizing greatly on back catalogue. Not
that we would criticise them for that, when a
new generation can make unbiased acquaintance with the art of Toscanini, Münch,
Gieseking, or Casals. ( I say ' unbiased'
because older collectors will greet these
reissues with the fixed attitudes of the then
critics still in mind; Charles Münch, for
example is nicely represented on CD, with
some excellent remastering by RCA, but he
never had adecent review in this country in
the '50s.)
Obviously, recordings from before 1954
will be in mono. A new breakthrough, one
which, incidentally, defies the international
code for CD masters, comes via Harmonia
Mundi ( UK) with two opera releases which
utilize the discrete channels on a Compact
Disc to double the nominal playing time. A
free three-way switch- box comes with the
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NSIDE NEXT MONTH'S issue will be
the official guide and catalogue for The
Hi Fi Show - packed with information on
all the products and special events to be
seen and heard at the Show. But in the
magazine itself will be a bumper package of
equipment tests including anumber of exclusive first reviews.
A major review will be the first comprehensive auditioning of Celestion's new ' Si'
range - as well as the the all- new SL12, we
will be covering the SL6Si and SL600Si
models which complete the new line-up.
Further speaker reviews will feature the
Castle Stirling, Tannoy M20 Gold and B&W
1800 models. We'll also be offering the first
technical review on Pioneer's much-vaunted
'flagship' CD player, the PD-91, and a first
review of the revolutionary Pink Triangle PIP
preamplifier in its now highly-developed
HI-FI NEWS 8c RECORD REVIEW
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boxed set of Wagner's Ring cycle conducted
by Clemens Krauss, on the liodolfe label this follows another live recording. a Funwiingler/Vienmi Fidelio from the time of the
EMI State Opera studio version. First, the
left channel is switched to both preamp
inputs, then the right: listening to the same
disc twice before replacement in the machine.
The potential for mono transfers thus is, of
course, huge ( Schnabel cycles, the Busch Qt,
whatever). The question can be asked,
however: is not the Compact Disc so cheap to
produce. in reality, that the palaver for the
listener is hardly justifiable? We think it is.
The switch box has a 'stereo' position but.
given the requirement for an extra lead, you
have three additional breaks in the player/
preamp link, so we wouldn't recommend its
permanent installation.
The test of processing of old recordings
must he: is the sound changed noticeably?
The critical comment made by Alfred Brendel. on LP transfers from 78s of pianists he
knew from their concerts, is often quoted: he
has said that few LPs of historic pianoforte
recordings retain the nuances on the original
waxes. But some professional critics seem
automatically to endorse remastering as
'improvement'. If it is done with enough skill,
the re- transferring from scratchy wax masters
can be satisfactory: we hardly realize how
much has been done. If you listen, for
example. to the virtually ' straight' Pearl LP.
taken from a recording' also reissued as an
EMI ( perhaps the Beethoven ' Archduke'
with Thibaud/Cortot/Casals). then the EMI
will show that an incredible amount of background hash can he removed, seemingly
without compromising the music-signal.
'Without affecting the music' is Philips's
claim, in respect of their midpriced CD label
'Legendary Classics'. Robert Cowan dealt
with these most fairly in HFNIRR July. but
they have evoked strong reactions elsewhere.
The original tapes are shipped to an American company where, by innumerable computer checks, the ' finger- print' of the mastertape is lifted, and dropouts or clicks will be
patched over with asynthesized soLnd based
on calculation, thus preserving the timing of
the tape ( as opposed to mechanical editing).
Played at a press launch, and included as
part of a press- pack, a sampler CD not
available to the public demonstrates short
'before and after' examples of repertoire
spanning from 1928-66. Notwithstanding the
genuine enthusiasm of both the Japanese and
Dutch representatives from Philips, who gave
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the demonstration, nearly all of the examples
sounded worse after processing than they did
in straight digital copies from their analogue
sources. Although, those glum feelings were
not shared by everyone. And, in a strange
way, most of the CD reissues are more than
tolerable when heard in their entirety, even
when you know the equivalent analogue LPs.
It is another example of how rapidly the
brain compensates for what is not there.
Even so, by comparison with some of RCA's
work on tapes from circa 1952-4, the ' NoNoise' technique is much too drastic in its
effect. The Oistrakh/Bauer recital of
Debussy. Ravel, etc, is a sadly typical instance where a very fine analogue recording
has lost all finesse, is dried out like amummy
in amuseum-case. The Editor has remarked
that the airbrushed, stylized artist portraits
on the CD covers exactly parallel what the
sound engineers have do-ne!
In the ' good old days' we were told. when
Decca or Philips occasionally cut cartridgedefeating levels, that LPs were manufactured
to set the standard in high fidelity. You
cannot help but conclude that, for yuppified
Britain, software is tailored to suit the lowest
common denominator. For that matter, the
industry would probably be relieved if we did
stick our LP collections in the roof-space.
Diehards will be glad to know that scheduled for future review are the Chesky LPs
from RCA's 'golden era': and news is
expected soon of UK distribution of Real Cut
records ( matrixed by Linn Products to
audiophile standards, and drawing on classics
from the Decca stable).•
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form. There'll also be what we believe to he
the first-ever UK review of a product from
Rowland Research, and coverage of an
extremely special Koetsu cartridge.
Less exotic, perhaps, but still of great
technical interest are three high-specification
CD players from three leaders in the field Sony's 8-times oversampling CDP-227ES,
Technics' 18-bit SL-P990 and Yamaha's ' Hibit' 18-bit CD- X910.
Feature articles for September include a
special examination of how Compact Disc
Video works, and what we can expect from
this new medium, and an interview feature
which will look at the background to the
new-technology KEF loudspeakers.
Music features will include an interview
with conductor Leonard Slatkin, plus a bigger-than-ever review section. The September
issue goes on sale on August 19.
5

Can any other hi-fi store shape up to Unilet?
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If you want to cut out the time and
fuss of searching for the right hi-fi
at the right price just cut the
coupon. We'll send you the
Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High Street, New Malden,
multi- page price list
e
te
Surrey KT3 4BY.
packed with top brands.
Please send me your price list
Or call in and see for
NAM E
yourself how well
ADDRESS
we shape up.
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IICENSED CREDI - BROKER
WRIT TEN DE TAILS
ON REQU•ST

VIEWS>
No fooling . . .
From: I) LChell, Nottingham
Dear Sir, '
You can please all the people some
of the time, and some of the people all the
time. hut you cannot please all the people all
the time.' ( Apologies to Abraham Lincoln)
The evaluation of audio amplifier
performance has been and can still be a
difficult problem. The correlation between
objective measurement and subjective testing
is notorious for giving ambiguous results.
One area of dispute is identifying which
parameter ( or parameters) is responsible for
aparticular sonic effect. Each amplifier
designer has different criteria, with their
design concentrating on the area which, in
their opinion, has most audible importance.
If there were ameasurement technique
that covered all parameters and gave a
numerical result, it would sidestep this
problem for the result would automatically
include all designers' personal criteria.
One way to cover all parameters is to
compare the output waveform of an amplifier
to its input waveform. The difference
between the two waveforms can be given a
numerical value and can he used as ameasure
of fidelity on that amplifier. It would then be
possible to make comparisons between
amplifiers without having to rely on
subjective hearsay. Such ameasurement
technique is now with us: the Haller Straight
Wire Differential Test.
'You can lead ahorse to water hut you
can't make it drink.'
Yours faithfully,

Radio Data day?
From: Peter JWhyte, High Wycombe
Dear Sir, The prospect of Radio Data sounds
very interesting, with visual displays of
station identification, programme
information, news flashes and so on.
understand that the BBC is now
transmitting it on aregular basis, but so far
there is not aword about it in the Radio
Times or on the air. There are no sets or
tuners with the appropriate display panel in
the shops. Why?
Irecollect that you published apicture of
one such receiver afew years back, but apart
from that — nothing. Might we have an update
on the present state of affairs?
Yours faithfully
[Although the concept of the Radio Data
System was formulated some years ago, it
was only early this year that agreement was
reached througout Europe on the format for
data transmissions. Consequently, it was only
as this year's May trade shows that one or two
manufacturers were able to announce
forthcoming car radios or other receivers
which would incorporate Radio Data System
facilities. You are correct in stating that the
BBC are already transmitting Radio Data, as
are IBA stations; in fact. British broadcasting
would appear to he rather ahead of European
countries in as much as many European
stations either are not yet equipping for
Radio Data or are only intending to transmit
station identification.
Along with the potential uses of RDS, the
broadcasting authorities also have to consider
the possibilities of abuses, and the regulation
of Radio Data transmission must be under
discussion at the moment. However,
although there has been little press coverage
of RDS so far, the system will he launched
11111 NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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officially by the BBC at the Radio Show in
September. By that time it is expected that
RDS-equipped products will have been
announced by several manufacturers.
Revox hope to be the first manufacturer to
make an RDS-equipped hi-fi tuner available.
The B260 tuner, reviewed in July by Angus
Mckenzie, is not currently equipped to
receive Radio Data, although it does
incorporate Revox's user station- labelling
system. However, Revox will not only be
adding RDS to their new tuners, but will also
make available aretrofit of the RDS board to
existing B260s. For further details, readers
should contact FWO Bauch Ltd on 01-935
0091 — Ed]

Ipswich yuppies
From: JSLaverock, Suffolk
Dear Sir, Ilive in Suffolk, one of the fastest
growing areas of the UK, with plenty of
yuppies for hi-fi dealers to coerce out of their
inflated hank balances, but so far few
companies have been brave enough to spread
their wings in this direction. Is there aproper
listening room in Ipswich? If so Ihave yet to
find it. Ifeel sure there is plenty of demand.
so come on you brave entrepreneurial
dealers, where are you.
Yours faithfully

Mr H and Mr K
From: John Flood- Paddock, East Sussex
Dear Sir, Before you pull the plug on the
Hobbs/Kessler controversy: Mr H started off
by claiming that hi-fi was ' really' developed
for the accurate reproduction of ' real' music,
if my memory serves me right. Even if my
memory has failed me here, if hi-fi was
developed for any particular reason, it must
have been to reproduce gramophone records
as well as possible, irrespective of their
content. ( Probably, like Topsy, it ' just
growed' without any specific motivation).
This shifts the argument to whether Mr K's
preferred kind(s) of music deserve to get on
to record. Perhaps Mr K's musics are more
deserving of preservation on vinyl or
whatever new media come along to supplant
it than Mr H's ' real' music'? Think about it:
'Real' music ( 1presume Mr H means the
mainstream ' classical' repertoire) is steadily
available through other channels. The classics
are regularly programmed by concert
promoters and repeatedly broadcast on
Radio 3, to the extent that one begins to
wonder who needs them on LP, CD or tape
at all!
What of the discerning music lover ( DML)
who fancies alittle shot of rhythm and blues
this evening, or some Van Morrison/Joni
Mitchell/You-name-it music? These artists
are hardly likely to be giving aconcert in the
DML's neighbourhood ( some of them have
gone on to the Grand 01' Opry in the sky
anyway) and Top 40 oriented radio is unlikely
to be broadcasting anything worth listening to
(what does KK use his tuner for, fwonder?).
So what does the DML do'? He puts on an
album/CD/tape and settles down to an
evening's entertainment/spiritual uplift/you
name it. The DML has no choice: his
preferred kind of music exists, to all intents
and purposes, only on records. The DML
needs his hi-fi; Mr H could manage without
his. QED.
Turning now to technical matters, would
sound reproduction have come so far as it has
in just 100 years if technical advances had not

been predicated on the megabucks to be
made from shifting ' product' by the tonne
(1000 kg, we have gone metric)? Maybe while
Mr H is enjoying his latest CD of ' real' music
he might like to ponder whether the CD
would exist at all without Mr K's ( and the
DML's) horrid trash. Would EMI. Polygram
etc be viable on mainstream ' serious'
repertoire without massive sales of pop
material providing the bulk of their turnover?
Don't tell me, Mr H. how successful
Hyperion and like labels are with no pop
sales to speak of: these companies are
exploiting a ' niche market' selling tightly
specified product to closely targeted
consumers. They are not selling multiple
versions of the big band standards with such
high- profile conductors as von Karajan, Muti
and Klemperer at the helm.
Let's face it, Mr Hobbs: as alover of ' real'
music on record you'd be nowhere without
the help of Ken Kessler, the DML and
millions like them ( including myself) who buy
pop, rock, jazz. R&B, blues and
contemporary music ( bet you don't think that
Boulez writes ' real' music!) records. You
need us, but we don't need you, even those of
us who ( unlike KK) like ' classical' music too!
Yours faithfully

Shakespearean Japanese
From: Keith Fleming, Cheshunt, Herts
Dear Sir, Your ' finest example yet of
Japanese English' ( June, p21) is in fact afine
example of Shakespearean English. It is
spoken by Polixenes in The Winter's Tale
(Act 1, Scene 2) word for word except that
Shakespeare has ' there was', not ' these was',
and the speech is set out as verse:
'Two lads that thought there was no more
behind
But such aday tomorrow as today
And to be boy eternal.'
The relevance of this is extremely puzzling,
but perhaps the idea is that the equipment
advertised will play day after day eternally in
just the same fresh but identical way — as did
the two lads, Polixenes and Leontes.
Yours faithfully

Noise from CD players
From: Clive Chandler, Wokingham Berks
Dear Sir, Congratulations! HFNIRR is the
only magazine that Ihave read which has
mentioned the mechanical noise from CD
players ( notably in your ' Force Ten' review.
April issue).
Iagree with your comments for the Philips
CD473. Ibought aCD472 earlier this year,
7
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requires lateral thinking. The
TDL bi-radial unit has the
power handling to withstand
this acoustic environment, yet
the speed to provide more
articulate bass. As John
Borwick remarked in
'Gramophone', "the .
effect
with programme material
containing really low
frequencies is impressive and musically rewarding",
whilst " the bass had atightness which added definition all
the way up the scale ...". Also reporting on the TDL
Monitor, Martin Colloms in ' HiFi News' stated that "the bass
remained clean at full power, and well differentiated from the mid
and treble. Cathedral organ could be reproduced at impressive
levels, with fine weight accorded to the pedal registration; but by
contrast, its reggae performance was not to be sneezed at." In
conclusion, he suggested that " if extended bass is important to you,
then you owe it to yourself to hear this speaker".
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and while lwas very pleased with the quality
of the music. Iwas very disappointed with the
high level of mechanical noise. It could be
heard from the listening position during quiet
passages. Luckily, my dealer agreed to refund
my money.
Keep up the good work.
Yours faithfully

discounts now required by many dealers and
this has undoubtedly affected the sales of the
STA25 in the UK. To do so would make the
amplifier even more 'over priced'. as Mr
Smith would have it. and adversely affect its
sales overseas, where 95% of the production
finds those discerning ears.
Yours faithfully

Claret begins at home

Reinforced Quads

From: Derek Mogg, Weston-Super-Mare
Dear Sir, Ihave followed the correspondence
with Tim Smith (' High prices still unjustified'.
'Views'. June) with much interest, ever since
Mr Smith's initial blast at Ken Kessler. and I
feel he is still missing the point. Having read
two reviews of two separate amplifiers, one
of solid state design of approximately 100W
output, the other Radford Renaissance STA
25 valve amplifier 50W design. both of which
had received good reviews, he infers that
simply because the Radford costs alot more
than this solid state amplifier. the Radford is
over-priced. This view was apparently
reinforced by his own experience, when he
had replaced relatively costly components
with one or more ' budget'? items. and could
detect little, if any difference in the sound
reproduction of his system. The point Mr
Smith is missing that hearing, like touch.
sight and taste is subjective.
Now. Mr Smith expresses ataste for claret.
Iwould suggest that someone less gifted in his
taste for wine than Mr Smith. might consider
that of abottle of fine claret was grossly
overpriced, in comparison to the price of a
bottle of poorer vintage. And so it would he,
if he couldn't detect the difference. Hi-fi
components can only be judged on just how
accurately they reproduce which one judges
to be the original sound. Do some audiophile
valve amplifiers tend to reproduce sounds
more accurately than their solid state
counterparts. albeit at ahigher price?
Certainly most people who have compared
the two types admit there is adifference.
However ' magical ' or subtle it may be, the
difference is detectable.
A valve amplifier is more expensive to
manufacture than asolid state version and if
you add to this difference the dealers mark up
of 25%-50% and VAT of 15% the difference
in selling price can become quite
considerable. Neither can you judge the
value of amplifiers on acost per watt basis he
they valve or solid state. If this were the case.
we would all be using disco equipment.
Idoubt whether Mr Smith has ' tasted' the
Radford STA25. Most of those who have
auditioned this amplifier ( myself included)
feel it is avery fine amplifier and when
compared to like amplifiers is certainly
competitive. Using the analogy of the wire, if
you can't hear the difference the extra price,
however it is devised, will obviously seem
excessive. Iaccept this totally. however if you
can hear the difference. Ihave the cash to
support that opinion, you may feel, as Ido,
that the STA 25 is something of abargain.
Actually. Iam very envious of Mr Smith.
He has obviously cracked it. and is satisfied
by alot less than Iam. Me? I'm still saving for
an STA25.
Incidentally. Ibelieve that Woodside
Electronics, do not, at present give the higher

From: Dave Park, Bristol
Dear Sir, You may remember our meeting at
the Bristol.hi-fi show, when ttold you about
my rebuilding of the old Quad speaker. As
you can see from the picture, it was atotal
rebuild frame-wise! The sound is also
transparent, without any losses.
Ihave had quite afew people listen over
the past 15 months since the final rebuild,
including amember of our Bristol HiFi
Society, Paul Green of Paul Green Hi Fi,
Bath: he promptly phoned Quad on how

Mr Park's frame-up: the old Quad rebuilt for rigidity

impressive it was, though of course they
showed their usual disbelief. Iam delighted
that Mr Robertson-Aikman of SME is
supporting my findings.
The old Quad speaker, Ibelieve, is far
easier to rebuild than the new, and Istill
prefer its presentation of the sound picture. I
think it best to leave building details until you
decide whether an article is on the cards or
not!
Yours faithfully
[Mr Park, as you may or may not
immediately realise from the picture, has
turned the Quads on their side and added a
strong rigid frame. Bearing in mind the
current street value of apair of Quads, such
modification is not to be undertaken lightly,
but we'll be investigating, with aview to
future coverage. In the meantime, any
enquiries will be forwarded — Ed]

Fried follow-up
From: Martin Colloms, London
Dear Sir, Inote Mr Irving Fried's letter

VIEWS •

('Views'. June, p11), commenting on my
review of the TDL transmission line monitor
in HFNIRR, March.
Mr Fried notes that he introduced John
Wright to the theory and practice of
transmission line in 1968, and he appears to
lay some claim to the origination of the ideas
as well.
This may well be true with respect to the
succeeding IMF designs, but it is arecorded
fact that Arthur Radford was the original
prime mover in this field. He began
experiments in the late 1950s culimintating in
aworking system using the LF section of the
original KEF KI baffle with the B1814 ( I8in
X 14in) polystyrene planar bass driver.
Radford made his first commercial design
using the original B139 bass- unit, with its
distinctive sand cast chassis. KEF also
designed ahigh-power transmission-line
system using two B139s for aKodak road
show promotion.
It is amatter of record that Radford's
extensive speaker brochure for 1962 describes
the ' Studio' — an acoustic line terminated
enclosure using four drive units, and
measuing 10Icm x 51cm x 43cm ( hwd).
Audio consultant Arthur Bailey had cooperated with Arthur Radford on the TL
design. culminating in ajoint patent
application for the transmission line in 1964.
Expert advice indicated that the application
would probably fail, owing to asimilarity to
the theory of cardioid microphones, and it
was not pursued.
At this time Mr Fried was the US agent for
Radford products and is rumoured to have
asked for and kept the original transmission
line prototypes and working drawings. The
suggestion to use long haired wool came from
Bailey, and Arthur Radford continued to
design and build transmission line models for
many years.
It is perhaps coincidental that the first IMF
transmission line speaker produced was of
similar size, form and acoustic design to the
1962 Radford Studio, and also used the same
drive units with the exception of the midrange which was an exclusive model made
specifically to Arthur Radford's design, by
Goodmans.
Yours faithfully

Focal point
From: Kjell Bertheussen, Corvallis, Oregon,
USA
Iand some friends intend to use Focal
inverted domes as tweeters in our hi-fi
speaker systems. In an article in your
magazine, these were favourably mentioned
in connection with your description of the
Wilson Audio WATT mini-speakers ('The
Designer Series', December ' 86, review.
January '87). The problem is that these
tweeters are manufactured in two different
series: one uses Kevlar domes, the other
glassfibre domes. Which type of Focal
tweeter is used in the Wilson WATT
speaker?
Yours faithfully
[We believe that the inverted-dome tweeter is
aglassfibre type. However, the maker claims
that the tweeter is extensively modified and is
alittle reticent about further details. Ed

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered,
resources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of Hi-fi equipment. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFIV/RR are available from BINDERS, 78 Whalley Road, Wilpshire, Blackburn, Lancs. B131 2LF 1971 to 1982 are covered by
two binders (Jan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years require one binder each. Price 14.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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MAXELL ENTERS THE NEW AGE.

Maxell has upgraded its XIII high position
tape; a tape that justly deserves it's high
reputation, for accurately reproducing today's
new vibrant sounds.
With an advanced housing mechanism
that doesn't just look the part, but acts the
part: Maxell's new oval window shell, its curving
functional beauty (the epitome of technological
purity). Body and window have been united to
achieve anew level of rigidity.
Elitninating the stresses of today's (mobile)
cassettes, it even stays cool in the midday sun.
But the new XLII housing is only half of the
story Maxell 'snew pure epitaxial particle, with
increased magnetic energy achieves new levels
of noise reduction and sensitivity in both the
high and low frequencies.
Look out for the new XLII and get the
shape of today

,
)«.I

PURE EPITAXIAL CAS MTIE

POSITION • ',
EC TYPE O. Mel K200

135m/4401t.
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rnaxell
If it's worth recording, it's worth Maxell.

NEWS>
ROTEL UNDER THE TON
Full details have arrived further to
our mention of Rotel's new integrated amplifier in ' News' July:
The RA-810A is described by
Rotel as an entry level product for
serious hi-fi. Retailing at only
£99.90, the RA- 810A is based on
the highly- regarded RA- 820 and
is rated at 20W/channel. The amp
offers inputs for CD. phono,

tuner and tape with tape monitoring facility. As with other Rotel
amplifiers, it is a high- current
design and provides -1mm sockets/
binding posts for the loudspeaker
connections. Other facilities
include bass and treble controls.
Rotel Hi- H, Gamepath ltd. 25
Heathfield, Stacey Bushes. Milton
Keynes MK 12 (11-1R.

WILMSLOW WOOF-WOOF
Wilmslow Audio have introduced
a range of sub-woofer kits. Two
are ' centre base' deisgns utilising
Volt dual voice- coil drive units,
which take the bass of both channels. Sensitivity is low to allow
them to integrate easily with highquality mini- monitors such as the
LS3/5A. Two further single
cabinet designs use two Peerless
bass drivers in push-pull configuration and are designed for
medium sized systems of around
90dB sensitivity. The company
can also supply the new KE
wall- mount sub-woofer system.
Wilmslow Audio Ltd, -35/39
Church Street. Wilmslow.
Cheshire SK9 I
AS. Tel ( 0625)
529599.

for the cartridge body, and so
maintains the mechanical continuity between the cartridge and
the headshell. Linn Products
Ltd, Floors Road. Waterfoot.
Eaglesham, Glasgow G76 OEP,
Scotland. Tel. 041444 5II.

comes with arm and cartridge as
well as the company's new moving
coil ( see CES report). The letter is
available from Roksan Engineering Ltd, 21 Dole Road, Llandrindod. Wells. Powys LD I6DF.

PROMS AND ' 100 CDs' WINNERS
We have now picked the winners
of our May issue ' Stroll Along To
The Proms' competition. The following five winners will each
receive two tickets to each of five
concerts, these being the BBC's
'exclusive' nights including 18
August, 23 August. 27 August. 31
August and the ' penultimate
night', 16 September: Carolyn
Fisher of Bridge of Allan, Stirling:
J R Mills, Swindon. Wilts: John
Woodall. Walton- on-Thames; C
L Bacon. Birmingham; M J
Smith, Bedford. Twenty runnersup receive a Philips live- at- theProms Compact Disc: PJAns. G
C Brock. Geoffrey Adams, C D
Forbes. E R Angus, Peter Sanger,
D Eves, C JMcStay. P Connolly.
PWickens, JW Hill, W L Roffey,
Dennis Bostock. P H Jones. R S
111-FINEWs

RFCORD REVIM

ponents are free from ferromagnetic materials which could
influence sound quality. The tube
heater circuit utilises a separate
transformer for improved signalto-noise ratio and the unit
incorporates a pre- heat switch to
allow for instant-on use. All internal wiring is PC-OCC. The energiser is capable of driving two sets
of high-bias/Pro earsets and one
normal set simultaneously.
Installation is via any tape loop.
Price is £895 inc VAT. Stax have
also announced a new budget
level energiser, the SRD-X Pro.
This unit can drive one pair of
high bias and one pair of normal
bias headphones simultaneously,
and can be driven either from the
mains or via batteries, to allow for
use with portables. Price is
£229.95. Contact Path Group
PLC. Unit 2. Desborough Industrial Park. Desborough Park
Road. High Wycombe. Bucks
HP12 3BG. Tel ( 0494) 459981.

PHILIPS' CD MIDI SYSTEMS

ROKSAN LAUNCH NEWSLETTER
Roksan Engineering have launched amonthly newsletter to keep
customers informed of new
developments. The first issue
includes news of the complete
Roksan ' Record Player' which

Now available in the UK from
Stax is their new reference-quality
electrostatic headphone and energiser. as seen at the January CES.
The headphone is the Lambda
Signature, based on the familiar
Lambda Pro. Its electrostatic
diaphragm is only one micron
thick, said to be the thinnest ever
manufactured for this application.
The signal cable is made from
PC-OCC, apure copper wire with
monocrystal structure. The Signature operates at the same bias
voltage as the Lambda Pro. 580V.
and has a frequency response of
7-4'kHz; maximum SPL is
118dB. The Signature retails for
£469 inc VAT. The partnering
energiser is the SRM-TI, based
on the SRM- I Mk2 Pro. The
company's first
hybrid', the
SRM-TI uses dual FETs in the
first stage with 6F07 twin- triode
valves in the second stage. All
output capacitors hive been eliminated and the electronic com-

'"estlaeilddIVISMINO

LINN ADD K5 TO CARTRIDGE RANGE
Latest addition to the Linn cartridge range is the K5, a movingmagnet design embodying many
of the features found in the Kti.
The stylus holder is made from
the same hard plastic as used in
the K9. This plastic is also used

STAX REFERENCE

Bate. Brian Demby. H PClayton.
C Farrae, Paul Bowen. L Hulme.
Answers to the questions were: 1)
the Luftwaffe destroyed the
Queens Hall. the previous proms
venue; 2) the invention of the
Flying Bomb; 3) Sir Henry Wood:
4) Henri ( or Henryl.): 5) Sir
Malcolm Sargent.
Winner of April's ' 100 CDs'
competition is Mrs Kathleen R
Allan of Carnoustie, Tayside. She
wins aspecially- assembled library
of 10(1 classical Compact Discs.
supplied by Covent Garden
Records of 84 Charing Cross
Road, London WCI. Correct
answers were: 1) The Snowman;
2) Sir Edward Elgar; 3) Das Bachlein; 4) expand the string quartet;
5) Nigel Kennedy; 6) an old
monk.

AtrOtST Iss

Philips' new I:8 series of affordable remote-control midi-systems
is based around the company's
CD380 16- bit 4- times oversampling Cl) player. The CD380
offers shuffle play. 20- track memory. three- speed forward and
reverse music search, and will
play the new 3in discs. The systems in the F8 series are the F880
(£399), F883 (£449) and F885
(£499). All feature double cassette decks with sound mixing
facility and microphone. automatic récord level, Dolby B and
continuous play. with the two
dearer systems having high-speed

dubbing facility. The F8 series'
quartz digital tuner offers 19 presets, auto memory of the last
station used and automatic gain
control. Each system also includes
a belt-drive semi- automatic turntable. The F880's amplifier is
rated at 30W/channel and comes
with a 5- band graphic equaliser,
while the dearer models offer
60W/channel. The top system also
features surround- sound and
comes with four speakers instead
of a single pair. Philips Electronics, City House, 420-430 London
Road. Croydon CR9 3QR. Tel.
01-689 2166.

NEW SCANSPEAK DRIVERS
Danish speaker manufacturer
Scanspeak have introduced a
number of new drive units. These
include the 18VVPP ( 165mm,
61
/in) and 2IWPP ( 210mm, 81
2
/in)
4
bass drivers which both incorporate the company's Hexagonal
Wound Voice Coil and Symmetric
Drive. and feature polypropylene
cones and higher power handling.
The familiar D2008 tweeter has
been superseded by the D2010

which is available in three versions: A ( 87dB), AF ( ferrofluid)
and B ( 90dB). Similar in concept
to its predecessor, the D2010 is
fitted with afoam fascia insert for
improved dispersion. Also
released is the new 13MB highpower Sin midrange unit. Scanspeak drivers are available from
Wilmslow Audio Ltd, 35-39
Church St, Wilmslow, Cheshire
SK9 1AS. Tel. ( 0625) 529599.

DAT PLANT OPENS IN UK
According to a Music Week
report. Touchstone, who specialise in blank video tape, have
opened afactory in Bungay. Suffolk, capable of duplicating
20,0(10 DAT tapes per month.
The plant was established with
assistance from Sony and will
utilise duplication equipment
purchased in Japan. Orders have
already been filled for Factory
Records ( Joy Division, New
Order, Durutti Column), and

Touchstone intends to start its
own DAT-only label. Regarding
music industry fears about home
taping, Marketing Consultant
Peter Summerfield commented,
'Our argument is that if you buy a
compact disc and copy it on to
chrome cassette — which people in
the music industry regularly do —
it is better than anything that is
available at retail level. So why is
DAT all of a sudden the big
offender?'
Il
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WHEN YOU'VE GOT IT FLAUNT IT
The new KRELL power amplifiers are big, powerful and masculine. You cannot easily
hide them away — but once you've seen and heard one, you won't want to. Everyone
who has auditioned Pinewood's new KSA-200 has, without exception, placed an order
within minutes of switch-on.
It really is that good.
Experience shows that asingle KSA-200 is considerably superior to the already very fine
KMA-100 monos, so riveting are definition, space, subtlety and authority. Apogees
reveal ahidden and vital magic, while the smaller KSA-80 is also ideal where less
power is required. Both stereo models can be converted to mono.
Telephone me for ademonstration.

HIGH END BEAUTY
If you're something of avoyeur when it comes to music, and you enjoy watching your
equipment perform, then why not audition devices that look as beautiful as they
sound?
The Sonus Faber loudspeakers, for example have asound quality that is quite simply
excellent, while their matchless design and build quality will grace any living-room.
If you enjoy compact discs, then please listen to the MICRO SEIKI CD-M2. Reviewed as
having an ' unusually realistic' sound (
New Hi-fi Sound, April 1988) and 'an exceptionally fine
bass' (
HiFi News and Record Review, June 1988), this beautiful player is amasterpiece of
understated luxury.

Remember: the equipment and service from Pinewood Music is second to none. I'm available 24 hours a
day, seven days aweek — and Iwelcome used equipment in part exchange.Ring me at any time.
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'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SPI I7HL
Telephone Andover ( 0264) 57536
Agencies include:
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, Counterpoint, Goldmund, Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal,
Mandrake, Magneplanar, Micro Seiki, MIT, Oracle, Randall Research, Sicomin, Si/tech, Sonus Faber

Absolute Sounds is the country's pioneering importer of the finest high end
esoterica. Pinewood Music is their only exclusive dealer in the country.

NEWS>
RE VOX ' OFF THE SHELF' MULTI-ROOM
Revox have announced what they
believe to be the first truly off the
shelf' multi- room hi-li systems.
When based on either the B285
receiver or the B250 amplifier, the
main system will be fully controllable by the B208 remote handset —
and each subsequent room will
also have local control of volume.
tone, balance and on/off, in addition to the source and facility
controls. These facilities are
obtained via 13209 room controllers in each room.
From the main system a single
cable run carries balanced- line
signals and command information
up to 300ft. The use of the Tape
3' outlets on the B250 allows a
different source to that playing on

the main system to be routed to
the other rooms. B209 controllers
can be ' daisy chained' ad
infinitum, with the addition of
suitable amplifiers and loudspeakers. to realise the total multi- room
concept. Additionally. with the
B200 Timer/Controller/Video
switcher, every room can receive
picture and hi-fi sound from video
recorder and TV set. Revox and
UK distributors MO Bauch can
supply all units, cables and interconnectors, and are happy to
advise on installation. Further
information from FWO Bauch,
Revox Division. 49 Theobald
Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ. Tel. 01-953
0091.

SANSUI'S NEW SEASON CD PLAYERS
First of aseries of products for the
coming season from Sansui are
two new Compact Disc players,
the CD-X701i and CD-X501i.
These new players have been
designed with anumber of special
features, both in mechanical construction and in electronics, which
should provide enhanced sound
quality Both models feature 4times oversampling with separate
DACs for the two channels,
balanced circuit configuration in
the analogue stages. a master
clock system to avoid beat noises
(possible when several clocks are
used to control the digital circuitry). and independent power
supplies ,( six in the CD-X701i.
three in the ' 501i). The CDX701i. at £ 449.95. features afloating subchassis suspension for the

laser pickup; the ' dynamic
balanced servo system' circuit is
said to ensure accurate disc tracking and low noise. Features
include 20- track programme
calendar, random play. variabletime music scan ( 1-59 seconds).
auto- spacing, 4- way repeat,
AMPS ( Automatic Music Programme Search), timer start, index
search and full remote control.
The CD-X501i. at £ 299.95, also
features full remote control and
offers 20- track programme calendar, variable- time music scan,
auto spacing, 4- way repeat.
AMPS, and timer start. Full
details of these new models are
available from Sansui Electronics
UK Ltd, Axis 4, Rhodes Way,
Watford, Herts WD2 4YW. Tel.
(0923) 228584.

CD PLAYER SALES UP
Compact disc players have
become the fastest-growing sector
in consumer electronics, replacing
video cassette units. According to
the latest BREMA figures, trade
shipments of separate players
amounted to 737,000 units last
year. against 438,000 in 1986 and
only 147,000 in 1985.
According to market research
groups' estimates, sales of com-

bination players amounted to
some 250,000, taking the total
market to around I
m units, with a
retail value of about £220m.
With no UK manufacturers in
the field ( other than those in the
specialist hi-fi area, using Philps
components as abasis). Philips of
the Netherlands dominate the
market with ashare of some 2.(1(.
Donald Aldous

WBT PLUG NEWS
WBT have introduced a pair of
new cable terminations. The
WBT-0600 is said to be the first
banana plug designed for crimping; the WBT-0108 is a coaxial

crimp plug, providing the first
RCA- type which doesn't require
soldering. Contact Absolute
Sounds, 318 Worple Road, Wimbledon, London. Tel 01-947 5047.

SLATING SPEAKER STANDS
A new range of solid- slate speaker
stands has been introduced by
Slate Audio. Designed by Peter
Soper. the stands are available in
heights of 13. 18 or 23in and are
pried at £ 295 per pair. The

stands are supplied with four
spikes on the base plate and three
spikes on the top plate. Distribution will he by Moth Group. 10
Dane Lane, Wilstead. Bedford
MK-15 3HT. Tel. ( 0234) 741152.

BRIEFING

able. Beds LUS 5BG. Tel ( 0582)
472037.
CONSCIENCE RECORDS is a ALBA has entered into an agreenew label set up to assist in the ment to purchase Bush from
use of music to raise money for Prestwich Holdings for £6million.
charities. The label makes a VITAVOX, manufacturers of
pledge that aminimum of 25(7i of loudspeakers, microphones and
all net profits will be donated to public address systems, have been
charitable concerns. For further ordered to pay debts which total
details. contact Conscience more than £ 2000 including
Records. 92 Brownhill Road, interests and costs. The sumLondon SE6 2EW. Tel 01-461 monses were issued by Southend
County Court at the request of
4454/4456/4105.
GOLDRING PRODUCTS LTD Thesis Marketing Services Ltd in
has been purchased by John Gay respect of unpaid invoices.
of Veda Products, who will he the COVENT GARDEN RECORDS'
company's new Managing Direc- CD modification, reviewed last
tor. The staff of HEN/RR would month by Chris Bryant. does now
like to wish Gerry Sharp. the include the uprated op- amps
current MD, and his wife Sue. a referred to in the text. Please note
that the mod is not available as a
long and happy retirement.
TARGET AUDIO, manufacturers kit of parts. and can only be
of speaker stands and hi-li storage carried out on an existing player
units, have moved to Units 3&4 in CGR's workshop. F.& informaTownsend Centre. Blackburn tion. tel. 01-379 7635/7427.
Road. Houghton Regis. Dunst- ROSS have introduced a new
III- 11 Ni V.S& RI .CORD RI
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HARVEY SCHWARZ ( 1905-1988)
Harvey Fisher Schwarz, who died
at the end of April, was the joint
originator ( with William O'Brien)
of the Decca radio- navigator system for ships and aircraft, an
important factor in the seaborne
invasion of Normandy in 1944. He
oversaw the subsequent post-war
growth of the Decca Navigator
Company ( now part of Racal
Electronics) from 1950 until his
retirement in 1970.
Born in Illinois, he joined GEC
in Schenectady. New York, where
he helped to develop ' Radiola 44',
the first domestic radio set to use
the newly invented ' screened- grid
valve'. Later he became chief

engineer of Brunswick Radio Corporation. When Decca subsequently bought Warner- Brunswick he became Decca's chief
engineer and, although still a US
citizen, he made his home in
England.
After the last war, he concentrated his attention on ' area
navigation', and developed the
Decca Navigator system for aircraft, which was more used by
surface ships than aircraft. After
the 1939-45 war his great interest
in sound reproduction led to the
introduction of Decca's first LP
records in 1948.
Donald Aldous

mini- headphone. the RE- 239.
The headphones feature a 13mm
tweeter and a20mm woofer ' dual
drive unit'. Price is £ 14.99 including plug adaptor to increase the
3.5mm plug to 6.4mm for home
use as well as a carrying/storage
case. The company has also introduced a folding headphone. the
RE- 237 (£ 12.99).
CD SALES were up 93 per cent
for the first quarter of the year
compared with 1987. Singles
dropped by 9 per cent, cassettes
were up by only 6 per cent, and
vinyl LP sales remained stable for
the 12 month period sales at
around 53 million.

MICHAEL LEWIN has been
appointed Operations Officer of
BADA, the organisation's first
paid officer. He will be responsible for liaising between BADA
members and the management
committee, liaising with suppliers
and ensuring members observe
the BADA code of practice.

PEOPLE
GEOFFREY SMITH has been
appointed Managing Director of
Nimbus Records' expanding CDROM division, Nimbus Information Systems.
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Take aclose look

Unique one-piece pressure die-cast tone- arm utilising the
advantages of magnesium, replaces conventional fabricated
construction.

Internal constraned layer

Fine machined cartridge

damps min ate residual

platform.

vibration leaving the tonearm acoustically . nert.

A close look at the unique
Series V precision pick-up arm
will reveal awealth of design
and engineering features of
which only twenty are illustrated
on this page. Some of these are
concerned with ease and
accuracy of adjustments
essential for optimum cartridge
performance; from others stem
outstanding sonic qualities
enabling the full detail and
dynamics of the music to be
heard, often for the first time.
It is said that the best
reproduction of LPs ranks next
to the original performance for
the critical home listener and
the Series V used in concert
with acomparable cartridge
and deck will do much to
reinforce this opinion.

Dynamic balance - graduated
Unique assembly gives high

Stainless steel vertical shaft,

rigidity and allows bearings

ground and thread ground.
with integral 16rrim

to be critically adjusted
before tone- arm is fitted.

diameter flange to couple
shah and yoke.

Stainless steel cross shah,
ground and thread ground.

vertical tracking force (VTF)
control applies 0-3 grams x

Carried in massive yoke or

0.125 gram through

10mm ABEC 7ball races.

resonance controlled spring.

Axis at record mean level to
minimise warp-wow.

Dual- lock base provides
movement coutrol with high
rigidity,

23mm diameter steel pillar,
heat treated, ground and
honed, carries two 17mm
ABEC 7ball races, widely
spaced to resist tilt.

Anti- skate control operates
through tension spring and
filament. Dial corresponds
with VTF and has positive
OFF position.

Lowering/raising control
gives smooth positive
action. Height of ilft can be
adjusted.

Swivelling damped outputsocket minimises vibration
transmission in sub- chassis
use.

Subsonic lateral mode fluid
damper can be instantly
adjusted or cancelled.

Underslung weight housing

Tungsten- alloy balance
weight carried on damped
two- point suspension.
Extra- low inertia design
assists warp riding.

The arm is described in greater
detail in afour- page colour
brochure which we shall be
happy to send you on request.

corrects centre of gravity
and provides non- reflective
tone- arm termination.
Adjustment leadscrew
)ournalled in her bail races
with lever clamping.

Reference lines on tone-arm
facilitate VTA setting.

ecects

Fine adjustment of arm
height ( VTA).
Advanced ag/template
New design alignment
protractor sets HTA with

system guarantees correct
positioning.

Fine ad,ustment of horizontal
tracking angle ( HTA).

great accuracy.

SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY, England
The best pick-up arm in the world

Steyning ( 0903) 814321

n877808 SME G

NEWS •
MUSICAL FIDELITY'S FUTURE PLANS

PIONEER UNLEASHES REFERENCE PLAYER
ensure that no vibration reaches
the audio stages. Other details
include full remote control, the
use of 11 regulators and 16 separate power supplies, the ability to
switch off circuits not in use to
avoid noise, copper- plated honeycomb chassis, vertical clamptype disc stabiliser, gold-plated
terminals and other refinements.
Pioneer High Fidelity GB Ltd, 1-6
Field Way, Greenford, Middlesex
UB6 8UZ. Tel 01-575 5757.

Musical Fidelity's first new product for 1988 to appear is the
Lifeline speaker cable. This fourcore construct is designed for hiwiring, the user simply separating
the cores when upgrading to hiwired operation. The copper
employed is a high- purity
(99.997%), cast with a new process designed to create a single
crystal. In non-bi-wired mode, the
Lifeline provides two 0.8mm copper cores per conductor. Price is

£10 per metre. Due later in the
year is the Digilog D/A converter
which can be used with any CD or
DAT player with digital output.
Price is to be announced. Also on
the cards is the Reference 2loudspeaker. which employs the same
drivers as the MC2 but is designed
for wall or shelf mounting.
Musical Fidelity Ltd. 15/16 Olympic Trading Estate, Fulton Road,
Wembley HA9 OTF. Tel 01-900
2866.

Pioneer has entered the high-end
CD player arena with the new
PD- 91, expected to retail for
£799. The player utilises twin true
18- bit linear- envelope D/A converters, in conjunction with 8times oversatnpling. The PD- 9I
employs Class- A FET buffer
amps in all analogue stages.
together with extensive isolation
techniques. The oversized power
transformer is mounted on its own
separate, suspended subchassis to

EVENTS

15117 — 20150 Milano. Italy. Tel
02/4815541.
9-11 SEPTEMBER 1988: AudioVideo 88. Albany Hotel. James
Street, Nottingham. For details
contact Claire Rush on ( 0509)
610583.
11-14 SEPTEMBER 1988: Light
& Sound Show. Olympia,
London.
15-18 SEPTEMBER 1988: The
Hi Fi Show, sponsored by [IFNI
RR. Heathrow Penta Hotel, Bath
Road. Hounslow. Middx.
23-27 SEPTEMBER 1988: International Broadcasting Convention, Metropole Centre.
Brighton. Contact IBC Secretariat. Institute of Electrical
Engineers. Savoy Place. London
WC2R OBL. Tel 01-240 1871.
30 SEPTEMBER- 2 OCTOBER
1988: National Sound & Vision
Show, Last Drop Village. Bolton.
30 SEPTEMBER- 10 OCTOBER

1988: BBC Radio Shim. Earl's IAnd Communications Industries
Federation. 4-b High Street, BurCourt, London.
nham, Slough SL I 7JH. Tel
4-9 OCTOBER 1988: Japan
(06286) 67633.
Audio Show. Tokyo.
21-23 OCTOBER' 1988:Scottish
SHOP TALK
1
Exhibition ' 88. Post House
Hotel. Edinburgh.
ABSOLUTE SOUND & VIDEO
21-26 OCTOBER 1988: KES '
88,
have opened a new shop at 4
the 19th Korea Electronics Show.
Feathers Lane in Basingstoke Old
organised by the Electronics
Town. Tel ( 0256) 24311. New
Industries Association of Korea
lines added include Linn. Arcam
(E1AK). Korea Exhibition Cenand Quad.
tre ( KOEX). 159 SamsungDong,
BADA has launched achargecard
Gangnam-Ku. Seoul. Korea;
scheme offering up to £ 1000
trade- only. Exhibition Dept.
instant credit. Details are availEIAK, 648 Yeogsam-Dong,
able from all BADA dealers or
(iangnam-Ku. Seoul 135. Korea.
from Edwin Warner. Lombard
Tel ( 02) 553-0941/7, 553-8725.
Tricity Finance Ltd, Regional
3-6 NOVEMBER 1988: 85th AES
Convention. Los Angeles. CaliOffice. 2 Cans Road. Cheadle.
Cheshire SK8 2HN. Tel 061-491
fornia USA.
0761.
21-22 FEBRUARY 1989: Sound
CLEARTONE have moved to 54
Eighty- Nine. Heathrow Penta
Bridge Street. Manchester. Tel
Hotel: Applications for exhibition
061-835 1156.
space should be made to Sound

29 JULY-5 AUGUST 1988: Jazz,
Rock & Studio Music Summer
School 1988. For details. contact
Cheryl King — Administrator, PO
Box 75, Guildford GU2 5LN. Tel
(0483) 300327.
26 AUGUST- 1 SEPTEMBER
1988: Dusseldorf Trade Fair/
Audio Video 88. Dusseldrofer
Messegesellschaft
mbH,
NOWEA. Postfach 32 02 03,
Stockumer Kirchstrasse 61. D4000 Dusseldorf 30, West Germany.
26 AUGUST- 4 SEPTEMBER
1988: Firato-Audio Video &
Music Exhibition, Amsterdam,
Holland.
8-12 SEPTEMBER 1988: 22nd
Annual Sim- Hi- Hives. Milan
Fair Pavilions. For details contact
Segretaria Generale. 20149
Milano, Via Domenichino II. CP

THE HI-FI SHOW: A PRE -PREVIEW
Now in its sixth successful year,
The Hi Fi Show will once again be
held in September at the Heathrow Penta Hotel, close to Heathrow Airport at Bath Road, Middlesex. This year's show dates are
15-18 September, and as usual the
first two days will be for Trade
visitors, with the show opening to
the public on Friday evening and
then for the whole weekend.
Opening times are: Trade only,
Thursday 15 September 10am6pm and Friday 16 September
10am-4pm; public, Friday 16
September 4pm-8pm, Saturday 17
September loam-6pm and Sunday
18 September 10am-6pm.
As usual, the Show is sponsored
by HFNIRR, and this year we will
be welcoming many new exhibitors — the show will be bigger than
ever. As you would expect, there
will be a host of exciting new
products to see and hear.
As this issue's Chicago show
report reveals, several UK manufacturers have already unveiled
their 1988-89 models to the US
trade, and most of these products
will appear for the first time in the
UK at The HiFi Show. KEF's
new C- Series, incorporating the
revolutionary Uni Q concentricdriver technology. Other British
firms, including Nairn. B&W,
NEWS

RECORD REVIEW

Rogers. Celestion, A& R and
Cambridge Audio, will also offer
afirst UK showing of the products
which they showed to the American trade visitors at the Chicago
summer CES. B&W will be launching their 500 Series speakers,
Rogers will show three new models, Mordaunt Short will demonstrade the new 342. Heybrook will
show the new HB100 and HBI50,
while Tannoy will complete their
'planet' series with the introduction of the new Jupiter S. Newer
loudspeaker brands at the show
include Acoustic Energy. who will
be showing two new models as
well as their already- acclaimed
AEI; Alexander, whose remarkable compact speakers are now
distributed by Presence Audio;
while the well-known Gale budspeakers will be shown this year by
Hayden Laboratories, recently
appointed by Gale as UK trade
distributors.
Apart from brands already
mentioned, and the flourishing
activity among UK manufacturers, there has recently been an
increase in the number of firms
competing in the UK market with
imported ' high end' brands,
mainly from the USA. Among
these is Rotel UK, who this year
are looking to establish them-
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selves as amajor force in the high
end scene. At the show they will
be showing the Rowland
Research amplifiers, the Infinity
speaker range — including the
impressive IRS Beta — as well as
the Oracle turntable range.
Turntables at slightly less stratospheric prices will be on show
from Thorens ( Portfolio Marketing), and the show will see the UK
public launch of the new Thorens
TP90 tonearm, which will retail at
under £ 100.
On the cartridge front. Goldring will be launching a new
flagship moving-coil model as well
as the new low-cpst Epic 2model.
Dynavector will show the complete new range of cartridges
incorporating their adjustable flux
damping concept.
Back to the high end, importers
Acoustic Gold will be showing the
new Acoustics speaker line from
Finland, but will also be showing
the British- made ATC loud
speakers. a high-quality range of
studio monitors which are beginning to gather afine reputation as
domestic speakers too. Needless
to say, the other major ' high end'
distributors will be demonstrating
major new products as well,
Among other brands new to the
UK ( at least in recent memory) is
Carver, the US electronics maker

and producer of the ' Amazing'
speaker. Carver products will be
launched at the show by HW
International. HW are also distributors for Hafler electronics, and
will be showing David Hafler's
latest big power amplifier, the
XL600.
Another recently re- introduced
North American amplifier brand
is Bryston. These Canadian- built
amplifiers are distributed in the
UK by Roksan Engineering, also
be showing their own Artemiz
tonearm and Shiraz cartridge.
Compact Disc players will be a
major feature for most of the
Japanese exhibitors. Yamaha will
show the latest ' Hi- Bit' series,
while Sansui will be demonstrating a remarkable new multi player which should outdo conventional six- or even 10-disc
models.
Space here precludes mention
of many more brands, and the
above must stand as merely a
representative selection — fuller
details of all the products on show
will be available in time for the
official Show Guide next month.
This will also carry details of
special demonstrations and offers
which will make The Hi Fi Show
unmissable — there is no doubt
that it will he the hi-fi showcase of
1988. ##
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES

THE PERFECT CONTACT
WITH LOCKABLE PLUGS
Il-

WBT 0101 Plug

You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

•

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15.9dB F to B. 33.7dB L74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT

WBT 0200 Chassis Socket

P67IIIM

1
,11,

e:

•ri.••
WBT 0600 Banana Plug

Send SAE

a

* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL

for catalogue and list of deal ers .

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE ROAD, LONDON, SW20 8QL).
TEL: 01 947 5047

RON SMITH

AERIALS

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Oaf— Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve - Luton 29560 aher 730 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wegnesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

A

•
LAO ME> II IC> IL_A

8000A
Integrated
Amplifier
MUSICAL
AFFORDABLE
... LOGICAL
Call or write for full data
and details of your
Audiolab dealer:
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY LTD
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate,
Godmanchester, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE18 8LN, England
Tel: (0480) 52521

TECHNOLOGY •
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S FAR AS the BBC is concerned
there most definitely will he aradio
show at Earl's Court this Autumn.
The Federation of British Audio
plans to take part.
But the rest of the electronics industry
seems rather less sure. The brown goods
trade press made some suggestions to the
organisers, and then heard nothing more.
The major electronics companies have little
interest in participating. Most of them are
still smarting at the way the BBC led them up
the garden path over Nicam digital TV
stereo, implying that aservice would start in
Spring 1988 and then pleading poverty and
pulling out.
Market analysts think the BBC is making a
serious tactical error in trying to promote a
radio show in a venue as large as Earl's
Court. Like it or not, television is now what
draws the public. The Berlin Radio Show
centres on TV, with studio sets built inside
the exhibition halls and conference centre.
and outside in the exhibition gardens. At
Berlin there are spectacular live shows going
on all day long. A radio- only show could well
turn out to have minority appeal and prove a
disastrous embarrassment to the BBC'. It's as
if the organisers are still living in the 1930s
and ' 40s, beautifully depicted by Woody
Allen in Radio Days. when radio was king-.
Unfortunately if the Radio Show flops it will
kill off all chance of a British version of the
Berlin Funkausstellung for years to come.
We shall just have to wait and see how much
glitz, glam and TV stardust the Radio Show
organisers manage to round up.
If the BBC's plans for Nicam TV stereo
had gone ahead. the Radio Show would have
made a wonderful shop window, and the
major electronics companies would probably
have participated. Ironically the BBCs London transmitters are still broadcasting plenty
of Nicam stereo and work is going ahead on
modifying the links between transmitters to
carry stereo instead of mono. In any other
country the number of stereo broadcasts
which the BBC is already transmitting in
London would rate as a ' service'. But in
Britain it is still an ' experiment'.
Although stereo transmissions are not
announced, many outside broadcasts, some
studio shows from the Shepherd's Bush
Theatre (('g Wogan) and anything that is
simulcast with BBC radio, goes out in Nicam.
Without astereo TV ' service' to publicize.
the BBC plans to major on RDS for the
Earl's Court show. RDS stands for Radio
Data System. To re- cap briefly. RDS is a
European standard agreed by the European
Broadcasting Union. An AM "sub- carrier at
57KHz is added to the normal VHF/FM
transmission, and the carrier is modulated
with digital information, at a data rate of
1187.5 bits per second. This data rate is
enough to carry codes which identify the
station by name, convey the time of day. and
flag a receiver to switch from the national
programme to which it is tuned (
cg Radio 3)
and briefly pick up traffic news from the local
radio station (
cg Radio London). At the end
of the traffic news, the receiver switches back
to its original network station. This is good
news for the BBC's national stations, which
need never carry traffic news, but had news
for the local radio stations, which will now be
forced to broadcast far more traffic news than
they would normally wish.
An RDS receiver will have push buttons,
labelled not with frequencies but numbers or
programme names. Pushing the button ear111-1-1
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marked for Radio 3 will automatically tune
the radio to the strongest Radio 3frequency
in the area. At the same time adisplay on the
radio, like acalculator LCD, will read out the
name of the station being received or the
time. or some other brief message.
The traffic news option will be of obvious
advantage on car radios and these will probably have aspeech synthesis chip to announce
whatever is displayed on the LCD screen.
The first RDS car radio, made for Volvo and
for Mitsubishi, should by now be available.
Several firms are making chip sets for RDS so
by the end of the year it should be astandard
feature in car systems.
Knowing that they must break the ' no
software - no hardware' chicken and egg
vicious circle. the BBC have already converted all the VHF FM transmitters in England to RDS and will soon start work in the
rest of Britain.
The IBA is also quietly experimenting with
RDS. for instance the Capital and LB('
transmitters in London have been making test
transmissions without telling anyone. Continental radio stations are also converting to
RDS. The new system is compatible with the
existing ARI equipment used in Germany
(Autofahrer Rundfunk Information). AR1
will be allowed to die off, and will be replaced
by RDS.
Although the BBC' is clearly pleased that
RDS is taking off with the makers of car
receivers. the Beeb's real long-term ambition
is to use RDS as away of making radio areal
competitor to television.
It is ver easy to use aTV set once the push
buttons have been set. But few domestic
radios have push-button pre-sets. and the
user has to struggle with an over- crowded dial
and the confusion of different frequencies
used for the same station in different parts of
the country. Radio tuning dials are marked
with KHz and MHz. which means nothing to
most people. There is atemptation to leave a
radio set tuned to whatever it was last
receiving. RDS changes all this. The data
signal does the tuning. once the user has
selected a programme 11> name.
With this in mind the BBC has published a
'Yellow Book' on ' functional' requirements
for the BBC portable receiver'. The BBC
plans to sell abulged BBC RDS radio. This
follows along the lines pioneered with the
BBC Micro. The BBC draws up the specification and an outside contractor is licensed to
make and sell it, with royalties paid to the
BBC. Learning from some unhappy experiences with the BBC Micro. the BBC does not
want to license just one company to make the
bulged radio. Instead the BBC will license
several companies or consortia.
The big question is who will apply. When
the BBC published its Yellow Book in April.
the electronics companies were surprised at
what they saw. Although the document is
brief, just eight pages. this is because it is tied
to Il EBU. IEC. CCIR and BSI standards.
The RDS requirements are relatively
straightforward. The bulged radio must have
circuitry capable of decoding the RDS signal.
twelve pre-set buttons for stored stations and
a display to read out the frequency and
service name, indicate whether the service is
mono or stereo and tell the quality of
reception. This should present few problems.
Several firms are now developing RDS chip
sets, and LCD screens are available as offthe-shelf items. The real kicker in the Yellow
Book is the way the BBC is tying the RDS
licence to general performance of the
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receiver.
What this means is that the BBC radio will
by definition be a high quality radio, as well
as an RDS receiver. Well done to the BBC
for this. But it remains to be seen whether
manufacturers will be interested in improving
performance, and thereby tending to increase
their price, to win a BBC licence. The cost
will of course be further increased by the
provision of RDS features and payment to
the BBC of afew per cent royalty on each set
made. Only time will tell - and it will he
interesting to see whether, as the BBC plans,
there will be prototypes available for the
Radio Show in Earl's Court in the Autumn,
prior to sets going on sale to the general
public next year.
There is an interesting tail issue too.
Although the BBC is only using RDS on
VHF/FM, the original standard for RDS also
catered for medium and longwave AM
broadcasts. The system can he made to work,
albeit with lower data rates. by switching the
phase of the main broadcast carrier backwards and forwards.
Last year. while on holiday with aportable
radio. Igrew increasingly frustrated at the
difficulty of tuning into the BBC's World
Service. The frequency charts published by
Bush House are hopelessly confusing. By the
time you have found the right frequency for
the country you are in. the frequency is
changed for the time of day. apparently never
to return. So last September Isuggested to
Bush House engineers that they might like to
try experimenting with AM RDS on the short
wave ( HF) bands. This would allow the BBC'
to design. and license. aBBC World Service
radio. With asingle button, it would hunt for
the strongest World Service frequency in the
area, and automatically tune in. whatever the
time of day or country.
Last September. the Bush Ilouse engineers
said they would look at the idea and let me
know. More than six months later Ihad still
heard nothing. But, still interested in the
idea. Iraised it with the BBC' engineers who
drafted the Yellow Book, and were offering it
to manufacturers. Iasked them what they
thought about the idea of a World Service
badged radio. Funny you should say that,
they replied, we were thinking about that
only yesterday. It should work.
This raises an interesting question. Do the
BBC engineers at Bush House ever talk to
other BBC engineers? What a pity if by not
talking they have missed the chance of
showing a prototype badged BBC World
Service radio at Earl's Court this Autumn to
the whole world. *
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RC850 STEREO
CONTROL AMPLIFIER
RI=r11313-

RB850 50W
POWERSTEREO
AMPLIFIER
The connoisseurs choice. Incorporating much of the UK techno ogy of the famous " BX" series
amplifiers: Large well engineered power supplies S High current capability S Selected close
tolerence high quality components • Low noise integrated circuits S Dual mono construction of the
power amplifier S Direct speaker wiring S No degrading protection circuitry S High quality phono
stages • Direct signal paths.
Technical features which combine to give music asense of weight and effortlessness that smaller
amplifiers can only aspire to. The twin box construction offers enormous flexibility in system building
and the ability to run two power amplifiers either in bridged mode ( 150W per ch.) or to B1 - amp
loudspeakers. Higher power requirements can be achieved with Rotel's new RB870BX 100W and
RB890 160W power amplifiers which are also bridgeable to provide 300W or 480W per ch.
respectively.

RT850AL1rilitr).
Flirt E
R
The definitive tuner is its class. UK designed to provide very high standards cf radio performance and
music quality with the convenience of push button tuning and 16 preset stations. Winner of the " Best
Buy" Award from Hi Fi Choice and now winner of What Hi-Fi?'s prestigious Award for Best Tuner of 1988
the 1218501 has now been restyled to match Rotel's new appearance design and also now features
LED station indicators. Also available is the more affordable RT830AL Analogue Tuner, offering the
same performance.

8

tru.e.egg
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DIGITAL STEREO
RCD820BX2 COMPACT
DISC PLAYER
The very latest 16 bit 4times oversampling technology combine with Rotel's own
UK product development expertise to provide aC.D. signal soirce of fine resolutior
definition and musical performance. With full numeric remote control, programming and full feature
display the RCD820BX2 offers fine value. This special " BX" vers.on incorporates additional UK designed
circuitry and separate regulated power supplies effectively removing the digital hash from the audio
circuits resulting in acleaner audio signal with much improved dynamics and definition.

These fine components are but asmall selection from Rotel's award winning range of real HiFi
products which offer very high standards of technical performance and musical enjoyment. All are
based upon Rotel's UK balanced design concept which ensures that within the resources available,
each aspect of the products design has been optimised. To find out why Rotel has now received
What Hi-Fi?'s prestigious awards for 1988 for Best Turntable, Best Radio Tuner, Best Loudspeaker
and Best HiFi System (amplifier • Tuner • C.D. Player • Loudspeakers) call Rotel for details of your
nearest dealer.

UK DESIGN 8( DEVELOPMENT

Ficrwra-Lbz,
25 HEATHFIELD, STACEY BUSHES, MILTON KEYNES MK12 6HR TEL (0908) 317707

CHICAGO
Chicago — home of the Blues. Only this time that applies
to the CES. Ken Kessler mourns with the rest

T

RADITIONS GRAB HOLD and
grow comfortable. Year after
year. you know just how to deal with
the massive Consumer Electronics
Show. But things have changed. and lYSS
looked like the Year of the Big Squeeze.
Those being squeezed are the members of
the specialist hi-fi sector, denied a decent
hotel because of Chicago politics. Fire regulations became the stick used by civil servants
to beat innocents over the head. apower trip
excess which, in this case, resulted in the loss
of ahotel which, if nothing else. had at least
given the specialist makes something approximating adecent venue. But the Congress has
been deemed unsuitable. so the CES committee had to make room elsewhere for companies smaller than the Sonys and the Toshihas. This year's specialist display was in the
McCormick Hotel. s'. oh its small rooms and
dire accoustics. and the result was a smaller
show with loads of disgruntled exhib:tors.
Many did manage to convert their hellholes into reasonable facsimiles of listening
rooms, hut mostly it felt like one of those
Japanese hotels where they stick everyone
into horizontal-only sleeping tubes. And
remember, Chicago is like a giant sauna in
June. SO claustrophobia wasn't the only discomfort. The deodorant concession would
made someone a fortune.
But ajob is ajob, and everyone set about
doing what they're supposed to do. Boxes
Voll

were humped, cables unspooled. amps
switched : ,11, crowds jostled. Amidst the
chaos were some fine treats, so it wasn't quite
the wash- out it might have been. But before
tiptoeing tnrough the tulips, anod of the head
to absent friends.
Ahem.
Those who did make it. for the most part.
bad new wares worthy of your attention,
although I must say there were far fewer
mind- bending strokes of genius than I'd have
liked. Still. Ihave to pity any members of the
press short of copy fodder, because I've got
more material than space and Idon't know
what to include and what to discard.

Speakers' corner
As ever, there were enough new speakers to
make you wish that Ambisonics or surroundsound would really take hold — if only to
account for the excess. Something for everyone from $99 to $40,000, and the British led
the charge.
Imean that literally, for the first formal
event in my diary was the launch of KEF's
new C-series. The theme was down-size, the
reduction being in the tweeter's motor thanks
to the advent of neodymium magnets.
Because this new material enabled them to
produce a tweeter with amagnet the size of
an Elizabeth Arden mint instead of aquarterpound burger, KEF were able to relocate the
tweeter in the throat of the woofer, creating

what the company call the Uni Q driver.
Similar to a dual-concentric, it differs from
the traditional two- in-one designs by virtue of
placing the tweeter on the same effective
plane as the woofer. The goal was better
off- axis remlonse, less problems due to time
delay and a reduction of interference effects
in the crossover region. Four of the six new
models sport Uni Q drivers, and our review
in the October issue will let you know how
well KEF have achieved their design goals.
The drivers look smart, there's aspace saving
as an added benefit, and there's enough
potential in the concept to find its way into
the KEF wall- mount and in- car designs.
Rogers, too, had a run of new models on
display. including the LS4A, atwo-way sealed box design featuring a 19mm metal dome
tweeter and a 200mm woofer; these will hit
the UK at £208 per pair. That tweeter also
has a home in the LS2A, the ' A' suffix
referring to a revised 125mm woofer and
relocated port. This speaker will set you back
amere £ 168 per pair. The LA6A features the
same drivers as the LS4A along with biwiring capability; price will be around £260.
B&W got in on the act with the new 500
Series, a four- model line-up designed with
CAD/CAM assistance and, here we go again,
metal dome tweeters. The treble unit is the
'true piston'. design developed for the Matrix
801 Series 2and the Concept 90, and all four
speakers feature smart styling courtesy of
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Kenneth Grange of Pentagram Studios. ss ho
are rapidls becs'nnittg the aesthetics mas ens of
the Indust rs . fIt 55 lilt he too long before we
can all attend the funeral of the plain. ugls
walnut ss rapped box.)
Cos en their first US airing were the SL- Si
telestions. the all- new me'nther being the
SI. I
251 featuring a medite cabinet a onepiece aluminium dome tweeter. two 165nun
bass units and hi- wiring facilits -.Ths• Si suffix
has also been added to the SEu and st..600,
the latter at last hi-wirahle and therefore no
longer a source of income for aftermarket
bi-ssirer Paul Crook. ( See. Paul. what happens \shell you do something too well?)
He brook had two new models with athird
to lolloss. the 1113 151) It:299) being a highquality small monitor in the HB2 tradition. It
features two rear- firing ports which are
radiused and loam- lined. Bass driver is a
1811mm treated paper cone and the traditional
dust cap has been replaced with a Spedally
designed Lobes phase plug'. This complements the characteristics of the cone to allow
for use without acrossover. 'Or direct connection to the amplifier. AAAARGIIIIII""'
Anodic' bloods 1
1
)111111 metal domed tsseeter
!!!! Fr. sorry.' I shouldn't hase said that.
Maybe Ishould just pass oser it and mention
the solid- core \siring ( shear that. hums?).
hard- wiring on the crossover. high- tensile
steel bolts to fix the (iris ers to the cabinets.
chunky construction and ferrofluid cooling of
the m---1 dome tweeter. Oths..r new Iles brooks include the HU I1H) at ( 249 and the
II14200 ( t.369).
Nlusieal Fidelity has added a smaller
speaker to their ranee. called the Reference 2
to distinguish it front the MC models. It's

(ble ° Ohl' 111 1
I. Is
Upper
seett here is the
cotnpatt .
v's radical mo-isav concentric unit
,

lased on the IC2. but the cabinet has been
designed to render it mors.• suitable for wall or
shelf mounting.
Bravo to Linn for the new Helix which
doesn't have a mew/ dmne tweeter! Back to
the good of Polyamide dome for the lads
from Scotland . the Helix also utilising a
2110mm carNm-loaded ptilvprs spy .ene bass
driver, housed in a cabinet ss ith sts ling
similar to last year's Nexus. Price of this
not- up- against- the- wall nli)del will he in the
£2511 res'iion.
Do not think for a moment that the North
Americans were short of new speakers. Highwood. whose ' less diptges were mentioned in

prwwvis,,,,/ the 111.s:formal speaker raVg '. Ihese
aplanar diaphragm driven limn
the
,

( *Madill! ele , i1;11% 11.1e

our Las Vegas CES report. let members of
the press hear pre- production samples of
their novel systems, all of which are fullrange dipoles consisting of stretched Mvlar
sheets driven from the centre. We heard the

MAJOR AWARD FOR
HA.FLER
A pleasant surprise was sprung on David
Hailer at his own annual CES dinner party
this year. when he was presented with the
Major Award of the Armstrong Research
Foundation. The Foundation is the creation
of the great radio pioneer Major Edwin
Howard Armstrong. who invented the superheterodyne receiver and later played a major
part in the commercial development of FM
broadcasting in the USA.
Presenting the award on behalf of the
Armstrong Foundation's president Mitchell
Hastings. Tom Lewis read a citation which
spoke warmly of David Hafler's long service
to the hi-fi industry, including his introduction of the fmnous Dynaco amplifier kits,
designs which had set new standards in
quality of construction, clarity of instruct ions,
user service and value for money. The citation paid tribute to Hailer's Lfeiime pursuit
of excellence in audio, and to the integrity in
business which has Won him universal respect
in the industry.
Although Haller has now officially retired.
having sold the David Haller company to the
car stereo manufacturing group Rockford
Fosgate. he continues as a consultant in the
development of the products that hear his
name. Our very hest wishes for the future go
to David and Gertrude Hailer.
top- of- the- line node I. which will sell for
[15110 per pair in the UK. but Iss as far more
intrigued by the tiny Model 11; ss Inch should
sell for under 1:300 .
- Think ahout it - a true
dipole that takes up no more of your field of
vision than ats plea' tsso-ss ay box, and costing
less than three Gnotes. The Highwmids still
need sonic fie-ting.
n u n
hut thic's should he
ready for the
Show at the Heathrow
Perna in Septemher.
At the extreme end. Museatex showed a
radical new speaker system - too new to have
a name or a price tag more specific than
$5-111.1N1d - which features built-in amplifiers,
two enclosures per side, and enough of Ed
Meitner's magic to give its first reviewer two
pages' worth of theory before even getting to
the verdids.
Jim \\ ines showed us his new modular
ribbon ss Inch will lead the way to awhole new
generation of Magnepan systems over the
coming sears. His goal is to get the ribbons to
satisfy a sub-51)Hz specification, and the
comp'lexity suggests that this is a long-term
exercise.
Martin- Logan had demonstrated the overthe- top Statement first heard in early form at
last October's Stereophile Show, with a pro-

jected price of 5211.1100. Price is now fortv big
ones, and the things really do look like ÙLS's'
which took Alice's advice. More real- world
are the elegant Sequels, priced below the
CLS.
Apogee launched not a new speaker hut a
whole range of finishs..s as ailable throughout
the range. The alreads gorgeous Diva looked
stunninit in mahogany: \slide oak. marble,
granite and other finishes \sere seen on the
rest of the range. Diva and Duetta owners
can now hiampkv with the company's DAN.
the Dedicated Ac.tive Crossover made easy to
install by shine of digital readout of sound
pressure levels for r;erfect matching. The
company is considering a version for universal lise.
(«LS must stand for Confusing Exhihitiim
of Speakers. because that seems to constitute
most of my pile of brochures. Seen and heard
was an amazing high- end design from the
revitalised Altec Lansing. a big- bucks beauty
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called the Bias 5511: Triad's cute little satellite
system. the Ssstem
Bud Friers vast
array of transmission line systems: a new
Snell. the Type K
Shahinian's Diapasom
which Ifoofishlv tagged the Obelisk in the
Vegas report: Allisini's elegant I(21) with a
dispersion pattern that can be changed via :I
ssireless remote: the delightful Precise range
designed Is\ Reference Recordings' Prof.
Johnson and my favontrite. the nifty little
This mini- monitor is a three-way design
housed in an enclosure only 71.1x 1.2 1
the tweeter mounted on die top. Bass was
better than yoni'd expect. sshile the imaging
w'is terrific. But the tariff is around € 12011,
which makes these minis for the well-heeled.
The\ looked like ss cc Isobariks. so maybe
soMehods should bring them in hir
fanatics with space problems.

Everything Else
Yes. there \sere new products other than
speakers. including new cartridges of all
things. The analogue supporters continue to
(lets the CD crusaders, hut it should he
pinnted out that in 1st of the launches were
I
rom British concerns. Judging by the evidence of my recent travels. I'd have to say
that the t1K is the LP's final resting place.
and the launch of two cartridges from Rega,
the K5 from Linn and a high- end Goldring
iiig- i
s
:ir.il ft(t‘ vet named sho w that sculleItini(n
x. k s epi r /L
d to keep those tonearms
loaded. Which reminds me: Roksan showed a
cartridge based on the classic EMT, fitted to
their 'less Artemiz arm. This nicely- machined
construct features staggered hearings and the
strangest counterweight arrangement I've
ever seen. It actuallS pivots and provides
adiustiible resonant frequency. no giant locknuts or these gu ys.
Naim also shins cd a unlearnt, a uni pivot
111.11 \ I555.. Rio ( 11t1)121 sil ss
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unipirin innearin wen here o,, the inennible
1P12. Price will he ' inure duns un

with achoice of arm tubes. Price? All they'd
:t‘ . is ' More than an Ittok•.
v
l finally got to drool over the tevised
Oracle Alexandra. which is available in a
fetching Apogee gre‘ or black lacquer. while
the soon-to-be-reviewed-in-/WV/RR Basis
and the all- vacuum Versa turned up here and
there. SOTA showed ableached- out Cosmo.
an all- ivory thing which looked like it 5\ as
made from Milky Bars. Iloved it, hut then
Fm not known for realistic tastes. The nicest
surprise was the •appearance of the Niki 1
Michell Gyrodec. which - if you can believe it
- is even more attractive than the Nlkl. The
platter is now ablack acrylic compound made
from graphite and si ri I. I'd love to see how
this baby looks when sited next to the black
'n' gold I' rimare electronics.
Which leads me nicely to . . .

the nicest styling yet seen in the alreadyhandsome range.
Tandberg, noss restructured. finally launched the affordable 3030 series of separates
and our own Cambridge launched a stylish
tuner to satisfy Stan's Fans. The T-10 is an
analogue design featuring AM and I'M bands
and is housed in an enclosure which matches
the P4O and l'55 integrated amplifiers. A
make new to me. l'SE. s
-howed acomprehensive range of affordable amplifiers and
preamplifiers. including the elegant slimline
Studio SL with lise high-level inputs, useradjustable phono matching and an overengineered power supply for those hung up on
this aspect of amp design. Normally. this
wouldn't sec ni too out or the ordinaiy. but
the prices make the stuff stand out. Because
W• 1101 : IS liable in the
sson .ttorment
you k reminding you ot ht ss inexpensive
hi-fi can be acri .. the poni.

AUGUSIlqm.

Electrocompaniet. ntroduced an upmarket
integrated amplifier. the LC100, rated at
2X WOW tiLl sporting no le.s than nine inputs
with full sideo switching. This baby swings
40V, which kind of makes you reas sess your
at
towards all- in-one units. huh?
()nix showed a finished- the- night- before
pre power combination consisting of the
0A2-1 pretunp and 0A601 power amplifier
featuring five line inputs. full tape monitoring

THE FINIAL SAGA, PART $3786

Yes, laser-watchers, that's the price of the
long-awaited Finial optical- reading turntable.
A price implies that there's something to sell,
and you're forgiven for thinking that KK is
about to have his chain pulled for afifth time.
Having jerked me around for the past few
CESes, the Finial crowd finally agreed that it
was time the European press received the
same courtesy afforded to the US press a
couple of years ago. It turns out the wait was
beneficial, because the unit we were shown is
a few generations beyond that which was
demonstrated way back when.
Things With Knobs On ' Em
For starters, it no longer looks like a
Acoustic Research has at last released a Samsonite briefcase: I'd love to have been
cassette deck to accompany the electronics.
able to photograph it but Idon't own aMinox
The pre-production sample looked smart and
spy camera. Yes, even with the machine in
seemed far too feature- laden to he available
front of me Iwas made to feel part of a
for under 000. The new CD-06 CD player is
cloak-and-dagger exercise, and Finial
now ready ( we managed to get the tirst
wouldn't allow anyone to take pictures of
review into this issue, see page 61). so the AR
what must surely be the final version.
system is developing nicely. Look for revised
If the artist's impression comes out anypower amps and ( possibly) acolour option in
thing like the actual item, you should see a
1989.
sleek machine with a full-width tray, above
The most amazing- looking product at the
which resides a sloped fascia sporting more
controls than you'll find on your Rega or
Linn. The near-to- production- Finial boasts
press-buttons for on/off, mute, play, forwardand-backward skip and cueing, speed select
and trim, block-repeat control (just like your
CD player), real-time read-out, visual display
(against a grid) of the beam's relative location, and a few other niceties not usually
associated with LP playback.
And play back it most certainly does.
Having examined a case-free unit which
revealed aboard with more logic chips on it
than most micros, a stepper motor and belt
drive operation, we were treated to a
genuine, bona fide demo, comparing the
Finial's skill with analogue retrieval to that of
a reasonable CD player. Using a familiar
‘lieer indulgence - //us Ma, i,1
gla.% and
well-turned-inn transhwillers
dig' VIIICI01240
Linda Ronstadt recording ( which was cued to
perfection with the CD) we were given an
show was a valve amplifier from Unison
A/B which showed quite conclusively that not
Soundsmiths called the Vulcan 240. Resembonly does the Finial work, but it works very
ling a picnic basket for anachrophiles. it
well indeed.
featured copper- covered everythings. directTo be perfectly frank. Idon't feel confident
coupled fully- balanced stages. double mono
operation, anti- vibration construction and a writing this even though Isaw and heard a
real working sample. Finial teased me more
healthy power output in the region of 120W/
than my first-ever date, and she never came
channel.
around, so I've yet to embrace the company
YBA of France showed a full- function
as the vinyl junkie's saviour. They're suggestpreamp called the YBA I with moving coil
ing aUK release date of May-ish, 1989, some
transformer module, phase inverter. bypass
5-6 months after the US launch of a limited
mode for CD-direct listening as well as phono
number of virtually hand- built players. The
playback. no resistors in the signal path and
11:- FI NI US& RI ( .01t1) RI \ II 55
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machine we saw was a pre-production version, all in black and needing only some
tidying here-and-there to make it shop-ready.
It did everything as it was commanded, the
tray closing with aspeed and precision which
Philips should emulate, the tracks accessed
with exceptional rapidity, and the dynamic
click supression ( probably not amillion miles
removed from the old SAE system) worked
well enough to render a well-scratched LP
more than listenable. The Finial folks even
fitted a bypass for the tweakier types who
fear any form of signal processing and want to
hear their LP's crackles and all.
What Finial has not yet been able to do is
endow the player with 78rpm capability
(because of groove profile and, in some
cases, hill-and-dale operation) nor will it
accept 7in records, picture discs or records
pressed on coloured vinyl. It will handle
warps too severe for stylus tracing and
eccentric pressings are handled with ease.
Cleanliness is paramount - the company even
provides ahand-operated rotary cleaner with
each unit - but Idon't think it's any worse
than the demands made by mechanical playback systems.
The machine is wonderful, just what record
collectors with loads of never-to-be-CD'd
LPs would love to acquire. It looks smart,
lacks only aremote control to make it really
appealing to the toy-collector types, it does
what it's supposed to do and it may one day
be able to play the discs which need its
coddling more than any others: 78s. But it
does come from acompany which has antagonised the press, the trade and the redoubtable
Bazza Fox (who is far less forgiving than
soft-touch KK), so it really does seem that
they have to make up for alot of stupidity if
the Finial is to be treated as anything more
than an intricate scam.
I know that there many readers are old
enough or dedicated enough to have LPs
which are irreplaceable. You'd love to have a
system which would guarantee their security,
freeing you from the fear of irreversible wear
or damage. I'd like to tell you right now that
your dreams are about to be answered. But at
the moment, Finial is still, in my eyes, like
that coy bitch who promised me a bit more
than a snog in the back seat.
Watch this space. The next report will be
either a shouting-from-the-rooftop thumbsup, or it will be the very last time Iever
address the subject again.
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for tsso decks s\ith dubbin in both directions. cartridge hunting via 1511' switches. and
a 2><WW ratine. the whole package selling
fin [ 1297 in the UK.

Gold Rush
I could tell sou that Goldmund showed a
'ley\ less- expensive ( well, what they'd call
less-expensise) preamp. that they now market their own version of TipToe.s. that the
company bought Stellayox ( of high- end openreel tapé recorder tame) or that sou still have
time to put your name down tor tille of the
remaining Reference turntables be tore production ced`,CS. I
could also tell you that if
you're aSocialist or aCommunist or acynic
or a British hi- ti manufacturer or simply one
who thinks that KK is too hung up on
astronomical price- tags that sou should skip
the rest sil this side- bar. I'd rather tell you
that I hase heard, final's
the complete
Goldmund package. no \\ terminating in the
Apologue loudspeaker. and it ss is one of the
most oscrwhelming audio experiences of my
life. When Itell \ ou that the total system
costs well over six figures sterling, you have
eNel - right to resp,Md. Kessler .s lost his
marbles or ' For that kind of money it
damned well should overwhelm'.
We are not talking about anything even
approaching normalcy. The Goldmund system is quite emphaticalls an exercise in
cost- no- object excess, aimed solely at the
music lover who is so damned rich that
third- world countries turn to him for unsecured loans. It is the reahn of hardware as
stylish as anything in aworld-class museum of
modern art. It is asystem that utterly devoid
of compromise. It is beyond belief'.
Regular readers are familiar with the company's Reference turntable, the preamp. the
cartridge and the modified Stellavox openreel tape deck. The Apologue speaker is
simply the last part of the chain to reach
production. and it adds S-41.1100 to the package price. At the Nikko Hotel ( the only
venue I've ever seen worthy of playing host to
this hardware) the Apologue was demonstrated with the Mimesis amplifiers. The
ultimate installation would incorporate the
new Gold Cube amplifiers instead. But more
about that in a moment.
The Apologue ( as our header picture
shows) consists of a Z' shaped frame which
contains live boxes. each housing adriver. A
four- was design. the two Dynaudio tweeters
(heas iR modified, of course) are operated in
parallel: the remaining ' ways' are covered by
a mid- driver and two separate woofers. The
latter units are modified local s% stems. The
wooters are mounted on baffles which are
opened at the sides, the enclosures housing
six tuned resonators to deal with the hack
field. Although these operate almost as if in

parallel. they are fed slightly different signals
from the crossover to compensate for flooreffect contamination. ' I ' he tweeters are situated above and below the mid driver, and
operate from two meters and beyond as
coincident with the mid- range. Each enclosure can be adjusted for signal arrival relative
to the listener, and the fine-tuning capabilities of every aspect right down to the resonators is bordering on the infinite.
The Apologue stands some six feet tall and
comes finished in black. They look like they
should be surrounded by purple velvet ropes
with the designer's name on a showeard.
They sound simply wonderful.
During my brief siay. Iheard male vocals
from an African male chorus, the most
striking thing being the realistic height portrayal with the vocals at a level just about
what would be average height for amale - no
larger- than- life trickery here. Depth was
astonishing. while off- axis behaviour was
such that you wouldn't have to move your
tush an inch if you prefer to sit stage left or
right.
And that was with the Mimesis. Iwas then
shown this small gold cube which turned out
to be a dedicated 100 W mono amplifier
which fits into a recess at the back, thus
eliminating the need for speaker cables. The
machined- from- brass. dipped- in- gold amp
will only be made in limited numbers. The
Co st? $ i11,110() per cube.
Iknow. Iknow
we're talking about stuff
so beyond the pale that you're fingiven for
thinking that it was conceived by Tolkien. All
Iknow is that. having heard it and possibly
never hearing it again. it is simply an astounding achievement, despite the fact that it may
have absolutely no influence whatsoever on
the development of hi-fi into the next decade.
What's most important about the Goldmund
system is not its performance hut that someone could even be bothered to do it. We need
dreamers like Michel Reverchon, especially
when they make stuff which makes everything else seem mass- market.
Forget the cinema, sport events, Tuesday
night bingo. This is what should he in your
local theatre, heard for £ 5per ticket. It' s. not
hi-fi. It's what Eddie Cochran would call
Something Else.

Monster Madness
We've come to expect a certain amount of
strangeness from the gnomes at Monster
Cable, but usually it's little more than
nomenclature of awhacky nature. This time
the company are out to wrest the title of
Super Tweak from Peter Belt, with their new
wiring scheme called PowerDrive.
When the company's resident loonie, Rod
Herman, showed me an RCA- type connector
which looked like it had mutated after Chernobyl. I figured it was some odd type of
connector or maybe aplumbing fixture for
Yuse in Ireland. The plug end looked like a
normal phono plug. though one which sports
the company's new ' Turbine' gripping collar.
The opening for the cable, however. consisted of the normal straight- in opening as
well as another angled orifice on the side.
'What goes in there?' Ifoolishly inquired.
"Ile return from your loudspeaker,' he
answered with a straight face.
Picture it, then, a wiring installation in
which the '+' to '+' amp- to-speaker connection is as you'd expect, while the
from the
loudspeaker is connected not to the
output of the amplifier but to the earth tae of
the phono plug entering the am
- p.
Apparently, it does the following:
The network of wires. PC paths. contacts
and interference from other components creates an impedance path between input and
output. The resulting impedance and the
electromagnetic distortions which occur
within it cause a variation of the reference
earth input. This produces avoltage differential which alters ( and can add to) the amplifier signal's output. The magnitude of this
voltage differential and the amplification
error which occurs is in direct proportion to
the strength of the current flow and the
impedance of the earth network. This voltage
becomes amplified ( magnified) 50 to 100
times to a level where the distortions of the
original signal become clearly audible.
PowerDrive is supposed to cure this by
bypassing the amp's internal earth circuit
altogether. providing the signal with atotally
accurate reference point, free from the internal impedance variations that occur. By
connecting one end of the loudspeaker to the

MERIDIAN MULTI-ROOM OPTIONS
Away from the main show, Meridian were at
the Lenox hotel with their US distributor
Madrigal ( who showed the Mark Levinson
amplifiers) and took a suite to display and
demonstrate the components which make up
the Meridian Multiroom System.
Added to the existing 200 series components, the use of 220 series of parts will allow
users or installers to build up concealed and
multi- room on several levels of sophistication. First, connecting the small and unobtrusive 212 Remote Control Sensor to a 200
series system will allow all components
except the speakers to he hidden. Next, a
second listening area can be added simply by
using the 201 preamplifier's ability to duplicate all its functions and control two systems.
Further listening areas can be ' daisy
chained' from it as required. A compact 220
Wall Panel unit, designed to fit on astandard
light switch bezel, can switch between
sources, mute the sound if the ' phone goes
and control the volume.
As Allen Boothroyd hinted (' Designer
Series', May l988 issue). Meridian's multi-

room system options go further than this,
with the addition of the 221 Smart Wall
Panel, which carries buttons to operate most
of the functions found on the front panels of
the 2(X) series products themselves. It also
acts as aremote control sensor. The line up of
components is completed by the 222 Junction
Box, 223 Power Supply Box and, finally, the
224 Star Connector Box which will make a
neat job of connections. It will connect up to
eight cables. These new components now
offered by Meridian will finally allow consumers to make the most of the unique
flexibility which is inherent in the 200 series.
As if this wasn't enough, Meridian now
have a prototype 'smart' loudspeaker. The
D600 is a neat floor-standing active design
which will accept digital signals ( Meridian
pioneered the ' digital speaker' in prototype
form some years ago) and carries a remote
sensor panel at the top. Using the 209
hand-held remote control, the system can
thus be operated with all other components
tucked away out of sight. Price is tentatively
projected at around £ 000 per pair.
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phono input earth of the amp. the resulting
amp- to- speaker loop is tied to a singular
reference point, providing an accurate baseline for the amplification of the input signal.
Monster describe it as an ' express freeway
access from the amplifier's output to the
speaker's input'. The result is said to be
faster, cleaner more coherent reproduction.
with better dimensionality and space. You
can try it for free if you know how to solder,
and I'm assured that it's perfectly safe.
Ijust don't know what my friends are going
to say when they see the speaker feeding the
power amp's earth input . . .

Depending on your political attitudes, you'll
either love or hate the fact that I was
shown/given no new vinyl releases at this
CES. CDs to a man it was, but Isuppose
that's now the norm. If some relief from the
little silver thingies is needed, take note that
there was at least one DAT, aSheffield Lab
sampler designed for use by retailers as a
demonstration product. We're working on
acquiring samples for aspecial offer, so the
three readers with DAT machines had better
get out their chequebooks.
Sheffield also released ( oops. Iclean Sheffield Lab) Rhapsody in Russia, Lincoln
Mayorga and the Moscow Philharmonic's live
concert of Gershwin classics. Apparently.
Mayorga wasn't told that it was being broadcast to the whole of Russia until after the gig,
a pretty astounding omission if you think
about it, but a ploy which is one way of
sparing a performer the indignities of stage
fright.
Reference Recordings produced aCD version of the previously released Blazing Redheads (RR- 26(7D) Latin/jazz title, while
Telarc proudly launched Strauss' Also Sprach
Zarathustra, Op. 30 ( CD- 8(1167) and The
Ring Without Words (
CD- 8154) for all you
Wagner freaks. SH handed me a wrinkled
press release about an all- new label called

Buzz, Buzz-a-diddleit
Every show produces afew pieces which send
a buzr through the audiophile coMmunity.
hot items ( with or without pre- show hype)
which somehow enter into most of the conversation during the shoyy's duration. This
year. I heard repeated references to three
items in particular. and they're all digital.
And. no, I
didn't hear anvime even mutter
about DAT. most of us nos being resigned to
waiting for the record companies to stop
acting like shmucks.
Outboard digital- to- analogue converters
aren't exactly the kind of products which tend
to keep you awake at night in a feverish
dream state. After all. the 1.TK has taken the
lead ( whether the Japanese or the Americans
dare to admit it) with A& R Cambridge
launching the world's first affordable oittboard 1)/A unit, followed swiftly by Musical
Fidelity and Cambridge mho. Rut when the

Musical Fidelitv ..v
mahout(' DA( will. Both
to-ax and rennin' &gins/ ennnedion% are pmsible.

Yanks do it, they do it big. and the one that
had alot of lips Musing was the SHIM Wadia
Digilink 30 from W&W Audio in Charlotte.
North Carolina.
It's neat- looking, a Nextel grey pair of
boxes consisting of one chassis sporting three
digital inputs, connected by fibre optic link to
amain chassis offering aselection of sampling
rates, phase inversion in the digital domain.
IS- bit linear processing and - yes - 64 times
oversampling. The DACs are upgradable.
the design allows for software options like
auto- digital de-emphasis. extra headroom.
and general and advanced dithering techni111-11 NI 555 .1
4 RI LORD RI /
/
4 II 51
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Dorian Recordings. who are entering the fray
with six titles. The company records its
material in the Troy Savings Bank Music Hall
(which I think is in New York), and they
employ ' purist' techniques and modified
digital equipment. The initial batch includes a
harpsichord recording, Colin Tihtey Plays
Scarlatti, Bach's Goldberg Variations performed by organist Jean Guillou, and
Tchaikovsky's The Seasons with pianist Antonin Kubalek. These will be followed by 15
more titles in 1988. The company can be
reached at 240 West End Avenue. New York,
New York 10023.
Speaking of New York, the Chesky
Brothers found time between wenching and
gambling to release CD versions of Earl
Wild's Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto No I
(CD- 13) and Perlman's Tchaikovsky: Violin
Concerto (
CD- I2). They're toying with the
idea of releasing LPs and CDs of interest to
the other 90% of the world's music loving
population, and are mooting Chesky editions
of Sam & Dave's classic Soul Man, Howard
Tate's Get It While You Can and other
monumental titles. Interested readers should
not hesitate to send their letters of support to
David and Norman Chesky, P.O. Box 1268,
Radio City Station, New York, New York
10011.
such facilities as tape monitoring, phase
inversion, stereo reverse, mute, balance and
alone analogue input to take the signal from
your conventional preamp with its analogue
sources.

.1“li, 11,:ilal the reMilrilble Ibelt, 1)Srre ii a
high-ellii '11 .01(11 preallIplilie

ques, operation can he either balanced or
unbalanced. and the rest of the brochure
meant little to me as I'm not conversant with
advanced continuer design.
Less daunting but no less Ile \ 1/
4 sWO1111
Was
the Theta DSPre. a half- way house between
an outboard I) A converter and a line les el
preamp. This unit. retailing for ashade under
$4k. found its tt at . into no less than nine
systems on show by other manufacturers. and
it made every CD player Iheard it with sound
audibly better than in standard form.
Designed by Mike Moffatt ( sort of an American Tim de-Parat icini - over bft tall, fluent in
Japanese. an electronics genius. and about as
eccentric as you can get without needing to be
locked away) the Theta looks like a typical
high- end preamp. DSPre. however. stands
for Digital Signal Processing Preamp. which
tells you that it accepts the digital output of
CD and DAT machines, while also offering

eraitinanslup from ifendlileP.
Well), 1114'111111,W ill 111'11;11111 I

Mer,

The other non- analogue buzz came from a
new company. Krell's latest venture known
as Krell Digital Inc. The first product? We
were shown a pre production sample of wait for this - Krell's first CD player.
Probably the cleanest- looking machine I've
ever seen, it uses not atacky OEM transport
hut a CD-ROM drive for the higher standards that affords. Dan D'Ago's tino was
cagey about the innards, but Ididn't push it.
The sound was enough to let you know that
something wonderful was afoot.

People, People, People
All of the above is so Much poop if you forget
the people. so Iwant to let you know why.
despite politics. low wages. bad hours, late
nights and hurting ears we all stay in the
business. Y'see. this is one of the few
industries where people are united by a
common love. namely music - and that
certainly doesn't apply to the record industry.
You have to assume that any4.me who would
make hi-fi their life's work has to have either
amind of mush or heart of gold. Iopt for the
latter. What happened is this: Ifoolishly left a
load of cash in my, hotel room, the first time
I've ever let my Yankee bred paranoia lapse
- Is e heell il 1/
41
4 ily
/
that long.
Naturally. my hoard was pilfered. and I
found myself armed with nothing but a few
credit cards so over the limit that Visa and
Access would say they're starting to reach
clipping level. Anyway_ within afew hours of
filing the police rePort. I had offers of
assistance from everyone including manufacturers whose products I've slammed to
employees of Haymarket magazines to a
Midwestern retailer to anotorious PR person
who delights in winding. up journalists.
Now Iknow why Iput up with polit es. low
wages. bad hours . .
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THE ESSEX ECHO:

WITHIN THESE WALLS

A

N INVESTIGATION of the loudspeaker room interface' broadly
reveals two frequency bands of
interest: the LF region ( say
<200Hz) where discrete boundary surfaces
lead to modal excitation, and an HF region
where, with diminishing wavelength, finer
room structural details lead to a randomisation of the reverberant field. The thesis
suggests that if the directional components of
the reverberant field are randomised and the
reverberation time is reasonably bounded,
any distorting effect on the perception of
music is of minimal concern, an observation
elegantly demonstrated and supported by
Peter Walker's psycho- acoustic experiment.'
However, at low frequencies the excitation
of room modes remains problematic, where
the modal characteristic is a function of the
larger features of room geometry ( such as
wall boundaries), listener and loudspeaker
location, and loudspeaker LF polar response.
As arough guide, alistening room should
offer aproliferation of irregularity in aform
covering a range of wavelengths to aid the
randomisation of reverberation, and feature a
relatively dead or absorbent environment to
minimise early reflections having adirection
similar to that of the loudspeaker, while the
speaker polar response should minimise side
radiation and thus reduce the excitation of
room modes. Addressing these aspects and
taking care of loudspeaker placement can
exert an effective first-order control over LF
room excitation, and realise a favourable
ambience that is reasonably disassociated
from the primary signals.
Once these first-order factors have been
addressed, it is on the low frequencies that we
must focus attention and consider alternative
methods of control. In the past, attempts
have been made to design special LF equalisers to compensate for modal excitation,
though such techniques offer only a partial
solution and have not generally addressed
both the time-domain characterisation of the
error-signals generated by multiple reflection, and their directional signature.
However, in offering this statement, it is
important to distinguish between loudspeaker
compensation in anechoic conditions and the
room loudspeaker situation. The former
function can be accurately attained, as witnessed through systems such as the KEF
Kube and Celestion SL6000 system, 23 where
the loudspeaker alignment is redefined by
exact electronic equalisation, while the latter
more complex nexus is only approximately
accommodated by low-order equalisers and is
strongly influenced by speaker placement and
polar response. To accommodate the multitime delay element and the directional fields
resulting from spatially dispersed reflection,
we need to explore more general structures of
signal processing with greater degrees of
freedom.

Digital signal processing and
room mode suppression
The following discussion attempts to explain
how an adaptive digital filter could, in principle, be used as amethod of echo-suppression
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Part Two of the loudspeaker/
room interface investigation by
Dr Malcolm Hawksford
looks at electronic solutions

and, as such, form amore exact equalisation
of the composite loudspeaker room system
which simultaneously includes compensation
for the room transfer- function and loudspeaker alignment. The suggestion is also
made that such processing should apply only
to the problem of modal excitation, in an
attempt to make the room boundaries acoustically transparent at the critical modal frequencies. As such, the reverberant field
remains intact, allowing our binaural discrimination to deconvolve the local ambient
acoustic from the stereophonic field. Let us
commence our study with an analogy.
In telephony there is a common problem
when a four-wire system is converted to a
two-wire system, particularly where the latter
effectively spans a distance of thousands of
miles. In such ascheme, many different types
of communication system may be interfaced,
with inevitable side- tone artefacts of significant duration. This results in delayed signals
effectively circulating throughout the system
and leads to discrete echoes of varying levels.
Now the telephone companies are not in the
business of generating reverberation, but
when the echoes result in loss of intelligibility
(supported with customer complaints) the
problem must he addressed. Their problem is
particularly arduous, as the network is dynamic,with changing signal routes resulting in
different echo distortions. The solution is to
employ adaptive echo suppressors', where a
digital filter automatically adjusts its coefficients ( via a processor) to construct an
accurate time-domain model of the distortion; the locally generated distortion can then
be subtracted from the signal path to achieve
cancellation.
A similar technique is also employed in
advanced active noise-cancellation systems.
Here again, a signal processor attempts to
model the characteristics of the offending
noise source, so that an anti- noise signal can
be generated and added to yield adegree of
cancellation. A characteristic of these
schemes is that the electronics are not systemspecific; provided sufficient programmable
filter coefficients are available, a coefficient
set can be computed to match the actual
circumstances — though a training period is
required. ( As an aside, if any reader has an
industrial application for active noise control,
then do not hestitate to give Owen Jones or
Mike Trinder a ring at the Wolfson Centre
for Electronic Cancellation of Noise and
Vibration at Essex University.)
Let us now explore how adigital processor
can remove echoes. In Fig. 1(a) a model is
shown of a system that produces three discrete echoes of delays T1, T2, 13 with
reflection coefficients kl,k, and k3 respectively. If an impulse is applied to the input,
then the output is equal to the input together
with the weighted summation of the three
echoes. An illustration of a typical time-

Fig. la. Illustrative model of s
.
vste n with three additive
echoes.

I

o
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3
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Acoustic transfer function A = 1 + ik e

T

r.1
Fig. Ib. Illustrative impulse response umi corresponding
transfer-function.

domain response is given in Fig. 1(b),
together with a more general expression of
the transfer- function for a system with M
discrete echoes. Fig. 1(a) shows the primary
signal path and echo paths to be inseparably
locked together. Consequently a cascaded
equaliser is required that has an exact knowledge of the echo distortion mechanism. A
common practice is to use agraphic equaliser
to process the input signal, but with current
generations of equalisers this is only apartial
solution, as the equaliser characteristics cannot be aligned to complement the true timedomain distortion mechanism.
Complementary equaliser-theory requires
that if atransfer function Au is cascaded with
a second equalising transfer function A,„,
then for a constant gain response Au
/k eg =f( — jw)/f(jw). If the networks are minimum-phase, then f( — jw)/f(jw)= 1 and the
equaliser equation simplifies to Au Au9 =1,
whereby Acy =1/A u.This principle is exactly
that used in complementary RIAA equaliser
networks, which are possibly more familiar.
The requirement is to construct an equaliser
transfer-function that is the reciprocal of the
function stated in Fig. 1(b). Consider the
basic feedback amplifier in Fig. 2, where the
expression for closed-loop gain is given as:

A,—

A
1+AB

where A is the forward path gain and B the
feedback path gain 5.
15
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V
out

V
I
n

Fig. 2. Basic feedback amplifier.

In amplifier practice, it is more customary
to make A large. However, this need not be
the case, where if A=1, then

"

If, B=

kre

=

1+B

, then Aey follows as

r=1
A„-

1

which is the exact reciprocal of the expression
for A„ in Fig. 1(b). Consequently, provided
the expressions for A„ and A„ have identical
Ik r]coefficients and time delays Tr,then A„
A = 1 and optimum equalisation is
achieved.

D

able, an error-signal can be generated where
the error, via awell chosen algorithm, is used
to drive the coefficients in the equaliser to
seek minimum error. Such aprocess is called
adaptive equalisation. and can operate, in
principle. continuously, thus accommodating
temporal changes in the overall system parameters.
Referring to the simplified example of Fig.
3. the feedback equaliser is a recursive
structure, je once an impulse is applied the
response will rotate around the feedback
path, gradually decaying ( provided k<l). The
impulse response is therefore theoretically
infinite ( though in practice bounded by quantisation) where this equaliser is a primitive
example of an Infinite Impulse Response
(IIR) filter. In Fig. 4, a more general IIR
adaptive filter is illustrated with tap coefficients. If we observe a notional impulse
response in the Fig. 3scheme, it is possible to
see how echo-cancellation is achieved for the
simple single-echo example. In Fig. 5. the
output response of the equaliser ( measured at
B in Fig. 3) is shown, where each successive
pulse is reduced by afactor kand is inverted
in polarity on alternate samples. When the
echo distortion is cascaded, an echo appears
at C for each of the sequence of impulses
applied at the input, where the echo for each
impulse is also attenuated by afactor k. The
resultant output echo is therefore suppressed,
though the technique is more easily visualised
by observing the waveform sequences repre-

o

The second point is that the DSP technique
described is not restricted to echo suppression. but can also be applied to loudspeaker
enhancement. KEF have already pioneered
the use of an analogue equaliser in the
tape- loop of a preamplifier to complement
deficiencies in the crossover-filter/loudspeaker response. The extension to a programmable/adaptive digital filter is therefore
appropriate, as detailed loudspeaker
response errors could then be accurately
compensated.
This method would prove particularly
powerful if implemented within an impulseresponse measurement scheme, where, for
example, a dedicated ROM to drive the
digital filter could be determined under
laboratory controlled conditions for each
individual loudspeaker system. In principle,
if a digital filter format were agreed and
incorporated as standard equipment in each
CD player ( where the filter complexity is no
greater than a 4-times oversampling device)
the factory determined ROM would simply
be inserted into the player. Change the
loudspeaker, change the ROM!
A whole new business in 'designer ROMs'
might emerge, devices equally applicable for
both active and passive loudspeaker systems.
A critical observation on this proposal is that
the frequency response and impulse response
can, in principle, be optimised irrespective of
the loudspeaker transfer- function.
As afurther application of DSP, in Novem-

D

Fig. 3. Completnenunis equali er for ongle e(ho divortion.

In Fig. 3. a cascade of an equaliser and
echo model is shown, though for simplicity
the number of echo paths here is reduced to
one. However, the structure is readily
extendible to the multiple-error model of Fig.
I. as the principle of superposition applies.
Those familiar with the Dolby A and B
noise-reduction systems will appreciate the
similarity of Fig. 3 in deriving two complementary transfer- functions where, provided the feedback and feedforward paths
function identically, the overall transfer- function is independent of their process.
In a more general system, the complexity
of the equaliser will be finite, thus only an
approximation to the equalised response will
be realised. However, in our approach it is
possible to appreciate that in principle, by
choosing aset of delays and coefficients in the
equaliser which match the echo paths in the
distorted channel, exact equalisation can be
achieved. In apractical equaliser, the delays
T1,T2, etc, would be arranged as multiples of
the sampling- rate of the digital processor, so
that for CD the tap delays would be multiples
of 22.675 ¡
Ls, whére the number of taps would
limit the final accuracy of the process. The
training period to which Ireferred earlier in
the context of noise-cancellation, is the processor-controlled period where the tap coefficients 1( 1,k2,etc, are initially adjusted to
achieve optimum performance. This process
can be achieved either using a test signal
within adedicated training period, or operating continuously on music, in both cases using
a microphone at the listening position to
monitor the results. Since original signal and
monitored results are simultaneously avail-

Fig. 4. Generalised structure of ¡
IR adaptive equaliser.

sented in Fig. 5.
In our discussion, digital signal processing
(DSP) has been assumed from the outset.
This is logical, as digital source material is
now commonplace and it is appropriate to
reap the full advantage of performing exact
signal processing functions in the digital
domain. To attempt the same task in an
analogue format would almost certainly lead
to performance degradation. It is here that
we see the division between analogue and
digital widening: probably neither can compete in each other's natural regimes, but the
divide is real. Of course, our digital processor
can incorporate analogue-to-digital converters, though Iexpect this is likely to create a
knee-jerk reaction in the analogue camp
because it contradicts the minimalist philosophy. However, when a digital source is
available, digital processing offers the potential of sophisticated signal manipulation without the penalties usually incurred in analogue
processing. Hence we should not fear its
adoption but welcome its advancement, particularly when no intermediate DAC/ADC
functions are performed.

Fig. 5. Illustration of echo suppression on single-echo
example of Fig. 3.

ber 1986 we staged at Essex University, a
public demonstration of an active loudspeaker system using digital filters to implement the crossover function from mid- range
to tweeter, where the system input was in a
digital format direct from a CD player ( see
also HFNIRR August 1987 ' Comment'). The
principal advantage is that exact processing is
implemented, including both drive-unit compensation and a linear-phase crossover. The
system is the result of aresearch programme
launched in 1983 and undertaken by Dr
Richard Bews of the Audio Research Group,
who as some readers may know, has now
completed his University studies and has left
to run LFD Audio.
Our discussion so far has perhaps given the
impression that to eliminate room-mode
excitation, an adaptive processor can be
connected in the audio chain, a microphone
positioned in front of the loudspeaker at the
listening position, and the adaptive algorithm
left to do its best. In essence, some advantages would be realised, but part of the story
is as yet untold.
III- 11 NEWS ,
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Vector fields and modal suppression
In the first part of this article ( June p29) the
importance of binaural hearing was discussed
(recall the Peter Walker experiment), where
directional information was required by the
listener in order to deconvolve the primary
loudspeaker signal from the secondary reflective errors. Also, when the one-dimensional
room representation was analysed, apressure
microphone was assumed to determine the
transfer function — which offered zero directional discrimination. Even in our onedimensional model there was the interference
of two wave- fronts of opposing direction.
Extending this observation to athree-dimensional room, the echo error will have both an
intensity and directional profile at the listening position. this being true for both reverberation and modal patterns. Consequently.
any active modal suppression system must
compensate for both intensity and direction
of the soundfield at any instant, otherwise
our binaural hearing will discriminate the
direction of the cancelling signal as being
different from that of the interfering echo, a
factor which gains importance when transient
and non- sinusoidal signals are considered. In
this sense, binaural hearing is now opposed to
our objective,
Itherefore propose that, for amore formal
approach to modal suppression. techniques
similar to Ambisonics are essential, where
both scalar and vector quantities are simultaneously managed. In such ascheme. adaptive filters would be inserted in each loudspeaker signal path and a soundfield microphone placed at the listening position to
enable an error-signal to be derived. Collectively, the filters would then adapt to form a
model of the modal characteristics of the
room as experienced by the listener. In this
sense, it should be possible to make the room
boundaries appear virtually transparent to LF
sound. thereby virtually eliminating their
echo contribution. Ialso suggest that active
suppression is only appropriate at low frequencies, since at HF passive absorbers
become more effective for the control of
reverberation.
In any cancellation system where source

and cancellation- source are non- coincident, it
is possible to create only a finite zone of
suppression. which is a function of phasedelay and wavelength. Thus, as the
wavelength is shortened at higher frequencies, the distance the listener may move
before cancellation is destroyed becomes
steadily smaller. The loudspeaker room interface therefore requires the complementary
techniques of both active and passive absorption to control the acoustic fully. though
psycho- acoustic factors help with the reverberant distortion. Such a scheme would
represent a perfect match to an Ambisonic
installation. especially if height information
were included. However, conventional twoloudspeaker stereo should also benefit,
although at least one rear LF speaker would
be required to facilitate better control of the
directional component in the modal distortion. In principle, this strategy should prove
effective, as only frequencies up to around
200Hz are contemplated. while at LE rear
loudspeaker placement would be less critical
as the adaptive filter could accommodate
varying path- lengths and room interface characteristics. For such a scheme to operate
effectively, however, much research is still
required.
At the beginning of the June article I
expressed reservations about loss of signal
transparency that might be incurred in precision analogue systems through the inclusion
of DSP in the signal- path. However, this
criticism can in principle be circumvented
provided the digital modal suppression sstern is conceived as separate equipment with
a dedicated array of LF-only loudspeakers.
The speakers could, for example, be cornermounted or imbedded into wall/floor/ceiling
boundaries as part of the room architecture.
Consequently, the principal audio equipment
would not be compromised. as only asignalfeed is required to the cancellation system.
Of course, such a regime of active roomacoustics control would offer a formidable
challenge for the domestic environment of
the future, but such is the stuff of forwardlooking research.
Iam not for one moment suggesting that
DSP is a panacea for all system errors.
particularly in loudspeaker design. It can
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demonstrably improve individual drive- unit
performance. and can aid the target response
for LF alignment; but it will prove less
effective at controlling enclosure errors'.
particularly if the surface radiating area is
large. Also, for conventi9nal loudspeakers it
will not affect directionality other than by
reducing polar aberrations in the crossover
region of multi-way systems . . . but these
are related problems for another occasion.
In this article we have attempted to outline
the basic problems at the loudspeaker/room
interface and, through discussion, touch upon
possible methods for a practical solution.
There is a complicated interaction between
the choice of loudspeaker polar response. the
sound-field environment. equalisation of frequency response. psycho- acoustics. and
guidelines for optimum' system placement
and parameters of the active/passive listening
acoustic. Iam sure that in the next few years
some fundamental advances will result.
where DSP and large-scale integration will
make the additional equipment affordable.
Inevitably DSP will fuel the divide between
purist analogue and digital- intensive audio
systems. Ijust hope that the objectives and
achievements of the present generation of
advanced analogue systems will not become
lost within a green desert of technological
sophistication. Technology may turn off the
room; let us hope it does not turn off the
music as well.

the latter affording agraphic interpretation of
the proposed filter. Finite- impulse response
and Infinite- impulse response techniques are
discussed, the former with respect to the
various window functions which reduce
Gibb's phenomenon ( related to the HF peak
just prior to the cut-off point, itself caused by
atruncation of the impulse response) and the
subsequent ripple introduced in both
stopband and passband.
Later chapters deal with simple, group and
convolutional channel coding. the application
of PCM recording with rotary head devices
(VCR's RDAT) and asubsequent
comparison with stationary- head recorders
intended for studio applications,
Most interesting to my mind was the
chapter devoted to the mechanism of errors,
particularly their detection and subsequent
correction by interpolation or concealment,
The principle of parity is introduced and this
leads on to various error correcting schemes
using codes of increasing complexity.
culminating with the burst-correcting Reed
Solomon code and cross- interleaving used in
commercial digital audio systems.

Penultimately, the application of high density
disc drives for editing in the digital domain is
considered, including the optical discs used
for CD and recently announced
thermomagneto-optical discs that use the
heat produced by alaser to alter ( and
re- alter) the flux direction of sequential ..
points. As befits abook on this topic, John
Watkinson has decided to close the work with
ageneral overview of the Compact Disc itself
together with adiscussion of the various focus
and tracking systems employed by the laser
pickup.
It would have been so very easy for the
author to lapse into the style of a
conventional, heavy-going textbook. By
contrast his mastery of the subject is reflected
in the limited recourse to unnecessary ( and
off-putting) mathematics. The topic is
grasped firmly, and The Art of Digital Audio
is highly informative but approachable and
refreshing at the same time, hence widening
its appeal outside the university campus to
DIYers and enthusiasts alike. Highly
recommended.
Paul Miller
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THE ART OF
DIGITAL AUDIO
by John Watkinson.
4iMpp. Hardback £ 7.50.
Published by Focal Press,
Butterworth Scientific Ltd.
Westbury House. Bury
Street. Guildford GU2 5BH.

Since digital audio has
become acommercial
reality there has been aneed for a
comprehensive textbook on the subject; a
need recently fulfilled by John Watkinson
and the launch of this thorough tome (
HFNI
RR readers will no doubt remember John
Watkinson's series of articles describing the
principles of CD and DAT). The Art of
Digital Audio starts with ajourney through
the mechanisms of sampling ( Nyquist
theory), oversampling, quantization, digital
dither, reconstruction and the practical
limitations imposed by real D/A convertors
before launching into an overview of binary
logic — the building block of digital audio. A
unified filter theory is described in terms of
time, frequency ( DFT) and the z- transform.
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SELF ASSURED

W

HEN YOU CAN MEA.
SURE what you are speaking about, and express it in
numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot . . . your
knowledge is of ameagre and unsatisfactory
kind'. ( Lord Kelvin 1883)
Lord Kelvin knew a thing or two about
electricity; one wonders what he would say
about the state of high-fidelity engineering
today. The field has divided itself into what
may be called objectivist and subjectivist
camps; Ibelieve the latter have led a movement which can only be called aretreat from
rationality. In the last years of the 20th
century, asection of the industry has regressed from the Age of Reason to the Age of
Faith.
In the light of this singular state of affairs t
have felt moved to put my views on record in
a more coherent form than the rough-andtumble of the letters column allows; Ishould
say at once that Ihave no doubt that most
who hold views different from mine are
perfectly sincere. I have trained in both
electronics and experimental psychology, and
worked for most of my career in the professional audio industry, where performance
requirements are unrelenting; in my own
humble way Ialso make music myself, and
the musical experience is an important part of
my life. Itherefore hope that readers will at
least consider the points I raise.*
The subjectivist position is that the perceived audio experience takes primacy over
the results of measurement. This would he
entirely acceptable if the long-standing performance parameters had been shown to be
seriously faulty or incomplete, but this is not
so. The only evidence that traditional
measurements deviate from subjective reality
is the unsupported statements of the subjectivists themselves, who sometimes often treat
instrument readings with undisguised hostility.
The subjectivist viewpoint has an orthodox
set of tenets that include the excision of any
form of tone-control, the use of esoteric (read
expensive) speaker cabling of highly variable
design, abelief that passive components have
their own audible foibles, assiduous observance of lengthy warm-up times for semiconductors, and an obsession with powersupply embellishments such as gold-plated
I3Amp plugs. None of these articles of faith
have any basis either in electrical theory or
practical measurement.
Subjectivist reviewing is done by unpacking the equipment and listening to it. This at
first seems obvious and reasonable, but in
fact the unpacking bit has already invalidated
the test because the listener knows which
product is involved. Such a procedure in
academic studies of human perception would
be completely unacceptable, and you would
soon find your research career grinding to a
shuddering halt. In psychophysics nothing
less than a meticulously designed doubleblind experiment with a rigorous statistical
analysis would be contemplated for a
moment; anyone who thinks that such statistical testing is simple should read Leventhal
on the subject'. The danger of the

Douglas Self on objectivism
and subjectivism in audio today

experimenter perceiving what he expects to
perceive is obvious, and it is my belief that
the outcome of subjectivist reviewing correlates strongly with the price of the equipment
and reviewwer's preconceptions.
The subjectivist approach to high-fidelity
stretches back only ten years. It first
appeared on the British scene, as ashadow no
larger than a man's hand, in. the form of a
1977 article by Jean Hiraga 2 denouncing
negative feedback and eulogising the sound
of an amplifier afflicted with 2% THD. He
returned a few months later with a logicdefying set of conjectures about the sonic
properties of loudspeaker cables 3,and suddenly the subjective approach was fashionable.
By the early 1970s there was afeeling in the
air that audio electronics might be getting too
near perfection to be interesting; increasing
amounts of psychoacoustic data made it
harder and harder to convincingly maintain
that 0.005% THD sounded any better than
0.01%. It could he supposed that it was
subconsciously felt necessary to invent new
difficulties. The first manifestation of this was
the genuine concern about TID (Transient
Intermodulation Distortion') though this has
resolved itself into simply another name for
slew- rate limiting.
The adoption of subjectivism may have
been attended by certain advantages for some
people. It is not impossible that less experienced designers were heartened by a more
relaxed view of technical parameters; in cases
of dubious performance one could quickly
counter that it didn't matter anyway, as the
perceived sound quality depended more on
factors that were difficult or impossible to
measure. How does one measure the 'sonic
integrity' of a resistor? If you can't define it
you can't quibble with it. It is a disturbing
thought that expensive amplifiers may have
been deliberately designed for poor performance so that it appears that conventional
parameters have been sacrificed for new and
exciting ( albeit indefinable) ones.
Without naming names, a look through
recent reviews discloses an D(X) preamplifier
with a 12dB disc overload margin, and a
£1600 power amplifier generating 1% distortion. Similarily there has appeared a £ 1700
preamp with crosstalk at — 39dB ( 20kHz). If
nothing else, these figures seem to show a
casual attitude to design that does not fit well
with the price of the equipment.
In a sense subjectivists have seized the
initiative, in abid to overturn the status quo.
Regrettably the fervour of the converted has
sometimes led them into abusive and aggressive stances of the kind not normally associated with technical debate. The objectivist
reply has sadly been somewhat muted;
engineers begrudge time wasted demolishing
the latest unlikely hypothesis. Against this it
could he argued that those with specialised
technical knowledge have a duty to remind
others that they are going beyond the facts.
This does not mean that objectivists are not

passionately concerned about the quality of a
musical experience; it does mean that they
disagree about how to optimise it. My own
conviction is that Compact Disc, free from
scratches and distortion, is the greatest contribution to musical enjoyment in the last
decade, and Iam not exactly alone in this.
My own feeling is that even if the signal
provided by the storage media is not perfect.
it should still undergo the minimum possible
degradation in the listener's equipment. To
this end performance superlatives such as
0.002% THD have an aesthetic rather than a
practical appeal. This is perhaps a more
refined version of the warm glow that comes
from knowing that your car is ( theoretically)
capable of 150mph.
Since the whole of our industry is based on
human auditory perception, it is valuable to
stand back and ask precisely what evolutionary advantage it confers, as this may give
some perspective on its capabilities. The ear
is not an audio micrometer. Its evolutionary
imperative must have been the need for an
omnidirectional warning system not dependent on constant visual scanning of the
horizon. A secondary consideration is the
accurate decoding of warning signals etc;
penguins can distinguish their own young
from ahuddled mass of chicks by their cries,
though these are indistinguishable to human
hearing 6.The most accurate parameter of the
ear is pitch, which has an accuracy of 0.2%
midband; in contrast amplitude accuracy is
only about Ur:. Readable textbooks on
psychoacoustics are rare, but Moore has
written an excellent introduction', which is of
particular interest as it has a chapter on
selecting hi-fi equipment by psychoacoustic
criteria; subjectivist factors do not appear.
What might be called the tertiary function
of hearing is of course the perception of
speech, abrilliantly effective communication
channel that depends crucially on the processing power of the human brain. Hi-fi quality
is of course quite unnecessary for accurate
speech perception, as any telephone user
knows. A signal-to-noise ratio of 6dB and
4kHz bandwidth is quite adequate for 100%
intelligibility; speech decoding depends on
tracking gross formant movements ( a formant being a band of harmonics of the
vocal-cord waveform, emphasised by mouth
resonances) rather than precise measurement
of any parameter.

Objective objection
The objective requirements for hi-fi electronics are well-understood, and have been for a
long time. Very briefly an amplifier needs a
response flat from 20Hz-20kHz, distortion
below 0.1% at all frequencies. a slew rate
capable of 20kHz at full output, and very low
noise, hum and crosstalk. This specification is
not necessarily wrong just because it has an
old-fashioned feel — so does Archimedes'
principle, but boats still float.
These and similar requirements are
enshrined in the rigid specifications set by the
various broadcasting authorities. In these
detailed documents no mention of Subjectivist factors like low feedback or linear-crystal
wiring ever occurs. Here one is forced to
HI-FI NEWS 8z RECORD REVIEW
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Fig. I. lo show that an extra amplifier causes no
detectable (maths- loss. the loudspeaker is connected
between ground and X, then Y. There should be no
audible difference between X and Y.

decide who is more likely to be right when it
comes to the handling of sound. As an
example. the N 10 specification set by
Denmark ( a document that strikes fear into
the heart of most mixer designers) requires
adjacent- channel crosstalk to be below
-90dB from 40Hz-15kHz. One wonders how
many ' high-end' domestic products could
meet this.
For some time a worry about these welldefined requirements was the subjective
impact ( if any) of the anti-aliasing and reconstruction filters used in digital audio. These
have a very fast roll-off barely outside the
audio band, with accompanying huge phase shifts. typically implemented with at least a
ninth order elliptical structure. The possibility of subjective impairment seemed real;
however arecent study seems to have laid this
fear to rest'.
The subjectivist position is that equipment
modifies the sound in away that it logically
should not. If we discount magic. there mut
he achange in the air- pressure variations at
the listener's ear. Therefore analogous
changes have occurred to the electrical signal.
even if they are not detectable by the normal
tests for TIID. etc.
Surely it is here that the whole hypothesis
falls apart. Subjectivists never seem able to
specify what these changes are, even in the
vaguest terms. The cynical might be excused
for thinking that this is because something
that is never specified cannot be shown to be
non-existent.
If unsuspected electrical degradations do
occur, why can they not be detected? There
exist many multi tone distortion tests that
explore the whole of the audio spectrum
simultaneously. so it is hard to claim that
music activates distortion mechanisms that
simpler test signals cannot reach".
However, the bullet-proof demonstration
that subjectivists are on shaky ground
appears when music ( of whatever kind you
find tasteful) is used as an amplifier test

Fig. 2. Raxandall differential test.
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signal. On subtracting the input to the equipment from the output. it can be shown that
nothing audible remains. Even when they are
not masked by the main signal, the distortions
are quite inaudible.
There are various ways of demonstrating
this: the simplest way is the Hafler test.
shown in Fig. I. This received some exposure
in HFNIRR recently where it proved with
devastating clarity that whatever imperfections the amplifier had, they were quite
inaudible on their own'. With the main
signal present. they are subject to
psychoacoustic masking- as well. The only
recourse of the reviewer was to blame the
passive switchbox used in the test, claiming
that it introduced more degradation than the
amplifier. It is hard to see that this position
will prove tenable for long.
A more sophisticated version is the Baxandall test, shown in Fig. 2. This amplifies the
difference signal in A2, so that the margin by
which the difference signal is inaudible can he
measured; a phase- balancing network is
added to prevent minor variations in roll off
frequencies swamping the true distortion
signal. The quality of A2 is irrelevant because
it only handles the difference signal.
The minimalist test is the Straight- Wire
Experiment shown in Fig. 3, used by. among
others. Cherry'. Here the amplifier ( which
must he non inverting) has its overall gain
reduced to unity by the resistive attenuator,
and can he directly compared with the proverbial straight wire'. It is of course essential
that the listener should be unaware of
whether the amplifier is in circuit or not, and
the results subjected to a rigorous statistical
analysis to show that they could not have
occurred by chance.
Perhaps the most interesting quirk of audio
esoterica is the omission of tone controls from
high-end equipment. This must he the worst
example of self-denial outside the monastic
system for, even in this era of quadruple
oversampling. rooms vary in HF absorption
and mixes vary in tonal balance. the usual
justification for this obtrusive lack is that
tone-controls introduce phase shift but not
when they're set flat they & Wt. Bode's
Second Law ( wider knowledge of which
could inject abit more realism into some hi-fi
specs") states that unless you have carelessly
built in some all pass filters without noticing'.
the phase shift is zero when the response is
level. Since the component cost of afirst-class
tone- control of the Baxandall type is about
£2. it seems a shame to omit it; you can
always leave it flat.
My last published preamplifier design" had
what Ithought was arather neat combination

Fig. 3. Straight- wire comparison.

of lownoise bass and treble controls combined with active balance adjustment, but
this was scourged by one ( non technical)
correspondent thus: ' The inclusion of atonecontrol in these days can only be regarded as
a sop to convention and perceived desires.'
As far as I'm concerned, if Iperceive that I'm
hungry. then I'm hungry.

Conclusion
The results of the various input/output subtraction tests seems to lead to the inescapable
conclusion that subjectivist nuances do not
exist, and Icannot see how this awkward fact
can he glossed over much longer.
Perhaps the deepest conclusion that can be
drawn is that quite fallacious statements are
acceptable as facts after sufficient repetition.
Anyone with an interest in history could
point out fearful examples of failing to apply
a more critical viewpoint than this. e
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*It almost goes without saying that, editorially. HFNIRR disagrees fundamentally with
Mr Self. We feel that it is the 'objectivists' of
the Self school ( rather than any ' subjectivists' among currently reputable reviewers)
who are clinging obstinately to an ' orthodox
set of tenets'. We feel that the published
review work of Martin Colloms, who has
long combined the most rigorous technical
assessment with the most serious approach to
listening, speaks for itself. Despite our own
views, we are happy to provide space for Mr
Self to state his position, since we know that
his views are shared by a large number of
engineers, particularly in the recording field;
this in itself is of great significance. While
reaffirming our commitment to responsible
subjective reviewing, combined with the use
of measurements rather more searching than
those which Mr Self believes can fully characterise any piece of electronics, we invite
readers to make up their own minds - ED.
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Another Japanese giant succumbs to the lure of sound quality;
Ken Kessler visits JVC, the Victor Company Japan

T

URNING DOWN A TRIP to Japan
is not something Ed consider to be
normal behaviour, but there are
reasons for soing so. Time and again,
manufacturers ( not just the Japanese) schlep
you to their factories promising all sorts of
newsworthy stuff, and you return to find your
notebook filled with doodles. Would JVC
have something genuinely interesting to show
us, or would the week of seminars be so much
hot air? This time, the former.
JVC personnel were the first to admit that
the company had been ignoring the audio side
in favour of video and television. In retrospect, they were right to do so, because it
allowed their format — VHS — to win the
Great VCR Wars; the newest twist, Super
VHS ( S-VHS), looks set to extend the
format's life well into the Digital Era. The
hook which snared two British, two French,
one German and three American scribes was
the promise of interesting hi-fi developments
and proof that JVC was about to reassess its
position in the hi-fi marketplace.

The K2 Interface
JVC haven't been front runners in the CD
player stakes, so it was quite ashock to hear
one of their pending players blow away a
well-known competitor. Indeed, it was only
by accident that the discovery was made, but
first aword about the circuit which led to the
revelation.
The K2 Interface is JVC's circuit for
removing unwanted noise created in the
digital domain. Think about it: if digital is a
case of Is and Os, and you're on or yourie
off, then how does noise which doesn't
corrupt the digital code influence the analogue stages? For a Japanese company to
even admit that this is occurring is revelatory.
because it contradicts every basic assumption
about the purity and inviolability of digital
signal transmission. In a paper we received.
JVC even referred to sonic changes due to
the use of different types of optical fibres and
applying vibrations to those cables. The
research of this phenomenon — noise added in
the digital domain — led to the discovery of
what the company calls 'waveform distortion'
and 'jitter'. JVC has determined that these
cannot be removed by the ' waveform shaping' which has appeared in other players.
Their paper stresses that these are not
related, musically or harmonically, to the
original analogue signal. They do, however.
change the waveform despite leaving the Is
and Os unchanged and can affect the final
analogue output. Additionally. these musically unrelated components can interfere with
the earthing and the current. The K2 Interface is acoded transmission system designed
to prevent the digital noise from mixing in
with the analogue output. Because digital and
analogue sections are electrically coupled
even if they have separate power supplies and
shielding, artefacts generated in the digital
stage can affect the analogue signal processing stage.
The K2 Interface is JVC's method for
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recreating the original waveform rather than
adulterate the signal with some form of noise
reduction. In JVC's own words. K2. by ' using
an independent clock, instantly extracts only
codes from digital signals containing harmonically unrelated components. and generates
a totally new digital signal for the analogue
signal processing section which is completely
detached from the digital processing section'.
The aspect of digital technology which provided the basis for the K2 Interface is the
behaviour of the digital and analogue sections
as regards varying loads. With the digital
processor, loads vary depending on the contents of the source material, while operation
doesn't vary in the analogue processing section so long as the digital input signal
waveform remains the same. Because of the
electrical connection between the digital and
analogue stages ( despite the above- mentioned separation of power supplies and extra
shielding), the harmonically unrelated components generated in the digital section can
effect the analogue stage.
In the K2 circuit, the pre and post stages
(transmission and receiving blocks) are completely separated electrically, electrostatically
and electromagnetically. To transmit the data
between these stages. JVC uses a one-way
path (
eg optical coupling) combined with a
timing control circuit in the receiving end
which has the function of ending codes in an
extremely short time. This one-way path is
also used to deliver the timing information
from the timing control circuit to the transmission block. A crystal oscillator in the
analogue signal processing section generates
the sync and timing control signals. The sync
signal is transmitted to the digital processor
via asecond route, Path B; according to the
timing signal, the coded information from the
source is sent as Digital Signal B to the
analogue processor via Path A.
JVC demonstrated K2 by playing their
suitably- equipped player against a recentlyintroduced machine from a competitor. The
JVC machine was quite audibly superior to
the challenger. but how much of it was the
machine and how much was K2 we couldn't
determine. We explained the need for sideby-side comparisons of circuit-in/circuit-out.
but K2 isn't switchable. To JVC's credit, they
managed to produce for us within 24 hours
two identical JVC players, one with the
circuit and one without. ( Picture a bunch of
their employees slaving over hot soldering
irons through the night . . .). Though it took
listening to anumber of selections to pinpoint
the changes, all present heard an improvement, this listener finding an increase in stage
depth and areduction of background ' hash'.

Digital Pure-A
No, not aweird spelling for astate-of-the-art
roux blender but the name of JVC's latest
alternative to real, burn- your-fingers ClassA. The UK visitors were more concerned
about this than the other members of the
press, because their audiences are far less
worried about the Class- A buzz-word. Unlike

the British, the others weren't embroiled in
controversy about bogus claims for Class- A
from native manufacturers or the strength of
the appellation when it comes to convincing
buyers ( and reviewers) of aproduct's worth.
But all of us were cautious, having been
through pseudo Class-A products on an
annual basis.
The Digital Pure- A technology is an
attempt at providing real Class- A performance with efficiency, ie no heat. Working only
with digital sources — the first appearance is in
an integrated amplifier with a number of
digital inputs — it is based on aconcept which
JVC has tagged ' signal prediction', and has
been conceived to extend the all-digital path
from the source through the preamp stage
and into the power amplifier. The benefits,
familiar to those who champion either or
both Class- A and digital technology are
defined by JVC as the removal of crossover
(switching) distortion, the improvement of
low impedance drive capability and reduction
of distortion up to the final analogue stages.
The operating principle exploits digital's
ability to control time. The Digital Pure- A
circuit uses digital technology to create a
delay circuit where digital signals can be
processed without degradation. The original
digital input to the delay circuit acts as a
'precedent signal' with respect to the output
from the delay circuit. This output goes to the
D/A converter, level control and power amp.
Part of the circuit measures voltage gain of
the playback signal on areal-time basis. The
voltage gain measured by this circuit is
multiplied by the voltage of the precedent
signal to ' predict' the output level which will
be demanded of the power amplifier after the
time set by the delay circuit. The voltage
supplied can therefore be controlled, based
on the prediction signal.
JVC also devised aconstant-current switching, variable voltage power supply circuit
using anewly-developed low- saturation bipolar transistor. The variable voltage power
supply keep aconstant rate of change in the
power supply voltage and switches the power
supply in approximately 120msec.
The AX-291 I
BK was the amplifier used to
demonstrate Digital Pure- A, and the amplifier did sound just fine through the company's
flagship speakers with digital sources. But
JVC could by stymied — at least in the UK —
by all this talk of Class- A. Yes, it runs cool
(will this confound Paul Miller, HFNIRR's
Class- A claims watchdog?) and JVC states
quite openly that it operates in Class-A for
97-99% of the time. The pundits will argue
that it's either Class- A all the time or it isn't
Class- A.
In a way. all the tech-talk will seem
secondary to such fillips as digital inputs and
the sexiest fascia this side of the old Trio ( now
Kenwood) L-02. Yeah, it's mouthwatering
enough to seduce one or two of you away
from separate pre/power combos. Watch this
space.
[Next month: more Japanese delights from
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Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Onkyo, Philips ( CD), Proton, QED, Quad, Revolver, Rotel, Sansui, Teac, Thorens, Townshend, Trio,
Yamaha, etc.
LOUDSPEAKERS from AR, Ariston ( QLN), Avance, British Loudspeakers ( BLQ), B&W, Bose, Castle. Gale, Goodmans, Infinity,
JBL, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, Quad, Rotel, Ruark, Spendor, Tannoy, Wharfedale, etc.
HEADPHONES, MICROPHONES, CARTRIDGES, CABLES AND OTHER
Beyer, Chord, Decca, Denon, DNM, Foundation, Glanz, Goldring, Grado,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, QED, Quart, Rata, Ross, Ruark, Sennheiser,
Yamaha and other leading specialist manufacturers, including demonstrations
PWB Electronics.

ACCESSORIES from ADC, AKG, Audio Technica,
Jecklin, Hunt, Kiseki, Koss, Maxell, MDM, Milltek,
Shure, Target, TDK, Tiffany, Van den Hut, Vecteur,
of the remarkable Electret Polarisation products from

MUSIC &
HI-FI CENTRE
Ground &
First Floor

2INGRAVE ROAD, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX

Tel: ( 0277)
221210

Corner of Brentwood High Street and Ingrave Road (A128)
On-site customer parking by appointment. Shop & Home demonstration given. Easy to reach

5mins. from M25

Ken Kessler goes into orbit about the VP!
Record Cleaning Machine

WE HAVE
LIFT OFF

Use this form to order any of the current
HFN/RR accessories.
Please indicate quantity required. All prices include post & packing.

• HFN/RR HFN 003 Test CD £ 11.95
Goldring Stylus Cleaner £ 14.95
Mission lsoplat £ 19.50
Tweek £ 15.95
D Michell Banana plugs £9.50 per set of 4
• Audiophile Records

Cantate Domino £6.95 D Saint Sains £6.95 D Close-ups £6.95
:1 Jazz at the Pawnshop ( 2LPs) £ 13.95 D Datos ( 45rpm) £ 12.95
Scheherazade ( RC4) £ 11.95 D Marni Nixon sings Gershwin ( RR- I9) £ 13.50
CI Appalachian Spring ( RR-22) £ 13.50 D Appassionata ( RCDE-4. 45rpm) £ 7.50
D Romance de Amor ( RCDE-8) £7.50 D Vintage Tenor ( RCDE-11) i7.50

D Inca Tech gold-plated 13-amp double socket/2 plugs £25.00
• HFN/RR Spikes £ 10 per set ( inc drill) Wood D Metal D
• HFN/RR Flux Dumper £22
Nagaoka record sleeves ( pack of 50) £6.95
(1 High Performance Loudspeakers (
hardback) £ 14.95
• HFN/RR Black Head M- C Transformer £49.95
E FIFN DC1 Loudspeaker Kit ( Complete) £ 129.95
• HFN DCI Kit ( Minus Cabinet) £49.95
D Bassett Subwoofer Drive Unit £ 117.50
11 Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( boards only) £39.95
11 Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( assembled) £ 139.95
• Allsop Cleaning Accessories
Carbonoptic LP brush £5
D Cassette head cleaner £5
11 CD cleaner £ 19.50
11 Special offer of all three £25.75
• Supercut Records £7.10 each ( or £6.50 each if ordering four or
more) Please indicate titles:

11 Randy Newman: Little Criminals D Santana: Borboletta 1:1 Weather Report:
Mysterious Traveller O Jackson Browne: Running on empty D Eagles: Desperado
D Earl Klugh: Living inside your lore D Paul McCartney & Wings: Band on the
run D Delius: Orchestral works D Elgar: Ssmphony No.2

•
111
•
D
•
D
▪

T

HFN/RR HMC phono tophono £2:9.95
HFN/RR Flutterbuster £ 79.95 ( state turntable)
Decca tonearm £49
Authenticity Mini-vac £8.95
Michell Tenderfeet ( set of 3) small £5.45 D Large £ 8.45 CI
Cobra FM Aerial £39.95
HFN/RR CD Carrydisc £ 10.95
HFN/RR Toolkit £ 32.50
nRecord Interface Mat £28.50
HFN/RR Headcase headphone amplifier £79.95
• HFN/RR News- Stand D Top & bottom shelves only £ 125 D
3middle shelves £22.50 pComplete £ 139.95
Onkyo Unifer £99.95
Sicomin CD Damper £27.50
Self-adhesive rings for Sicomin damper ( pack of 20) £ 1.75
• Audioquest vacuum tube dampers ( pack of 4) £ 11.95
r HFN/RR Mushcrusher mains filter £ 24.95
II Storage units: LP £ 32.50 D Singles £ 27.50 D CD/cassettes
LI4.50
0 rtofon Cassette Maintenance Kit £ 12.95
E HFN/RR Snake Oil 99p
• HFN/RR Wall- nut turntable shelf unit D Complete with 2
shelves D £49.95 El Frame only. £37.50
II ' Good Sound' by Laura Dearborn £ 10.95
111 Sorbothane sheet ( 6x 6in, self-adhesive) £ 11.95
D VPI Record Cleaning Machine £375 05L cleaning fluid £ 12.50

HIS MONTH. WE'RE PLEASED to offer something very
special for the vinyl fanatic. Okay. so it costs as much as a .
decent turntable. hut the VPI Record Cleaning Machine is
simply the ultimate record care device. Looking like a
turntable with aweird tonearm. the VPI literally washes the disc,
while completely ( well. almost) eliminating handling problems and
human error. Taking 35 seconds per side, the VPI spreads the
cleaning agent. scrubs the disc, then sucks up the liquid, leaving you
with abone-dry LP ready to play. The improvement is audible and the
safety of your LPs was demonstrated to me by VPI when their
personnel subjected an irreplaceable 1950s Decca LP to the system.
Unless you're fairly well-heeled, the VPI may seem too much of a
luxury, kit how much is your collection worth? Tormented?
Desperate to get your hands on this BUPA- for- LPs dream machine?
Why not band together with 10 or 12 friends and split the cost, using it
on atime-share basis? Even better, if you're amember of a
gramophone society or hi-li club, think of how easy it would be to
acquire aVPI if the cost were split 50 or 75 ways. ( No. we're not
supplying these with year planners to help you draw up arota . . .)
Your records will love you for it.

•
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NAME ( raps please)
ADDRESS

enclose POI(lteque1M0*
/wish to pay by Access! Visa/ DinerslAnsex*
My card numner is

Expiry date

111111111111111
Signature
Please send orders to ¡
U.N. RR Accessories Club. PO Box 2011, Bedford. MK40 I
YI I.
Cheques should he made p.iahlc to 1
1F.VRI? Accessories Club.
Deltser .tilliect to asittlabilitt
Accessories Club hotline le 11234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Please delete iii , iii rituel
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An Inv tation from
Digital Audio Tape

UPDATE ONE YEAR ON

cousticar

DAT PORTABLES - Two machines ore currently available
from SONY and CASIO. In our opinion the Casio DA1 offers
tremendous value. but the SONY TCD D10 is superbly mode.
DAT RECORDERS - Top 5sellen
1Sony DTC1 000 ES
2Luxmon KT1 17
3Sony TCD D10
4Aiwa XD 001
5Casio DA1
DM TAPE -

DAT 46 TifIS - £5.95
DAT 60 mins- £6.95
DAT 90 mins- E7. 95
DAT 120 mins- £8 95

DAT PRE-RECORDED - Phone for current list of releases
01 631 0939.
PRO DAT - Enquiries for current Professional DAT Products , Sony
KM 2000 + 25001 Please contact Nib Hansen o, Neal
Mcortneck
CAR DAT KENWOOD KTD99R Player now available ( package
deals on recorders and cor players). DAT ACCS cleaning tope,
flight coses, rock mount kks etc.

At Playback we sell Audio Professionally,
nor just Professional Audio.

Playback Group
15Percy St.,
London W1 P9FD
Tel: 01-631 0939— 01-637 8392

We invite you to come along on Thursday August 18th
Between 12.00 and 08.00 p.m. and hear the stunning Roksan
Xerxes turntable put through it's paces by representatives
of this important company.
This day promises to be rather special as it features the
South of England unveiling of the truly fantastic new pickup arm from Roksan called The Artemiz' and by all
accounts had the critics at the recent Chicago show really
drooling! The arm/turntable sets a new standard for
around a £ 1,000 and you will be able to order on the day and
become one of the first owners of this remarkable
combination. Roksan will also be demonstrating their new
cartridge which is reported to be rather special.
Bring along your favourite discs and we will be happy to
play them. Free refeshments will be available and we can
promise you a really exciting session.
101, St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts
Telephone: Watford 245250

The Radford Renaissance
range of Valve Amplifiers
For over 25 years, Radford valve
amplifiers have been held in the
highest regard by enthusiasts and
music lovers worldwide. Even
today, many vintage examples
are in use- a 'glowing' tribute to
the Radford name.
With Arthur Radford's blessing,
Woodside Electronics have introduced the Renaissance range.
Hand built to the highest
standards these new amps.
incorporate much of today's
thinking on circuit layout and use
the latest high specification
components to bring performance
right up to date.

The Renaissance range includes
the SC 25 valve pre-amp, STA 25
(50 watt stereo) and M75 (75 watt
mono) amplifiers.
For full specifications and
colour leaflet, post the coupon or
contact your Radford dealer today.
"Perhaps the strongest point of the Radford
Renaissance is its bass - surprisingly good
for atube power amp."
Stereophile, U.S.A. September 87.
"The SC25 provided very good sound
quality with an air of relaxed and confident
authority"
Hi Fi Choice, April 88.
SC 25 AND
STA 25 PRE
AND POWER
AMPLIFIERS

rease send full details of the Radford
IRenaissance valve amplifiers E
Loudspeakers

IName.

TRISTAR 190

I
.

RADFORD

Manufactured and datributed under licence by

Woodside Electronics

I
Address:

Kimberley Road, Clevedon, Avon BS21 661J. 0272 877611.
DISTRIBUTORS
FOR RADFORD
LOUDSPEAKERS

Tel:
3-4

Please
tick

"The T90's are about as easy to live with as
any speaker I've found."
Hi Fi News & Record Review, June 84

U.S.A. & Canadian dátribution:

iercel Audio fflarketing
111.1-I \ I-‘1S& KI ( ORI)121-.\

(
4161731-9708.
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Three quality miniatures Martin Colloms tests the current BBC LS3/5a
from Harbeth, JBL's L2Ot and SD Acoustics' SD3

11

N AN IDEAL WORLD. loudspeakers would produce agood
audio performance while remaining small: but it is our misfortune
that the laws of physics. abetted by the limitations of available
technology, decree that pov.erful speakers with agood bass need
to be large. Nevertheless, if some compromise is allowed in terms of
bass extension - basically forgoing the very lowest audible notes - plus
some sacrifice of loudness by abandoning near-deafening levels in
favour of plain ' loud' - then surprisingly small loudspeakers can
deliver avery satisfactory performance. The benefits gained thereby
are considerable, not least in terms of reduced domestic strife due to
an improvement in the appearance of the living/listening room. In
fact, well designed miniatures can offer aquality of mid and treble
equalling that of reference systems which come in much larger
enclosures and cost considerably more. Many recent introductions
have provided proof of this general rule, sometimes to the
embarrassment of larger models
In addition, awell placed. well supported miniature can otfer
state-of-the-art stereo images. with first-rate focus, stage width and
depth. Bigger systems find the delivery of good focus an onerous task.
while perceived depth may be masked by system complexity as well as
by the higher levels of delayed energy or coloration which can result
from larger panel areas. In fact, within sensible price limits, the choice
of alarger speaker with greater bass extension and loudness capacity
can often result in adiminution of bass speed and articulation. as well
as compromising on coloration, clarity, and stereo depth focus.
Perhaps the choice of agood miniature doesn't represent such a
compromise after all? Certainly many models we have tested recently
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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deserve serious consideration.
The important thing to decide early- on is whether absolute
demonstration- level loudness and ' socko' bass actually matter that
much. If they do ( and such adecision will depend to some extent on
whether party or disco use is envisaged and which types of music will
be played most) it follows that aminiature should he avoided for your
particular application.
The latest series of LS3/5a is of special interest among this month's
group of three speakers. This venerable BBC-originated design has an
enviable track record extending back nearly 15 years. It should
definitely not be described as aMkII. [ Rumours of aMkt', or even an
'LS3/5b* proved to he unfounded, as KK reported in ' Pot Pourri',
March - Ed.] It can be swapped for an old pair in amonitoring
situation without raising any eyebrows concerning changed tonal
balance, hut the current version is nonetheless worthy of reappraisal
to assess the worth of the latest revisions. The other two models
comprise the popular JBL miniature L2Ot and anew speaker from SD
Acoustics, their SD3. All three models included in this month's test
group are, in fact, very close in price, each costing afraction under
£300 apair.
As with all the other models in this review series, this month's
speakers were fully lab tested under controlled anechoic conditions.
backed by the computed room-average response measurement or
RAR. A variety of programme material was used for the listening
tests, mainly CD sourced hut supplemented by some vinyl favourites.
References included my original Audiomaster 3/5a speakers, handbuilt by Robin Marshall some twelve years ago, plus the Goodmans
35

Maxim II. Celestion DL8 II and Tannoy M20 II. Goldmund Mimesis 3
(180W per channel) power amps were used for the power handling
tests and the more searching listening, with Musical Fidelity MVX
preamp and van den Hui speaker cable. CD players included the
Cambridge CDI and the Sony 557ES. Although not available as a
separate item, the Celestion SL700 stand proved ideal and seemed
most capable of extracting the last details of performance from the
speakers. However, the LS3/5a was too small to reach the single rear
supportive cone on this stand. so we temporarily placed an extra cone
beneath this speaker to provide asuitable support. The 24- inch height
of this stand helped give asensible sound- stage from these miniatures.

Harbeth LS3/5a
Harbeth have been revitalised under the direction of Alan Shaw, who
has been responsible for tightening up the performance of the
established HL4 as well as introducing anew model. the Compact
(HFNIRR May ' 88 p65). He has now won the right to build the
LS3/5a, the BBC-designed monitor, sharing the licence with
Goodmans. Rogers and Spendor. ( The BBC has in the past licensed
only three manufacturers at any one time to produce the LS3
among the licensees of earlier years were Audiomaster. RAM and
Chartwell.)
The late Spencer Hughes, founder of Spendor Audio, played a
major role in the development of the LS3/5a. The design was based on
extant samples of the KEF drive- units originally chosen for the model.
but its system development was unduly protracted as the designer
struggled to achieve anatural tonal balance from so small an object.
This was because the perceived sound did not correlate with
expectations based on frequency response measurements which had

for easy adjustment in the case of driver matching and making use of a
select- on- test resistive ladder which could itself be closely toleranced
to match pre- tested and pre- selected drivers. For all LS3/5a
manufacturers except Rogers. KEF have taken responsibility for this
aspect of the design. and are now able to guarantee aclosely
toleranced performance for acomplete kit comprising drivers and
crossovers.
However, this does not have agreat effect in the manufacturing
situation, since the previous crossover was in any case so closely
defined that there was scant room for manoeuvré on the part of
individual producers. Responsibility for the actual building and
proper testing of the speakers lies with the individual manufacturers.
They must produce well-damped cabinets to the correct specification.
and hopefully make an honest buck out of the end- product. Gossip
has it that producing the LS3/5a is more of an honour than aone-way
ticket to the bank!
Harbeth have done agood job with their version; the finish is
superb. and in the case of our samples the cabinets were veneered in
natural American walnut. Various silly terminals had been fitted to
previous versions. but Harbeth now use substantial combination
binding- posts with sockets for 4mm plugs. A fancy label completes the
rear panel. The neat flush- fitting grille uses ablack synthetic fabric
with shiny threads, and an open weave. Old-timers will recognise this
as the traditional Tygan material. long- noted for its acoustic
transparency. The grille is an integral part of this speaker and is
designed to be left in place, thick felt strips placed around the tweeter
minimise grille- frame reflection effects.
Looking again at this model, one cannot help being surprised at just
how very small it is. with only five litres of internal volume and
external dimensions of 30.5x19x16cm ( hwd). It is atwo-way sealedbox system of low sensitivity and offers an easy load impedance.
While 25W per channel is asensible starting point for amplifier power,
this speaker is not designed to produce very high sound levels, and
50-60W is the practical upper limit. However, larger amplifiers can be
used with discretion.

Technical details

normally proved useful for larger monitors.
Tight tolerance limits were drawn up for this finely tuned design in
order to control repeatability, avital factor for professional
monitoring systems. In consequence, limits were also drawn for the
specific performance of the drive- units, and out of atypical
manufacturing spread there were times when the production yield for
the 3/5a was woefully inadequate. In recent years. more relaxed
tolerances have allowed unwanted variations in the B110 bass unit to
appear in the final result; for example, a3dB peak at I
kHz which I
criticised in past reviews, reproduced here for comparison beneath the
contemporary response data in Graph la. Eventually the BBC
consented to are-examination of the 3/5a design. with the aim of
putting it back on target in the light of the current performance of the
B110- related drivers, which could also be built to still higher standards
by KEF.
KEF had amajor, if initially undesired, responsibility to re-examine
the system and its tolerances, and determine whether the drivers and
the system could be improved in both performance and consistency
terms. The over-riding requirement imposed by the BBC was that the
new model should replace the old without any change to tonal quality
or frequency balance. KEF ended up re- designing the bass driver, by
replacing the original heavy neoprene surround by amodern synthetic
offering improved termination properties, smoothing the mid- range
response and sound quality. ( This unit more closely resembles that in
the R107.)
Using their high-powered computer analysis facility. KEF were able
to determine tolerances and production spreads for the bass and treble
units, the latter remaining essentially unchanged over the past two
decades. A new crossover design was also produced, which allowed
36

The system is intended to provide as near atonal balance reference as
can be achieved with such asmall package. the original application
being for use in outside broadcast vans and other similar mobiles. A
KEF B110 series bass/mid driver covers most of the range, this
Bextrene coned unit dating originally from the mid 1960s and
providing an effective radiating diameter of 80mm or so. As noted
earlier, the original driver used aneoprene roll- surround, but for the
latest LS3/5a asynthetic of the PVC variety is employed which
provides better termination in the mid- range. A complex crossover is
employed which blends the drivers in the 3-4kHz range, essentially to
a3rd- order characteristic, while equalising the axial response to
achieve the required balance.
The tweeter is KEF's long-lived T27, here fitted with protection in
the form of aperforated grille, and the latest crossover has additional
equalisation for the effect of this. The T27 is amylar dome of 19mm
effective diameter. Using arigid, doped laminate in contrast to soft
domes, it offers piston operation over most of its working range and
generally works well up to 30kHz and beyond. Its integral suspension
is contiguous with the dome, and the fundamental resonance is fairly
high; it is also relatively undamped. Good crossover design is essential
to give the best results, as seen in the case of this speaker as well as
KEF's own legendary R104 with its ' ab' crossover.
The 3/5a enclosure is naturally low in coloration due to the choice of
panel material, namely real wood: top-grade birch. Its small surfacearea is also relevant, while other important construction details
complete the picture. These include hardwood battens or fillets in all
the internal seams, plus ahigh-density bituminous cladding attached
to the panel walls. An acoustic-grade polyurethane foam lining is used
to attenuate standing-waves.

Sound quality
In amonitoring context, the new series can easily be substituted for
the old while maintaining the accuracy of the listening station.
However, subtle but worthwhile differences in performance are
evident — differences which perhaps would be of greater relevance to
the hi-fi enthusiast, and which in areview context help to lift the
ratings. Firstly, if not underestimated in terms of the quality of the
matching system components and their sources, the 3/5a remains
capable of fine results. It has an enduring quality which continues to
rise to the challenge of improving sources. and as ahi-fi product it
sounds better now than it did ten years ago, due to finer electronics,
cleaner programme sources and improved speaker stands.
Compared with the old Audiomaster reference, the Harbeth review
NE‘AS.S: RECORD REVIEW
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FURTHER SPEAKERS CORNERED
version proved to he 2-3dI3 more sensitive. though W hen dri‘ en hard
the maximum loudness was quite similar for the two samples. In
favour of the new model, its bass overload characteristics was kinder
than the sharp ' crack' emitted by the original version. Comparing it
with the modern competition. the original 3Sa was distinguished by
an excellent stereo focus maintained over awide soundstage. The
sound was crisp and highly detailed, with anear- seamless mid- treble
integration, and the clarity helped to define quite good stage depth.
Its tonal balance was surprisingly full and natural. with only amild
lightness of character, plus ageneral lack of power and punch at low
frequencies. betraying its vas compact dimensions. Thus by modern
standards the original 3Sa still sounds very respectable if not
particularly outstanding. Nlinor criticisms include some ' breathiness*
and ' edge' in the high treble, with anasal. recessed quality to the
mid- range and an excess brittleness on click- clack transients. These
aspects have all been addressed in the ' redevelopment', with the
revised 3Sa showing the following qualities on direct comparison with
the old. The high treble has been tamed, resulting in afine treble
performance overall: high frequencies sound sweeter, having better
harmonic definition and rather less grain, with the treble proving still
better balanced with the mid- range. The latter has lost much of its
recessed character. but has not fallen into the trap of sounding
'forward'. The mid is undoubtedly lower in coloration and sounds
more uniform. delivering consistently higher levels of detail as well as
offering adependably natural tonal balance — for example. right
through the range of woodwind instruments.
The sound is now more relaxed and communicative, providing more
information about depth and ambience. An improvement in stereo
focus was also observed. The bass remains unchanged in quality or
extension, but it did show marginally better tunefulness, presumably
due to the improved mid- range definition. It is still true that one has.to
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make some allowance for its size, but the LS3/5a remains agenerally
musical loudspeaker of monitor quality. It performed well on simple
rock material, with good vocal lines and uncluttered instrumentals,
while it handled classical programmes very competently, making up
for its lack of weight with ahighly informative and precise
presentation.

Lab report
The 3/5a has been lowered in impedance from its marginal I6-ohms to
8-ohm nominal, with the two minima at 200 Hz and 14kHz barely
falling below 6- ohms ( Graph lc). This has resulted in again of nearly
2dB in absolute sensitivity, which nevertheless remains very low at
83dB/W. A minimum of 25W is required. while anything much over
60W may cause overload. However, on solo piano, 120W peaks were
handled well. Maximum in- room sound levels of 96dBA were
possible: hut loud rock is clearly out of the question.
From the axial reference response ( Graph la). the speaker can be
seen to possess auniform frequency characteristic, while the dotted
line showed the deleterious effect of removing the grille, with a
consequent worsening in the treble above 5kHz. ( For comparative
purposes, the axial response of amiddle- period LS3/5a is also
reproduced. complete with its mid peak and characteristic rise above
10kHz.) The LF is deliberately ' humped' in the system design at
around 150Hz to add more weight to the balance; it does not reflect
poor tuning. merely the use of the heavy mid equalisation needed to
achieve agood subjective tonal balance from this size of box. The
—6dB roll-off point was quite healthy for the size at 67Hz, with aslow
I2dB/octave decrement promising still more extension in- room,
typically to 50Hz.
Out at two metres. with 1
.3- octave weighted averaging, the forward
responses for this model are seen to be of textbook quality ( Graph
lb). Its accuracy is reflected by apossible ± 1.5dB tolerance over a
90Hz to 20kHz range. The- off axis responses show very little deviation
from the main trend, and are superbly homogeneous. The way the
main ( solid line) response straddles the horizontal is of particular
note: the ups balance the downs, an aspect on which Irecall Spencer
Hughes placing great emphasis. Such aresponse would become
almost ruler- flat under full-octave weighting, apowerful indicator of
forward energy uniformity.
The sound of the 3/5a was consistent over awide range of listening
axes. aview well supported by the RAR or room- averaged response
(Graph 2). From about 3(X)Hz upwards the output is notably smooth
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and well integrated, demonstrating aclassically correct roll-off at
higher frequencies. Below 150Hz the bass is definitely on the dry side,
but fair levels are still present to 50Hz. The output rolls off slowly
below 50Hz, as sealed boxes do, but the 3/5a cannot play loudly
enough for the depressed 25-40Hz range to count subjectively. The
RAR agreed very well with the subjective response, indicating a
vice- free nature over the frequency range.
In view of its power limits, the 3/5a was driven to lower test levels
than usual for the harmonic distortion measurements, namely 80dB
and 90dB spi. The results are very good at 80dB ( Graph Id), with
second- harmonic held to typically 0.1% or less from 300Hz to 10kHz,
and third- harmonic averaging about 0.2%. Even at LF the secondharmonic lies at the 1% level. Driven to 90dB ( Graph le), there is
little change in third- harmonic, while the second- harmonic rises in
proportion to drive level but is still judged to be more than
satisfactory.
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Graph 2. Harbeik LS3 ,5a: Room- averaged response ( RAR)
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Conclusion
At close to £ 00 apair the LS3/5a is an expensive miniature. hut it is
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ACOUSTICS
TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE
ACOUSTIC NEUTRALITY
SUPERB BRITISH CRAFTSMANSHIP
AND ATOTAL COMMITMENT
TO ACCURACY
Reviewed in this issue is
the new computer optimised
DOO LS3/5A monitor loudspeaker
-anew generation from Harbeth.
FOR MORE DETAILS ON HARBETH MONITORS
CALL AT ROOM 1147 - PENTA HI FI SHOW
OR WRITE, CALL OR FAX.
HARBETH ACOUSTICS
3ENTERPRISE PARK, LEWES ROAD, LINDFIELD, HAYWARDS HEATH,
WEST SUSSEX RH16 2LX. TELEPHONE: 04447 4371 FAX: 04447 4376

FURTHER SPEAKERS CORNERED
not alone in this respect. Many other examples spring to mind at even
higher prices. such as the AEI (€ 60(I) or the SL600 ( COO). However,
the 3fia cannot be said to offer value for money in the manner of a
larger quality speaker at the same price level, although it undoubtedly
offers its own blend of yirtues.
Judged by the Harbeth samples here reviewed. the build quality and
finish are both excellent. With the exception of bass extension.
sensitivity and maximum loudness, the lab results uere sery good.
while the frequency response uniformity was excellent as uell as
dependably consistent. Though bass- light. the 35a is essentially awell
balanced design, as illustrated by the RA R curve, and it continues to
offer monitor standards of tonal accuracy as %Veil as low levels of
coloration. Its stereo was exceptionally well focused, informative and
lively, while the output was persuasively homogeneous. Its innate
quality is such that this design can rise to the occasion when required.
doing fair justice to very costly supporting systems.
To conclude. the LS3 5a is still areference product, offering
engineering excellence and good taste, with the ability to pro;:ide
long-term satisfaction. If its exceptional neutralit . stereo focus and
small size fit the bill, then this speaker can be firmly recommended. In
fact. the 3/5a looks set fair to acquiring asimilar reputation to that
accorded the original Quad Electrostatic.

JBL L2Ot
This speaker derives from its predecessor the L1
8ti. amodel which did
fairly well at aprice now roughly:equivalent to £600 apair. However,
in the case of the L2Ot the price is rather more affordable at around
the £300 mark. This quality two-way miniature has areal veneer
finish, and is quite high-tech for JBi.. A plastic cone bass driver is
fitted, hut the key component is the pure- metal dome tweeter, which
uses JBL's own titanium pleated- surround design. The 1.20t is
intended for desk- top monitoring as well as for domestic use, and we

effective diameter of 25mm, and is flush- mounted to give asmooth
response. A plastic chassis has been fitted to keep down the costs, hut
both units have generous magnets. Connections are made via push- on
terminals, while the crossover network is agood quality one, with
adequately rated bypass capacitors and high power inductors. The
crossover is set around 3.5kHz and conforms to second- order design.
One minor weakness concerns the asymmetric positioning of the
tweeter on the front panel. This model does not come in mirror pairs.
while the proximity of the reflex port also disrupts the continuity of
the front panel sui face.

Sound quality
First impressions were of alight, open sound. with asparkling
high- definition treble. Good clarity and transparency were evident.
though the treble and upper mid- range were judged to be jointly on
the ' forward' side of neutrality. Lead vocals were thinner and more
strongly projected than usual, and some upper piano registers verged
on the ' metallic' due to this tonal balance effect.
Set against this, the bass was noticeably dry. and while the mid- bass
did develop, il was definitely muted. There was aclear deficiency in
the low bass registers. although the LF did sound punchy and tuneful
in the JBL tradition, with aclean rendition of bass percussion. It
proved capable of delivering sound levels out of all proportion to its
size, always remaining in control up to the 150W peak programme
limit. Coloration in the accepted sense was quite low, the open
balance disguising an element of mid hardness and upper boxiness. At
times. the strong output in the low treble verged on ' glare'.
Ihave left stereo till last. The standard was pretty good, but the
focus fell short of that achieved by other similarly priced and sized
models. Mid- treble sounds were slightly phasey, and although stage
width was goo,l, stereo depth was not so well presented in the mid.
But the transparent treble helped to lend some ' air' and ' ambience' to
the stereo picture.

Lab report

positioned it on 50cm standard with alloy cones under the hase of the
speaker. the stands spike- coupled to the floor. Free- space location
proved successful, although moderate proximity to the rear wall
(0.4m) did help to fill out the balance somewhat.
Measuring 37.5x24x21cm ( hwd), the L2ot encloses amodest
internal volume of 10.5 litres, reflex- tuned by adecently sized
front- mounted port. The grille is aplain one, the frame unrebated.
and stands off from the front panel on studs, astyling feature which
also helps to reduce grille reflections. No controls are present, aplus
feature in my hook, while the rear panel sports decent 4mm socket
binding- posts rather than those awkward JBL twist- grip terminals of
old.

Technical details
Built from high-grade chipboard, typically 20mm thick, the box is
undamped and unhraced. In consequence; the cabinet is rather live in
places, but essentially it proved quite rigid due to its small size. Inside,
fireproof fibre- glass wadding is used to control acoustic standingwaves, while aducted port. 134mm long and auseful 50mm in
diameter, tunes the LF range to 49Hz.
The surface- mounted bass unit is massively built on adie-cast frame
and employs ahigh- power oversized 40mm Motor coil. The frame is
170mm in diameter, with an effective radiating diameter of 130mm.
The diaphragm uses adense grade of polypropylene and has aflared
profile terminated in ahigh- loss synthetic surround for good midrange termination. The pure- piston titanium tweeter dome has an
111-F1 NI \V5& RECORD ItE‘ II W
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Charted at 87dB/W sensitivity, the L2Ot will reach decent sound levels
of 103dBA in- room on up to 150W peak per channel — in marked
contrast to the LS3/5a at just 96dBA. A sensible minimum figure for
the lower amplifier rating is I5W. Pair- matching was held to within
±0.2dB over the whole range except for a1dB variation in the 2-3kHz
crossover region. Examining the one- metre frequency response
(Graph 3a I. the output is pretty smooth with the grille removed. but
when in position ( dotted line) significant aberrations are introduced.
Fortunatek the speaker looks smart with the grille off, and it also
auditioned best in this condition.
From 100Hz upwards it is clear that the output rises at afairly
contant slope, reaching some + 3.5dB relative to the lower mid- range
by 10kHz. which is the likely cause of the ' lean' tonal balance. The
bass rolls off below 100Hz hut stages asmall stepped recovery near
50Hz. at the reflex resonance. Such aresponse would he termed
overdamped. and is probably mainly due to the low mechanical ' Q' of
the roll- surround fitted to the bass driver.
Moving out to two metres with 'A-octave equivalent averaging to
show the trends more clearly ( Graph 3b). the rising nature is still
apparent but is quite well moderated by a straight- ahead position for
the speakers. For acentrally placed lisiener, this corresponds to 20° or
so off the lateral axis. A 15° above- axis reading. corresponding to an
excessively low position for the listener, results in aresponse dip at
3-4kHz due to the crossover region phasing. and endorses our
recommendation for agood stand height. at least 40-50cm. The
forward response trends are nicely integrated if atrifle lumpy.
In the listening room the RAR ( Graph 4) provides interesting
confirmation of these results, as well as good correlation with the
subjective report. Averaged through the upper bass, the mid is atrifle
forward, peaking slightly at 800Hz. The treble also shows an energy
prominence in the middle of its range around 5kHz before decaying
smoothly away. Note that this high-performance metal- dome does not
exhibit any ultrasonic peak in the measuring window to 30kHz. in
contrast with most other such devices. Partly accentuated by the
room, the bass- reflex ' step' appears as alone 50Hz peak in the RA R.
though this was not as obvious during the listening tests as one might
have expected from the graph.
At the lower 86dB sound level ( Graph 3d). total harmonic
distortion is desirably low, particularly in the mid- band where both
second and third average only 0.2%. Below 200Hz and above 9kHz.
I
% is more typical. Interestingly, the second- harmonic distortion is
higher than usual at both 86dB and 96dB. Increases in distortion were
noted at the higher level ( Graph 3e), nearer to 1% overall, but
comparatively good results are still obtained at low frequencies. The
L2Ot proved relatively easy to drive, with the impedance curve ( Graph
39

GRAPH THREE
JBL L2OT

such the L2Ot is certainly well worth hearing and comes with a
recommendation.
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SD Acoustics SD3
SD Acoustics have been with us for some years now, noted in these
pages for their SDI floor-standing model which comes equipped with
apseudo- ribbon film tweeter (HEN/RR Oct ' 86 p77). Their SD3 is a
£300 compact verging on the miniature, with an internal volume of 17
litres. This makes it the largest model included in the present review
group, quite well proportioned at 38x23x28cm ( hwd). It looked well in
its light- ash real- wood veneer finish. positioned for test on 50cm high
stands.
This is atwo-way design employing aI75mm bass mid- range driver
and a25mm soft- dome tweeter in asealed- box or ' infinite baffle'
enclosure. Initial listening suggested that aposition near the rear wall
would help to improve the tonal balance, and we did achieve some
success here. The presence of four rear terminals for hi- wiring is a
noteworthy feature, although they are strapped together on delivery
for normal single-cable use. Combination 4mm socket/binding-posts
have been fitted.
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Despite the upmarket price, the 9mm thick grille baffle is unrebated.
and, as the tests show, the output was marginally smoother with the
grille detached. Built from Itimm double- veneered chipboard. the
enclosure has no bracing or damping and as aresult was rather ' live'.
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3c) showing aminimum of 5-ohms, with a6-ohm overall rating
applicable. Virtually all modern amplifiers will be able to drive it.

Conclusion
Sounding better nearer the wall than away from it, the L2Ot had the
traditional JBL virtues of adynamic, punchy sound. crisp bass and
good levels of up- front detail. The treble was very good. while the
light tonal balance might well suit some rooms and listeners.
Technically, this speaker performed well and was also engineered and
finished to ahigh standard.
Although not as neutral as the LS3/5a, it had some appealing
qualities and could deliver high sound levels when required. This
reflects adifferent balance of virtues for aquality miniature, and as
40

Internal absorbtion is taken care of by 25mm thick polyurethane
foam, which hopefully is fireproof as it rests directly on the power
resistors used in the crossover. The latter is hardwired, employing
air-core inductors with no power saturation limit. Ordinary
electrolytic capacitors and damping attenuating resistors are fitted.
Single- strand mains- grade internal wiring is employed, with the two
sections physically and electrically separated for hi- wiring. The
crossover is to second-order form at approximately 3kHz.
System resonance occurs at 72Hz, while the bass unit provides an
effective radiating diameter of 130mm. Built on apressed- steel
chassis, this ITT driver uses ashallow pulp- paper cone with alarge
fabric centre-cap. the whole assembly being specially damped/
stiffened by SD. Both drive- units are nicely recessed, while the
tweeter is the long-established 25mm doped- fabric dome from Audax.

Sound quality
First impressions were disquieting. as this speaker appeared to present
arather dated sound with an over-riding * cuppy .coloration in the
mid- range. Extended auditioning did reveal some redeeming features.
but in the long run the SD3 proved false in the familiar manner,
namely by revealing astrongly programme-dependent performance.
As such it represents an acquired taste, and one to which Imust admit
not subscribing. On awkward material ( awkward for the SD3 that is)
such as piano, upper- mid transients and female vocals, it showed an
exaggerated ' hardness', tending to an abrasive ringing. On
programme which generally avoids this range, the speaker stayed out
of trouble, sounding tolerably well balanced, with more than
competent bass and treble registers.
Stereo focus was above average. but the false mid- range tended to
have asevere masking effect on depth, and seemed to slow and soften
NEWS 6 RECORD REVIEW
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FURTHER SPEAKERS CORNERED
musical dynamics. Mid- range transients demonstrated an audibly
slurred, delayed decay. Taken overall, the performance was well
below average for the price group.

Lab report
On axis at one metre ( Graph 5a) the reference frequency response is
not inspiring. Aside from an obvious 4k Hz phasing notch at crossover.
which improves at an above- axis listening angle. the plot indicates an
almost unequalised response for the bassmid driver, rising steadily
from the level 80-3(X)Hz region to aplateau of +> W dB centred on
2kHz. In theory, even afull wall mount design will only require 2-3dB
of such boost to match the boundary- augmented bass. Following the
plateau ( and ignoring the crossover suckout), the treble shelves down
GRAPH FIVE
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by typically 5dB or so before peaking mildly in the I
6kHz region. A
rough estimate of the system sensitivity was 87dB, but your guess is
probably as good as mine. Based on this figure of 87dB. the — 6dB
bass roll- off occurs at 60Hz, which is unexceptional for the price. The
grille offers asurprising degree of treble attenuation, with afull
decibel seen over much of the range owing to use of excessively thick
fabric. With apowerhandling of 100W. the system could produce
maximum levels of 102dBA. while I5W per channel is a
recommended minimum input.
Using the kinder 1
/4
octave equivalent averaging at atwo metre mic
distance ( Graph 5b). the SD3 still reveals its forward response
characteristic in no uncertain manner. A position 15° above- axis
provides some improvement to the crossover dip. but the response
clearly suffers from adouble- humped effect. A low stand is
recommended ( say 30cm). so that the ear is well above the top of the
enclosure. Given the uneven curve ( one could legitimately surmise
from the response on the conventional median axis that the drivers
might even be wired out-of-phase), the lateral off- axis plots show
good correlation with the main curve; but it was not really possible to
define the usual ± 3dB response limits.
Charted for distortion at 86dB ( Graph 5d). the SD3 gives a
generally good result bar some isolated peaks, with both harmonics
rising to nearly 1% in the mid- range. acritical region. By 96dB
(Graph 5e) these approach an audible 2.5%, while over the rest of the
range 1% is more typical. It was suspected that this distortion is also
associated with the coloration ringing heard in the mid range.
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The impedance curve ( Graph Sc) conforms to the textbook
Butterworth result — ie it shows no driver equalisation and thus
manages an almost pure 9-ohm reading from 100Hz upwards.
Finally we have the RAR computed room average ( Graph 6). Here,
the lab story is repeated all over again, with the mid plateau clearly
evident and lifted 6dB above the mean LF band, which is itself
tolerably uniform from 25Hz to 300Hz. The treble decays too quickly
after the plateau, while broad- band level-errors of 2-3dB indicate
audible tonal or coloration effects. Judged by this test, the SD3 is
demonstrably flawed.

Conclusion
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TEST RESULTS
Recommended amplifier power
per channel ( for 96dBA per pair
at 2metres. min-max)
Recommended placement
Frequency response within
± 3dB ( 2m)
LF rolloff ( — 6dB) at I
m
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V,
IW in 8ohms) at 1m
Approximate maximum sotind level ( pair at 2m)
Harmonic distortion
Impedance characteristic
(ease of drive)
Forward response uniformity
Typical price per pair.
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A disappointing outcome for SD Acoustics. The SD3 sounded
old-fashioned, with an inaccurate, colored tonal balance and midrange. In addition to its obvious sonic flaws it demonstrated significant
technical weaknesses, clearly shown by both the anechoic and
listening room tests. Iam sure that SD Acoustics can do better than
this for £ 00 apair, and no recommendation is applicable.•

HARBETH LS3/5a

JBL L2Ot

SD ACOUSTICS SD3

25W-60W
On rigid stand,
50cm high

15W- 150W
On 50cm stand
0.4m from wall

15W- 100W
Near wall, on
30cm stand

80Hz-20kHz (± 2dB)
67Hz
83dB/W
96dBA
See text
good

8011z-20kIlz
62Hz
87d6i 5N
103dBA
Sec text
good

See text
60Hz
87dB/W? (see text)
102dBA
See text
very easy

excellent

very good

poor

£300

£3(0)

£ 00
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THE FINEST IN HOME LISTENING FOR DISCRIMINATING
AUDIOPHILES AND MUSIC LOVERS
OUR CHELSEA STUDIO OFFERS YOU THE OPPORTUNITY
TO HEAR THE BEST HIGH FIDELITY PRODUCTS WITH
DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES TO MATCH
SITUATED WITHIN AFEW MINUTES' WALKING DISTANCE
OF SOUTH KENSINGTON AND SLOANE SQUARE AND
WITHIN EASY REACH OF HEATHROW AND GATWICK FOR
THE INTERNATIONAL TRAVELLER

The best Hi Fi
in

BIRMINGHAM
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CYRUS ONE

ONDEMONSTRATION NOW MATISSE Reference Tube
Preamplifier
Anew name in high end audio that
sets anew standard of performance.
Very low noise, fine resolution,
MC- MM selection and separate
Power Supply with multi-voltage
facility. Audition essential
Price £2995 inc VAT
ENSEMBLE PA-Iand PA- IReference
Speakers
Swiss design excellence has created
small loudspeakers capable of really
top-class performance on the most
demanding analogue and digital
programmes
Prices £1695 - £3295 according to
model and finish
AUTHORISED AGENCIES FOR
CLEARAUDIO • ENSEMBLE
HELIUS • MATISSE • MICHELL
PIERRE LURN É • QUICKSILVER
SOUTHER • SUPERPHON

FOR THOSE WHO APPRECIATE THE DIFFERENCE
PERFORMANCE HIGH FIDELITY
CHELSEA LONDON SW3
01 352 4845

CYRUS TWO

CYRUS PSX

PCMII CD PLAYER
The widest range of quality hi-fi in the
West Midlands. Please send for our latest
price list, or phone for your demonstration

THOUSANDS OF COMPACT DISCS IN STOCK
from £6.95

AGENCIES FROM
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH. AIWA, ARCAM. ADC. AKG. AUDIO TECHNICA. AKAI,
ARISTON. AUDIOLAB. ALPHASON. BEYER. CAMBRIDGE CASTLE. CELESTION,
DENON. DUAL. ELITE. EXPCSURE. FUJI. GALE. GRADO. GOODMANS.
GOLDRING. GOLDBUG. HARMAN KARDON, HELIUS. HEYBROOK JBL. KEF.
LNB. LINX. MANTRA. MISSION. MUSICAL FIDELITY, MARANTZ. MONITOR
AUDIO. MORDAUNT-SHORT. MERIDIAN, MAXELL. NAD. NAGAOKA.
NAKAMICHI, ORTOFON. PHILIPS. PINK TRIANGLE. PROTON. MONSTER.
JECKLIN. QED. QUAD, ROGERS, ROTEL. SUGDEN. REVOLVER. SOURCE.
TECHNICS. SENNHEISER. SHURE. TARGET. TDK, THATS. THORENS, TANNOY.
ONKYO. VAN DEN HUL WHARFEDALE. YAMAHA. etc

ALTERAATIVE AUDIO LTD.
93-95 Hobs Moat Road Open from:
Solihull
TUES to SAT
tiN West Midlands B92 8JL 10.00 — 6.00 pm
DEMONSTRATIONS
Sales. 021 742 0254 BY APPOINTMENT
Service: 021 742 0248 PLEASE
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MISSION FISSION
Martin Colloms reviews the Mission PCM II CD player,
complete with PSX power supply unit, and also tests
the Cyrus Two/PSX amplifier combination

A

LTHOUGH MISSION have begun to play aserious role in
the desk- top computer market, they also continue to make
substantial progress on the hi-fi front, as evidenced for
instance by the highly competitive Cyrus One amplifier
featured in last month's issue. This sets new stamkrds for its price
range. and its success has even shown signs of overshadowing the
Series II version of the Cyrus Two. Like many' other UK companies.
Mission have never gone in for excessively frequent model changes,
and it would he fair to say that their Series II models are not so much
revolutionary as aresult of the continuing evolution of arelated series
of products.
In that spirit, this feature comprises acombination review. la the
case of the Cyrus Two it can be read as asupplement to July's Cyrus
One report. but it also covers the PCMII CD player and the PSX
auxiliary power- supply, due to the particular and imaginative way in
which these products can be interlinked to enhance the performance
of the whole. The reader should note that the Compact Disc player
nevertheless receives afull review. The associated laboratory test
reports ( which appear under the usual ' Lab report' subheadings) were
prepared separately by my colleague Chris Bryant. These will give full
details of measured technical performance. which Ihave of course
taken into account in my overall conclusions.
Readers may remember that the PSX is ahigh-current booster
power- supply. Cyrus- sized, which can be added to aCyrus Two to
improve its performance. For this to be effective. tuo power fuses
must be removed from aPCB inside the amplifier. When first
introduced. Ifound the PSX to he effective. but noted about 12
months ago that the finally re- reviewed series of Mk ICyrus To had
been improved to apoint where the PSX no longer provided a
significant enhancement in sound quality. A change. yes. but not a
real improvement. However. Mission have since done further work in
this area to improve the viability of the PSX concept. and have also
extended its application to the CD player. One might think twice
about adding the PSX as an upgrade to the PC M11 a;one. but if a
PCMII and Cyrus Two are working together. the addition of aPSX
power supply is claimed to benefit the sonic performance of both
III- 1-1 NI SSS & NIA OKI) RI \ IFS\
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components. Separate auxiliary power outlets are provided for both
the Compact Disc player and the amplifier.

MISSION PCMII CD PLAYER
This player has evolved from the PCM7000. which has enjoyed along
and successful run by CD standards. The PCMII operates to the same
established Philips scheme, the current 4- times oversampled. I6- bit,
dual DAC system. The price remains the same at £600. with Mission
clearly addressing the quality end of the market and offering anumber
of luxury and audiophile- related features. The remote control is
upgraded and now has a10- key pad for fast numeric entry. plus
absolute- phase invert via a2- key sequence which will need
memorising. Absolute- phase is of interest to some enthusiasts, and its
inversion may offer asmall improvement on specific records. Another
audiophile feature is the ability to switch off the fluorescent display;
these displays are strobed and their circuits generate switching- noise
which can get into other parts of the player. Switching off the display
is said to provide asmall enhancement in sound quality. Finally we
have the PSX facility, where aDIN- plug-equipped cable runs between
the PSX and the PCMII to boost the supply of the player.
Operating feature; now include such details as programmed A/B
repeat. scan function. etc. The excellent remote volume control has
been kept, and the player still has one controllable output terminal.
The control is smooth-acting and offers auseful 1dB resolution in 63
steps. On power- up. it resets at Od13, equivalent to astandard 2V.
while it is worth noting that it will play louder by up to .IdB, reaching
3V for full modulation, sufficient to drive most power amplifiers to
full level. Such direct connection will extract the maximum
performance from the PCM2, at the expense of manual reconnection
to apreamplifier when other sources are required.
On the technical side. the PCMII's evolution from the PCM7000 is
clear, with improvements having been made in basic layout in the
audio hoard dielectric. The latest B' grade digital filter and ' A' grade
DAC's are incorporated, which should benefit low-level resolution.
Real resistors were always used for the logic-switched volume control.
43
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CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2H OJA
Tel: 01-379 7635 7427
Open Mon - Sat 10.00 am - 7.30 pm 2 mins from Leicester Sq Tube

THE COMPLETE SERVICE TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS
AT LONDON'S FINEST COMPACT DISC CENTRE

NEW RELEASES
Classical full price new releases only £9.95
and mid price £6.95 per CD for the first 30
days after issue: Decca, DG, Philips, EMI,
CBS, RCA and selected others.

QUALITY AUDIO
We stock an excellent range of some of the
best Hi Fi equipment and loudspeakers
available from famous names such as B&W,
Quad, Meridian, Mission Cyrus, Cambridge,
Rogers, Monitor Audio, Wharfedale, Sony,
Nakamichi, Yamaha, AKG, Sennheiser,

LISTENING FACILITIES
Not only the cheapest new releases in town
but also full individual listening facilities —
listen before you buy.

Denon, Rotel, Marantz, Pioneer,
Monster Cable and more.

Revox,

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION
Free delivery and installation within M25
area on Audio systems. Orders actioned
within 24 hours subject to stock availability.

7,000 CDs IN STOCK
A continually updated and growing stock of
the best classical, jazz and popular compact
discs.

Secondhand CDs bought and sold, on sale
from £ 5.99.

DEMONSTRATION
Two private demonstration rooms to audition your future purchase. Demonstration
room can be pre- booked. Just phone to
make an appointment.

TOKEN SCHEME
Unique scheme of one token for each CD
you buy ( value £ 10.95 and over) entitles you
to afree CD when you have collected ten to
the value of £ 10.95.

SERVICING
%II up-to-date department for servicing and
CD Player up- grading by qualified techicians.

SPECIALISTS IN CD PLAYERS
Over 45 CD Players in stock and on demonstration. From £ 149 to £2,000.

Compact Disc Video ( CDV) on display and
demonstration.

MISSION ELECTRONICS
The new PCM2 CD Player and Cyrus 1and 2
Amplifiers now in stock and on demonstration together with Mission Loudspeakers.

DAT
Digital Audio Tape ( DAT) on demonstration
and sale. Full stock of both blank and
pre-recorded DAT tapes at competitive
prices. Send for lists of tapes.

SECONDHAND

£50
OFF

WHEN YOU BUY A
CD PLAYER
Bring this coupon in during
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JULY/AUGUST
50 CDs over £ 6.99 this year.
Components over £ 500.

SALE at SPECIAL OFFERS EXCLUDED. Valid to end August
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and get £ 1off your next
Also available on Audio

CDV

'OFF
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ON PURCHASE OF
5CDs OVER £ 9.95
84 Charing Cross Road. London WC2
No Tokens Gwen

Veld to end August

1
OFF

ON PURCHASE OF
1CD OVER £ 9.95
84 Channg Cross Road. London WC2
No Tokens & yen
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MISSION FISSION
rather than the inferior thick film or IC' attenuators sometimes
encountered.
On the transport side, the latest and hest CDM4 OEM CD chassis is
used. This has an improved quick- load drawer and an effective sprung
sub- chassis for vibration isolation, operating at alow resonant
frequency of 3-4Hz.

Sound quality
Several sessions were arranged to cover the various operating modes.
As it comes, under normal operating conditions the player delivered a
fine standard of sound quality, and at 66% on our , ilblective scale it
was demonstrably better than the PCM7000 at 63', . However, the
difference could best be described as moderate in terms of absolute
progress. The new model showed better bass definition and
tunefulness, with asnappy dynamic quality. In the mid- range the
typical, crisp, well-defined but mildly ' lean' character. just less than
metallic, remained, while the treble showed improvement in focus
with reduced grain.
Dynamics were well portrayed. while stereo staging was very good
indeed, with splendid width and focus as well as substantial depth
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better than before). Switching off the fluorescent display provided a
small improvement to 67ri - audible, but not that obvious.
Connecting the PSX made rather more difference, the player now
moving into the top class in this price range and scoring 70%. With the
PSX connected, improvement in clarity and definition was heard, and
slightly greater depth and transparency.
It must be remembered that this rating is for aplayer with its output
level control always in circuit, and that the result is actually at the
reference level for aplayer so equipped. One can expect aloss of
3-15% in performance when used with outboard preamplifiers other
than those with apassive line- stage coupled straight through to a
power amplifier - as is the case with the Cyrus series amplifiers. To
equal the sound of apower- amp-connected PCMII one would have to
spend much more on the player and use an audiophile- grade line
preamplifier into the bargain.

Lab report

;rap!, 3. tiissiun l'C .1111: WarejOrm .
from 11:Hz sineum ••

The impulse test proved the player's ability to switch absolute- phase
as required, and there was minimal filter ringing. On switch-on, the
output level at OdB fires up at 1.8V, which is 4dB below maximum.
while the volume control has a60dB range in 60 steps. Channel
balance was generally excellent and well maintained over the volume
control range, apart from some deviation above 15kHz at the lowest
settings. Channel separation was quite well maintained at all
frequencies, although the measured 86dB at 20kHz is less good than
on some closely priced Japanese competitors.
Both harmonic and intermodulation distortion are well down ( see
table), being better at low levels than on many of the Philips- based
machines with which the PCMII shares adigital chip set. But while all
the down- band spuriae are well suppressed. Graph 1does reveal a
somewhat high level of 24kHz beat- tone from 20kHz at OdB. The
frequency response has the familiar very slight ripple caused by the
digital filter, and displays just ahint of HF shaping, with the 0.6dB
20kHz roll-off starting at around I
2kHz. The maximum output of
2.9V is almost IV higher than most, so some care is needed on A/B
comparisons. but in general use this should cause no problems.
De-emphasis worked accurately enough. and the player passed all our
usual standard error-correction tests. We have recently introduced
some stiffer tests, and on these it performed less well than some
competitors.
Mission's added circuits do contribute alittle extra noise, but the
worst case is still 100dB down, which is good enough to satisfy most.
Ultrasonic spuriae were generally well suppressed. better than on the
III FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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standard Philips players, and the effect of more elaborate output
filtering clearly shows on the IkHz - 20dB spectogram ( Graph 2).
Low-level resolution was respectable for aPhilips- based player, with a
good. if somewhat noisy, attempt made at reproducing a - 90dB sine
wave ( Graph 3), but adithered - 100dB test- tone was all but lost in
noise - although just about discernible. Regular readers will know
about the lack of - 90dB resolution suffered by the majority of players
using the Philips TDA1541 DAC, but the one fitted to this machine
proved better than most, giving L/R error averages of 5dB and 4dB
45

Audiocraft

GIO

Being the best is simply
business as usual.

FROM THE

Audiocraft is situated just inside the M25 only rive
minutes away from Heathrow Airport. We are open 7
days aweek. Appointments for Sundays must be
made Mon-Sat. Ilam-8pm.

PERFECTIONISTS
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... and at Chew & Osborne, with the best part of 25 years in
catering to our customers' discriminating requirements, we
make certain that we only stock the names that will live up to
these demanding criteria.
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LOOK AT THE NAMES
In both our shops you'll find • A&R Arcam • AR • Bang &
Olufsen • BLQ • B&W • Cambridge Audio • Celestion •
Denon • Dual • Harman Kardon • Harman Kardon
Citation • K.E.F. • Kenwood • Logic • Marantz • Mission •
Mission Cyrus • Mordaunt Short • Musical Fidelity • NAD
•Nakamichi • Pioneer • Quad • Ruark • Spendor • Tannoy
•Yamaha — Plus Accessories from • AKG • Audio
Technica • Glanz • MIT • Nagaoka • QED • Sennheiser •
Siltech • Stax • Target Audio • WBT
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LOOK AT THE MUSIC ON
DISC AND TAPE

ee . iNd>

We've got everything you could ever need, including an
extensive range of compact discs at prices to suit everyone,
classical and popular naturally!
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Audionote1.0. & I.O. LTD. PICK UPS. - For those
music lovers sincerely interested in accurate
reproduction, with aminimum of editorializing, these
Audionotes are unsurpassed
VOYD TURNTABLES - ' To sum up, here we have a
deck which is visually superb and provides, for me, the
highesiguality Ihave ever heard from records.' ( Alan
Bateman Hi Fi Answers April 88)
SNELL LOUDSPEAKERS - The most dynamic,
smoothest, integrated, tonally accurate sounding
loudspeakers we have heard; with abig plus, they are
easy to drive.
Uxbridge & Hillingdon Tube Stations only 2 minutes
anybody visiting us can be picked up from these
stations.

Export
Facilitys Available

AND NOW AT SAFFRON WALDEN
THERE'S ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
As the only specialists in Essex appointed by Absolute
Sounds, you'll find it wel: worth avisit to see and hear this truly
outstanding equipment. In stock now, you'll find • Apogee
•Kinergetics • Krell and Sonus Faber - including cables
and interconnects.

co
LOOK AT THE SERVICE
Professional, helpful, unbiased advice is only part of our
service, for true peace of mind we back it with after-sales
service which we believe is second to none.

CIO

Chew & Osborne

EPPING, ESSEX, 148 High Street ( 0378) 74242

le' 0895 - 53340

AL\

A\S

SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX, 26 King Street ( 0799) 23728
VISA
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respectively at — 90 and — 100dB. The monotonicitv test revealed
evenly formed steps of the ten bottom levels, with the exception of the
last one ( — 90dB) which as expected was alittle squashed.
Track- access time was the standard 3.5 seconds, and resistance to
shock and vibration were excellent. So this player sets no new
standards in the lab, but puts in arespectable performance
nonetheless.
Chris Bryant

Conclusion
Although no dramatic improvement was provided by comparison with
the esteemed PCM 7000. this latest Mission CD player did show a
significant advance based on evolutionary development. Used in an
enhanced mode with aspare PSX and the fluorescent display switched
off, it stands as the best volume- controlled CD player on sale today -- a
unique status. In view of this ability, it is perhaps unwise of Mission to
have the player power- up at ¡ list --IdB on full level. Around — 24dB
would be appropriate for direct power- amp connection. Technically.
there has been an improvement on many fronts, in particular as
regards low-level resolution, where selection of the top Philips chips
does make adifference. Taken overall, the sound quality and lab
performance merits afirm recommendation. Directly connected to a
power amplifier, the PCM-II appears in the top four available
irrespective of price.

CYRUS TWO SERIES II AMPLIFIER
Much of the Cyrus Two information is contained in last month's Cyrus
One review. so Ihave kept the description of the Two to the hare
minimum. The One is rated at 25W 8- ohms. while the Two rre, cai N a
significant 3dB more at 50W per channel, and with PSX it rises to
70W/channel. The 4- ohm ratings are abetter indication of the output
TEST RESULTS

MISSION PCMII
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RECORD REVIEW

Sound quality
In the report on the Cyrus One tSeres 111 the sound quality was found
to be noticeably improved. approaching that of the established Cyrus
Two. The Two is also now im?nn ed. but to nothing like the same
degree. We reckon on a ' mark uptift for the Two, while the One had
gone up by I1
/ marks The new Two sounds sweeter than the old.
2
richer and fuller bodied with atouch more space and depth in the
soundstage. The bass remains very good, tuneful and dynamic. while

S7

Output le‘el. tldB.
Output impedance ( ohms)
De-emphasis

111.1 INI 55

ability of the Two. The () ne • ' tic!, claimed 40W into 4ohms. but the
Two Claims 8))W unaided and 1.25W with the PSX.
In other areas. one can see where the extra cash has been spent. For
example. the movine-ci,i1 input of the One is competent but does not
offer afully comprehensive matching impedance or anoise- level that
is sufficienilv low for really quiet backgrounds. Thus the 0.04mV
sensitivity, 47k- ohms ami (i7dB signal-to-noise ratio of the One
improves to 0.02m V. 100-ohms/(1.8nF and 75dB respectively for the
Two, the latter fitted with atruly dedicated m- cinput.
Using the metal die-castings common to the new range, the Cyrus
Two is styled like the One and has the same basic facilities, including
the dual input selector for source and tape output. Technical
improvements include anew printed- circuit layout. to improve
common- mode rejection in the preamplifier as well as up- rate the
grounding and powet supply rejection in the power amplifier.
Improved IC op- amps has ebeen fitted in appropriate positions in the
preamp section. while the , Juiput stage boasts better thermal tracking
of the Class-AlB bias .point through the use of single, specially
designed higher power transistors rather than the paralleled pairs used
previously.
The Two remains ahighly compact unit, considering the punch it
packs. When the PSX is added ( this being aCyrus- sized outboard
power- supply chock-a-block with high-grade Morecroft slit- foil
electrolytic. and astill larger transformer toroid), the Cyrus Two's
power section is served by the new supply. while the amplifier's
existing internal supply is ent:rely devoted to the LP disc input. Thus
the biggest change with l'SX will occur Yia analogue disc, with a
secondary improvement on the CD or line inputs resulting from the
power and quality upgrade derived from the extra size of the PSX
supply.
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AUIDOOKOTS Precb'slon
AUDIOCABLE

FOR
25 YEARS
WE'VE BEEN
MIXING
WITH THE
RIGHT
COMPANY

Audiocables are made from very high quality silver plated
copper insulated with PTFE. Audiocables sound cleaner, more
dynamic, less coloured than many expensive cables
manufactured for audio simply because the dielectric loss and
dielectric absorption of PTFE is so low. High voltage rating makes
audiocable very suitable for internal wiring of valve amplifiers.
AUDIOCABLE 19x0.15mm screened
£4/metre
AUDIOCABLE 19x0.127mm Twin axial screened
'Electric Blue'
£16/metre
AUDIOCABLE 19 x0.45mm red, black, green, ye low
E5/metre
Audiocable mains cables available soon.
Audiocable gold plated interconnects- see Drice lists

AUDIOCAP 2

DNM

Polypropylene capacitors for loudspeaker crossovers I'In f° " tec " iYees
244F 5% 160v axial leads
£8
Other valves up to 100p.F and voltages up to 630V

15.000, F63vE26
Imom, F150vE43
564F 400v f.26

IAR WONDER SOLDER
A wonderful low cost upgrade - particularly on low
level circuits and wiring interconnects. Many
leading audio manufacturers use it.
IAR wonder solder £2/metre £38/11b roll

GOLD PLATED PHONO CONNECTORS
For highest quality and audio systems
'Heavy Duty' gold phono sockets - earth mates first
Audio Technica ATV173 phono plugs
Audio Technica right angle phono plugs

£8 pair

£8 pair
£8 each
also gold plated sockets £2 ( insulated) £ 1 ( uninsulated), Plugs £3
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
OVERSEAS ORDERS - X0.87 TO DEDUCT VAT + £2POSTAGE.
FOR FULL DETAILS OF ALL AUDIOKITS AMPLIFIER KITS &
COMPONENTS. PLEASE SEND 9"',4" SAE ( overseas- 3IRCs) to:
AUDIOKITS,
6 MILL CLOSE, BORROWASH, DERBY DE7 3GU
Tel: 0332-674929

IMIIIIMIMILIIIIIIM0111/11M11111111[1111

\s

HI-FI CONSULTANTS
158 Ombersley Rd., Worcester, WR3 7HA
Tel: WORCESTER (0905) 58046
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Demonstrations by appointment
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 9.30 to 8.30
SATURDAY 9.30-5.30
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*DELIVERY AND EXPERT INSTALLATION
*PART EXCHANGE AVAILABLE
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MISSION FISSION

he treble is still amite forward though essentially of good quality.
This modest upgrade will nonetheless help to maintain the
competitive position of the Cyrus Two in the market.
While Iwas unconvinced about the benefits of adding the S6-87
PSX to asimilar vintage Cyrus Two. the ' 88-89 components did show a
0.4- mark advantage when used together. On CD the focus in the
mid- hand was superior, with more slam and power evident in the bass.
Via moving- coil. the Two gave afine result, still mildly lightweight but
well controlled overall, with very good stereo staging and focus. The
strong feeling of presence and articulation also remained, the m- c
sound again a ' :- mark better than its predecessor. Adding the PSX to
the m- ctest gave asignificant reward in clarity and overall definition;
here, the separated supply technique showed its mettle. raising the LP
input standard rather clo ser to that of the line CI) input.
When used with the PCNII . the addition of the PSX conferred
benefits on both products Yv hich were additive and proved worthwhile
for the combination. With the PSX. the Cyrus Two showed some of
the power and control of alarger amplifier, evident under heavy
loading at high sound levels. In this region. the Cyrus Two/PSX
system showed aclear ads antage over the smaller Cyrus One.

Lab report
I
don't normally go in for destructive testing. but

for the Cyrus
Two PSX 1made an exception. With the PSX attached IWas
attempting to find the maximum power rating at 20kIlz into a4- ohm
load, when suddenly the fuses were blown. e..used by short-circuit
output transistors on one channel. This is js:t ff test. and demands
such as this would not he made ir. normal service - so don't be put off.
Iwas asking an awful lot from this gutsy' little amp.
Before destruction. with the PSX connected. a20kHz full- power of
18.15 dBW was attained ( 65W), which is marginally down on its
predecessor. hut the 4-tu rn figure of 16.8d13W
Very heaithv. with
better than 17.6dBW as ailable in the mid- band. In normal operating
mode ( no PSX ) the amplifier exceeded specifications. with 17.6 dBVY'
showing into Sohms 5SW ) and 14.5 dliW into 4ohms, with both
channels driven at 201:11z. Si) the PSX does give that little bit of extra
'go'. The 2-ohm pulsed test provided amaximum of I8dBW output,
and with ahealthy current capability of ±-22A the amplifier should not
be much troubled by difficult loads.
Total harmonic distortion figures were very acceptable ( see Graph
5) and the intermodulation results were very good on all inputs. Noise
figures for both disc inputs are pretty good. as are the Aux!CD results.
DC- offset was held to low levels and the moderate output impedance
of 0.12ohms was constant across the audio band. Input overload
margin on moving- magnet is alittle less than on its forerunner. but
PHHGE: - 4i dBV
CYFUS8 > UPHOD •

5TITUVt
PM‹,:18

Pi+USED

d:EU

Conclusion
While the new Two was perhaps not as exciting an advance as the new
One, it did show sufficient improvement to maintain its strong market
position. With the PSX. that position is further reinforced.
Evolutionary development has resulted in an all-round improvement
while retaining the essential Cyrus Two character - alean. fast sound
with crisp bass. very good stereo focus and lively dynamics. Its
moving- coil performance was exceptional in its price sector. and I
have no problem in continuing to offer afirm recommendation despite
the certain knowledge that the Cyrus One is the real bargain of the
pair.
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quite satisfactory and indicative of aredesign of this stage. The
moving- coil input results are little changed and good enough. whereas
those of the Aux input are above reproach.
Stereo separation was unexceptional and asymmetric, especially at
high frequencies. but again much improved over the original. Channel
balance was not aparticular strong- point: the disc input suffered
I.75dB variation at standard settings, and the volume/balance
tracking stray cd at lower settings. Ilowever, the newly added balance
control may he used to correct such slight anomalies. Sensitivities and
loadings are fairly standard on the disc inputs, but the amp's design
means that the Aux ( straight connection to the volume control) input
figures are alittle less sensitive than most. This should not really he a
problem - just tweak the volume control alittle more. But the Aux
input impedance of 12.2k ohms is fairly low and may he amismatch
with the odd piece of equipment ( worth checking that sours are OK
before purchase). Tape output proved healthy from alow 150-ohm
source impedance.
The line- input response was well extended in the bass ( Graph 4),
but there is some HF rolloff from around 5kHz. which results in a
0.6dB cut at 20kHz. The m- cand mm stages display near- identical
responses. with some bass roll-off ( - 1.5dB at 30Hz), but the response
is vers' flat in the important 2011Hz to 15kHz region.
The power- supply modulation test at 35Hz showed some
improvement Over previous samples. with avery clean spectrogram
result ( Graph () \\ hich YY as in fact little changed with the addition of
Chris Bryant
the PSX - probably as aresult of the revised earthing.

21.4 x 8.4 x 36cm
1.300

= 2.831'. or IIV %PHU SOIMIA
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Hampshire Audio Ltd
Kingfisher House
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford, Hants SO5 2FU
Tel: Southampton (0703) 252827 & 265232
We stock selected items for
Aloi,
Audiolab,
A&R,
Audio Technica, B&W, Bowers,
Celestion, Cliff Stone, Creek,
Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz,
Grado, Gyrodek, Heybrook,
Hunt, Jordan, KEF, Koetsu, Linn
Isobank, Linn Sondek, Marantz,
Mark Levinson, Maxell, Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon,
Perreaux, QED, Quad, RATA,
Revolver, Revox, Rogers, Rote!,
Sennheiser, Snell, Stanton, Systemdek, Supex, Wharfedale,
Yamaha, and others. Active systems on demonstration.
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TOTALLY TARTAN
All-British, or rather all-Scottish, Ariston's complete
system consists of the established Q-Deck plus the new
Ariston amplifier and Image speakers. Review by Alvin Gold

F

OLLOWING SOME BRUISING early years as Scotland's
premier foil for Linn Products, Ariston Acoustics became
reclusive - some would say almost somnolent - at least as far as the
UK was concerned. But in the last six months or so. Ariston have
acquired anew management team and have invested heavily in their
greenfield site factory and product development and the company is
generally taking amuch more aggressive stance. In alow key way of
course. The first signs of renaissance came with the introduction of the
0-deck, which has gone on to become aserious rival to the market
leaders. The system reviewed here is built around the 0-deck, and
includes abrand new amplifier and loudspeakers, the former of novel
design.
The reader is entitled to ask ' why?' Why have Ariston diversified in this
way? Why choose this time to do it? Of course the answer is simple
enough. Ariston don't see themselves expanding on the basis of the
relatively static turntable market ( static long term that is - turntable sales
are presently going through the roof. Strange world, isn't it?). The point of
course is that diversification for acompany Ariston's size wasn't an option.
It was aprerequisite.

ARISTON AMPLIFIER
OK. Let battle commence with the amplifier. The Ariston design is
unusually proportioned, being quite tall but relatively narrow
(dimensions are 9.5 and 32cm respectively). The midi- width
presentation was decided on with an eye to the popularity of midi
equipment generally and is welcome on space utilisation grounds,
while the height facilitates future developments.
Naturally, Iquestioned Ariston on their future plans and they were
suitably vague. After suggesting that the release of atuner would be
timed to coincide with Radio One going stereo ( an announcement
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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obviously designed to hit it off with the more traditionalist HFNIRR
News readers), it was suggested that atuner would in fact be the next
product in the range. and that aCD player would follow shortly
thereafter, ' probably.'
The amplifier is the real eye-catcher of the current trio, and features
remote control for all important functions apart from power
switching. Igather it caused some excitement at this year's Chicago
CES, and that's hardly surprising. The amp looks squat and chunky
and surprisingly compact, having the proportions of the A&R Arcam
Alpha amplifier, only more so The front is mostly made of black
perspex with just an illuminated on/off switch and awide feature strip
bearing the product name to break it up. But asection of the bottom
perspex strip is held in place by magnets, and can be flipped down to
reveal almost the full range of controls - four buttons and five LEDS
which gleam ( or blink, according to function) palely through the
perspex flap when closed.
A while back, the amplifier was to have been called the Pulsar, and
it was to have had tone controls. Happily, sanity reigned and the final
product is now known, in true minimalist style, as the Ariston
Amplifer - and there are no tone controls of any kind. The user
interface is restricted to input and level selection, at least as far as the
remote control and front panel controls are concerned, though at the
back the Ariston is also equipped with abalance control, clearly
intended to be used ( if at all) on aonce-off basis when setting up. Also
nestling amongst the output socketry is aheadphone switch, which
(illogically) feeds the music output to the speakers or the headphones
on an either/or basis. The switch always appears in the output line,
and the Ariston design is therefore functionally inferior to the usual
arrangement whereby an uninterruptible feed is available for critical
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use on loudspeakers.
'[here are live inputs, including amoving- magnet sensitivity phono
stage and atrue tape- monitor facility. Headphones can be plugged in
conveniently at the rear ( as opposed to more conveniently still at the
front I. and sockeiry is pros ided for one pair of louospeak-ers. The
chunky remote control handset, which works over asurprisingly long
range. provides access to all inputs, volume up down, tape monitor
and mute. the last of which is afull * sudden death' facility, not the
usual - 20dB type.
There is much more to tell about the amplifier, whose design was
done in-house. The power supply uses alarge toroid with four
separate regulated power feeds, one for the digital control sections of
the circuit, one for the pre- amp. athird for the pre- driver stages in the
power amp and the last for the output stage itself. Although digitally
controlled, all digital
noise is killed during normal listening by the
•
simple expedient of disconnecting the digital circuitry until the remote
control wake ,,it up. All alicii0 paths are very short and full star
earthing is employ cd. the high quality circuit board having tracks on
both sides for the purpose.
Flousekeeping electronics include amute delay on power- up to
prevent DC surges. and extensive fuse protection on the mains input
side and the loudspeaker lines. The amplifier always defaults to alow
volume level and the phono input at this point. The volume control
design. of which Ariston are clearly proud, uses aLinn- like
configuration of 8- bit DAC to give an unusually high 256 click- free

volume steps and aresistive ladder network to define the steps. I
understand Ariston only realised the similarity when it was pointed
out to them after the design had been completed.
The audio circuits make extensive use of relatively new, high-spec
IC packages along with mainly standard quality passive components.
Nominal power output is given by the manufacturer as 35W/channel
into Sohms and 50 into 4ohms. With peak currents of around
±9.5amps on tap.
The amplifier is multi- voltage and has adetachable IEC mains lead
-two indications of the seriousness with which the company is tackling
the export market. The seriousness vv it hwhich the British Market is
taken is implicit in the price. At afew pence short of € 180 if bought on
its own. the amplifier is singularly good value when assessed in strict
hardware terms. Many of the components, including the all-important
mains transformer and some of the ICs. are high quality types and far
from cheap. Furthermore, the standard of construction internally is
remarkable, the layout looking good enough to have been made on an
automatic component insertion machine ( it wasn't. though it may' be.
later). ' llave you looked inside the amplifier?' Iwas asked at one
point. • It's awork of art.' Ihadn't, but Idid and it is. It really is.

ARISTON IMAGE LOUDSPEAKERS
The Image loudspeaker happened because, in Ariston's words. they
wanted to be able to sell asystem at €500. and their existing speakers,
the QLNs, would have put them the best part of CM over the top. So
they set about producing something new, using an outside consultant
to help with the design.
The Image. which by the was' is nothing like the OLN. is acompact
16 litre 2- way design. port loaded and intended to be placed well clear
of walls and other impedimenta. It should be placed on stands at least
24in tall, the idea being to listen just below the tweeter axis. The
carcase is made from 15min chip. critically braced using what amounts
to asecond baffle, driver cutouts included, some distance behind the
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.
irst to stiffen the deep top. base and side panels. There's no front or
rear panel bracing however. The enclosure is loaded by adamped port
at the back.
Of the two drive units. the SEAS H4I4 tweeter is the high
technology one; it equipped with a . 1
4 in aluminium dome with an
/
aluminium ventilated former ( it is not clear whether this is formed in
one piece with the dome), and with ferrofluid for power handling/
damping/cooling reasons. The plastic mounting plate has amild
horn- loading effect.
The 61
/in bass unit. type PI7RCY, has aflared polypropylene cone
2
and arubber surround; it is well endowed with magnet and is built into
alight but adequate diecast chassis. The crossover point between the
two drivers is at asurprisingly low 2.5kHz. with 3rd order ( I
8dB/
octave) slopes. The crossover frequency is doubly puzzling since the
tweeter LI: resonance falls at 1.7kHz; at 2.5k Hz it will be barely 10dB
down. It's possible that the ferrofluid does something to damp the
resonance, but still. . .
The Image is adequately built in the main, but there are worrying
signs, for example in the use of low grade internal cables and loose tag
connectors, the looseness of the drive units as supplied, and the
forward projecting edges of the main enclosures. which encourage
undesirable diffraction. On the other hand, the Image comes with
reticulated foam covers, which are invariably l
ess obstructive
musically than cloth covers. Although the test pair didn't fit well. I
had been forewarned. and Ihave asworn affidavit to the effect that
production samples will be better. The external standard of joinery is
OK. finish being an adequate if unexceptional black ash vinyl.
Impedance is nominally 6ohms. which helps make the best of the
already satisfactory 88dB/W sen,itivity

ARISTON Q-DECK
Although Ihave had to introduce the amplifier and loudspeakers from
scratch, ahit of simple revision should suffice in the case of the
turntable, which in the year since it was released has carved itself anot
inconsiderable niche, partly at the expense of the various Duals. The
key feature of the design was to include adegree of Dual 505 style
automation - semi- automation if you prefer - to apackage which is
otherwise as broadly audiophile in concept and execution as price
allows. ( The same idea is embodied in the more expensive Icon,
launched this year and reviewed by Paul Miller in 1
1FNIRR.
June ' 88.)
To this end. the 0- deck has aplatter switch activated by the arm as
it is lifted towards the platter, and at the end of record side, the arm
lifts and power is cut. It's worth noting however that when the arm is
returned to its rest, the cueing platform is still in its lowered position,
so that unlike the equivalent Duals the automation does not make the
deck totally granny- proof ( mind you. granny's probably making it
with CD these days). Speed change is by switch too. The 20th century
really has arrived.
Digging below the automation, the ingredients are classic Ariston.
Belt driven from asynchronous engine, the platter is aheavy and well
made alloy item with an integral inner drive surface below- decks for
the belt, and access holes for belt threading, which unfortunately
breaks the continuity of the surface and dictates arelatively stiff
rubber platter mat. The arm is afairly standard design. apparently
111-1 .1
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assembled from off the shelf components. The bearings on my sample
were satisfactory and the fixed, offset metal headshell gave the arm
reasonable torsional stiffness, despite arather narrow section arm
tube. The arm and platter bearing sit on a0- hoard chassis ( 0- board is
alaminate of chipboard with an internal damping layer) which in turn
rests on four springy feet.
The arm is prefitted with an Ortofon OM 10 cartridge. which was
chosen on cost grounds. It is not astrong performer by prevailing
standards, but it can he upgraded easily to 0M20 or 30 standard by
simple change of stylus. or switched for something else entirely. I
pursued the latter course, using an Audio Technica AT95E which
prior experience suggests would match the Ariston well. It did.

THE SYSTEM
At the time this review was put together. the system was selling for
£00 as described. Igather there's apossibility that loudspeaker cables
will be made available free to system purchasers. but this had not been
decided for sure at press time. However Iwas told that aprice review
would take place in August. and the price will probably not hold into
the autumn. Loudspeaker stands and other accessories are not
included of course.
The Q-deck is known to have suffered from assembly and QC
problems in the past. affecting the arm lift off position and other such
variables. The components of which the deck are made appear to he
good however, and Ariston seemed anxious not to cover anything up
when Iquestioned them on the subject. ' We've had problems' they
conceded, whilst claiming that they are ' more or less' things of the
past. whatever that means.
Idid find some 24in stands which worked well, the ones designed by
Celestion for their SL700, but if these go on sale in their own right,
they're going to end up costing almost as much as the entire Ariston
system. Readers may be tickled pink to hear that they worked well.
but might justifiably consider it academic.
On the whole, anyone with £500 burning holes in their pocket
should look on this system favourably. It far exceeds the standards of
normal commerical packaged audio systems at this price, though such
systems will invariably include twin cassette. CD and tuner facilities as
standard. The Ariston also stacks up well against its natural
competition, as much for its sharp pricing as its inherent musical
attributes.
The one item which could sound unseemly in the system was also
the easiest to deal with — the cartridge. My AT9fiE transplant was
wholly successful, offering greater dynamics, clarity and control,
especially at higher frequencies.
After this the system's shortcomings were has•cally sins of omission
rather than of commission. The amplifier shows some no -able
examples of this. Though always smooth and pleasant sounding. it
also sounded alittle ' sat- upon' and loss v. Icould provide chapter and
verse on alist of recorded examples showing how i: obscured ambient
soundstage information here and smothered the fine detail during loud
passages there, but the real point of course is the general one; viz that
data is lost. Against this must he set ample power output. good control
and asweet and neutral character. It's agood deal more listenable
than many, even if it isn't quite the most enlightening. The
loudspeakers are closer to being right. There's nothing wrong with
111-F1 NEWS
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them that alittle further development wouldn't go along way to
curing, and to Arison's credit, their strengths were largely
complementary to those of the amplifier, majoring on good transient
attack, aclean, precise bass. very good focus and soundstaging and .
intriguingly, asurprisingly robust and enjoyable bass. There was some
roughness and coloration, lending percussion arather ' dirty' sound for
example, perhaps associated with diffraction effects and/or the
tweeter LI: resonance. And there again perhaps not.
I'm not inclined to dig too deep because the overall character of this
component is plainly right. The speakers have an outgoing
positiveness and immaculate sense of timing that contrasts with the
politeness that often gets confused for good behaviour at this price.
The civilised nature of the amplifier saves the speakers from their own
worst qualities and this far at least the outcome is more than the sum
of the individual parts. and the system is well matched. But there was
no doubt in my mind that this component was keeping the lid on the
music when it should really have been cooking [ Eh? — Ed]. '
Scuse me
while Imake acup of coffee.
That's better. thanks. The turntable proved well up to the task it
was asked to perform. It repays careful siting and positively demands
aclassic Sound Organisation- type stiff, light turntable stand to avoid
the danger of ' hanging on.' This is what tends to happen if the deck is
placed on ahe:1\y support. especially if it isn't quite as stiff as it should
be. Inherently. t
he deck has alight and lively touch, and is capable of
some surprisingly potent and tactile music making. The bass end is
strong and tuneful, whilst clarity and organisation elsewhere depend
to alarge extent on the standard of the cartridge decided upon.
Ariston have some running to do before they finally achieve
their ambition of becoming the Mission of the North, hut even their
detractors will find that the first Ariston complete record playing
system comes dangerously close to being highly successful. The
amplifier is smooth and inoffensive, and consistent bet ween inputs.
hut could use being more sharply focused. The loudspeakers are a
little rough around the edges. hut fundamentally right, not least
because of their sharpness and precision. The turntable, meanwhile.
lives up to its reputation of being the best semi- automatic model at the
price. The system as awhole sounds alittle better in combination than
some of the individual criticism might lead you to expect. The remote
control is simply aunique bonus on this class of equipment. And that's
it folks. You can go now.
MAN!. . FACT!. IRERS' SPECIFICATIONS
ARIS .UON Q-DE('K TURNTABLE
Type
Speeds
Wow & flutter ( l)IN peak wtd)
Rumble
Arm type
Finish
Weight
Dimensions ( wdh)
Cartridge supplied
Typical price inc VAT
ARISTON AMPLIFIER
Power output ( into 8ohni load)
Power output ( into 4ohm load)
Peak current
Inputs
leadphone output
Balance control
Remote control facilities
Volume control type
Typical price
ARISTON IMAGE LOUDSPEAKERS
Dimensions ( wdh)
Enclosure
Internal volume
Bass alignment
Port dimensions
Power handling
Sensitivity
Impedance
Terminals
Recommended placement
Bass mid drive unit
Treble unit
Grille
Crossover
Frequency reponse
Bass response in room. typical
Typical price inc VAT

ARISTON SYSTEM
electronic, belt-drive
45rpm
—75dB
auto- lift at end of side
black
6kg
41.5 x 33.5 x I3cm
Ortofon 0M10
£139.95

35W/channel

50w/channel

±9.5A
5
switched
on rear panel
Volume. source select, mute
electronic, 256-step
£179.95

22 x 27 x 42cm
15mm chipboard,
critically braced
16 litres
rear gas- flowed port
38mm diameter. 100mm long
25W- 100W programme
88dB/W/m
6ohms nominal
4min socket/binding posts
free space on 40cm stand
170mm polymer. dieeast chassis
19miii alloy dome
reticulated foam
3rd order acoustic
65Hz-20kHz. ±2.5dB

—1.JB at 4011z
£175
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SOUXD SERVICE
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RADFORD
Hi- Fi
RADFORD Hi Fi
(BRISTOL)
52/54 GLOUCESTER ROAD
BRISTOL
TEL: (0272) 428247

RADFORD Hi Fi
(WINDSOR)
43 KING EDWARD COURT
WINDSOR
TEL: (0753) 856931

RADFORD Hi Ft
(BRISTOL)
36 UNION STREET
BRISTOL
TEL: (0272) 294183

RADFORD H, Fi
(EXETER)
28 COWICK STREET
ST THOMAS
TEL: (0392) 218895

RADFORD Hi Fi
(BATH)
12 JAMES STREET WEST
BATH
TEL: (0225) 446245

Following in the footsteps of the ' 555, the CDP-557ESD is Sony's new
top-of-the line CD player. Martin Colloms offers the first full review

S

ONY'S RANGE OF CD players offers perhaps the widest
market coverage in the business, and many of the models
appear subject to afrightening process of annual renewal.
The flagship two- box system emplo‘ ing the 703es universal
digital decoder has been retained, hut the new single- box flagship is
now represented by the CDP-557ESD. which costs t1000 and replaces
the CDP 555es. At the moment. specifications and techno-features
are all the rage where quality CD players are concerned, and although
the 555 boasted 4- times oversampling as well as 16- bit dual decoding.
the 557 goes two better with 8- times (" wersampling and 18- bit dual
decoding. The player measures 43cm wide by 12cm high and 37cm
deep. In the US the equivalent model is the (' DP- 707 ESD, which
comes with wooden side cheeks and aSISO)t price tag.
As befits aflagship. this player comes comprehensively equipped.
and includes anew Sony feature that is not unrelated to the
established rrs scheme used by Philips. ' Favourite Track Selection'
comprises amemory for IOU or more discs which can store the desired
selection of tracks plus the digital code number of each disc in
question. When re- loaded at alater date, the Philips system
automatically recalls the favoured track sequence: but Sony have gone
several stage's beyond this with amemory for 226 ( ' Ds on Ullich
either 20 track or custom index- point selections can he made for each
disc. Custom indexes allow the user to insert irdex-points even when
the CD itself lacks them in : ts code mastering. Furthermore, a
message of ten alpha- numeric characters can he included in the
memory and displayed as required. The keyboard for track selection
has an alternate alphabetic mode.
A wealth of other facilities includes the familiar ' shuffle play'. now
augmented by ' shuffle delete' whereby unwanted tracks can he
removed from the shuffle pack. To me, this is akin to gold-plating
fresh fruit. The display includes the memo section plus a ' calendar'
showing present- track status, supplemented by indications for various
play and operating modes. All kinds of timings may be shown clap
-sed track or disc, remaining and entire.
Fixed and variable outputs are available, the latter potentially of
lower audio grade due to the inclusion of apotentiometer. hut
desirable nonetheless in view of its remote variable facility - also
operative on the headphone output. On the digital side, both coaxial
and optical outputs are provided for connection to other digital
equipment. Virtually all the front- panel controls are replicated on the
effective infra- red bilked handsel, and all controls and operations
worked smoothly and quickly, as befits aluxury deck in this price
category. Minature CDs ( 3in-)im.y also he loaded.

Technical details
The interior follows much of Sony's current practice. with the space
divided into approximately two equal halves one containing the large
disc transport and the drawer- loading mechanism. and the other the
electronics. Two power transformers are also located with the
transport - one for the digital sections and the other for the analogue
titli St 555.\. RI ( ORD RI Sil SS

part. A double wall of copper- plated steel separates the two.
A section of Gibraltar chassis, amineral- loaded resin moulding.
supports the disc transport. providing both mass and vibration
absorption. Springs decouple the transport itself, further isolating it
from the chassis. 13v providing an acoustic seal at the front of the
loading tray, ingre.s ot sound energy is much reduced. High ambient
sound levels can otherwise readily turn into vibration at and on the
disc itself, with apotential impairment to tracking and errorcorrection. To complete this anti- vibration story. the all- metal case is
strongly constructed, while the thick lid has adamping laminate
applied to its under- surface. It is supported at its centre to avoid
resonance, and the feet are made from sintered ceramic. Many other
recent players claim special feet. and Iwould like to see some
evidence for their efficacy.
The transport uses alinear- motor for fast track- access and
low- noise operation. but no special care has been taken over the disc
hub or the loading clamp. The interior is tidy, with two main PCBs:
one analogue but including digital stages hack to the digital filter, the
other carrying motor control, front- panel logic. digital filter, main
microprocessor, and the supporting separate power supplies. It is
evident that special care has been taken over the choice of
components for the audio design. including the use of large it- con
plastic- film output capacitors. Six main power- supplies are employed,
with audio- grade Duorex reservoir capacitors from Elna.
The audio board is laid out symmetricall\ to assure perfect L/R
balance of time. phase and cro s
stalk. progressing logically from the
digital output to the audio sockets at the ;:ear. Some interesting
'high-tech' brings anew digEtal filter reputed to he made by Yamaha an LSI with the Sony code CXD 1144. Digital techniques allow for
very high filter orders, and the 96th-order of early oversainpling filters
has long been ecliped. A 293rd- order is quoted for the CXD 1144.
accomplished at an over- sampling rate of .8- times. The ±-0.2d13 ripple
of earlier filters has been reduced to amicroscopic 0.0000IdB here.
Sony make apoint of describing their DIA converter as atrue 18- bit
linear ' envelope' compared with certain of the competition which use
16- bit converters augmented by ranging schemes to achieve I8- bit
resolution for signal levels from below the last decibel or so to peak
level. An 18- hit linear DA(' is amost difficult exercise. and for this
model Sony have chosen the new Burr Brown PCM UP. To achieve
the required accuracy, four pre-set potentiometers are associated with
each converter and require careful alignment before release. Such
alignment does raise the question of drift and ageing. With the
controls, the zero-crossing linearity can be set. phis 2nd. 3rd and 4th
current weighting: hut without adjustment. high- resolution chips will
still slum some uncorrectable shift in characteristic oxer the years.
on might well ask why we should pay tor 18- hit conversion uhen
the Pt M audio code is limited to 16- hit by definition. The reason is
that every encoding and decoding operation involves are-quantisation
with an attendant increase in noise and distortion, as well as aloss of
resolution or the effective number of bits. Let us assume that the
recording is as near- perfect as we can make it - oversampled,
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dithered, converted at the 18- or 12- hit level and finally coded onto
the CD at atrue 16- hit accuracy. Any subsequent converiion will then
take the edge off that standard with top- class 16- bit decoding
typically resulting in 15.5- bit resolution. and most systems gis ine 14.5ti) 15- bit. If high oversampling rates are employed in conjunct ion with
DACs of 17- to 18- bit resolution, the final conversion losses will he
minimised and the replay resolution for the system can approach the
full 16- hit recorded code..
To some degree we are entering aperiod of specmanship' in the
more expensive machines. with laboratories being asked to produce
better and better specs. mainly for sales purposes'. In fact the situation
is beginning to resemble the unseemly race for low harmonic
distortion in amplifiers, witnessed afew years ago. which was
ultimately felt to have injured sound quality. Oversampling is a
valuable technique when used in conjunction with high-performance
digital filters, since it provides flatter audio passbands, alinear- phase
character, and improved filtering of unwanted noise components. The
consequent permissible simplifications in analogue output filtering can
lead directly to improved sound quality. One danger associated with
the oversampling race is the use of older DACs which are
insufficiently agile to operate linearity at the higher clock rate, while
some middle- period designs premattirelv embraced oversampling and
turned out aresolution effectively towel:than their non-oversampled
predecessors. It is as we I
Inot to ascribe too much importance to
technological features alone, as these are not yet reliably correlated
with improved sound performances.

Sound quality
Ican assure readers that auditioning of this player preceded any
technical analysis or measurement. First impressions were of ahighly
musical sound, one noticeably free from glare or hardness a sound
strikingly improved compared with an original Sony ( 1)P 101. for
example. In fact, the mid- treble was reminiscent of the Cambridge
Audio CD2, if not quite to that exceptional standard. The 557-ESD
scored well hy virtue of its well-balanced performance. which
favoured no one part of the frequency range at the expense of
another.
In terms of the arbitrary hut helpful percentages based on our
Accuphase DP8I reference. the 557 scored 69'; compared with the
preceding Sony 555 at . Interestingly. our review 333es ( now
made obsolete by the 337ESD) scored 7.'2'; when compared directly
with the current Meridian 207. while other noted listeners have rated
their 333 samples ashade lower than this. These figures are most
carefully considered, and also relate to an average achievement of
55';'; for models in the £200-300 price range. You do get better sound
for your inone though in the case of the 557 the promise of its
advanced technology was not realised in the form of alarge margin of
improvement over its lowly 4x 16- hit predecessor.
All aspects of this player, if analysed on apiecemeal basis, rated as
very good, and yet the subjective whole just did not equal the sum of
the parts. With its exceptionally fluid, musical treble, considerable
detail was undoubtedly present. hut seemed to he mildly
disassociated. The bass was astrong point: powerful. tuneful and
precisely judged. Stereo images showed fair depth. with apleasing
impression of ambience but tempered by aloss of transparency to the
far sound- stage extremes. Stereo focus was also very good. with fine
perspectives, though the MCD 207 PRO gave ainure analytical effect.
The Sony gave the impression of exceptional detail in the neater
sections of the sound- stage.
However, the aspect which held it hack from attaining true
greatness— from ascore in the high seventies— was its muted rendition
of dynamics. It appeared to give aslow, measured performance. with
areduced feeling of involvement. Its dynamics were definitely leashed
and sufficiently softened to reduce the feeling of pace and grip,
resulting in afaintly detached presentation. But Iwould not wish to
overstate this aspect. since the final score was ahigh one and Iam at a
loss to identify any process or measurement which could he associated
with the effect.

Lab report
Given the promise of ahigh-performance conversion- system, the
player's effective linearity was of immediate interest. and this was hest
revealed by the low-distortion CBS test- disc on the - 70. - 80 and
-100dB test- tones. At - 70dB the output was within 0.5dB. while at
-80dB it was quite accurate to 1.1dB. At -90dB, however, it showed
mild compression. reading - 86.8 on the left channel and - 86.1dB on
the right, an average error of 3.5dB. Continuing to - 100dB. the result
here was well above average, with the player reading - 97.8 and
-98.1dB respectively. It is certainly an achievement to maintain a
So

decently accurate pair- matched recovery to this limit. Another good
indication is given by the total harmonic distortion results ( excluding
noise as is usual). This new Sony broke the - 100dB harrier at ' kHz
1dB, reading 0.0009'; • with even less at 20Hz.
At lower levels the distortion results approached the theoretical
limit for non- dithered 16- hit coded test- tones. For example, at - 60dB
recorded level, the distortion (- 44dB) was 10-1dB below peak
modulation, which is afair measure of the effective dynamic range
available when the converters are active, as opposed to the superior
figures obtained by normal signal-to-noise ratio measurements. The
latter results were exemplary. with the worst-case figure at 109dB for
an emphasised CC1R-weighted reading. Unweighted, the best broadfigure was 114dB at 20Hz-211kHz bandwidth.
The HE' distortion results were amazingly good. with the spectrum
analyser revealing asuperbly clear response, in fact stretching the
capability of the test instrument to she limit. The spectrum for a
full les el 2H1, II/ tone showed from11Hz to 100kHz. with distortion
almost into the noise at better than 92dB down. A similar story is told
by the two-tone intermodulation data for 19/20kHz at 10dB below full
level ( Graph 1 ). This shows aspectacularly clear field, with no
observable sum/difference heat products. The HF linearity and quality
of the digital filter provides close to 100dB suppression of these
awkward components. While the impulse response showed alinearphase. non- inverted pattern with the theoretical degree of low-level
and pre- and post- ringing.
More low-level resolution tests included awide- hand spectrum
analysis for aIkHz -90dB tone ( Graph 2). showing low distortion and
asuperb rejection of 125dB for the worst-case spurious component at
44.1kHz. Since the inherent noise- level of the machine was so low,
here was aclear case for checking both dithered and undithered
sinewave reproduction at - 90dB. A well-balanced representation of
the correct three- level encoding is shown ( Graph 3) with only minor
transition glitches, while in the dithered case the added noise' clearly
lay within the three- level amplitude limit. Dither thus straddles the
zero- crossing transitions. which in an averaged representation ( the
waveforms here are tone- burst responses) \\ mild constitute lower
encode distortion.
For reasons Ihave vet to discover. the monotonicity waveform was
difficult to capture cleanly on the analyser time- display. But Polaroids
taken from the oscilloscope screen offered considerable improvement
and the result demonstrated good recovery. with low DC-offset and
fine symmetric linearity.
Thinking further on the dithered sine- bursts, it was clear that here
at last we were blessed with aplayer having sufficient signal-to-noise
ratio to trigger the analyser reliably and thus produce agood
time- average representation ( Graph 4). Here, the dither on encode
demonstrably linearises the digital record replay process. showing
distortion at II0dB below peak modulation fading smoothly into
111.1-1 \ ISSS & RI CORI)141 VII \\
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SONY'S ESPRIT ENCORE
broadband aperiodic noise ( upper graph), and tolerably good time averaged sinewave ( lower graph).
Turning now to other matters, the channel balance was an excellent
±0.02dB or better, while L/R separation was also excellent, if slightly
unbalanced between channels. A figure of 134dB at lkHz for Lon R
was the best measured yet, falling to astill excellent 122dB for R on L.
These figures were somewhat poorer at 20kHz, but still close to
state-of-the-art. The frequency response was rulerflat, with the
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merest shading at the 20Hz and 20kHz extremes, cg 0.02dB down at
low frequencies. which is far below any audibility threshold. Being
time- matched, no phase- shift was present between the channels.
The 557 produced 2.2V rms from the fixed output ( 1dB above
normal), at alow source impedance of 200 ohms. Mechanical noise
was very low while the transport performed with alacrity, reaching our
specified ' track 15' in just one second. The de-emphasis was accurate.
and the error- correction easily met the standard 900p.m gap and
800µm dot sections. The increasing capability of modern players
suggested that we apply amore searching test for error protection.
and accordingly the Sony proved quite happy on surface gaps at the
1.2mm levels, a generou smargin. Quite high levels of vibration were
tolerated before slipping occurred, pointing to good transport
decoupling.

Pw0EED

While it is true that the DIA convertors could have been even more
precisely aligned, the overall technical performance was at the limit of
present CD design. There was no area in which the CDP 557ESD
failed to excel — its achievements were found to he exceptional in
dynamic range. resolution, separation and distortion. Spuriae were
also superbly rejected.
On the mechanical side the player operated very well, and the
ergonomics were fine. The disc memory facility was another useful
feature, especially where rock albums are concerned, with tracks of
variable musical worth. Very well built and finished, all these aspects
plus the high overall level of versatility offered support for its
top-of- the- line status. It undoubtedly sounded very good — genuinely
musical and relaxed, with an excellently sweet mid treble. All major
subjective aspects were well served apart from the contentious
question of dynamics and listener involvement. A personal audition
may settle the matter.
This is certainly arecommended product. but the question is: ' Yes.
the 557 is an improvement. but is the improvement enough in the
context of all that wonderful new technology?' The objective lab
findings were positive enough, but the subjective outcome was not
wholly convincing.
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WE LISTEN TO MUSIC
NOT HI FI!
Then hear some equipment that will outplay most of the well-known makes.
'AUDIO INNOVATIONS, all- valve integrated amp. 'Series 300' from £299 ' Series
500' - IINT1 from £649. ' Series 800' - I
Pre/PI from £899. ' Series 1000' - 1M/BLOCKI
from £ 1295. ' Series Triodes' I
Pre/P from £995.
"To say I'm impressed with the performance of Series 300 is an understatement".
lohn Bamford - ' Hi Fi Answers' March '87.
•SNELL LOUDSPEAKERS. Superb range of speakers that would outplay most, if
not all, other speakers.
"Hear the Type K's for their remarkable openness, lack of cabinate coloration,
excellent dynamics and absences of serious vices . . You know you're listening to
real musicians performing". II. Kettle - New Hi Fi Soundi
"Everything from solo piano, group jazz, folk and chamber music, rock and full
orchestral pieces are handled in abelievable and enjoyable way". - Alan Bateman
-' Hi-FiAnswers"87.
Hear the superb MARANTZ. AUDIOPHILE CD Players and the rest of the range.

THE AUDIO PRO SUB-WOOFER ' REFRESHES
THE PARTS OTHER SPEAKERS CANNOT REACH'
We all know that the advertising slogan on which our heading is
based was never meant to be taken seriously but, if we amend it
to ' other domestically acceptable speakers', we mean every word
of it. For, by bringing together the modest-sized sub-woofer from
Sweden and the superb little BBC-designed LS3/5A monitor
speakers, we have created a music system which allows you to
'have your cake and eat it'. With the assistance of decent ancillary
components, which need not be costly, this three-way system
can provide amusical experience of akind few have dreamt of in
normal, domestic surroundings, with only the little BBC speakers
(12 x 71
/ x 61/
2
2in.) confronting the listener.
The sub-woofer — acube on aplinth, 14 3/
4in.sq. x 21in. — need
not be seen at all, for it can be placed anywhere, ' out of sight, out
of mind'. The outcome has to be heard to be believed:
marvellously clear response in the middle and upper reaches
allied to the sort of bass normally experienced only in aconcert
hall or acathedral, making bass drums, organ pedals and other
really low sounds seem agenuine, physical presence. The B1-45
sub-woofer is very precisely controlled by its own, built- inamplifier and cross- over networks and, even if it is placed behind
the listener's back, everything you hear appears to be emanating
from the small speakers confronting you.

SONY 333ES CD Player EX dem £ 499 I
RRP £ 599) the best sounding player in this

During July & August we are having aSummer Sale,
with Audio and C.D. bargains galore.

price range.
•THE VALDI, PINK TRIANGLE AND THE ROCK TURNTABLES ALWAYS ON DEM.
Special prices on Torlyte Platforms.
Possible record cleaning service available.

Second hand equipment available.
Ring for further details and we would prefer demonstrations to be by appointment
Other fine equipment from Ariston. Audionote, Beyer, BLO, Decca, Denon. Edison
Technology. Goldring, Helius. IBL. lecklin Float. IPW. Marantz, Monitor PC., Nakamichi,
Ortofon. Pink Triangle, Revoir. Rotel. Senheisser, Sony, Sugden. Systemdek. The Rock,
Torlyte Platforms. Valdi. Voyd etc. etc.

2mÉrg Ogcoh
•

5Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY.
Tel: 0252-714555. MON SAT 10AM-6PM.

At £665 or £695 ( depending on finish), our 3-way system is
hardly cheap, but you could double its cost and still find nothing
to compare among conventional large systems. What has made
this combination so eminently worthwhile, of course, is the
triumphant emergence of the compact disc whose repertoire
grows ever richer and more exciting. In this context, we welcome
especially the wide range of cheaper labels, not to mention the
stream of historical recordings, sounding even better on CD than
ever before, With the 20% discount available to all who have
purchased equipment from us, you can now build up asubstantial CD library at a cost of between £3.35 and £7.50 per disc.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 Thurs. 9.30 to I: Fri. 9.30 to 7i
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Now in ablacker version of the marque's traditional finish, Cambridge Audio's
P55 amplifier is apowerful yet compact integrated design. Chris Bryant reports

C

AMBRIDGE HAVE RECENTLY had agood track record
where amplifiers are concerned. The P40 has been the
amplifier to beat in the £200 price bracket over the last year
and as far as Iam concerned it stil! is. The P55 is alittle liore
expensive. but then it offers that extra hit oi power which makes it
capable of driving agreater range of loudspeakers to realistic le' el..
plus conventional tone control facilities. " 1
he question to he answered
is whether the performance of the P40 has been bettered with the
added benefit of more power and greater load tolerance.
The amplifier is styled ill the now almost classic Cambridge
tradition, and has the same case as the rest of the range. This
comprises apair of aluminium extrusions which form ( Ile front and
rear panels, with sheet- metal top and bottom covers which lock neatly
into place. The aluminium end cappings are held in position by .four
small cross- head screws, and the whole t(mans asurprisingly solid
construction. Finished in the customary black with discreet silver
labels, the overall effect is that of an understated classic.
The front panel lines up in alogical and sy mmetrical order as
dictated by the internal design. From the left are volume, rotary input
selector, balance, bass and treble. push-button for tape-monito7ing
direct ( tone controls engaged when in). and on/off. The rotary
selector is marked Disc, CD. Rad and arather displaced Aux uhich
looks as if it belongs to the balance control. The rear panel has arow
of gold-plated phono sockets for interconnections, and there are 4mm
plugs for the speaker connections. There is apush-button switched
gain control next to the disc inputs to select between ill- m and m- c
settings.

while ahealthy ± 26A peak current delivery capability was recorded.
The intermOdulation distortion figures are exceptionally good on all
inputs ( see Graph Ifor m-cplot ). and the total harmonic distortion
:
c•sults at rated output are fine. Noise performance was adequate
rather than brilliant; the power amp section was noisier than
expected. with arecorded CCIR-weighted figure of - 74dB. While the
m- m figure of - 72d13 is fine. - 60dB is margrnal for the m- cinput.
DC- offset wasn't aproblem, and the overlo ad margins on both the
disc and line stages were more than adequate. The RIAA responses
droop slightly at the frequency extremes (Graph 2). but are oid just
over IdB down at 30F1/.

Technical details

(; rapi i

Inside, build quality was reasonable. but dimensional tolerances could
be improved as the main circuit- board had adefinite bend on our
sample - maybe it was intentional. The pre and power amplifier are
set out on this large single- sided board, with the disc input and RI \ A
stage kept well away from the power section. The phono stage uses
good- quality low- noise operational amplifiers which are simply
gain-switched to achieve m- m or tn-c sensitivities. These are followed
by adual NE 5532 op- amp with associated RIAA circuit. No
pre-stages are provided for the line inputs. which go straight to the
power section. This, in contrast to the disc stage. is formed entirely by
discrete transistor circuitry. while the output transistors are quasi:
complementary. The rectifier diodes and smoothing capacitors sit on a
separate board twixt the two channels of the power section. Four large
25A power transistors per channel are used, and these are mounted on
an aluminium strip which bolts directly to the case hase which forms
the only heat-sink - obviously acost- saving dodge.
A separate hoard connected by ribbon cable is used for the tone
controls, which can he switched in and out of circuit. The output
chokes use some of the thickest wire Illave seen in this application.
but seem to have been added as an afterthought. They were probably
needed to achieve stability. and some components have been bent oie
of the way to accommodate them. All the pre- stages use discrete
regulators rather than the almost mandatory IC types. What internal
wiring there is. is multi-strand of standard commercial quality

Lab report
Power output easily met specification. with 18.7 dBW ( 77W) available
over the power bandwidth into an 8-ohm load, one channel driven.
Output fell slightly on our standard 2-channel 4- ohm test. hut still
reached aquite respectable 16.7 dBW in the midband. reducing
fractionally at the frequency extremes. The 2- ohm pulsed test
produced a35V peak ( I7dBW). so the amp is pretty load- tolerant.
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Graph 2. Cambridge P55: Frequency responses

Stereo separation was reasonable through the midband. hut the
treble register would benefit from some improvement. Sensitivities
were all below the norm. but this just means that the volume control
has to be tweaked alittle further than usual for the sanie output levels.
Idon't really see this as afault. just adifference. The power- supply
modulation spectogram is pretty clean, with some 100W
breakthrough but well down at - 80dB.

Sound quality
The line inputs deliver virtually A75 performance. which is no mean
achievement. Comparng the P55 directly with other top contenders in
this price category, notably from aBritish point of view the Musical
Fidelity B200 and Mission Cyrus 2 ( last years' model). the Cambridge
wasn't found lacking. tieing marginally preferred to the other two.
Each of these models has particular strengths and weaknesses, but all
these deliver aperformance in keeping with more expensive
59

The Professional Sound Storage
System Direct from the Manufacturer
ST1
Holds 600 recoras
price £ 166 00
ST2
Holds 480 records
price £ 140 00

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.
You have a choice of the "Record Collection" which consists of five
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is aunit just
right for you.

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £ 44 00

The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look
good wherever you choose to keep them.
You couldn't put your music collection in be-tier hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-390 2101 or send coupon below to:ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
brochure.
Name
ST3
Holds 360
records
price £ 114 00

ST4
Holds 240 records
price £ 84 00

All prices are ex- works and inclusive of VAT.

Address
Tel No

Radlett Audi

"THE GREATEST LITTLE SHOP IN THE COUNTRY"

8

M

aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during our 10 years here we have been told many
times by importers, manufacturers and customers, that we are
The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of a
large, flashy shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to
ensure our customers get the best for their money, whether
it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all knowledgeable
enthusiasts (not salesmen on commission) with no need to
push the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or
waffle— we like to keep our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting
room, but stocked with one of the finest ranges of
HiFi in the country. Each and every item is ruthlessly
chosen for it's sound quality, performance, reliability
and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it
and would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give
us aring or drop in— you'll be very glad you did.

LINN LP 12

AUDIO RESEARCH D70

KOETSU RED

We stock fine equipment from:-

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

egb 09276-6497

LINN PRODUCTS•REGA•PROAC•AUDIO RESEARCH•CROFT
*AUDIO INNOVATIONS•COUNTERPOINT•KOETSU•CREEK•
AUDIOLAB•VTL•VOYD•J.A. MICHELL•EPOS•KRELL•QUAD
•SNELL•SD ACOUSTICS•MAGNEPAN•ORACLE•ELITE•
PINK A•HEYBROOK•MUSICAL FIDELITY•SME•HELIUS•
TANNOY•DENON0B+W•KEF•A+ReCAMBRIDGE•YAMAHA
.MONITOR AUDIO.EAR.CONCORDANT
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ACOUSTIC ANGLE
Distinctive styling gives AR's player adifferent approach.
Chris Bryant tests the Acoustic Research CD-06

T

ELEDYNE ACOUSTIC' RESEARCH have their
headquarters and main facility in the USA hut, alively
subsidiary works out of Dunstable. Bedfordshire The have
manufacturing plant in both England and the t ! SA. and their
latest Cl) player is being assembled at the Dunstable pl ant. It use s
Philips technology. with mods hy AR; the casework matches the rest
of the AR system and is in fact made in Tan\ an.
CD players are currently going through something of a
metamorphosis with seemingly every new player sprouting extra
DACs, more hits, and even more elaborate oversampling techniques.
However, theory tells us that, if properly executed, four- times
oversmnpled 16- hit players are already getting close to the theoretical
limit of information retrieval front that encoded on the disc. The slight
advantage wrought by increasing oversampling rates and number of
bits may look good on aspec sheet, but does it actually matter? AR
are still using foul- times oversampled I6- hit technology and hete we
have aplae-rwith individualistic styling which matches their amp and
tuner. Externally. the appearance has been much impn wed though it
looks little changed from the earlier CD-04 ( reviewed by Ken Kessler.
January ' 87) which was based on the earlier Ph lips' 14- bit technology.
Styling is sleek and uncluttered. finished in Had: ( the CD-04 was in
grey) with white decals; the gold AR logo is the onl\ exuberant
adornment and even this is conservatively sizud. The sloping front
panel. ahigh- qua lit \ alloy extrusion, is half taken up with the loading
drawer - anew front added to abought- in tr;.nsport. A large knob.
looking like avolume control. selects pla \ pause and adouble row of
buttons. which are alittle small, nestles b'enc.,th the ql7all informative
display. These take care of all the other fum.t ions, which are fairly
basic and cover track, index. search, scan. stop, load, repeat etc. Up
to 20 tracks can be pre-programmed in any order and there are the
familiar repeat and A/B repeat functions. The display gives the
normal information: track index, lap or time remaining plus flags for
all the facilities.
The case is well finished in steel panels. hut lacks any form of
damping and can he heard to resonate when tapped. Taking the lid off
reveals the standard transport and double- sided printed circuit hoard
simrced straight from Philips. but with moditismtions to the analogue
section. Linked by ribbon cable to this is asmall board which houses
the volume control circuitry and final filtering. On direct output the
signal passes through the aforementioned cable to aunity gain op- amp
buffer, around which the AR's etNoin filter is arranged, and out
through gold-plated phono sockets. Should you wish to take
advantage of the remote volume facility the signal is jumped from the
direct output hack into another set of Phonos Yia aneat U-shaped plug
though the required circuit and out by vet another set of phono
.oel: .1. The volume control is astandard chip type of reasonable
resolution and range - not the switched discrete resistive ladder
commonly in use. When connected in the remote volume
configuration the unit automatically fires up at only I
r; of full passer.
which makes connection straight to power amps aviahie possibility. A
digital output is also provided. The supplied remote also works with
other AR components. so some of the controls are redundant to the
HiFl NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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CD player. Only th,- essentials are provided and these include
volume. seck, track skip. pla . pause. A/B repeat. and stop.

Lab report
As this machine is basically Philips it seemed reasonable to assume
that it would measure much like astandard unit out of the fixed
output. This in fact it did, so there is little point in repeating those
results here. It's the variable output which is interesting. so the
published ligures relate to that.
Channel balance was as near perfect as makes no difference, correct
phase \yas preserved, and the impulse test showed little filter ringing.
Channel separation s% as unexciting and as mmetric at high
frequencies. achie \ Mg an average 80c113 at IkHz and 55dB at 20kHz.
As expected there was no channel phase difference at any audio
frequency. At full level total harmonic distortion was poor for aCD
player with 77dB recorded at I
kHz, but the downband products of a
201:Elf tone were well suppressed. With a - 10dB signal things looked
rather better with areasonable - 80dB result. By the - 80dB level it
was getting worst. again - results which are typical of Philips
DA( digiLl liner combination's. Intermodu-lation distortion was
reasonable. improving somewhat when the level \\ as dropped by
10dB. Full output wa; the standard 2V and the frequency response
displayed some mikl high and low frequency shaping.
Output impedance \\ as 220ohms and the de-emphasis response was
correct. Track acce ,stime at 3.5 seconds ( like all current Philips
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AUDIO OASIS
IN SALISBURY

LINN CLINIC
& MUSICAL EVENINGS
We are pleased to announce aseries of clinics
and musical evenings in association with Linn
Products. The clinics are an opportunity for

mirage.
NIt'sit'sthenovery
relaxed

atmosphere of probably
the finest Hi -Fi Store in
the area, with a
reputation for friendly,
personal and
knowledgeable service.

LP12 owners to have their turntables
inspected free of charge and modifications
carried out on aparts lost basis only by
Linn's own engineers

Whether you are
choosing from
our vast range
of quality
products,
your first
modest record-

Musical evenings will include demonstrations
of all Linn systems including the Tri amp
lsobarik system and an exciting new product.

Dates 16th — 17th and 18th August
Times are clinic 10am and 9pm
Please phone to arrange appointments.

/
4 SpakI1fl3

So retreat to atrue
Audio Oasis and
chat to our
consultants
John Trim or
Richard Shea
air
Mir
—you'll not be
disappointed.

â

SalisburyHifi
15 Catherine Street, Salisbury SPI 2DF
Telephone(0722) 22169

eáESTABLISH ED IN SOUND
W0165412_31 2040

playing system or the
most expensive Hi -Fi —
the latest Compact Disc
Player or aset of
speakers, we leave you
quite simply spoilt for
choice.
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Mordount-Short

INCA' TECH

MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING

Institute of Sound and Vibration Research

Mail Order Protection Scheme

with

Watkinson International Communications
A Comprehensive Practical Course
"Introducing Digital Audio"

e_.2c

21-23 September 1988
Contact: ISVR Short Course Sec.
University of Southampton,
SO9 5NH. Tel: 0703 559122
Extn: 2310 Telex: 47661 SOTONU G

mg. ea.

If

you order goods as a private individual from Mail Order
advertisements in this magazine and pay by post in advance of
delivery, HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW MAGAZINE will consider you for compensation if the Advertiser should become subject
to bankruptcy proceedings or go into liquidation provided:
1 You have not received the goods or had your money returned; and
2 You write to the Publisher of HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
MAGAZINE summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days
from the official on sale date of the publication and not later than
three months from that date. ( Please retain proof of payment.)

zulvernsements are expected to conform to rules and standards
nb.. laid down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do.
The few that don't we'd like you to write in about
And ir you'd like a copy of these rules for press. poster and
cinenid ; idvernsements. please sun( Ifor our booklui Its

The Advertising Standards Authority. /
We're here to put it right',
Asn Lid .
ixvi't.
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We guarantee to meet claim from readers made in accordance with
the above procedure as soon as possible after the advertiser has
become subject to bankruptcy proceedings or gone into liquidation
up to a limit of
£7.650 per annum for any one Advertiser so affected and up to
£22,950 in respect of all advertisers.
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct response
to an advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payment
made in response to catalogues etc. received as a result of
answering such advertisements). All display advertisements are
covered but only boxed trader classified advertisements are
included. Advertisements as loose inserts are not covered.
111 -1.1
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ACOUSTIC ANGLE
clones) and shock and vibration resistance uere ery good.
Mechanical noise was average - it did not intrude and error correction
was line. Signal to ru use ratio was always below l( Il
irrespectiye of
weight ing.a.nd ultrasimic spuriae were typical for the type of output
lilter used, the spectrogram show mg some slight
and SAFI/
break through: at worst registering -- 8Sdli on our standard test
1he monotoincitY test of ten levels resealed eY en. sv nutlet rie steps
(low nto the ninth ( OH ). where ahule asymmetry uas apparent
before the deficient 00dB level. On the best ( right ) chan nel using a
dithered tone. linearity was almost I
4,113 low at 1- 90(113 and 2.3dB out
at - 80d13. but was correct by - 70dB and thereafter. As the figure
shows, the - 90dli sine way ewasn't produced with any real resolution.
So this particular example ot binr-times 16- hit technology doe sn't
achieve anything like the theoretical resolution possible.

Sound quality
listened using the direct output lirst. Through aNIusical Fidelity
B200 and hiwired Celestial SUIS loudspeakers on Pi stands. Iwas
immediately at home with the familiar Philips performance qualities.
Displacing good width and depth. the soundstage spread out into the
room relaying plen ty
.of information with individual performers well
resolved. Bas sand d> nanties were up to standard and the treble on
this sample had amarked lack of grain'. There was some tnuddling
and forwardness on loud passages in the mid- range. lite overall el feet
was thought slightly shut in - it could have ahule more air and
sparkle.
Via the remote volume circuits, things weren't as impressi‘e. Both
width and depth were restricted. Singer and instruments alike lost
focus and became somewhat smeared across the soundstage. Lowlevel information was restricted and. indeed. information retrieval in
general was considerably reduced. The mid sounded harder, treble
grainier and the bass had reduced slam and articukition.

Conclusion
If you like the AR system in concept and styling. the direct output of
this player provides aperformance in keeping with the price of the
unit. However. in reality it does lack sonic of the facilities rl the
competition and via the Yariable output the sound quality suffers It Ia
greater degree than Ifind acceptable. Despite AR's modifications.

you are still buying aPhilips player in arest> led package . ind tht.•
remote volume control affects performance more than Philips• Own.
The choice. for me at least is easily made
TEST RESI ' ITS

AR CD-06 COMPACT DISC PLAYER

Channel balance ( dB)
Channel sepvration ( dB)
Channel phase difference (' I
Total
ord
ort1
Total

harmonic
liii monic
hannome
harmonic

20Hz
0.02
54
0

distortion. ( kilt
distoi l
i
on. -- 1)) (113
distortion, - uttdB
distortion. - 81)(113

De-emphasis
Track access : ime ( sees)
Nlechanical noise
Trroi col rectum tkon) to:
Signal to tuns:: ratio
(no emphasis)
a) 2011z- 201.11z tuw, ( dB)
b)CCIR ARN1(1kliz let) ( dB)
Spuriae Ito 1601:Ili) ( dit) Ref OLIB
Resolution ( d13) at -- 90,113 pineal -11v
1leadphone socket

20kHz
0.03
50/60
0

-77

- 85

-44
-15

Iniermodulation distortion 4114)
t. R ) dB: 19. 2okl I
I
1. rR 19. 201:11z
Frequent. response dB
2011,-20k1 lz
Output le‘e1.11dB,D,')
Output impedance ( ohms)

IkHz
0.01
75;84
0

-83
-92
L - 0-17
R - 0-18

'kHz
: 1.38

0
0
2.025
220
5kHz
4.64

- 048
- 0.5'

16kHz

3.5s
average
gap: >90)) dot: > 800
With
Without
emphasis
emphasis
106
107
101
104
-88
L= - 108.0 R=103.73
No
43 < 9.0x 33.5
OK
OK
very good
£380

Site (« hd.cini
Fmgcrpi ini
White noise
Shock/vibration
.
1
. pical price in VAT ( estimates)

CAMBRIDGE GREY
amplifiers - virtually audiophile performance on- the- cheap.
Assessed firstly on the (. 1) input. tht.• P55 immediately impressed
with agenerous. big sound rather reminiscent of good American
offerings. The mid- range in particular was lively and transparent. with
very good depth and ambience portrayed. Transient edges were well
preserved. and both male and female s ( teals ve re rendered with a
sense of natural ease. Stringed instruments yy ere also easy to listen to.
with no sense of the extra electronic edginess so
ten encountered.
Over awide range of material front rock or choral. the mid- range was
difficult to criticize. being precise and artieulaw yy ith ell-abo‘ eaverage clarity and detail. The bass was considered alittle ' Ilea\ v..as
a little extra weight liad been added tor ellect - not dry enough for
my personal taste. It wasn't as tuneful or as tight as some. lacking
ultimate control. but it sounded impressiye nonetheless. The tieble
lacked focus and was alittle grainy and smeared. even mono-ish at
times. hut it wasn't bright or particularly objectionable. The amplifier
is just less good here than in the other registers.
The LP sound was generally pleasant and similar to the CD.
retaining the very good lower mid- range clarity and projection. The
treble was amite tizty . and once again the bass was impressive. Using
the m- cinput there was alittle too much background noise on quiet
passages.

Conclusion
It's easy to he over- critical of products at this price level when
compared with some which can he up to thirty times the price. But the
Cambridge manages to deliver alarge percentage of that performance
and remained enjoyable throughout. When v'ou consider that it has a
very healthy output ( with plenty of current t
co
. back it up) and will
drive difficult loads well, it must he judged as something of abargain.
It does ha\ eits faults, but taken as apackage these are rather minor.
To sum up. It is vcry musical and d> namic. portraying plenty of space
and detail yy it hgood power delivers and load tolérance. Comparable
to the best in this price range. it loses out to more expensive offerings
in the areas of transparency. integration and balance. and it does need
aquieter moving,-coil disc stage. Also, better heat sinking would allow
its power delivery to he attained for longer periods. So it could he
improved. hut that would mean more money. and whuis
complaining? t
III FI NEWS& RECORD RiNiEw
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CAMBRIDGE P55

TEST RESULTS
Poser output
Rated pinver into 8ohms. makers' spec
Poner o'utput'
One channel. sohin load
Both channels. -(ohin 10,1,1
()ne channel. 2ohins. pit sed
Instantaneous peak enrichi
Distortion
.
1" mid harmonic dish Irruir
at rated prmer. ; iris twin
Intermod. 19 2111.11/. ucd plu ci . iris input
Intermod. 19 21)k II/. at ( 013.\\ . disc (
nun)
Intermod. 19 :1kf It. at 0,113.W. disc ( une)
Noise
Disc ( ill- n)) input (111F. ( ( IR ntd)
Disc ( in- c) input 11111.. (( IR utd)
Ails ( L) input 11111-,
IR trIt
R.esidual. ntd r‘olunic control it min)
DC output oil '- el
input overload
Disc ( nvon) input
Disc ( m- c) input ( 111F)
Auxicp input 111Ib
Stereo separation
Disc input
Aus input
Output impedance ( damping)
Channel balance, disc. at ( kilt
Volume/balance ( racking
Au\ ( 1) input balance set at true zero)
Input data
Disc ( in-ini input . . . phono
Disc ( m-e) input . . . phono
Aux CD input . . phono
Output, pre-amp ( tape)
Disc equalisation error, 3011z- I
Skill
Size ( width, height. depth)
Typical price inc VAT

55W (=- 17.5dB.W*)
20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
18.7dB.W 19.0dB.W I8.8dB.W
15.7dB.W 16. 7c1B.W 16.2dB.W
dB.W
I7dB.W
dB.W
+26A, - 26A
20Hz
-76(113

IkHz
-77dB
-)(4s1B
-b8dB
-80(113

20kHz
- 611,11i

-72dB
-641dB
-74dB
-7.4dB
left 2tvinV, right 26mV
20Hz
20kHz
32.2(18
29.5dB
29.5dB
30.2(1B
32.6dB
30. ies
>23d13
>23dh
>23dB
69
6
9d
dB
B

61dB
66dB
3843
4
32B
3
O. I3ohm :zohm
0.15ohm
(balance central) 11.94dB
OdB - 204B
-604B
11.0dB
0.56dB
5.5dB
socket type sensitivity
loading
0.57mV
47kohms
12014'
(1.065n,V
47ohms
I
20p F
41mV
24kohms
80pF
II.5Vmax I . 2kohms
+0dB
- I . 2dB
43,6x6.7 x30cm
£339

where 0(113W = 2.831/, or IIV info Sullins
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Martin Colloms reviews the Inflexor, aloudness compensation device aimed at professional users, but
which may overturn some prejudices; and Ken Kessler reviews the Monitor Audio R300/MD loudspeakers
INFLEXOR LOUDNESS COMPENSATOR
audio variable. It is well known to mum'
ignored or just forgotten by many others) that the
perceived Irequency response or tonal balance of complex wide- range
IA/Mint:SS is a COMpilA
(but

sounds is sinulgi\ dependent on sound level. It ‘‘ as established long
ago that the average ear's selisltls its varies widely over the frequency
range. and moreo‘er that the shape of the curve representing
perceix ed loudness versus frequene also varies with sound level or
volume. Ont., could argue that the demands made for a relatively flat
trequene response in audio equipment are nonsensical. since the ear
has a non- flat response which also varies subject to head position. Yet
it is perfect Isobvious to equipment designers and critics alike that a
level shift of e‘ en 0.5d13 over two-thirds or less of an octave, a
relatively small region. is easily audible.)ser wider frequency ranges
as little as 0
. 2d13 is-observable, in th e R A equalisation of a
preamplifier for example. \\ hile it has been shown that absolute level
or volume changes of to5dR are det
ec t
ai
o,e by trained listeners. One
decibel is the usual subdivision for casual purposes. with ..;( 113 rated as
aclearly audible loudness . liange by the general public. while it
is
roughly perceived as idoubling-of loudness. As amatter of interest.
this last requires an inerl';1 ,,e 111 amplifier po‘‘er of no less than ten
times. ' Twice as loud" remains asery subj ectiv e matt er.

Most of us are aware of loudness effects, for example. the
progressive loss of audible bass and to alesser degree treble, when
volume levels are reduced. Designers have attempted to offer some
compensation in the form of ' loudness' contours which make acrude
attempt to equalize the subjective frequency response at low
volume- control settings. My favourite of these is the one lifted to most
Yamaha control units over the last decade or more. Here, amaster
volume- control is responsible for asensible maximum loudness
judged in conjunction with the whole system. including the speakers,
room. etc. Thereafter, lower volume settings are chosen using a
continuously variable ' loudness control which engages agood
approximation to the standard corrections over awide range of
listening levels.
Such devices are rarely seen on top quality equipment, presumably
omitted on the basis that their additional circuitry may result in aloss
in clarity and definition. In any case, should an audiophile designer
make the attempt? Argument has long raged over the need for
loudness compensation, and whether such correction constitutes a
falsification of psycho- acoustics. We are programmed both genetically
and empirically to interpret the overall loudness of familiar sounds asafunction of distance. In the open air, abrass- hand varies in aural
quality depending on how far the listener is away from the source.
When nearby, with high sound levels, the effect is powerful and
full-bodied, the bass- drum heard with considerable weight and the
high notes appearing sparkling and alive. Even at a10 Metre distance
there is avery considerable change in perceived sound qualit‘ vet it is
one which we see as completely natural: we are adjusted to it. At 50
metres, an acoustician might observe that the bass-drum fundamental
note is almost inaudible, and that the brass will have lost some of its
brilliance, the latter due both to the hearing curves and to some mild
attenuation of HF in the air. The result is aquieter, thinner tonal
quality, correctly interpreted as distanced from the original sound.
Thus one valid interpretation of avolume-control is to consider it as
adistance control. Higher volume settings bring the performers
nearer. With ' loudness' compensation, this psycho- acoustic feature of
natural volume level is destroyed. the tonal position of the performers
remaining unchanged — they simply grow smaller. Natural musical
¡lie best known inresfiginirm was made by Heu lier and .111111.1ell ( 1929), with
subsequem more (ICCUrale Yellle(1111rellIelliN by Robinson and Dadson (/ 956).
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dynamics reflect aconstant listener- source ' distance', with the
performer controlling the variation of volume level musically. As
Peter Walker of Quad has noted, for every recording. for every
natural musical work, there is only one correct replay volume. Such
levels are appropriate for afull orchestra, astring quartet, etc —
although with rock material one often plaS as loud as the equipment
and the neighbours will stand! Orchestral programme played softly
simply sounds distant. For rock, one has no lixed view of tonal
balance, perceived frequency response. or perspectives. Here, an
effective loudness compensator has validity, allowing moderate and/or
appropriate replay sound levels to he used without unduly changing
the perceived sound balance.
The Intlexor is just such aproduct. in fact designed for the
professional market, for monitoring applications and stage PA
systems. Thus abalance engineer who is used to monitoring at ahigh
sound level in the recording studio can use an Inflexor to operate at
lower levels and still secure afrequency balance from the system
which sounds natural to him. Likewise. aPA balancer can achieve
good results at lower sound levels in the auditorium. Applications for
nightclub use. eg for the lower levels used during the early evening, is
also envisaged.
The Inflexor is designed to operate automatically over a50dB
range, which is much larger than is usually proposed. and once
calibrated against true sound level in the listening area, has the
general ability to maintain the clarity and punch of the music in tonal
balance and frequency response terms over awide range of
subsequently set volume levels. By definition. aside-effect concerns
the falsification of tonal quality of asound when it is played quietly.
the latter being amusical dynamic effect and one not involving the
distance criterion. The Inflexor correction would tend to make quiet
instrumental music sound as if it were nearer and played more
aggressively. Clearly. rock and popular music programme of
essentially limited dynamic range is the ideal feed for this device.
Setting up may he done by ear, or by using asound- level meter
which switches to the slow ' C' scale. Lights on the Inflexor front panel
correspond to the sound level used for calibration. cg: 95dBC. Raising
the sound level in 5dB stages ( with apink- noise source) allows
monitoring of the correct tracking of the Inflexor circuits. No further
gain control should follow the Inflexor. since it represents the final
connecting link to the power amplifiers and thence to the speakers.
Built to professional standards, the lnflexor may be rack- mounted
and has awide operating range from — 10 to + I8dB. with balanced or
unbalanced working. At its ' OdB' setting and above, je when the sound
system is at afull volume level and properly balanced. the Inflexor
delivers aflat frequency response. Lower input level settings
progressively engage the designed tonal correction. This review
assessment cannot, however, cover the Inflexor in full depth. and it
should be noted that its circuitry includes auser- adjustable dynamic
bass- lift to aid the sluggish bass systems found in large PA
installations.

Listening tests
While the concept of aproperly throught-out loudness compensator
seems interesting, in ahome installation the Inflexor proved to be a
fish out of water. Some patience was required to set it up. due to the
moderate domestic sound levels involved. It was essential that the unit
did not significantly change the quality at normal ' reference' sound
levels. As predicted. it proved unsuitable for classical programme
owing to the wide range of composer- intended musical dynamics, and
only came into its own on rock and similar material. Here, it was
abundantly clear that the Inflexor did maintain clarity, an 'open'
quality and bass power, at progressively lower volume settings.
Both the bass line and the treble percussion continued to register in
good balance with the mid- range, while adjustment of the bass ' drive'
control provided additional fine tailoring for the speakers in use. The
distortions of dynamic perspective at alow level were considered less
significant for popular material than the improvement in detail and
balance. One can well envisage its worth in the intended situations of
stage- PA and monitoring, and for background music.

Lab tests
Some brief objective checks were made on the Inflexor's
performance. As adynamic device, some variation in distortion was to
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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be expected over its operating range. and working within its own scale
the figures in the table were obtained for total harmonic distortion.
Operating level (
dB)

Distortion in dB
2011i

115
105
95
85
75
65

-90
-82
-79
-69
-60
-53

( khi
-87
-85
-84
-80
-73
-63

20k1li
-80
-80
-80
-73
-73
-66

At full level the results were very good. typically — 90dB or 0.003'; ,
meeting the claimed specification. At lower levels.
,the distortion rose
progressively as the equaliser circuits took charge, but the increases
were of subjective-weighted consequence. The input/output
characteristics were confirmed, eg a20k- ohm unbalanced input and a
55-ohm source impedance at the output terminals.
A representative set of frequency responses is given in the graph.
showing virtual flatness at ' I15d13'. close to full input calibration level.
while incrementally deeper equalisation is applied at falling ' input
volume' levels. Only at 2kHz does the level drop by the input-defined
10dB steps ( and then only below 95dB). this approximating to the
'flat' and most sensitive part of the aural response. But whatever
reference level or frequency one adopts. these plots do not tally very
closely with the standard equal- loudness contours. Taking. for
instance, the Inflexor's 75dB line, the boost at 50Hz ( ref IkHz) is 9dB.
whereas the Robinson/Dadson plots give about 16dB. Part of the
discrepancy may be attributed to the marked overall dip/peak pattern
between 400Hz and 4kHz, which reverses the general bias of both sets
of standard curves between these frequencies. In its 65-85dB region.
the Inflexor boosts 5kHz by about 5dB relative to IkHz, whereas the
required correction is in fact areduction by 3dB. This explains why we
found the Inflexor output to be brighter at lower listening levels.

Loudness curves applied by ilse bqlexot

Conclusion
As this review in part demonstrates, the question of loudness is
something of aminefield. The Inflexor is an interesting product clearly
designed for professional music applications. but Iam doubtful of its
relevance to domestic conditions. In fact on classical material Iwould
regard its action as actually harmful to fidelity. Icertainly do not feel it
to be the complete answer to loudness compensation. and await the
results of further inventiveness in this area. A full implementation
may be possible in the digital domain, using FIR technology.
Suppliers of the Inflexor are: Shuidesound. Unit 15, Osiers Estate,
Osiers Road, London SW18 IEJ. Tel. 01-871 0966.

MONITOR AUDIO R300/MD
At £ 199 apair this speaker is an impossibility, until you recall that
Monitor Audio make their own cabinets. Check it out: awell- made,
hefty box measuring 472x 250 x3I7mm ( hwd) wrapped in areal wood
veneer. The enclosure is braced internally; even the struts are
veneered to avoid changes due to temperature. The innards are lined
with lin thick polyurethane foam and the attention to detail suggests a
HI4,1NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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£250-300 system.Even the Iive-way binding posts are classy. The bass
driver is an 8in doped paper type with aspecial motor incorporating a
magnet and cap assembly machined for linearity and efficiency. This
guarantees that the voice coil stays perfectly positioned in the
magnetic gap for better overall control. The bass crossover is asimple
inductor in series with the drier.
The ' MD' suffix tells vou that the R300 sports a19mm pure
aluminium dome tweeter with avented voice coil former for
mechanical cooling. Additionally, the driver is ferrofluid cooled and
the speaker uses anitrile surround as its suspension. Mo tells me that
the tweeter is exclusive to Monitor Audio, designed in conjunction
with SEAS. Crossover to the tweeter consists of asingle polyester
capacitor.
Spec- wise, this one's aclassic marry- me-to- aNAD 3020 design.
with afrequency response of 50-20kHz (± 3dB), an impedance of
8ohms and asensitivity of 91d13f1W/Im. Ifind the latter abit
optimistic. because these babies liked to see the volume control
heading east, so take the 15-100W amplifier recommendation with this
bit of advice: they enjoy power.
These speakers will not reinforce any prejudices against metal
drivers, as they were far more from being the spittv. hard devices
some would expect. Indeed, if Mo hadn't told me that they sported a
metal tweeter. I'd have thought Iwas listening to paper or plastic.
And what they do have that lifts them above the mire is speed and
attack. so the presence of this pzirticular dome isn't just for marketing
purposes.
I'd like to say that the R300/MD is to budget speakers what the
Audio Technica FT3 is to budget cartridges. hut Ido have one or two
reservations. They're outrageously coherent and controlled ( him « s
that for an oxymoron?) and have overall performance you just
wouldn't expect at the price. A new standard for two C- notes?
Perhaps.
Despite the metal tweeter. the R300 produces aheavy slightk
muted sound which appears to be the antithesis of budget brashness.
The balance leans towards the bottom, with its well- extended, clear
bass. Idon't know if the gevs at Monitor Audio were listening to
reggae when they did their flue-tuning. but the R300s are just dandy
with fast, complicated bass passages. and only slight traces of
lumpiness on acoustic bass to remind you that you're listening to an
inexpensive system.
The midband is this speaker's favoured turf, especially in handling
ultra- sweet vocals. The soend sli.vs relaxing and forgiving right into
the treble regions, but it's not as detailed as some may prefer.
Considering that the R300s are most likely to be partnered with
budget sector hardware, this is no had thing: budget gear will never
expose the speaker's limitations. But those expecting ashort cut to the
high end can cool their jets. Tack the R300s on to the end of afew
grand's worth of source and amplification and you'll wish you'd
restructured your budget.
There is one other ( minor to most) weakness and that's alack of
three dimensionality in the soundstage. Left- to- right spacing and
stage width are superb. but depth was truncated and there was little in
the way of image height ( sorry. Mr Crabbe). And Igave these
speakers their best shot, using. Lieder leads, Foundation Designer and
Partington Dreadnaught stands and sources including the California
Audio Labs Tempest II CD player. the Alphason Sonata turntable
and arm. and Ortofon's miraculous MC3000 cartridge.
But that's extremism. Bark on earth. the R300s stomped all manner
of affordable competitors, including some respected speakers at twice
the price. You'd be hard-pressed to find amore pleasing speaker.
especially if you want apair of boxes which let you forget your fiscal
limitations.
Ken Kessler
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Step forward with

KELVIN
LABS
Super- Fi
M30 8( M60 True Class A
Monoblock Power Amplifiers
MC1 Field Effect Transistor Moving Coil Preamplifier
Offering, in our opinion, unrivalled accuracy and neutrality
Experience true emotional involvement with your music, not your hi-fi
At: -Progressive Audio ( Home Demonstration Specialists) ( Kent) 0634 389004/366216
Radlett Audio ( Herts) 09276 6497
Standens (Tonbridge) 0732 353540
Salisbury Hi Fi ( Salisbury) 0722 22169

Audio South ( Farnham)0252 714555
O'Brien high fi ( London) 01 946 0331

Kelvin Laboratories Ltd. 6Shanklin Crescent,
Upper Shirley, Southampton, SO1 2RB.

Tel: (0703) 785123
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The finest equipment
available to give
you the finest sound
achievable.
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Now exhibiting:•Audiolab • B&W
•Creek • Celestion
• Heybrook • Linn
•Meridian
•Mordaunt-Short
• Naim • Nakamichi
• Rega

LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE
LET YOUR EARS DECIDE
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READING HI-FI- CENTRE, •

6Harris Arcade, Friar St., Reading, Berks, ROI 1DN, Tel: ( 0734) 585463.

• Credit Card Facilities
• Mail Order
Book a
Demonstration Now •
Mon- Sat 930am 6.00p

Opening Hours: Tues Sat: 9.30am to 5.30pm ( Lunch: 2to 3pm. Except Sat)
•
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CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

e

DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED
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sound gallery
65. Castle Street. High Wycombe,
Bucks HP13 6RN Tel ( 0494) 31682
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NEEME JAN
The Estonian conductor, prolific in the
recording studios, talks to David Nice

HEN I TALKED TO Neeme
Jârvi during his first season as
the Scottish National Orchestra's
principal conductor, our conversation took us right up to the evening's
concert, Jârvi genially assuring fretful officials that there was time enough. Nearly four
years — and well over 50 recordings — later, at
the end of his Scottish tenure, Ihad been
granted a bare half-hour before a Glasgow
Herald photo-call, and the last of Jârvi's City
Hall 'Thursday concerts'. In the event, he
swept forth in an excited torrent of broken
English, graphic gestures, and robustly sung
examples of his own ( and others') interpretations; despatched the photo-call with bluff
humour; changed into evening dress and
declared himself ready for another ten
minutes' conversation. Since it was 7.20 and I
was apparently more worried about taking up
my seat than he was about the problems of
Don Quixote (
the concert's opening work),
we decided instead on another visit. That
second occasion proved more relaxed, a
pause for reflection after the morning's
recording session at the SNO Centre, again
extending well beyond the scheduled time.
Brian and Ralph Couzens of Chandos were
calling to discuss the morning's points and
Jârvi, missing lunch save for an apple, strolled back to the control- room.
So keen was Jârvi over those few hours to
discuss his music that Inever prompted him
on his reasons for leaving the SNO, though
inevitably the subject arose. The official
reason is that he wants to spend more time
with his family in New Jersey, and to an
extent I don't doubt it: he countered my
surprise at his volubility before the concert by
saying that he thought it ' creative' to go
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straight out and conduct. It works or it
doesn't work. What's the point of sitting
here? I'm quite often alone in this life and my
family is far away from me, Ijust like talking
to musicians.' But there are also financial
problems up in Scotland. Jârvi's ambition to
do 'world-class' things with his orchestra has
been realised in the recording studio, with
commercial sponsorship and financial support
from the SNO Friends. The concert- hall
circuit is a different matter. Glasgow isn't
London, Paris, Vienna. The orchestra needs
more advertisement. It's impossible to give
tours with our kind of financial support. We
need one or two international tours ayear. In
spite of the recordings, London still thinks
that regional is provincial. Everything happens there: in one way that's right. But
Scotland is different, and we have to show
them what we're doing here.' The support
has to come from Edinburgh and Glasgow,
though: the scores he's so far concentrated on
call for large forces (triple woodwind, full
brass sections), and sponsorship has only
gone some way towards helping. The lessons
of Birmingham have not been applied in a
similar situation.
Rumours of sights set on London ought to
be dismissed at this stage. 'There's not the
London rush here. We're doing quick work
[on the recordings] because we want to, not
because we're rushing, but because we're
treating them as performances. In London
you play through once. They're very good
musicians but if you're not often together
they don't follow you exactly. Maybe it's
different with their own conductors. But they
seem so tired, so busy, and not very enthusiastic. There's no joy in their music-making.
Here. I think we understand each other.

Whatever Ido: Iraise a finger, there's the
first clarinet, he knows what Iwant. But they
make the sound, I'm only helping.'
Undeniably the sound-quality of the SNO
has altered dramatically over the four years of
Jârvi's leadership. The woodwind have
always been in fine shape — 'though of course
one small change makes adifference: when I
came, I appointed John Digney as first
oboist, and that's given the entire section a
different sound'. The brass department was,
and is, the equal of the world's best; the
strings posed aproblem. ' I've tried to create
an interesting string sound, full and beautiful,
rich vibrato, but of course it doesn't always
work, the players change. And you have to
talk about every day, every performance — it's
always growing. But basically it's a very
confident team now. Maybe the strings aren't
as powerful as they are at Gothenburg [the
Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra is Jârvi's
other responsibility] but perhaps in other
ways there's more beauty there.' The final
concert certainly told us that, the exposed
writing of Elgar's Enigma Variations handled
with total confidence — warm violin portamenti in the theme, glistening vibrato from
violas and cellos, absolute precision in HDSP's 'toccata'; and the F-sharp major 'castles in
the air' of Don Quixote proved that recording
no longer flatters the body of the tone, rich
and full in away that would have been hard to
imagine even two years ago.
That occasion marked Jârvi's farewell as
principal conductor. The partnership continues, however, with an Edinburgh Festival
concert ( Strauss's Aus Italien, with the
recording to follow, and Carmina Burana)
and Shostakovich's 4th and 8th Symphonies
in little under aweek, next season. Chandos
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NEEME JARVI
will be on hand to take the performances into
the studio — apattern Jârvi has been able to
establish over the past year. When we talked,
the Leningrad Symphony had recently been
completed ( the cycle will only, alas, take us
up to No 10; nor are 2and 3on the schedule).
Jârvi seemed delighted with the results,
especially the brass playing — afitting tribute,
he thought, to the late Yevgeny Mravinsky. ' I
know Shostakovich didn't dedicate that symphony to Mravinsky, but he conducted it
fantastically, Iremember.' The young Jârvi
came, fresh from a choral and percussion
course in his native Estonia, to Leningrad
(then Petrograd) where he studied with Nikolai Rabinovich and Mravinsky. 'The Philharmonic Hall was a second home for us
students: we used to attend all his rehearsals.
I remember especially the first time he
performed the 10th Symphony and Shostakovich was there. Yes, he recorded that, but the
sound quality is so poor — you had to be in
that hall.' Mravinsky was meticulous in
rehearsals, presumably? ' Wonderful. He
liked as many as eight rehearsals for one
performance. Even Tchaikovksy 4, 5 and 6,
which he did so often, he always had six
rehearsals. In the evening everything was
very much under control. He took few risks,
maybe; his gestures were very limited, but
the detail of his crescendos and diminuendos
— astonishing! Always a question of millimetres, not centimetres.'
Was that an example Jârvi chose to follow?
'Some of the,discipline, yes. but it was very
boring sometimes for the musicians to have to
make exactly more, exactly less. The crescendos, and those sudden explosions, there can
never be too much. But in the diminuendos,
for example, there must be something there.
It's not just conducting, not just the hands.'
[He pulls a face expressive of hushed
intensity]. You have to convey the silence?
'It's mood — mood.' Perfection with Jârvi,
one learns, inevitably has to come second.
'There are places in the Shostakovich Symphonies where perfection isn't necessary.
Mood comes first. Good, if you happen to get
both. But sometimes that's impossible at the
tempi he's asking. Take the last movement of
the Sixth Symphony.' [ He sings the galop at a
fair pace, clearly articulating.] 'That's boring.
Nothing. But if you do . . .' [and again, this
time exhilaratingly fast; sharp intake of
breath] 'That's great, that comes and comes,
more, more' [and we're onto the brassy coda,
all stops out] 'That's mood — that's terrifying.'
Mravinsky would not, in this particular instance, beg to differ. ' And, for example, the
fugue in the first movement of the Fourth
Symphony, that's impossible to play correctly, and not necessary because you feel all
the entrances.'
The notion of the infallible maestro has
little meaning for him. ' One day you're giving
a performance that way, another day a
different way. There, you think, that's fantastic, maybe tomorrow I can't manage that,
then comes arecording session and it doesn't
work, and it's all done.' Does he worry that
the recording could 'freeze' a performance
that didn't work? ' Yes, but we can't change
that. You have to go ahead with the recordings and they can be dull. But [laughs] they
can also be fantastic. Maybe it's all clean and
bright,' [ hums Dulcinea's theme from Don
Quixote] '
but then you come back and,
'[hums again, more soulfully]' it's special.
Small things make the difference, and that's
why Imust be with these players who know
exactly what Iwant, how Ifeel. If I'm tired,
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or just regular, they're tired too. " Ihey're not
creating when the conductor isn't creating.'
He feels lucky to to be working with a
recording producer ( Chandos's Brian
Couzens) who shares his views on long takes:
the performance has to come first, irrespective of slight blemishes here and there. ' What
is a recording, anyway? It's similar musicmaking to any other music- making. But in
our day a recording must be something
sterilized: you hear something very clean —
normal, nice music- making — but you feel
there is no performance there. Because that's
not possible if you're doing a few bars and
you stop — you do it well, perhaps, even
exactly the same tempo, but the mood has
gone.' We talk, as we talked four years ago,
about his guiding spirits; Walter, Beecham,
Furtwângler and Knappertsbusch are the
names that recur. ' In those recordings there is
not always perfection. Bad intonation often —
actually Idon't understand how it's possible
to play so out of tune! — and very, very
strange things sometimes. But there's life
there. They're doing what they want.
'Beecham's Haydn — that's real musicmaking: phrasing, nuances. And Bruno Walter's Mozart, very free with the phrasemaking. Walter did not always follow tempi,
but what he was doing was so natural. And
you need natural music- making for Dvorak.
Brahms too, but Dvorak especially. I've tried
to get that right from the beginning of the
Symphonies. You must know exactly what
tempi you want to take, where you're going,
what are the natural climaxes, but you must
always create. For example, the start of the
Third Symphony. Iwant . . . "[ and he sings
the first subject, legator That's asong, yes.
That you can't show at the metronome
exactly . .
now he sings it briskly, with
sharp accents, beating out the time] 'but
when you have the recapitulation, then it's
not necessary to do it the first way, then you
can do . . .' [again the sharp accents, with the
preceding flurry] 'That keeps it immediately
fresh.'
Don't the composer's markings have to be
observed, though? '
Idon't think so. It is a
basic scheme, the outward form, but the
conductor has to feel the tempi himself. You
look how Knappertsbusch does Beethoven 3,
earlier and later, or Furtwângler's different
performances of that symphony, how quick
one is, how much slower another. That's
creative conducting. People now talk so much
about Beethoven's metronome markings.
That must be wrong. You must not rush,
because that feels wrong. You must know
what it says to you. Iheard the other day on
the radio a performance of the Symphonia
Domestica — slow tempi, actually, but all

beating, bar here and bar there. Music must
not be always beating. A lot of people, and
some critics, say, why's Jârvi doing that
slower, why's Jârvi doing that quicker?
Because Jârvi wants to do it that way. And
that's it! Our business, if we're smart enough,
is to help the composer. Now, Glazunov's
tempi markings — if we follow them, that's
why he's not popular! Because it's all so
boringly done. I don't think the composer
always knows what the performance is.
Form, yes: exposition here, development,
and so on. But whether the music lives or not,
that depends on whether the conductor is
creative or not'.
One example of the creative conductor
sprang vividly to mind. Irecalled aShostakovich Tenth in Edinburgh, where after a
rigorously controlled account, Jârvi returned
to the platform and made rapid signs to a
bewildered orchestra. Scores were hastily
flicked back and that whirlwind scherzo
began again, three times faster than before.
Scepticism yielded to shock. Later, in calmer
mood, one could see that the manic spirits of
the finale on that occasion needed something
more. And yet in Járvi's LSO performance a
year later the exhilaration of that last movement left us in no doubt: nothing could
follow. So what prompted the SNO encore?
'It's difficult to say. That was the only time. I
really did not know Iwas going to do that!
But it had to be powerful, terrible. It could
not have been anything from the ballet suites
—that would have been unnecessary.' Did he
feel the last movement on that occasion
'lightweight'? ` No, no. Shostakovich is never
lightweight. There is something serious
behind it. Always. Even in the Ninth Symphony. That's avery strange piece; though if
you know the background, it makes sense.'
Jârvi's resumption of the Shostakovich
symphonies comes close on the heels of his
Prokofiev cycle. Has the closeness of the two
projects brought out any strong links between
the two composers? ' Only the differences.
Shostakovich is the finer symphonist, he
knows how to develop; Prokofiev is doing
more, perhaps, with colour. The contrasts of
the early years is interesting: Shostakovich
doing astonishingly modern things in Soviet
Russia, Prokofiev, earlier of course, in Paris,
influenced by Diaghilev and Stravinsky. Prokofiev kept that theatrical, illustrative quality: ballet and opera are always close — even
in the Fifth and Sixth Symphonies, you notice
a lot of Romeo and Juliet and Cinderella'.
The Fourth Symphony, Irecalled, began
life by following closely the material of
Prokofiev's Prodigal Son ballet; in 1947 he
made an opulent revision, where new material includes an opening grandly transformed
in the finale's coda. Jârvi recorded them both
'because it's good music all, and he did not
use, later, some very interesting things from
the original. Later of course politicians were
saying, we need a more powerful end.
Actually that's very formally written.' [punches out the trumpeting and later the motto
proper]. 'Nothing much happens. I don't
think it was necessary but still it's very well
done. You know, Prokofiev was a very
strange man, against politicians and what
Stalin did for him and his wife Siberia, but
still he wrote some extraordinary pieces for
official occasions. For example, the Cantata
for the 20th Anniversary of the October
Revolution. You have, I think, the Kondrashin recording, which is cut because in
Brezhnev's time the words of Stalin [used in
the 8th movement] were not acceptable. And
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NEEME JARVI
if you cut, it's not a piece any more. I grand opera. It's an opera with not just three
managed to do it all in Estonia. It's agreat
soloists — cello, violin and viola [on the
work. Huge forces, but what music! And the
recording, Raphael Wallfisch and SNO principals Edwin Paling and John Harrington — ' a
Cantata for the End of the War [ On Guard of
great player, a star player') — but also solo
Peace] — Iconducted it in Prague: all availtuba, bass clarinet, trumpet, trombone.
able woodwind, of the strings only 12 double
basses, 8 harps, 4 pianos — each one has a Everyone is a soloist. There is no need of
words. Every character is there, every note is
different part. Strange results, but also very
saying something to you: they're talking,
creative.'
Back in 1984 the recording agenda seemed
.they're arguing. they're fighting. It's painting, perhaps, but it's so human.'
clear. Járvi wanted to show the west the
Similarly his Don Juan leaps into life and
music of composers from the states and
off the printed page. Some critics took him to
countries with which he's been most associtask for the unmarked len Oh he introduced to
ated: fellow Estonian Tubin, the Scandinavians Stenhammer, Svendsen, Gade, Alfven.
give his hero elasticity, but he so obviously
feels it — dashing off the first 20 bars to me
Sibelius, and Grieg, with his Gothenburg
with enormous ( and, unfortunately, untransorchestra; the Russians Prokofiev, Shostakovich and Glazunov: and, most recently.
mittable) relish. ' Ihave another Don Juan I
did with the Moscow Radio Symphony
Dvorak and Martinu. Few, I think would
Orchestra a long time ago — very different!'
deny that the resulting discography stands as
He brought his earlier recordings with him
the most adventurous of any conductor alive
when he emigrated to America in 1980, but
today. Then he hoped to set his seal on the
they are no longer available in the Soviet
kind of repertory he had spent so much time
Union. ' Ifound something very interesting
conducting in Estonia between 1963 and 1980
— Mozart and Haydn ( he recorded all the
the other day. There is a magazine called
Musical Life in the Soviet Union, and in it
London Symphonies with the Estonian
there was a discography of the Tchaikovsky
National Orchestra); Brahms, Beethoven,
Competitions. Now in the second competiand Schumann; above all. Mahler and
tion Iconducted for all the violinists and half
Richard Strauss. ' Rabinovich was very
interested in Strauss and Mahler; even during
the pianists. The 16 year old Leningrad
pianist Grigori Sokolov won first prize;
the war Bruno Walter and Klemperer came
second was the violinist Viktor Tretyakov. So
to Petrograd and showed the students that
with Sokolov I recorded the Tchaikovsky
kind of repertory.'
First Piano Concerto and later Saint-Saens,
Strauss had always played an important
and Tretyakov and Idid the Paganini First
part in his conducting life at Tallinn — he gave
and the Tchaikovsky Concerto. Now this
the Soviet premieres of Salome and Der
Rosenkavalier there. When Stephen Carpendiscography lists the first competition when
ter, then the SNO's administrator, heard
Van Cliburn won, third, fourth, fifth, and so
on: no second. Is it not strange? They're not
Járvi's concert performances of the tone
poems he decided they had to be recorded. ' I my records, they're Sokolov's and Tretyakov's. The Soviet politicians are making it
don't think he realized how much it was going
hard for their own artists who are still living
to cost! But the results have been good — we
there: and all because somewhere in Moscow
had alot of difficulties but alot of love was
there's sitting one very stupid man in the
there too. The players were quite excited
Ministy of Culture thinking of his own posibecause some of the scores were unfamiliar.
tion and saying " No Jarvi records". When I
There is a freshness because no-one knew
left. I emigrated. with a permit from the
Domestica or Alpensinfonie. Ah, there's such
government. How many Soviet and Russian
abeautiful feeling for nature in that piece: the
composers have I recorded in the western
mountains around Garmisch-Partenkirchen.
world? It's propaganda for them but they
the night and the bright day and the night
don't see it that way.'
again.' [ He evokes the final bars, wide-eyed,
In other respects, he feels, truth is beginin a growling bass]. 'That needs a great
ning to break through in Soviet policyperformance, you can't conduct it like an
making. ' Let's hope so. Unfortunately a lot
ordinary Konzeristück, you have to be conof damage has been done; it takes a lot of
vinced. Now of course we're doing Don
time, and human beings have not so very long
Quixote and that's quite different again.'
The question of Quixote arose later when
to wait.' He's delighted that fellow- Estonian
we were talking about Martinu and the Czech
composer Arvo Part and the Russian
Schnittke are beginning to be recognised over
tradition. ' In spite of the later years Martinu
spent in America, you still feel there's a there ( he hopes to record Part's earlier,
larger-scale music in the near future). As for
Czech with his roots very deep there, and
his homeland, he still thinks that the west
that's all so natural. But Don Quixote is . . .

accepts too easily the collective Soviet image
of the many states, ' not only Estonia but also
Latvia. Lithuania, the Ukraine, Georgia,
Armenia and so on. Over here all art from
there is ' Russian'. Ilove the Russian people,
and Ilearned alot about my art in Russia, but
they must respect the republics and their own
cultures.' He still suffers the label of a
'Russian' who knows how to conduct only
Russian music. 'That's why at the Met they
gave me Khovanschina. I've never conducted
it before, it's not my style. My style in the
opera- house is Verdi, Puccini, Mozart,
Strauss — repertory which Ihave conducted
hundreds of times in Estonia. Of course I
would like to show the Russian operas that
no-one hears over here: Rimsky-Korsakov,
Glinka. But it seems it's only an Italian
conductor who can conduct Italian operas.
Can a bad Italian opera conductor do good
Italian opera? Only a good musician can do
that.'
He found certain national tendencies still
deep-rooted. ' Even in Scotland when Igave
the Elgar concert people are still saying
"that's very English, Elgar needs an English
conductor to understand him". But it's worldclass music, with other European influences,
and anyone has the right to conduct it. Now
the Germans, because their own musical
history is so great, perhaps, don't like any
composers but their own. If Iconduct different music with one orchestra there, well of
course they do it but they don't like it. When
Iplayed Martinu they just laughed! As for
Stenhammer, Svendsen, Grieg, where there
is German influence, even then they won't
accept it. They won't even accept Sibelius!'
In America there were problems of a
different sort. ' The American way is to try
and kill the person first. Then if he survives
maybe he's doing something worthwhile. I
had areview of my Sibelius cycle: everything
was wrong, he [ the critic] knew exactly how it
should go . . .
'It's so easy for critics to be negative. It's
hard to build up areputation for the SNO if
the critic thinks he already knows how that
orchestra is. If Iplay Mozart and Haydn in a
very romantic way, a critic says that's a bad
Russian habit. But if he hears Bruno Walter
doing similar things, what can he say?
Nothing. Because Walter must be a very
great conductor. The critic's work can be very
professional, excellent work.' [ He cites exampies,] ' But it must not be duty. It's what you
like, good things and bad things. Again, for
conductors, it can be as for critics: for one it's
only a job, for another it's creative. You
don't always produce your best, but you try.
You're not a machine, you're a normal
human being.' •

BOOKS
ON AND OFF THE
RECORD: A MEMOIR
OF WALTER LEGGE
by Elisabeth Schwarzkopf.
292pp, soft covers, 166pp of
black and white photographs,
selected discography. index,
Price £5.95. Published by
Faber & Faber. 3QueenSquare. London WC IN
3A U.

Now in paperback, th's will be an essential for
any record buyer who has learned to
appreciate Legge's contribution to
reproduced music. With only the loosest
chronological basis, the book is really a
collection of essays by Legge, framed by the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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appreciations of Karajan, Done Soria, and
Edward Greenfield, and held together by
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf sexplanatory
narrative. The back-cover blurb is hardly
unfair in extracting the words 'compulsive
reading' from the HFNIRR review of the
hardback; starting with his short, matter-offact autobiography and the story of his own
orchestra, the Philharmonia. Legge's
chapters are almost uniformly gripping,
Surefooted and unfussy in style. his writing
always penetrates but never gushes as he
profiles the musical characters of some of the
great artists he had worked with. He gets to
the heart of Beecham, tells the moving story
of Klemperer, and dissects ' La Divina',

Maria Callas. Somehow Legge himself
remains enigmatic, refined almost to
invisibility by the polish of his own writing. It
is instructive to see how his passion for
perfection in musical ( rather than merely
technical) terms enabled him to capture great
interpretative performances on record, and,
in the mono LP era, to produce discs which in
sonic terms too are still models of balance
and taste. What makes the book amusical
companion, rather than just agood read, is
the selected discography by Alan Sanders,
which details the most important recording
sessions supervised by Legge from 1932 to
1979,
Steve Harris
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Last month we discussed the
best of valve amplifiers, but
transistors can approach the
performance and satisfy their
owners needs. The new KRELL
KSA-80/KMA-160 offer something approaching reference
quality, quite superior to the
older models they replace; so
our demonstrator PAM- 5 PreAmp is available for £ 1,100, a
true bargain, and the KSA-50 for
£1,990. Let us quote you for a
trade-in/part exchange and
even finance the balance over
12 months. Now you can afford
it!
Second-hand amplifiers currently available are an AUDIO
RESEARCH SP- 10 Mark II for
£2,495 and a pair of MENTMORE M-200 valve monoblocks
for £ 1,595. Our Summer Sale to
slim our stocks includes 10% off
all SUMO and ALBARRY so that
now is the time to strike! Things
are so slow that we still have for
sale in Manchester our COUNTERPOINT SA- 20 for £ 2,100
(very much abargain) and aset
of LINX Stratos Pre- and PowerAmps for £ 595.
Ten percent during August
Amplifiers means that you can
acquire the AUDIOLAB Pre- and
Power amps for £690 (£600 +
vat) ex- demonstration. In Glasgow, second-hand opportunities also include NAIM 42
(almost new) plus 160 for £325
the pair. We have a black A & R
Cambridge A60 plus integrated
amp reduced from £ 229 to £ 160,
and a MERIDIAN Component
amplifier for £ 250, second-hand
but in excellent condition; the
cost is the new price of its three
inputs alone ( Tape, aux and
MC).
To round off our amplifier news
this month, it is nice to see
SUGDEN return to state-of-theart amplifiers with their new ' 51
series. Our Manchester shop is
the first British Dealer to have
the Au51P; costing £995, it
delivers a high-current 75 watts
per channel. Matching Pre-Amp
is the Au51C costing £ 1,295. Au

is the symbol for Gold, in case
your Latin and Chemistry is
rusty or non-existent. However,
no looker or listener could fail to
note that these products are
truly distinguished.

LOUDSPEAKERS
We have a mint pair of LINN
KANS with their own excellent
stands for only £ 225 ( secondhand) and one pair only ex-dem
of the classic DECCA Ribbon
loudspeaker systems for £ 150
(worth it easily for the Kelly
Drivers alone!) We have a pair
of IMF TLS- 50's for only £275 —
this is a classic British speaker
now enjoying a worldwide
comeback under the TLS banner, so our price is very reasonable due to the time of the year.
Finally we have two pairs of
SONUS FABER Electas at £995
per pair.
We have aused but mint- condition AUDIO PRO B-400 Subwoofer with built-in amplifiers
for £495. This is alarge and very
high- quality device with correct
adjustments for level and crossover frequency to enable
seamless tuning to the
appropriate room and acoustics. Used correctly, it frees the
mid- range to sound more open,
pure and detailed which is arguably even more important than
the extension and weight at the
bottom end. The price is less
than half current new price to
reflect the UK's resistance to
such products, yet if you only
knew what you were missing!!

SOURCE COMPONENTS
We have a LINNLP-12 with Ittok
and AT- 95 with less than 4
months use: does £ 595 seem
fair? We'll even accept a partexchange — we can't be fairer
than that; but to step up further
we have an ex-dem SOURCE
turntable with a slight damage
to the top- plate. It is medium
Oak with grey top- plate and is
available for £ 595 without
tonearm.

7'he Music Room
50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN
061-835 1366
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State of the art arm and cartridge for any turntable is the
ORTOFON MC- 3000 MovingCoil Cartridge; ideal with either
the SME Series IV or V
tonearms. A different musical
balance which some may prefer
is undoubtedly offered by the
(also British) ZETA company at
avery reasonable £459 inc. vat.
The quality available from an
ultimate tonearm must be
heard to be appreciated, and
the very select list now comprises the GOLDIVIUND T3- F at
an appropriate £ 3,850. Until
Ricardo Franassovici brought
one to Glasgow and demonstrated to a very cynical listener
it was hard to believe how
much articulation, detail, tunefulness ( call it what you will) is
engraved onto ordinary LP's.
Your record collection is
beyond value, and with respect
to the growing excellence of CD
technology, true music- lovers
should invest in fine LP's ( new,
used, deleted etc.) whenever
they get the opportunity.
It is very negligent to risk LP's
deteriorating, especially when
they are becoming hard to get.
And there is no excuse not to
use the LAST System Formulae.
Please note that these are not
the same products as are being
offered by one UK Hi Fi Dealer
at claimed lower prices. Formula One is a powerful cleaner
and removes MRA: cost is
£12.50. Formula Two is the preservative: it is applied to a
record once every ten years or
200 plays to harden the top
surface. This lubricates the stylus/record interface and wear to
negligible proportions: as if that
doesn't justify £ 16.95 per bottle,
the increased sound quality is
an additional bonus.
Formula Three costs £7.95 for
refular record cleaning; and
Four is a fluid guaranteed safe
for stylus cleaning (£6.25). Formula Five is the famous STYLAST fluid. At £ 19.95 it really
does last for years: one tiny dab
onto your stylus and it is

guaranteed to extend the
diamond up to ten times! How
can this be possible? Well, the
coating lasts 30 minutes or so
and smoothes the microscopic
pit- holes of your diamond tip.
The record wears the coating to
some extent rather than the tip
itself. Again, as a bonus, the
stylus/groove interface is
smoothed and cooled down to
eliminate elastic deformation
and because " action and reaction are equal and opposite"
according to High School thermodynamics all the energy is
transferred to the stylus and
you can easily hear the
improvement. It really makes an
ordinary record sound like a
supercut — and it stays that way
(lasts!) Next month, Last products will be featured in the
Hi Fi News Accessories Club —
so you have no excuse to let
your LP's deteriorate.
To return to excellent tonearms,
the two world leaders at £ 1,995
are the legendary Triplanar and
the Air- Tangent. Both differ
radically. The Triplanar is a
pivoted arm with the ultimate
engineering design principles
and materials. We have one
ex-dem Mark II for £ 1,595 and
the same Summer Sale Price for
our Air Tangent; this is an air
bearing parallel tracking arm.
We will have a brand new Air
Tangent on a brand new Oracle
Delphi Mk Ill which was loaned
to afilm company for the forthcoming TSB adverts. This
famous deck, full guaranteed, is
available for £ 2,850 ( RRP
£3,498) while your neighbours
can only watch it on their TV
over the Autumn!

COMPACT DISC
BARGAINS
All fully guaranteed, we have a
few MISSION PCM 4000 from
£175 second-hand to £225 exdem; YAMAHA CD1000 £375;
DENON DCD-1500 £ 399; and
the magnificent DENON DCD3300 flagship product, DCD3300 for £995.

The Music Room
Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY
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SIBELIUS: Symphonies 4 & 6
CBSOIRattle
EMI CDC 747 7112 (
67m 24s) digital ( LP: EL
747 7111, MC: EL 747 7114)
We have here two of the most illuminating
Sibelius performances ever committed to
disc. A sweeping statement? Ithink not. Like
Berglund's recent 6th, Rattle's compels you
to think again; he makes you listen. Harmonically, texturally, there isn't a single bar, a
single note, that doesn't speak. Like Berglund, Rattle doesn't 'toy' with the 6th. The
argument may be concise, the scale compact,
the scoring restrained (by comparison with
the symphonies on either side of it); but the
spirit is big, make no mistake, and Rattle
leaves us in no doubt of that. He doesn't
undermine this music ( many do) — 'fence it
in', so to speak. His first movement, indeed
his whole account, is wonderfully free and
uninhibited of phrase, bold of sonority. The
recording has to be the finest yet from this
source: in balance, depth of field, tonal
range. Exemplary.
JS BACH: St John Passion
Howard Crook! Peter Likal Barbara Schlickl
Catherine PatriaszlWilliam Kendall/Peter
KooylCollegium Vocale de Gent/ La Chapelle
Royalel Herreweghe
Harmonia Mundi 901264/65 (2CDs, 114m
38s)
This strikes me as our best St John Passion to
date. The choral voices — so consistently
eloquent — lead the Passion on our behalf as
they did Bach's packed congregations in the
Leipzig churches; the soloists emerge from
the chorus, tonally and stylistically as they
would have there. The supporting ensemble —
so discreet yet positive — seems to be as
anxious to witness the human involvement of
St John's account as do the voices. The
chorales enrich the whole. A wonderful
achievement, and perhaps the more so since
the director of this performance ( and for
many years of this choir) is an amateur — a
medical man who conducts in his 'spare time'.
The recording seems to have been as
attentively achieved as the performance. The
scale is that of intimate chamber- music, but
every timbre within this warm-hearted
account has been caught as tellingly as it has
been played or sung. This is probably the best
recording of the best continuo playing that I
have heard on record; yet Idid not know of
the organist, Leo Van Doeselaere; and some
of the names of his colleagues are little more
familiar. No matter. The names of many of
Bach's own performers may be shrouded in
mystery, but Iremain convinced: this is how
Bach will have wished this remarkable masterpiece to sound. [ A*:11
Stephen Daw
JS BACH: St Matthew Passion
Hans- Peter Blochwitz101af Bar/ Kin te
KanawalAnne Sofie von Otter/Anthony RolfeJohnson/Tom Kraus/Glen Ellyn Children's
Ch/Chicago SO & ChlSolti
Decca 421 177-2 (
3CDs, 178m 24s) (3LPs: 421
177-1, 3MCs: 421 177-4)
Curiously, the great Wagner conductor fails
adequately to stress the essential message of
St Matthew through Bach's music — the
importance of the Passion as an act of witness
is, for me, lost in the over- indulgent treatment of scenes and responses, notably in the
Hi Fi NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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But you don't have to take my word for it.
Sample the opening bars of the 4th: the
plunge into unfathomable depths, ' hard like
destiny' ( Sibelius's words, not mine) with
tolling bass line and solo cello in mourning.
chorales, which seem neither well planned
nor even very accurately sung. In compensation, however, here is an outstanding team of
soloists, with Blochwitz the busiest ( as the
Evangelist); Kin ite Kanawa proves a very
scrupulous Bach soprano, slightly less operatic even than Anne-Sofie von Otter — and she
too sings very tastefully.
Ifind the recording of the ensembles and
arias very good, which helps my enjoyment of
these portions of the work immeasurably. But
the large outer choruses and the bigger choral
movements are accorded amuch warmer and
more acoustically-coloured sound, which 1
find both too ' fuzzy' and too contrasted.
Bach's own choir and band were crammed
into as small aspace as was almost practically
possible, and although they might have
wished for a little more comfort, the work
was planned — very carefully planned — for
tighter, more uniform, focus. [A/C:1*/3]
Stephen Daw
JS BACH: Concerto arrangements for organ
— in d (BWV5%) D in a, BWV593 E in C,
BWV594 C in G, BWV592 C fragment in C,
BWV595
Simon Preston (org)
DG 423 087-2 (
56m 13s)
It took me quite atime to discover from the
documentation that the organ featured in this
recital is that of Lübeck Cathedral; although
no specification is given, let alone dispositionlist for the various pieces and sections, the
impression given is that of a large modern
instrument of slightly solid character. A pity —
there are better, old, restored instruments in
and around Lübeck in abundance.
Simon Preston plays the Concertos with
energy and (in the slow movements) tenderness; he has always been among our more
fluent players, but 1should have liked lighter
registrations and a wider range of touch
within, as well as between, movements. The
recording sounds faithful to the organ and the
building, with a number of the contrasts
sounding spatial as well as tonal; the distance
and breadth of image are about right, and I
fear that my concern at the rather burdensome tone of the whole instrument really is
unavoidable in so faithful arecording. 1A:21
Stephen Daw

MONTH
Here is intellectual rigour in perfect accord
with expressive spontaneity. No-one exhibits
asurer grasp of the symphony's architecture
than Rattle; yet each moment is new, unpredictable, and most importantly — dangerous.
He knows not to over-rationalise the piece;
he respects its secrets, secrets inherent in
each solitary wind solo. The flute at the
opening of the great Largo, for instance.
How atmospherically he attends these
strange, elemental pages: not of this world,
and yet very much of this world at one and
the same time.
The gradual emergence of Wagnerian
horns over ahazy horizon is most beautifully
managed, and as the CBSO violins reach out
for the climax, one genuinely experiences a
sense of something tangible, something hopeful having at last been achieved from so many
disparate and inconclusive elements. Rattle's
achievement cannot be overstated. Consummate music- making. His orchestra is magnificent. [A*:I*]
Edward Seckerson
[Symphony 5 — which concludes this EMI
cycle — will be reviewed in September.]
JS BACH: Concerto in D, BWV972 El in G,
BWV973 I: in C, BWV976 D in g, BWV975
in G, BWV980 D in F, BWV978
Robert Woolley (hpd)
Hyperion CDA 66224 (
55m 19s)
This record was an attractive idea, and, as the
scholarly notes by Clifford Bartlett make
clear, the history of the Bach/Vivaldi transcriptions is not so simple as all that. The six
concertos are by no means easy to play, but
Robert Woolley seems to make comparatively light work of them technically.
Expressively, I find his reading somewhat
colourless and unimaginative ( not an adjective I'd normally associate with Woolley); I
was left wondering whether or not he thinks
that Bach really had so little idea of Vivaldi's
energetic zest and resource in attack.
The recording, made at Eltham College as
long ago as 1983, is adequate, but undistinguished, especially by Hyperion's high general
standards; it sounds a little hard ( close?) for
my taste. The recording deserves awelcome
on account of adeal of otherwise unavailable
material, respectably played and recorded.
Surely, though, somebody will soon produce
amore fiery reading than this. [
B:2]
Stephen Daw
BARTOK: String Quartets 1 & 2
Chilingirian Qt
Chandos CHAN 8588 (56m 05s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1280, MC: ABTD 1280)
This new Bartok cycle promises well. There is
a clear sense of purpose in both performances, and an appreciation of the shape of the
music. The players capture the 'empty' quality at the heart of these two quartets particularly well. The opening bars of No.!, a
passage which at once establishes Bartok's
individuality, and at the same time evokes the
broad spaces of the Hungarian landscape, is
especially effective. The control of phrasing
and precision of attack, particularly evident
in No.2, make one look forward to the rest of
the series.
In case all should be thought perfect
though, a certain lack of warmth in the
playing — most noticeable in slow movements
—must be set against the very positive virtues
of the performances. And the high profile of
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the recording which brings the music closer
than is natural or always comfortable,
contributes something to this very minor
criticism [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

BEETHOVEN: String Quartet in f, Op.95/
SCHUBERT: String Quartet in d, ' Death and
the Maiden'
Emerson Qt
DG 423 398-2 (
57m 47s) digital

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 6 Pastoral' U
Egmont Overture
RPOIPrevin
RCA RL 87747 • digital ( CD: RD 87747,
MC: RK 87747)

A volatile debut by the Emerson Quartet.
The group took the name of the 19th-century
philosopher when they formed in 1976; currently they are recording a Bartok cycle for
DG. They are especially impressive in the
Beethoven ` Serioso': terse, cryptic in ( i),
delicate in ( ii), creating high tensions in ( iii),
and bringing fantastic precision to the final
Allegro bars. The short prefatory Larghetto
balances the actual slow speed with a taut
feeling of ' leaning' towards the Allegretto
agitato. I was reminded of an old RCA
coupling by the Julliards. Then 1saw that the
two violinists, who take it in turns to lead
performances, were intensively coached by
Robert Mann.
In the Schubert, some will find the style too
dissective in the Presto finale ( a difficult
movement to pace — compare the two Quartetto Italiano recordings!), especially if the
old-world manners of the Vienna Philharmonic Qt formed their yardstick. The Emersons
are not slick, but there's aquality that Iwould
liken to standing in proximity to a machine
that frightens because of its speed/efficiency.
The voices throughout are beautifully
articulate and balanced within a blended
overall sonority. The recording, though,
needs some control, as it can take on a
screechy/scrawny coloration in the more
explosive dynamics. It sounds very close and
dry, yet, puzzlingly, the rests show alengthy
dying reverberation. [
A/C: 1 (* ) 1
Christopher Breunig

I wondered whether Tony Faulkner's
engineering, which nostalgically recreates
some of the pleasing qualities of 'Ws EMI and
Decca orchestral sound, was making me see
this new Pastoral through rose tints. Previn,
after all, was not a conductor you would
closely associate with Beethoven ( this LP
launches a Symphony cycle) — though the
heavy manners of his LSO 5/7 for EMI are
replaced by something here more suggestive
of warm memories of the work in the hands
of Furtwângler and his like. ( Iam thinking of
the gentle pacing assumed in the second movt
— the initial tempo is nicely suggestive of a
rippling brook.)
Tempi throughout are well contrasted and
characterful: there's a wildness about the
tempo d'Allegro in the scherzo, which is
colourful; and the sf accents before the wind
solos in this movement have an infectious
bounce. The Storm builds to amassive centre
(timps rather highlighted in iv); the flute solo
leading to (v) is disappointingly plain; and the
finale theme is announced on strings in a
too-sugary style.
There is some very satisfying wind playing
from 56 in ( ii), although on LP the slow movt
tends to outstay its welcome, for me. Possibly
the CD's greater pitch stability will represent
the intonation more sympathetically: what
lets this Pastoral down is not Previn's interpretation, which is hard to fault, but the
.
qualities of the orchestra itself. In respect of
the competition, of alternative Sixths, what is
the market for the current RPO?
The Emont is placed last. The LP, cut
with ( i) (ii) well clear of the label, nevertheless has pre-echo faults. Summing up: awarm
reading that reflects tradition without sloppiness, textures keenly translated by an allround musician. Quite a few podium 'whooshes' ( unexpected from Previn). Some want
of beauty in both string playing and winds, by
VP0 standards. [ A:2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Claudio Arrau (pno)/Dresden Staaiskapellel
Davis
Philips 422 066-2 (
70m 12s) digital ( LP: 422
066-1, MC: 422 066-4)
Even followers of Arrau will be surprised, I
think, at the sheer vitality of his playing in the
C major Concerto ( recorded in Dresden
during his 84th birthday month — No.2 was
done in October). The reverberation in the
Lukaskirche does tend to cloud, but equally it
adds scale to the tuttis. And Sir Colin Davis
conducts the piece on the grandest imaginable scale, with a heroic edge and power to
fortissimi. The B-flat is, of course, a more
intimate, discursive concerto, and is treated
accordingly.
In the big Beethoven cadenza to 1(i),
which Arrau favours, there is predictably
clear structuring, but also an element of
freshness that is almost Kempfflike. Yet on
the whole these are soberly concerned readings, very consistent over the years; it is good
to think of them preserved so characteristically, by Philips. [
A/B:1( *)]
Christopher Breunig
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BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas — Waldstein D
Appassionata D Les Adieux
Melvyn Tan (f-pno)
EMI CDC 749 3302 (
61m 27s) digital
Robert Philip made the interesting point, on
Radio 3some weeks back, that some of the
scholar-pianists heading the period-instrument revival relie upon essentially modern
expressive devices. Melvyn Tan, I believe,
does not fall into this convention; rather, he
approaches these Sonatas from the other
direction, the early classical. It is not just the
use of awooden-framed instrument (after an
1814 Streicher) which gives these clear-textured performances their character, but Tan's
avoidance of anachronistic gestures. How
good, for instance, to hear the Appassionata
begin in one tempo, the dolce melody singing
beautifully not muddied by the LH.In
Op.57(ii) the flowing speed adopted makes
the dotted figures in the opening line amere
sigh. In Op.81a(ii) the ornaments come,
consistently, before the beat (as Tovey
insisted — though it's apity Tan plays aturn at
18, where Tovey suggests 'arapid shake of at
least seven notes'); ( iii) brings exuberant
gaiety — just ahint of snatching at the triplet
semiquavers, but only briefly in the exposition repeat there.
The period copy does make lovely timbres,
allows arapid speed for Op.53(i) without the
customary heaviness. Ifelt this was the ' right
way' to listen to these Sonatas ( it will be
interesting to hear the Badura-Skoda/Astrée
recordings again, now reissued as CDs),
perhaps with apersonal reservation over the
'twang' in the Appassionata finale 182-200,
when one is so used to having the eloquence
of line afforded by the modern grand. And of
course the prescribed pedalling may be used
on the fortepiano, eg, around 100-115 of the
Waldstein finale, to lovely effect. The swirling

triplets remain distinct against the grumbly
octaves staccati, 175-217.
One further detail: in Op.81a(ii) at 11 and
27 Tan ( Claudio Arrau also) makes a sforzando, adding one more to Beethoven's
marked four ( treated as acresc by both these
artists). Perahia keeps the piano dynamic
intact, even though afull chord is introduced.
Isee the logic of Tan's decision, but prefer
Perahia! In other words, Melvyn Tan ('the
real thing' as HC keeps telling me, provocatively) offers here not just 'authenticism' but
Beethoven readings to compel, to fire the
imagination, and to rank with any on records
by the giants in the repertoire. Good recording quality. [ A:1/11
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Hammerklavier Sonata,
Op.106 111 Andante favori
Barry Douglas (pno)
RCA RD 87720 (
56m 56s) digital ( LP: RL
87720, MC: RK 87720)
The advantages are all with the CD, which
conveys nuances of touch and timing less
apparent from LP [ reviewed last month. The
one or two idiosyncratic details in what is
basically a plain-mannered Hammerklavier
also seem more subtle, although the cool
quality of the piano sound ( inevitably
cleaner-edged on CD) and its perspectives do
not otherwise change. [A:1]
Christop her li re unig
BEETHOVEN: Bagatelles (complete)
Daniel Blumenthal (pno)
Calliope CAL 9205 (
69m 55s) digital
Blumenthal's playing is neat to a fault. His
CD would be ideal for study purposes — every
harmonic twist is laid bare, and the symmetries in the writing are explicitly clear — and
the pair without opus are included too. ( I
have only come across these before in Buchbinder's 6LP Telefunken compendium of
1977.) But some tempi are very slow ( 119:8,
11); staccati are jerky in Op.33:5 in the
minor-key section; rallentandi are exaggerated in 119:9; and in 126:3 (
cantabile e
gracioso) Blumenthal plods on where he
might have lingered — then, after an impeccable a piacere, he breaks the chain when
lifting the pedal between the high E-flat and
D. Op.126:4 brings apresto but no anger; the
sf accents are accurately placed, on the
second page, but no drama results. In short,
these are literal, technically accurate readings
which make academic points whilst never
transcending blandness. Gould might have
been maddening in his eccentricities and
vocalisings, but how he made you attend! The
pity of it is that the Calliope recording is
seductively fine, clear, with sharp resolution
of timbres. [
A/A*:31
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7 (arr. Liszt)
Jean-Claude Pennetier (pno)
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901197 (
47m 08s)
digital
Liszt's piano transcriptions of the Beethoven
symphonies are admittedly miracles of interpretation in themselves, but they were
intended predominantly for the enjoyment
and enlightenment of players (albeit very
able ones) in an age when first-rate orchestral
performances were nothing like as widespread as they are today. The chief justification for their public performance today,
therefore, apart from their curiosity value,
must surely have to be a combination of
transcendent pianism and fresh musical
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insight, such as that afforded by Glenn Gould
in his version of the Fifth, and by Peter
Donohoe in a tremendous reading of the
`Eroica' given some years ago on Radio 3.
Pennetier is certainly a competent enough
technician to cope with most of the considerable difficulties Liszt puts in his way, and he
produces awide range of colour with scarcely
ahint of stridency, which is something to be
thankful for ( though the pedal twang at the
end of the Allegretto is regrettable).
However, in spite of numerous musical felicities along the way, he seems to me to lack a
sufficiently comprehensive command of
rhythm to integrate the many levels of
structural coherence demanded here. From
the more or less pulse- less opening of the
Introduction, to the ambiguously dotted
rhythms of the First Movement proper and
the Stride Piano attempt on the Finale, Iwas
frequently distracted by the unwelcome need
to count subdivisions (though in fairness to
Pennetier Ishould add that Ioften have the
same problem with Horowitz, whose
sovereign command of sonority and articulation, however, is not evident here). All in all,
a brave undertaking by an obvious musician . . . but for whom? IA:2/3]
Jeremy Siepmann

Claudio Arrau (photo: Christian Steiner/Philips Classics)

BERLIOZ: Symphonie Funèbre et Triomphale/SCHMITT: Dionysiaques Op.62:1/
KOECHLIN: Quelques Chorals pour des
Fêtes Popularies/FAURÉ: Chant Funéraire
Op.117
Musique des Gardiens de la PaixIDondeyne
Calliope CAL 9859 (
68m 20s) @ 1977, ' 75
This attempt to replicate the original forces
used for the Funeral & Triumphal Symphony
failed to impress me on LP ( Feb '77), and
while the new medium certainly grants more
dynamic impact to the big climaxes, Dondeyne's performance still strikes me as illconceived. The opening March is too slow
and the Finale lacks dignity, whilst not all the
instrumentalists sound as professional as
might be wished. Also, the shrill overall
quality is uncomfortable domestically,
however appropriate it may have been in the
Paris streets of 1840. ( Berlioz's concert version with choral ending is available on CD:
from Davis with the Requiem, and from
Dutoit with Romeo & Juliet.)
But the other items on this CD are given a
more full-bodied balance. Florent Schmitt's
Dionysiaques — an invigorating symphonic
poem employing an extraordinary array of
wind, brass and percussion — is finely played
and splendidly recorded, while Koechlin's
four little pieces are also pleasant enough.
However, Gabriel Fauré was clearly not at
ease producing aNapoleonic centenary piece
for military band ( he subsequently absorbed
the music into a cello/piano sonata), and is
not helped here by patches of dubious intonation and some alarming moments of analogue
pitch wobble. But do try to hear the Schmitt.
[A*/B/D: 1/2/3]
John Crabbe
BIBER: Twelve Sonatas ( 1676)
Parley of InstrIGoodman, Holman
Hyperion CDA 66145 (
59m 34s) digital
Biber was 32 and employed at the Salzburg
court when he published this excellent set of
'Sonatas as much for the altar as for the table'
in 1676. There is tremendous variety within
each, as well as within the set as awhole. The
textures vary from eight parts, including two
—often taxingly written — for trumpets, to six
or five parts, strings only. Timpani parts have
been added to the first and last sonatas, and
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the imaginatively realized continuo variously
comprises theorbo, harpsichord, virginals,
and chamber organ. Sterner contrapuntal
works are interspersed with ones in which
lively dance rhythms predominate.
Ihave greatly enjoyed these invigorating
performances, which are as successful in the
quiet, reflective passages as in those requiring
brilliant virtuosity. The innumerable timechanges and the variety in mood and texture
are expertly managed, with crisp rhythmic
definition and beautiful playing even when
the technical difficulties are exacting. The
unidentified recording location is spacious
and resonant, permitting clear, airy textures
and areal sense of presence. Occasionally the
quieter continuo instruments are left rather in
the background, but the quality of the issue
fully matches the splendour of the playing.
[A:11
Peter Branscombe
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 2
Claudio Arrau (pno)IPhilharmonialGiulini
EMI CDM 769 1782 (
50m 48s) @ 1963
Magisterial in moodiness, Arrau and Giulini
make a resplendent team in Brahms. The
organized romantic certainly gets the considered treatment his orchestration deserves —
not awoodwind phrase that misses its mark,
not a carefully-crafted bass line that fails to
startle. Arrau slips from thundering octaves
(the return of the second movement theme is
titanic by any standards) to wry geniality with
inscrutable sleight of hand. He alone has to
fight against cloudy sound — and wins; the

Philharmonia, on the other hand, is recorded
with brilliant definition, sharpened as usual in
remastering. [ A/C:1*]
David Nice
[Concerto 1 is on CDM 769 1772]
BRAHMS: Clarinet Quintet/DVORAK:
String Quartet Op.96, ' American'
Keith PuddylDelmé Qt
IMP PCD 883 (
68m 07s) digital
Dvorak's Op.96 has perhaps made more
friends for chamber music than any other
work, and the Brahms is equally approachable, besides being very original. The latter is
excellently balanced, with each part well
differentiated and the clarinet often sounding
as if it is inside, not in front of, the quartet.
These players rightly interpret the first movement's Allegro marking in relaxed fashion,
setting aquite leisurely pace and making the
repeat ( and those in the finale). Similarly the
gentle wistfulness of the third movement is
exactly caught, and maintained even during
the presto non assai. Yet although the Delmé
team's playing is so well attuned to Brahms's
music in other respects, the quartet, and

especially its leader, does not match Puddy
for beauty of tone. One of the places where
this is most apparent is at the start of the
Adagio, where the first violin repeats a
melody just played by the clarinet. Puddy
gives a lovely account of the improvisationlike central section of this movement, delivering all the elaborations with an acutely
expressive smoothness.
Working as a separate entity, the Delmés
make a better impression, in particular
tonally, with Dvorak's charmingly spontaneous and appealing F major essay,
perhaps above all in the songful Lento. It was
written in three days, and its melodic ideas,
usually well pointed in this performance, are
presented kaleidoscopically rather than
developed with anything comparable to
Brahms's deeply thoughtful polyphony.
Dvorak's Quartet has some harmonic
interest, however, with its rapid modulations.
[A:1]
Max Harrison
BRITTEN: String Quartets 2 & 3
Endellion Qt
EMI HMV CDC 747 6962 (
55m 20s) @ 1986
This is the third and final reissue from the
Endellion Quartet's recordings of Britten's
string quartet music, and it is another winner.
The quality of both works is unarguably high.
The Second Quartet, finished in October
1945, begins with what Hans Keller regarded
as the most Austrian movement Britten
wrote, while its final Chacony pays tribute in
more than name to the famous piece by
Purcell. The Third Quartet, on the other
hand, is aprofound and moving Schwanengesang, the more so for its objectivity, its
absolute lack of self-indulgence, maintained
even though it was the last major work
Britten composed — and even though he, in
all likelihood, knew it was going to be. Its five
beautifully crafted movements are charged
with a sense of the valedictory, and none
more so than the finale, which is called ` La
Serenissima' and is filled with explicit references to what we may regard as the autobiographical opera Death in Venice. To all this
music the Endellion Quartet bring an appositely direct, unaffected, yet not at all inexpressive approach, young in sound but secure
and insightful in everything. The recording is
pleasantly intimate, the acoustic warm. [
A:1]
Stephen Pettitt
BRUCKNER: Symphon 7 in E
Chicago SO/Solti
Decca 417 631-2 (
68m 35s) digital ( LP: 417
631-1, MC: 417 631-4)
Slovene POIMatacic
Denon 32C0-2035 (
65m 46s)
Interestingly, Solti's and Matacic's previous
recordings of Bruckner's Seventh ( VPO,
Czech PO respectively) were issued within
months of each other in the mid '60s. Here
they are again in juxtaposition — Matacic's
last recording, made in analogue sound with
the Slovene Philharmonic at Cankarjev in
June 1984, the year before his death; and
Solti, recorded in brilliant digital sound with
the Chicago Symphony at the Medinah Temple in October '86.
More important than the differences in
sound quality, or even between the respective
orchestras, is of course the approach and
achievement of the conductors. Both favour
the Nowak score, with cymbal-clash in the
Adagio, but in other respects they differ
markedly in approach. Solti is fascinated by
detail, and occasionally sets it above overall
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Lovro von Matacic (photo: Supraphon)

structural considerations, whereas Matacic is
more content to concentrate on broad outlines. His first movement rises almost primordially out of the depths, and moves inexorably onwards, whereas Solti has a keen ear
for the differences in texture and pulse that
Bruckner's score can be held to allow. So!Ws
slow movement is gloriously solemn and
splendid, slower than anyone else's except
Jochum's; Matacic is fine here too, close to

Karajan and Haitink in timing. though the
Slovene PO lacks the tonal beauty of either of
their great orchestras. In the Scherzo Solti is
quite swift, but much slower in the Trio;
Matacic takes the Scherzo very slowly. but
with great rhythmic definition, and respects
Bruckner's wish for a ' somewhat slower'
Trio. Neither account of the finale seems to
me quite to come off — Solti is almost skittish
in what must he the fastest account of the
movement since the Horenstein and
Ormandy versions. and Matacic is at times
deliberate to the point where impetus falters,
though he brings off the closing pages
grandly.
The Denon sound. though adequate. is
rather bottom-heavy and cavernous, whereas
Decca provide broad, rich and well- focused
digital quality. Neither company really allows
adequate pauses between movements. Solti
[A:2], Matacic [
B/C:1/3]. Peter Branscombe
CAGE: Sonatas and Interludes
Gérard Frémy (pno)
Etcetera KTC 2001 (
67m 06s)
When you mention the prepared piano to
most people, the idea they have is of apiano
doctored with screws, pieces of paper, and so
on, such that it makes random sounds. This
disc, recorded in 1983 and, to judge from the
varying hiss level, with analogue equipment,
shows that there is nothing random about the
process at all ( though Iam advised by those
that should know that it does the piano no
good!). Cage's intention, and the result, is to
make acomplex percussion instrument out of
the pianoforte, one capable of making awide
variety of nevertheless strictly defined
sounds.
These sixteen Sonatas and four Interludes
display the possibilities of Cage's trick marvellously, thanks to the closeness of the
recording and to Gérard Frémy's clean and
accurate playing. The music, of course, puts
itself outside accepted Western traditions:
these are all static, meditative songs, some of
them without so much as a melody. 1like it
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immensely, and though it mesmerizes rather
than moves, at least it does so in ways far
more subtly minimalistic than, say, Philip
Glass. [
B:1]
Stephen Pettitt
CANTELOUBE: Songs of the Auvergne
Victoria de los Angeles (sop)/Lamoureux
OrchlJacquillat
EMI CDC 747 9702 (
70m 23s) ® 1973, ' 75
In theory it was agood idea to put together de
los Angeles's two slices of Auvergnais pastoral life; the music from the five series isn't
exactly complete, but, unlike the Gomez
selection (' Eminence'], you now have most of
the numbers presented in the order in which
Canteloube set them. Yet if the Spanish
soprano (born another Gomez incidentally)
could still master a great deal of authentic
charm in 1973 — the well-known bourées of
the first set find her springing the notes off
the delicious dialect to perfection — elegance
hardly came so easily two years later. Careful
attempts at characterization as a substitute
for fluent line fall flat, only to be mocked by
her nimble former self. And as the earlier
interventions grow fewer, Ifind myself more
desperately drawn to hearing what Jacquillat
makes of those variable arrangements —
Canteloube's poetic gilding of the countryman who's too busy living off the land to
notice its inspirational beauties. That warm
acoustic, with instruments more tellingly pinpointed on CD, helps in its spaciousness with
the illusion of summer haze; and the versevariants are even more subtly differentiated
than I remember them. Those numerous
woodwind solos may lack the sophistication
of Handley's Liverpool players on the generally safer ' Eminence' issue, but I'm sure the
local shepherds would approve of their winsome trilling and reedy lines. [ A:1/41
David Nice
COPLAND: Trio ' Vitebsk' O Sextet D Violin
Sonata El Duo for Flute & Piano
Gobe! Trio1BP0 Academy/ Hans Maile (vIn)1
Martin- Ulrich Senn (flt)IHorst Getbel (pno)
Thorofon CTH 2012 (
61m 31s)
This selection presents a cross-section of
Copland's career as acomposer of chamber
music, the earliest being the Jewish-orientated piano trio Vitebsk from 1929, the last
the Duo of 1971. The Sextet, for clarinet,
piano and quartet, is the composer's reduction of his Second Symphony and, some
would say, a more successful version of it;
and the Violin Sonata of 1943 is one of his
most attractive pieces. The absence of the
Piano Quartet does perhaps give a slightly
lopsided view of Copland's oeuvre, but the
programme is a reasonably representative
one and is sympathetically performed. The
sound is well balanced and spaced, the two
duos being particularly attractive in this
respect. [A:11
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Symphony 2I: Slavonic Rhapsody
3
Chandos CHAN 8589 (
60m 28s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1283, MC: ABTD 1283)
Dvorak composed his Second Symphony six
months after his first. He made severe cuts in
the first and last movements when the work
was first performed some years later. It
remains patchy though and is seldom played,
which is a pity because it contains much
delightful music and has abuoyancy typical of
Dvorak at his sunniest. The first movement

continues to sprawl a little, and the finale
does not fit comfortably into the general
pattern of the whole, but this performance
makes it all sound quite convincing. It is in
fact one of the most persuasive accounts of
the work on record. Jarvi is clearly aware of
the constructional pitfalls. and jockeys the
music round them as if they did not exist. He
cannot quite ease the jolting chane of
climate caused by the Wagnerian opening of
the finale. but once passed it too falls into
place neatly enough. And how delightful to
hear one of the Slavonic Rhapsodies again.
These marvellously ebullient works are as
rarely performed as the symphony and have
been unjustly overshadowed by the Slavonic
Dances. No.3 in A- flat is the most popular of
them, and this sparkling performance tells us
why. The recording, made in the Henry
Wood Hall, Glasgow, is rather mellow but
acceptably spacious and atmospheric. [ A:1/
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Carnival Overture E Symphony 9
Concertgebouw1Chailly
Decca 421 016-2 (
55m 7s) digital ( LP: 421
016-1, MC: 421 016-4)
Chailly, the Concertgebouw's first non- Dutch
permanent conductor, leads in with adashing
account of the Overture, as if determined to
prove himself, and to re-aquaint us all with
the versatility of his orchestra before settling
to the serious task of putting down his
thoughts on the Symphony. A touch of
brashness in the tear-away speed of the
opening of the overture is counterbalanced
by a sensuous central section. The first
movement of the symphony is well considered and nicely proportioned, if rather
spacious in time- scale. The sound. though, is
less crystalline than Teldec's for Die
Fledermaus in the same venue. 1 am less
convinced by the Largo, however; Chailly
adopts avery deliberate pace here, 13m 22s
against Dohnanyi's 1I
m 48s. Kertesz's 12m
28s. and Macal's brisk llm I
9s. Only Jiirvi's
13m () Is approaches it, but he keeps the
underlying pulse beating more convincingly,
whereas Chailly is limp. The two remaining
movements match those of the other versions
in terms of speed, but somehow the interior
momentum has been lost, and the performance fails to fulfil the promise either of its first
movement or of that of the Overture. [
A:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
"NMI
ELGAR:
ar Music — Carillon D Le Drapeau
Belge C3 Fringes of the Fleet D Une Voix dans
le Désert I: Polonia
Teresa Cahill (sop)/Richard Pasco (narr)I
Paul Kenyon, Stephen Godward, Simon
Theobald, Russell Watson (bars)IRutland SinfonialCollett
Pearl SHE CD 9602 (
56m 29s) digital
Most of these works should be of great
interest, not only as they are receiving their
première recordings here, but also as they
represent historical documents that reflect
Elgar's feelings of intense anger and patriotism at the outbreak of World War I. The
greatest expression of this was, of course, to
be reflected in the dark pages of the Cello
Concerto, but these pieces show Elgar in
active response to the atrocities of the time,
as performances were given to boost the
finances of Belgian war charities and the
Polish Victims' Relief Fund. In Carillon, Le
Drapeau Belge, and Une Voix dans le Désert,
words by the Belgian writer Emile Cammaerts, that were intended to uplift the spirits
of the Belgian soldiers following their rout by
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the Germans, are spoken by a narrator,
either above the music or in episodes alternating with it. This is poignantly done here by
Richard Pasco who, great professional that
he is, shows no sign of embarrassment at
these rather emotive, but now anachronistic,
words. But still the listener may feel uncomfortable, especially with the four baritones
who sing the song cycle, The Fringes of the
Fleet. Their voices are nicely contrasting, but
some are more technically secure than others.
It should be said, however, that, as an
unaccompanied quartet, they all sing ' Inside
the Bar' extremely well!
Barry Collett has done a fine job as
founder and conductor of the Rutland Sinfonia, but the standard qf playing is that of a
good amateur orchestra and, whilst weaknesses in co-ordination and tuning are less
obvious in the works with narrator and the
excellent Teresa Cahill (although the recording is transparent enough to show things in
their true light), there are moments in Polonia that are, again, embarrassingly uncomfortable. A wide ranging performance rating
seems inevitable then, but should such
musical stones be left unturned as aresult? I
think not. [
13:1/4]
Barbara Jahn
HAYDN: Symphony 45 in f ` Farewell'
81 in G
Orpheus CO
DG 423 376-2 (
50m I3s) digital
Symphony 81 is placed first, appropriately. It
is a striking piece, dating from 1784, and
currently not otherwise available on CD.
Orpheus attack it with fitting boldness,
finding agentler touch for the second subject
without adrop in tempo. The slow movement
is on the languid side, romantic, with airy
textures and bold dynamic gradations. Both
the Menuetto and the finale are just on the
fast side, yet detail is hardly ever blurred,
thanks to crisp phrasing, and the result is
certainly exciting. In the Farewell I thought
the Adagio was rather too slow after the
spanking Allegro assai — yet this is a very
characterful performance. The recordings
[CD only, made at the Performing Arts
Center of the State University of New York
at Purchase, are clear, direct and convincing.
[A:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Symphony 90 in C 0 93 in D
Orch of the 18th-CenturylBrüggen
Philips 422 022-2 (
51m 09s) digital
These exciting performances are products of
live concerts: 90 at Utrecht May '84, 93 at
Nijmegen November '86. Both are firm,
fresh, absolutely trouble- free ( a few creaks
excepted). Textures are splendidly clear, with
a pleasingly incisive edge to the woodwind,
crisp dry timpani, and fine string articulation.
There is amodest fortepiano continuo in 90.
Tempi are almost all well-chosen ( Iquestion
only the faster Trio in 90's Menuet), and
balance is natural- sounding — solo parts are
given just the right amount of prominence,
with brass ringing out bravely in the Menuet
of 90, but not swamping the textures. Ihave
enjoyed these readings greatly, and shall
eagerly await more like them from Brüggen
and the excellent period-instrument orchestra. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Piano Trios Hob.XV: 28,29,30 & 31
Beaux Arts Trio
Philips 420 790-2 (
67m 2s) C) 1973
These four trios were reissued on LP in 1984
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in better pressings than originally. Their
transfer to CD adds another dimension of
clarity, and our enjoyment of some magnificent music authoritatively performed by a
Beaux Arts Trio at the peak of its achievement is enhanced. That one trio is in E, two
are in E-flat, and the fourth is in E-flatminor, might imply an element of monotony
may be dismissed; there is astonishing variety
here. [A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
HAYDN: 6 Divertimenti, Hob.IV:6-11
Aurèle Nicole' (flt)IJean-Jacques Kantorow
(v1n)IMari Fujiwara ( v1c)
Denon 33C0-1968 (
47m 47s) digital
This set of six trios for two violins and cello,
or as played here, for flute, violin and cello,
was put together by Haydn in 1784 for Wm
Forster of London. They are a delightful
group, three of them sandwiching a slow
movement between two fast ones, the other
three having the slow movement in first
place. Most of them are brief, but the
D- minor Adagio of 6is noble and passionate,
and there are no dull moments. The experienced listener will detect that 4 is derived
from the Baryton Trio No.97; and the opera
11 mondo della luna opens and closes the set,
as it were, as well as being quoted in 2. The
originality comes in the refashioning of the
material, its pleasing contrasts and attractive
melodies. These features are well brought out
by the three artists in bold, forthright performances, with bright Allegros and tender
slow movements.
The recording is spacious and rather close,
with the cello line clearer, bolder, than that
of the violin; and Iwould have welcomed a
more pronounced dynamic range. But this is
certainly an attractive issue. [
B:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: String Quartets Op.64:5, ` Lark' D
Op.76:3, 'Emperor'
Joachim Qt
Thorofon CTH 2010 (
45m 58s) digital
This is my first meeting with the Joachim
Quartet and with the Thorofon label; Ifind
both impressive. True, a third work could
easily have been accommodated. But what
we get are warm, committed, rather oldfashioned performances of two of Haydn's
best-loved and most superb quartets in sonorous, spacious sound, in which both high-lying
violin figuration and the lower reaches of the
cello come over equally well, and the inner
parts are not submerged.
Ithought some of the phrasing a touch
indulgent, tempos at times pressed forward
or held back, yet there is a real musical
response, with plenty of power in the climaxes, as well as delicacy. Ilook forward to
hearing these artists again. [
A:1/21
Peter Branscombe
LOEWE: Lieder und Balladen
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar)IHartmut Hüll
(pno)
Teldec 8.43753 (
51m 56s) digital ( LP:
6.43753)
This recital of seventeen of Carl Loewe's
lieder and ballads will be warmly welcomed
by lovers of German song, the more so as
there is no overlap with the only other CD of
Loewe, the Moll/Gatben recording that
appeared a couple of years ago. This is a
well-judged programme which ranges from
the big, late ballad ' Der seltne Beter' ( 1968)
to charming miniatures from the composer's

early years. No details are given, but this
seems to be a very recent recording —
technically fine, though the balance favours
the voice above the piano. Fischer-Dieskau
cannot hide the passing of the years. There is
an abrasive, hectoring quality when he looks
for volume, and the emphasis on words and
phrases is often mannered in effect. Yet in
many of the reflective songs he sustains the
line very movingly, and the enunciation in a
song like ' Fridencus Rex' is exemplary. If the
repetitions in the setting of Heine's wonderful ' Der Asra' get on one's nerves, Loewe is
at least partly to blame. Complete texts in
German, English and French are included
(poorly laid-out), with a note on Loewe by
the singer. [
A/B:2]
Peter Branscombe

LULLY (trans. d'ANGLEBERT): Harpsichord Pieces
Kenneth Gilbert (hpd)
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901267 (
59m 15s)
digital
Following his highly praised recordings of the
Bach Suites, Partitas, Inventions, The WellTempered Clavier, and the Goldberg Variations, as well as discs of Handel and Rameau,
can Kenneth Gilbert live up to expectations
yet again with this disc? The answer, happily,
is an unqualified ' yes'. Here he plays the
complete set of Lully transcriptions that
d'Anglebert included in his Harpsichord
Book of 1689, using a modern Parisian
instrument built by Sidey and Bal after early
18th-century French models. This is brilliantly voiced, and capable of the most subtle
registration changes: sample the brittle
Minuet, ' La Jeune iris', that follows the
robust Gigue, for maximum contrast, and the
beautiful lute sound of ' Les Songes agreables
d'Atys'. All are played with that intuitive
sense of style and elegance that have been the
impressive hallmark of Gilbert's recordings.
These pieces are not child's play: they are full
of the most elaborate and varied ornamentation, here perfectly executed within asteady
pulse that keeps this music rhythmically
buoyant, and ensures unerring forward
momentum.
The recording is, again, very immediate;
but I love the strong, positive image this
brings to these joyous performances
(although I admit this seems a perverse
description of Gilbert's grand but gravely
intense readings of the Chaconnes and Passacaille). The complex strands of the intricate
textures are voiced with refreshing clarity on
this fine instrument, and have been captured
in recording with equal lucidity. So, with
delights in abundance, Iwould recommend
that this rich fare be dipped into, rather than
devoured at one sitting — it is possible to have
too much of agood thing! [A* :!*]
Barbara Jahn
MAHLER: Symphony 2 ` Resurrection'
Ludwig/Hendricks/Westminster ChINYPOI
Bernstein
DG 423 395-2 (
2CDs, 93m 28s) digital (2LPs:
423 395-1, 2MCs: 423 395-4)
Thirty seconds into the performance and Iam
beginning to wonder yet again if any concert
hall in the world is big enough for Mahler's
Second Symphony and Leonard Bernstein.
Bernstein has always stretched credibility in
the opening pages; he has always left us
hanging onto that G- natural tremolando in
the violins and violas, anxiously anticipating
the next ferocious upheaval for cellos and
basses. He can, and does, pull it off. What
worries me here, though, is the curious
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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evaporation of tension at the entry of oboes
and cor anglais, abar or so later. One feels i
to some extent again in the pastoral C major
episode (
very slow). The sheer force of
Bernstein's personality, his extraordinary
empathy with this music, prevails. But only
just. The development tears in, not amoment
too soon, and impetus is restored. This is
electrifying - extreme in contrast, wild in
temperament, duly disturbing come that
notorious chord sequence where fate hammers angrily on the door. It almost goes
without saying, of course. that Bernstein
thoroughly indulges the honeyed recapitulation of the second subject. The New York
violins sing very sweetly indeed, but this
nostalgic backward glance is not so much
consoling as cloying, with Bernstein lingering
stickily over the portamento.
Much the same is true of ( ii), where
spontaneity is so patently inhibited by a
tempo at once too relaxed, too self-consciously Viennese. Though. Ihave to confess
that the turbulent centre of the movement
undoubtedly benefits from the contrast, like
an ill-wind blowing through a complacently
sedate environment. I've a note here, too,
about the stylistic ' rightness' of the violins, in
their counterpoint to the tune immediately
following the cheeky pizzicato episode. And I
feel it again in the trio of ( iii) - that balmy
passage featuring close- harmony trumpets.
From here onwards, the performance
grows in stature. The mannerisms fall away,
the vision comes into its own. Christa Ludwig's nobly sung ' Urlicht' defies the years and
transcends all technical considerations ( Bernstein's searching tempo makes heavy
demands); and the great finale arrives like
some catastrophic seismic upheaval, trumpets
and trombones flaring ( the New York's first
trumpet beggars belief). I've a few small
pro-and-con details worth noting. The soft
entry of the Dies Irae (
brass chorale) is
heart-stopping, though the climax itself finds
the horns oddly reticent in their bells- raised
proclamation. Bernstein could. Ithink have
got more from the first of the two mighty
percussion crescendos; though the demented
march of souls awaiting judgement is
tremendous, with the strings really digging
into their tnartellato passage (Kraftig- vigorous). The off-stage brass effects are well
managed, the approaching ' band' of the
penultimate climax engineered to get closer
(artificial but effective). Hendricks
(touchingly pure) and Ludwig ( weightier,
'wiser') contrast nicely. The end is overwhelming. Only Tennstedt attempts acomparable breadth at the momentous return of the
Resurrection Ode (
pesante, with organ
weighing- in heavily), but even he cannot
match Bernstein's stupendous crescendo on
the chorus's last word ' tragenr. Ishould love
to have been in the hall at that moment.
111-F1 Ni WS
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Clearly. then, if you can take Bernstein's
eccentricities in the first two movements ( and
they should not be underestimated). your
patience will be rewarded. DG's live recording is vivid and immediate, though atmospherically speaking it falls some way short of
EMI's Rattle and Tennstedt alternatives. But
nobody can live with only one Mahler 2.
There are at least four that 1 couldn't be
without, and this new Bernstein - warts and
all - is one of them. [ A/13:1131
Ed ward Seckerson

impression of their roles in this vast cosmic
re-creation, none less than in command of
Mahler's huge- spanning. huge- phrased vocal
writing. The teaming of youthful, luminous
Cotrubas and mature. golden Harper was a
masterstroke. As for the 10th, Haitink
obviously cared enough about the Adagio in
1971: hut haven't his profound musicanly
sympathies extended far enough to take on
the ('ooke performing version for what it
does so powerfully tell us? [ A/C:1*/2i
David Nice

N1AHLER: S‘mphony 3Li Das Klagende Lied
Forresterliliirper1ProcterlflollwegINetherlands Radio Ch etc1Concertgeboutelllaitink
Philips 420 113-2 (
2CDs, 132m 51s) C) 1966,
'73

MOZART: Piano Concertos 25 & 26
Malcolm Ri/son (f-pno)IEnglish Bar Solsl
Gardiner
Archiv 423 119-2 (
60m 37s)

Summer marches in at more or less winter's
gait, the obverse side of the seasonal coin,
since Haitink paces that massive first movement with no perceptible changes of tempo:
while other conductors veer and digress to
leave us with little more than a sense of
scope, here we feel the connections too.
Flowers and even beasts tend to run on
clockwork with so much rigorous consistency;
by the time of the finale Haitink seems to be
overcompensating for the previous lack of
fully human life, bending and pressing the
great string phrases a little uncomfortably
towards atrenchantly shining apotheosis. The
Concertgebouws' generous canvas atones for
a few textural imbalances ( horns behind
trombones, woodwind often having to fight
against strings). The free ballad- rambles of
the revised Das Klagende Lied provoke
sharp, echt-Mahlerian illustration at nearly
every turn. Never mind ' Waldmârchen,
we're lucky to have the bonus at all. [ A/B:1*/
2]
David Nice

My acquaintance with this series has been
spasmodic. so I am not in any position to
assess it as a whole. The examples Ihave
heard, however, have left me with afeeling of
general satisfaction, but not yet with any
compelling feeling that the results represent
the ne plus ultra of Mozart piano concerto
performance. The two under consideration,
K503 and K537, are typical of what Ihave so
far listened to - meticulous attention to
details of style combined with alert musicianship, but not very relaxed. The ' Coronation' presents areal test of all three qualities,
and in the first two movements especially
Bilson succeeds magnificently in filling out
the framework of this most skeletal of all the
Concertos, and doing it in such away that one
is unconscious of any attempt to ' improve'
the work. All the same, the Concerto has a
sunnier countenance than that presented here
- Iam reminded of Landowska's unscholarly
yet wittily entrancing 78rpm set on HMV.
The C major is more of apiece, more solemn
and much more solid, and it seems to suit the

MAHLER: Symphony 8 Li Symphony 10 Adagio
Corruliasl Harper 'Van Bork Fin tidal
Dielemani Cochran Pre v. Swill, Cltoirs Concertgebm fit' IlíiiijiiIs
Philips 420 543-2 (
2CDs, 100m 24s) C) 1971
Neither the muzzled, recessed fervour of
some straining choral singing in the first flares
of the Pentecostal hymn ( at bay behind boys,
soloists and orchestra throughout). nor a
distinctly menacing mountain landscape as
the scene for Faust's transfiguration. promise
well for a storming of heaven's gates. Certainly Haitink seems less interested in the
sudden dynamic shock, the looming of rock
or root against a hushed, expectant background. than the scrupulous Tennstedt: less
concerned, too, with the perils that beset the
medieval congregation. Yet the later Mahler
8, for all its raw, blazing might. strikes me as
overwrought, rhetorical, beside the steady
cumulative impact of this one. I'm suggesting
dullness. perhaps. if 1 commend Haitink's
mastery of tempo-change and structural control: yet there's nothing dull in the equation
of struggle and belief as simultaneous processes, or the tremendous unleashing of forces at
'accende lumen sensibus' and the gloria.
sopranos gleaming aloft on high Cs. Part II
gathers dorm-clouds with Prey and Sotin,
dissolved without atrace of cynicism or syrup
when the Mater gloriosa wings in; front here
to the beacon of the final chorus. Haitink
keeps the skies an unreal light blue, neither
Victorian imitation or ' 60s Psychedelia - and
it's awide canvas the CD transfer improves
upon, at least for players and soloists ( helpfully projected, not as obtrusively as Solti's
teamon Decca). All eight singers give agood

players' temperaments better. In both performances, though, the soloist has to struggle
to keep his end up against the orchestra. At
times this sounds quite as full and enveloping
as any modern orchestra, particularly when
the brass are involved. It may be just a
question of balance, for in other respects
there is little to cavil at. [ A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

NIELSEN: Symphony 1E Symphony 4 ' Inextinguishable'
Royal Danish OrchlBerglund
RCA RD 87701 (
64m 36s) digital ( LP: RL
87701, MC: RK 87701)
Coming to these symphonies again after a
lengthy interval, one is reminded how
densely scored they are. In some passages
where the entire orchestra is engaged, especially in 4. it can be almost opaque. At least
they seem so here. To the Danish Orchestra,
in which Nielsen once played. his music is still
presumably bread and butter. In contrast to
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some of its distinguished former conductors.
Tuxen and Fransen for instance. Berglund
makes apoint of emphasis and strong dynamic contrast, driving the music along ferociously, yet making heavy weather of much of
it. He seems insensitive to the lyrical content
of either work; the spacious tune which grows
throughout 4and blossoms fully in the finale,
for example, sounds short-winded against
some other versions. Comparisons available
to me are limited to older recordings, but of
those I have listened to, Ole Schmidt's
invigorating Unicorn Kanchana performance
scores heavily in terms of warmth as well as
rhythmic alertness. These reservations apply
almost equally to No.1 where, again, Berglund's muscular style inhibits the development of Nielsen's underlying humanity. Not
all the fault lies, perhaps, with the performance. Recording level is high and balance not
impeccable. Strings have awiry stridency and
the admittedly complex woodwind groupings
sound muddled in loud passages, while the
significant long timpani roll in the first section
of 4is virtually inaudible. It should at least be
'felt', hut here seems to have been lost
altogether. A disappointing prelude to aprojected nev, series. [B/C:2/31 Kenneth Donnnett
m
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NIELSEN: Symphony 5 LI Nlaskarade —
Overture D Prelude C Dance
Swedish RSOISalonen
CBS MK 44547 (
52m I6s) digital ( LP: 44547.
MC: 40-44547)
This is far and away the best work that I've
yet heard from Salonen. One feels he's lived
the piece, thought it through, wrestled long
and hard over his choices. His tempi are
rock-solid convincing; he has put behind him
the fussy rubatos, the immature point- making
that so marred his account of the Fourth.
Most important of all. Nielsen's evolutionary
processes are given full rein of expression.
His courage, for instance, does not desert
him throughout the long and troubled first
movement. He has caught well the sense of
implacability, the unshakeable nobility of
line, and builds a ' mean' climax from the
central conflict, with shrill oscillating woodwinds and anxious bass line activity well
defined. Mind you, a few noisy rim- shots
wouldn't have gone amiss in the renegade
side-drummer's disruptive cadenza; and in
general we could have done with more from
the horns, who are as much here an embodiment of the indomitable human spirit as
anybody. Their majestic entry earlier in the
movement, as Nielsen's aspiring string
melody begins its testing journey into the
fray, is disappointingly muted. The rest of the
brass playing is heroically good, as is the
all-important first clarinet. Iwas duly moved
by his long aching solo in the first- movement
coda (the retreating side-drum is beautifully
managed, too), while those demented
pyrotechnics in the nightmarish danse
macabre of ( ii) are as wildly fantastic as one
could wish ( the entire wind section aquits
itself brilliantly here).
The good-humoured Maskarade morsels
make for the happiest possible contrast. And
they are winningly despatched, with rollicking woodwinds to the fore in the rumbustious
Overture and awarm fireside glow from the
strings in the lovable Act 2 Prelude. Good
sound, open and well balanced with punches
duly packed in the symphony. [ A:I]
Edward Seckerson
PAGANINI: Violin Concertos 3 & 4
Salvatore Accardo (vin)ILPOIDutoit
DG 423 370-2 (
72m 08s) C) 1975
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The darker Paganini of the Caprices is not
evident in these buoyant concertos. Filled
with light and good humour, they are highly
individual and greatly enjoyable. One even
suspects that he had his tongue in his cheek
on occasion — the romantic flourishes are so
typical they are almost parodies. There are
certainly flashes of wit from the solo violin
and an almost Rossini-like verve to the
melodies. Accardo and Dutoit emphasise this
playful aspect with polish and style. The
balance is similarly polished, with arespectful
distance taking the edge off the violin, and
much orchestral warmth.
So alike in manner are the Concertos that
they merge into one in the memory. If
anything, the Fourth is the more complex and
the Third the more melodic. For those who
find his Caprices more pain than pleasure
these will come as apleasant surprise. There
are no great flights of technical wizardy in
these compositions, no nerve- jangling
instrumental tight-rope walking. Or at least
Accardo doesn't make it sound as though
there are, there being no sign of any strain or
lack of pace in his performance. We are also
spared the ruminative solo passages that
became obligatory in later romantic violin
concertos. Here the conversation between
orchestra and violin is always paramount, and
although one may justly accuse Paganini of
rather simplistic orchestrations, the overall
effect is fresh and mercifully lacking in
pomposity. [ A:1*1
Sue Hudson
PROKOFIEV: Romeo and Juliet — excerpts
BPOISalonen
CBS MK 42662 (
55m 54s) digital ( LP: 42662,
MC: 40-42662)
With the Berlin Philharmonic at your elbow,
how can you fail in ascore such as this? Well,
all I can say is that Salonen's weaknesses
were never so apparent. Perhaps we've been
spoiled in the past, but much of Prokofiev's
nuance simply passes him by. Time and again
he fails to realise the music's full potential,
both from a technical point of view and in
terms of characterisation. The two mighty
dissonances which open this particular compilation ( Salonen adheres to no Suite — what
we have here is a potted edition of the
complete score, chronologically presented)
exert the full extent of their fury too soon. A
small but indicative point. Salonen is forever
pre-empting his own climaxes. Juliet trips, or
rather dashes in, to some scintillating Berlin
string playing. But the virility of the playing is
misplaced: the texture should be soufflé- light,
playful and charming. Charm and wit are at a
premium throughout, in fact ( the quirkier
dances go for very little). So is sensuality.
The shimmering orchestral effects which
bring to aclose the lovers' first impassioned
encounter are too literal by half. But then
Salonen has already robbed the scene of its
breathless rapture with one or two disruptive
tempo fluctuations. Let's just say that some
of the phrasing is singularly ungracious.
Plenty of spirit and plenty of muscle, then.
But precious little subtlety, magic, atmosphere, imagination. The sound is bright and
beefy ( at times alittle larger than life on inner
parts), but there are plenty of better alternatives. Muti's highlights on EMI, for instance.
Or treat yourself to the complete Maazel/
Decca. [
B/A:3/2]
Edward Seckerson
RACHMANINOV: Prelude Op.3:2 C Mélodie Op.3:3 C Polichinelle Op.3:4 C Preludes
Op.23:1, 2, 4-6 C Variations on aTheme by
Corelli Op.42/KREISLER-RACHMANINOV: Liebesleid D Liebesfreud

Kathryn Stott (pno)
Conifer CDCF 159 (
67m 32s)
A hackneyed set of interpretative conventions has accumulated around Rachmaninov's
piano works, notably the Preludes, and
Kathryn Stott, whether deliberately or not,
stays well clear of them here, the G- minor
Prelude Op.23 No.5, a warhorse, being a
good illustration. The result is often thoughtprovoking, sometimes highly intriguing, as in
her moody, subjective, yet never really
idiosyncratic Liebesleid, and only now and
then perverse, as in Op.23:1, which is ineffectively slow. Miss Stott can provide all the
legerdemain that the composer demands, and
exhilarating it is; yet one's abiding impression
is of the great beauty of so much of this
playing. Prime examples are the Preludes
Op.23 Nos.4 and 6; these again are on the
slow side, but here it is justified. Such playing
draws one's attention to the exceptionally fine
recording of the piano, above all of the bass:
hear the low B- flats in Op.23:2!
The two Kreisler pieces are virtually
recompositions of the great violinist's originals rather than transcriptions, and the best
things of their kind that Rachmaninov did.
Miss Stotts reading of Liebesfreud is nearly
as striking as that of Liebesleid, and her
playing in the Corelli Variations, another of
the composer's greater scores, is also full of
character and perception. Note that she uses
the revised version of Mélodie, done in 1940
(not 1930 as stated in the accompanying
booklet), which is quite drastically changed in
harmony and texture, and marked Andante
con moto instead of Adagio sostenuto. [
A:11
Max Harrison
SCHUBERT: Piano Trio in Eh, D929
Sonata in B for Piano, Violin and Cello, D38
Vienna Haydn- Trio
Teldec 8.43683 (
49m 29s) digital ( LP:
6.43683, MC: 4.43683)
Here is a very enjoyable, stylish account of
the marvellous Piano Trio 2, and as a
welcome bonus it contains the rarely-heard
Allegro movement of July- August 1812
which, despite the title ' Sonate' on the
autograph, is in fact an interesting and quite
extensive opening movement for aprojected
piano trio. There would have been plenty of
space to include those quite lengthy sections
of the finale of the Trio that Schubert
doubtless reluctantly cut. But we can be
grateful for what we do have: abright- toned,
light reading of a melodious masterpiece.
There is perhaps more variation within the
basic tempo than one could wish in both ( i)
(ii), though it is understandable as well as
traditional to indulge in a certain freedom.
The finale has a very attractive gait which
accommodates the semiquaver passages
neatly. Balance is good, with cello making its
full contribution to the textures. The piano
tinkles brightly in the top octave, and the
violinist is incisive and neat. Sound is warmly
resonant and rounded, never harsh. [
A:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: String Quartets in a, D804
('ltosamunde') C in E
D87
Nuovo Quartetto
Denon 33C0-1849 (
66m 23s) digital
Though this is not their first recording Ihave
not heard this group before, whose violaplayer, Piero Farulli, was for many years a
member of the Quartetto Italiano. The
Nuovo Quartetto are a splendid team, richtoned yet capable of great delicacy, rhythHI- El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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mically firm yet never stodgy, sensitive to the
demands of two very different pieces. They
have an impressive grasp of the Schubert
style, avoiding haste, yet declining to let
impetus flag. The stately progress of the
opening Allegro ma non troppo of the Aminor work is beautifully controlled, with
veiled melancholy but no self-pity. Their
dynamic and emotional range are alike generous, and the rise towards the climax of the
Andante is expertly managed. The Adagio of
the E- flat work is viewed from the perspective
of late Schubert. but there is abundant spirit
and sparkle in the fast movements, if little
sign of desire for atrue Allegro ( the Scherzo:
Prestissimo apart). The recording is warm
and spacious, with presence and clarity. IA:11
Peter Branscombe

SCHUMANN: Violin Sonatas 1 & 2
Lydia Mordkovich ( vin)IGerhard Oppaz
(pilo)
Chandos CHAN 8529 (
49m 38s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1239, MC: ABTD 1239
Knowledge of Schumann's insanity and, in
1856, early death, overhangs our experience
of his later music, but is not central here. In
fact the Violin Sonatas, both composed in
1851, are attractive works that should be
heard more often. His string quartets aside,
the piano is present in all of Schumann's
chamber pieces and in one sense they are full
of his characteristic textures, but no such
individuality can be claimed for the violin
parts, although they are written effectively
enough. Ihad not previously heard these two
artists together but they form an excellent
team, and both sonatas receive admirable
performances upon which little detailed comment seems necessary. The agitation of the
outer movements of No.1 in A- minor is as
well conveyed as the simple eloquence of the
central Allegretto. Nearly twice as long. No.2
in D- minor has four movements, the two
middle ones ingeniously linked. This work's
emotions are more diverse and, again, they
are faithfully projected [ A:11
Max Harrison
SCHUMANN: Violin Sonatas I & 2 LI
Mârchenbilder, Op.113
Thomas Zehetmair
rIallCyprien Katsaris
(pilo)
Teldec 8.43749 (
63m 27s) digital
I found these strong. passionate performances: full of rhythmic drive and expansive
phrasing. and commendably attentive to the
composer's score. These works have never
been particularly well represented on disc
before, yet this is the fourth recording of the
sonatas to reach me within the last year. And
I must say that the competition is pretty
heavy. Ifound Argerich and Kremer riveting
on DG, though their idiosyncratic and highly
subjective readings will certainly not appeal
to everyone. Iliked Mordkovitch and Oppitz
on Chandos too. but the engulfing resonance
of the recorded sound is a debit there, and
their particular kind of spaciousness may
strike some as a little staid. In the present
release too, there are problems with the
sound, which is uncomfortably close and
sometimes rather harsh. Zehetmair's tone
being of a leanish cast to start with; but the
performances have such warmth and vitality.
and show such an admirable sense of proportion, that it feels alittle churlish to cavil at all.
A further virtue is the combination of individuality and unanimity of aim evident from
the outset. These players sound as though
they love and admire the music, and enjoy
playing together. What's more, they focus the
111-11 NI \ s& RECORD REVIEW
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attention first and foremost on the music itself
- music which reaches out and grabs you,
defying you to resist the defenceless sincerity
of its soul- hearing. A very warm welcome
indeed, then. [ A/B:I*1
Jeremy Siepmann

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 9 O Katerina
Ismailova - Suite D Festive Overture CI Tea
for Two
SNOIJiirvi
Chandos CHAN 8587 (
51m 45s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1279, MC: ABTD 1279)
What ashowcase for the SNO brass. Not too
many tacet bars in this collection. There's the
ebullient. hollow- headed Festive Overture
with its brazen overworked fanfares; the
Katerina Ismailova Suite, which should carry
agovernment health warning in consideration
if its manic ( and glorious) excesses: raucous
'Keystone Cops' music framing a mournful
Passacaglia whose monstrous climax takes
some beating on the decibel stakes. Jarvi
pulls no punches here or anywhere. One
emerges well-wrung from the assaults of
antiphonal extra brass and rasping timpani
only to be confronted with that deliciously
silly arrangement of Tea for Two.
Substance comes in the shape of a quite
excellent account of the ' ideologically weak'
(the Soviet authorities' words, not mine) 9th
Symphony. Jarvi's Ninth is in deadly earnest
- a far cry from the lightweight transitional
piece it is sometimes made out to be. In
Jfirvi's hands, the melancholic Moderato and
those long mournful bassoon laments in the
Largo are weighty utterences indeed: the
essential heart of the work. The humour, as
ever, is Shostakovich's decoy. and never
more deceptive. Ilike kirvi's tough. hardhitting vein of satire. That jokey inebriated
bassoon which leads us into the rousing
march- like coda of the finale has asneer on
its face; the arrival of the brass for the big
*singalong' ( real football stadium stuff) is
ugly. And Jfirvi knows it. Very impressive
recording, as ever and, of course, that marvellous SNO brass. This really is their record.
[A:11
Edward Seckerson
STRAUSS: Die Fledermaus
Edita GruberovalBarbara BonneyIWerner
Hollweg etclNederland Op ChIConcertgebouw1Harnoncourt
Teldec 8.35762 (
2CDs, 105m 51s) digital
(2LPs: 6.35762, 2MCs: 4.35762)
What has Die Fleclermatts got that other
Strauss operettas haven't? A good buffo plot,
plenty of opportunities to show off the voice.
excellent music? Whatever it is. it certainly
attracts the record companies. This is the
third CD version in just over ayear ( though
Karajan's ' Gala' version was a reissue). So
was Ackermann's Sadler's Wells performance, though that remains on LP. Why then.
should we want yet another? Well. Harnoncourt's is not just another recording; it is, in
effect, an attempted re-creation of Strauss's
original intentions, and comparisons between
it and either Karajan's or Domingo's generally excellent EMI version demonstrate fairly
clearly the extent to which the score has
become corrupted by editors and arrangers.
The fault is not entirely theirs; the original
score is heavily annotated, apparently. and
required scholarly patience ( assisted by the
vigorous but largely ignored advocacy of the
composer's window) to get at the author's
wishes.
One important difference from other performances is in the infinite, almost nervous,
fluctuations of tempo and dynamic within

short stretches, sometimes of a bar or two.
Strauss, it seems, was extremely flexible in
such matters, and the effect is certainly to add
life to the music. Also, praise be, we are
spared the extravaganzas and ego-trips of the
'gala' in Act 2. This became a travesty in
Karajan's Decca recording. In its place Harnoncourt has restored the ballet music based
on national dances, and the interpolated
'Duet of two young Bohemian girls'. Both the
shape and musical homogeneity of the act are
thereby preserved.
Apart from Gruberova's Rosalinde and
Hollweg's Eisenstein, there are no generally
famous names in this cast. It is nevertheless a
strong one, with aspirited Adele in Barbara
Bonney and Josef Protschka's manlier- thanusual Alfred. There is a plausible Orlofsky
from Mariana Lipovsek. It is also nice to hear
a Frosch ( Andre Heller) who does not lard
his performance with hoiking and coughing,
but who contrives to establish his characterisation by voice alone. It is also a considerable pleasure to hear the Concertgebouw
recorded in their home hall with such clarity.
Teldec's sound, purged of the boomy tones
Philips engineers invariably impart to it, at
last truly realises the venue's excellent acoustics. The performance may lack the glossier
talents of some of its rivals, but in general
musical content and qualities of sound and
balance, this new recording has decided and
positive advantages. [ A/A" : 11
Kenneth Dommett
R STRAUSS: Guntram
Tokod.
v1GoldberglSol'om-Nagy/ Hungarian
Armv ChlHungarian State OrchlEve (Meier
CBS .M2K 39737 (
2CDs. 116m I8s) C) 1985
No-one would claim that Guntram - with its
obvious Wagnerian overtones - is a particularly original work, but in this healthy perforniance. Strauss's first opera emerges as
something more than a pastiche. and
infinitely preferable to his second, the dramatically and musically feeble Feuersnot. ES.
too, enjoyed this set when it first appeared on
LP. Though one can imagine more idiomatic
Straussians. Tokody is an imaginative and
often thrilling Freihild - with a0lice of Callas
in her vocal colouring - and Goldberg a
ringing Heldemenor Guntram. with only the
occasional hint of the nerves which have
afflicted his career in the theatre. Oueler
plays the work for all it is worth, and the
recording ( aco- production with Hungaroton)
is well balanced and full-bodied. IA:2I
Hugh Canning
STRAVINSKY: Petrushka ( 19471* Ci Rite of
Spring
Columbia SO/Stravinsky
CBS MK 42433 (
65m -2(s) Recorded 196))
*Hollywood/New York
The important documentary value of these
recordings would have been enhanced . 611
further by inclusion of the composer's
recorded introduction to Le Sacre. issued on
the original LP. The CD booklet provides a
substantially cut version of the script, which
was printed in full in the April 1961 Records.
Recording. and reworked in Expositions.
and Developments (
Faber 1962). In fact the
recording cut two paragraphs concerning the
lilm ' Fantasia'. probably considered defamatory! Stravinsky's tail: lasted 16m 25s.
however, and its use would have frustrated
the planned recoupling.
Happil. the digital remixing of Le Sacre
improves on the old LP transfers and each
movement can he cued: the tape background
85
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is rather soiled, and the way in which the
various orchestral strands are balanced
sounds very dated. The performance is tautly
rhythmical and straightforward. Part 11 follows without any break.
Petrushka has more transparency. The CD
booklet not only lists aquite different programme on p2. but says the 1911 score is
heard! ( Stravinsky described the 1947 orchestration as very much less amateur'. ) Abiting
and urgent reading where the composer
ensnares a lot of passing detail unheard on
other versions. [ B/C:111C/D:11
Frances Handford
SULLIVAN: Overtures — lolanthe, Yeomen
of the Guard, Ruddigore, Box & Cox, Princess Ida, The Sorcerer etc
Pro Arte OrchlSargent
Classics for Pleasure CFP 2549 • ( MC:
TC-CFP 2549) C) various
No surprises here, but this collection of 11
overtures nevertheless serves to show Sullivan's melodic genius in its best light, even
though only those to lolanthe and The Yeomen of the Guard are solidified by aclassical
structure. The rest, mere medleys of the
tunes, were sometimes assembled by Sullivan
himself and sometimes by an assistant, and
the Ruddigore overture given here is Geoffrey Toye s1921 version. All without exception were lovingly polished by Sargent. with
vigour and sweetness mingled. The recordings come from Sargent's complete versions
of the operettas ( 1958-61), except for the
overtures to Coy and Box, The Sorcerer and
Princess Ida, which he recorded separately.
With digital remastering, and with appreciably silent pauses between, the overtures
come up in bright, fresh sound. Recommended. [ A:11
Arthur Jacobs

TELEMANN: Concerto in aCI Trios in F & C
Duet in C/HEBERLE: Concerto in G
Michala Petri ( rec)IPinchas Zukermatin ( yin
& vla)ISt Paul CO
Philips 420 243-2 (
52m 53s) digital
When two such strong artists, with their own
immediately recognisable sound and style,
come together, the result is not always as
exciting as it might be. Certainly both play
here with great technical assurance. Michala
Petri always stunning in her speed and
immaculate articulation, and they work
together with acharming sensitivity, pointed
by fluid phrasing. fine balance, excellent
co-ordination, and subtlely conceived dynamics. But Zukerman's warm tone and ubiquitous, wide vibrato is far too Romantic and
cloying for this predominantly Baroque programme. There are many instances where the
recorder lightens the texture by a more
precise articulation or amore lilting rhythm,
but never so the viola.
At times, the close balance of the recorder
is a little overpowering, but the Chamber
Orchestra is held in less sharp focus and,
whilst the warmth of the acoustic supports
and rounds the soloists' tone, orchestral
textures are sometimes too well blended.
With the delightful Classical Concerto by
Anton Heberle comes a less dominant positioning of the recorder, and cleaner, more
lucid orchestral lines. The speed of the first
movement Allegro sounds just a little too
hasty, but Michala Petri has no difficulty in
staying with it, either as soloist or as accompanist, with an arpeggiated figure that would
tax the most accomplished player. A change
to sopranino recorder for the Minuet Finale
adds some variety, and helps this work to
emerge as the most , uccessful here. [ A/B:1*1
but only 131 for ,,
t‘
Barbara Jahn

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto 1 ( original
version)
Lazar Berman (pua) RS() BerliniTermirkanov
Schwann CI) 11644 ( 36m 48s) digital ( 1.P:
VMS 1644) ( Impetus)

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Epithalainion
Merciless Beauty U 4 Hymns
Philip Langridge (len)/Stephen Roberts (bar)!
Howard Shelley (pnollionathan Snowden
(fit)1Rusen Glazes ( rla)IEndellion Qt/Bach
ChILPOIWillcocks
EMI CDC 747 7692 (
54m I2s) digital

Lazar Berman .
now there's the classic
example of music business hype. Taken up by
the record companies ( and Herbert von
Karajan) in ' 76-77 and promoted as akind of
Gilds- Richter hybrid, the Soviet virtuoso was
later put back into his box. Now he resurfaces in something both familiar and new:
a first recording using the Complete Edition
text, which sets to rilZhts various errors in the
commonly used scores. Most notably you will
hear acut opened out in the finale ( Ifi9-1251,
where the orchestral parts include motifs
from ' Manfred', and at the very beginning
where Berman plays all the big chords
arpeggiated, not just from bar 20.
All Tchaikovskv enthusiasts will want to
hear the amendments - apity the notes gloss
over this aspect. rather than giving a full
listing. But what poor value here at just 37
minutes. The performance otherwise is well
shaped dramatically, though never one to put
you on the edge of your seat. And the
Andantino is very slow-paced. For Termirkanov the Berlin RSO winds chord in a raw
manner, and the SFB/Schwann co- production
hardly does sonic justice to the Chailly
orchestra we know from Decca. Strings have
an acidic edge and vague massing in this Dec
'86 digital recording. Berman plays beautifully: this disc really does suggest he shouldn't
have lapsed back into obscurity ( though I
wouldn't have said so adecade ago!). [ 13:2]
Frances Handford

Vaughan Williams used words from Edmund
Spenser's • Epithalamion' for his masque, The
Bridal Day, completed in 1939. The war
spiked the work and even a revised version
for tv in the ' 50s failed to inspire a demand
for it. Eventually, the composer transformed
much of the instrumental writing for chorus
to produce the present cantata. Epithalamion: it turned out to be a highly effective
piece that should now, having been made
available here on disc, acquire the popularity
it deserves. This performance certainly does
it proud, with the celebratory elements excellently realised by David Willcocks and the
Bach Choir, in good voice, clear and idiomatic. The important parts for baritone, flute.
and piano are also well handled. The recording allows Stephen Roberts to cut through the
texture well, with just a spot of added edge
and sibilant emphasis from, what sounds like,
the mike. Where the rather thick scoring
requires the piano to fill in the texture, it
becomes a little muddy, but placing and
timbrai distinctions are well maintained in the
more cleanly- scored sections.
Merciless Beauty follows on rather too
quickly on CD and, although the sound of the
disc's three recording sessions is well
matched, the acoustic is perhaps a little too
open for the smaller ensembles, a typical
'Catch 22' situation for this type of coupling.
Philip Langridge captures beautifully the icy
nature of the verse here, and is ideally
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supported by the fine playing of three members of the Endellion Quartet. A little added
edge to his voice in Four Hymns does not
distract, but puts it on a more equal timbral
footing with the affecting viola part. Recommended. 113: II
Doug Hammond

INSOMMIN
WAGNER: Tristan und Isolde
Birgit NilssonlWolfgang WindgassenIChrista
LudwiglMartti TalrelalEberhard Wachterl
Bayreuth Fest OrchlBiihm
419 889-2 (
3CDs, 219m I4s) C) 1966

De

Rather than reissue Bühm's live 1966
Bayreuth Festival Tristan at mid- price. DG
have achieved the same end, without setting a
precedent, by mastering to the limit of CD
playing time and issuing the set on three discs
(as opposed to Bernstein's live, and Kleiber's
four). However, it is only BOhm's timings
that make this possible: tensions sometimes
give ,.
vay to hurry. Despite cramming, DG
have avoided splitting Acts across discs,
producing the ideal situation of one per disc.
Bohm does hustle in the inner passages, but
the frissons he generates in the last Act and
the ' Liebestod' in particular have a rare
potency that cannot be ignored. Nilsson is at
her eloquent best. hut Windgassen's voice is
obviously roughened by the demands of live
performance. Orchestral sound is surprisingly
fine, with great ambience and authority in the
preludes. Overall balance, however, distinctly favours the voices. At its comparatively low price this set has a lot to recommend it. but Behrens's Isolde ( Bernstein/
Philips) may be impossible to forgo. 1A/B: I*/ •
21
David Prakel
WAGNER: Die Walküre - Act IScene 3* III
Ride of the Valkyries El Siegfried Idyll
Tristan und ¡ solde - Prelude and Liebestod
Helen Traubel (sop)*ILauritz Melchior
(ten) */ NBC SO/Toscanini
RCA RD 85751 (
67m 09s) (¡,et Recordings from
1941, ' 52
This generous coupling gives CD access to
the highlights of Toscanini's Wagner with the
added glories of the Traubel/Melchior Walküre partnership. Toscanini coaxes and
encourages the score and singers, provoking
only amomentary unwelcome blare from the
NBCSO brass in the closing moments of the
piece. Rather quickly faded applause concludes this concert excerpt taken from a 1941
NBC braodcast. Sound quality is adequate,
voices sounding quite free on CD.
The Carnegie Flan recordings which make
up the rest of the disc all date from 1952 and
are remarkably fresh. Toscanini's delicate
way with the Siegfried Idyll strings is a
pleasure. Comparison with Toscanini Edition
LPs shows the sound to have grown in stature
and to have lost its boxy quality. ( Digital
remastering seems to have included some
stereo ' enhancement': best described as
phasey mono.) RCA add to the value of this
issue by including a full libretto for the
Walküre duet which, incidentally, is divided
into six tracks on this disc. [ H:1/1*1
David Prakel
WEILL: The Threepenny Opera
Lone LenyalsoloistsIGunther Arndt ChlOrch
Sender Freies BerlinlBrückner-Rüggeberg
CBS MK 42637 (
68m 26s) C) 1958
By jettisoning the regularly coupled Berlin
Theatre Songs CBS have managed to cut the
whole of the Threepenny Opera on one CD.
The card case also includes a full- libretto
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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booklet running to nearly 100 pages. Digital
remastering of these genuine stereo tapes has
sharpened detail and attack to a surprising
degree. but leaves a loud overlay of hiss.
though with the newly open' sound this
becomes less of a distraction as the ear
becomes accustomed. This darkly atmospheric performance remains intense and is
enhanced by the new-found close- focus clarity in earthy voices like Willy Trenk-Trebitsch's Herr Peachum and Lotte Lenya's
peerless Jenny. Definitive. [
B:1* ]
David Prakel
XENAKIS: Eonta CI Metastasis D Pithoprakta
Ens de Musique Contemp ParisISimonovicl
Orch ORTF/ Le Roux
Chant du Monde LDC 278 368 (
38m 20s) C)
1985
This recording first appeared in 1965, when it
won aGrand Prix du Disque. The sound now
shows its age, of course, and there is acertain
woodenness in both the acoustic and in the
performances of all three works. Nevertheless it is good to have them collected
together, for each of them marks asignificant
step in Xenakis's pioneering journey.
The earliest work is Metastasis, composed
in 1953-4, which introduces Xenakis's concept of ' Formalised Music'. The orchestra of
61 players is divided into 61 individual parts.
The composer also makes systematic use of
glissandi, ' the angles of which are calculated
individually', aconcept which led directly to
the idea of the curving, interfolding planes of
Xenakis's designs made for Le Corbusier of
the Philips Pavilion in 1958, and the intervals,
dynamics and note-durations are structured
geometrically. In Pithoprakia (1955-6) the
composer pits the continuous, in the form of
glissandi, against discontinuous, 'pointed'
sounds, using probability calculations in an
attempt to find new massed textural effects.
There is an obvious parallel here with
developments in Polish music of around the
same time. And Eonta (1963-4) exploits the
conflict between the pianist ( here the extraordinary virtuoso Yuji Takahashi) and abrass
quintet in music of well-nigh impossible
technical difficulty, some of it calculated on a
computer. Both conductors, Konstantin
Simonovic and Maurice le Roux, shape the
music well. Shortish measure, though. [ C:21
Stephen Pettitt

COLLECTIONS
BACH AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES
BACH: Partita in a, BWV1013 CI Sonata in b,
BWV1030 CI Suite in c/HANDEL: Sonata in
B ` Fitzwilliam'/TELEMANN: Sonata in f
Christopher Hyde- Smith 0101.1atze Dodd
(hpd)ISusan Dorey ( WO
Claudio CR3604-2 (
61m 47s)
A thoroughly attractive release, though not
perhaps for card-carrying authenticists.
Hyde-Smith plays his flute in very much the
same manner ( speaking instrumentally, not
stylistically) as he might choose for, say.
Godard, Doppler or Saint-Saens — though
one of his great virtues here is avery discreet
use of vibrato. Jane Dodd, too, plays a
harpsichord ( unidentified) more reminiscent
of Goble or Goff than of Ruckers. Both
players phrase with great sensitivity and a
high degree of natural musicianship, striking
an exemplary balance between restraint and
expressive projection. Nit-pickers might complain that Hyde- Smith's breathing is a little
too evident, the gaps between phrases sounding occasionally alittle snatched, but Ican't
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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say it detracts much, if at all, from my own
enjoyment of his playing here ( except,
perhaps. for the taxing and partially insoluble
problems of the unaccompanied A- minor
Partita). The recorded sound is excellent:
natural and unobtrusive. Warmly recommended, especially to those who like their
«music- making straightforward and unfussy.
[A:11
Jeremy Seipmann
VILLANCICOS
Atrium Musicae de Madrid/Paniagua
Harmonia Mundi HMA 1901025 (
44m 30s) C)
1980
The LP was acartridge- busting favourite with
its unison flutes and tubular bells, but Villancicos also opened many an ear to the quirky
delights of Paniagua's dotty Atrium Musicae
players found here roaring their way through
a selection of popular Spanish songs of the
15th and 16th-centuries. A battery of instruments has been expertly captured with only a
breath of tape hiss — digital remastering opens
out the analogue recording's wonderful dynamics and echoing reverberation. CD provides
index sub-divisions as well as finally removing
all possibility of mistracking. [ My problems
with the LP were not with the cartridge, but
with transients that causing sparking with
ESLs! Mus Ed] As essential and delightful in
the new medium as in the old — especially
attractive as alow-price CD. I[A*/A:1*]
David Prakel
DAME JANET BAKER
WAGNER: Wesendonk Lieder/R STRAUSS:
Liebeshymnus D Ruhe, meine Seele! El Das
Rosenband E Muttertândelei/BRAHMS: Alto
Rhapsody*
Janet Baker (m-sop)ILPOI*John Alldis Chl
Boult
EMI CDC 747 8542 (
47m 46s) C) 1976, ' 71
Monumental as Boult's approach invariably
is here, it doesn't preclude human touches
from Dame Janet at the peak of her form.
Together they take Wagner's elevation of the
'dilettante-poems' one step further to the
metaphysical ideals of aKlopstock. and away
from the Victorian hothouse: you may object
to his grand approach, but the sun-bursts on
top notes are undeniably gorgeous. So, too,
in Strauss: if the dangers of ' Ruhe, meine
Seele' prove little short of apocalyptic, there's
still room for tenderness on alarge scale. For
me, Dame Janet's place among the immortals
is assured by the third verse of Brahms's Alto
Rhapsody — had she recorded nothing else,
the superhuman steadiness of those lines
would be ample testament to greatness. All
this comes richly wrapped in the fullness of
the Christophers Bishop/Parker treatment:
what more could one ask? [
A*:1*1
David Nice
ISRAEL CO/TALMI
BLOCH: Concerto Grosso 1/BARBER: Adagio for strings/GRIEG: Holberg Suite/
PUCCINI: Crisantemi
Israel COI kit RoblYoav Tahni
Chandos CHAN 8593 (
61m 46s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1284, MC: ABTD 1284)
Here, agloriously warm romantic sound, rich
in reverberation and with all the accuracy of
modern digital techniques, crowns some fine
performances. The middle registers of the
violins are reproduced with unusual veracity;
sweet but detailed, with mellow undertones.
The sound-stage is precise with no obvious
spot-miking and without the fuzzy wash of

sound one finds on many ' purist' recordings,
giving a true sense of depth. Perhaps the St
Judes acoustic is a little too rounded, but in
all it is a beautiful sound.
The Bloch is not often heard, although it
has many of the qualities of apopular piece.
Bold vigorous rhythms at the start give way to
lushly orchestrated romantic sweeps, making
for an optimistic and very approachable
modern work. Based on neo-classicism but
expanding the boundaries of the classic form,
it is both happily rustic and smoothly sophisticated. Adagio for Strings, now more popular
than ever, is played in astately manner, the
pace slow but flowing, and lacking the highly
charged emotional rubato of some interpretations (which Ifeel is musically right for this
intense piece). The Holberg Suite and the
Puccini are both slickly executed, sounding
sensually delightful and musically strong. On
the whole avery well produced CD — perhaps
lacking that last spark of inspiration which
would merit double stars. [ A*:1] Sue Hudson
HEIFETZ
LALO: Symphonie espagnole/SAINT-SAËNS:
Havanaise El Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso/SARASATE: Zigeunerweisen/CHAUSSON: Poème*
Jascha Heifetz ( vIn)IRCA Victor SOISteinbergl* Solomon
RCA GD 87709 (
63m 47s)
C) 1951-52
Heifetz's fine-spun, agile account of the Lalo
(minus its Intermezzo third movement) combines sensuousness with lightning inflection,
via some pretty stunning virtuosity. A good
sampling point is the work's last movement,
where Heifetz digs deep into the ' big' tune
yet dresses surrounding passagework in
varieties of tonal glitter than no other player
can match. The Saint-Saëns pieces combine
lilting rhythms. artfully ' teasing' rubato, a
vibrant legato and double-helpings of brilliance. Heifetz elevates Zigeunerweisen
beyond its usual saccharine cliché by treating
Sarasate's languishing lento with unusual
eloquence and tonal purity. Once released,
the Allegro leaps out at us, replete with spicy
spiccati and dazzling left-hand pizzicati. The
Chausson is fast, forceful and passionate,
with plenty of those lump- in- the- throat leaps
that further increase an already heightened
emotional temperature.
Accompaniments are well played and tothe-point, and RCA has left the dry, soloistdominated sound more or less as it was on LP
— albeit with rather more warmth than
hitherto. All in all, a pretty remarkable
hour's worth! ( MC): 11
Robert Cowan
FAIRE IS THE HEAVEN — Music of the
English Church
Cambridge SingersIRutter
Collegium COLCD 107 (
69m 48s) C) 1982
'Miracles do happen ... This recording is so
evocatively faithful to the sounds Iremember
hearing as I conducted, that I can almost
smell the cold, damp stonework of the
Chapel and see the pale Fenland sunlight that
once or twice broke through the mist of those
two October days in Ely.' Originally released
as two LPs by Word Records in 1982, these
recordings have been digitally remastered by
the BBC Transcription Recording Unit for
Collegium and, with no appreciable sonic
differences between LP and CD, Imust agree
that the magical acoustic of the Lady Chapel
in Ely Cathedral has been superbly captured
here. Iwould even go so far as to say that it is
perfect for these acappella works, for, whilst
its buoyant reverberation helps lines to soar
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and float aloft, it also maintains a stunning
clarity of inner texture, and with such
wonderful singing and immaculate intonation
you wouldn't want to miss anything. The
poise of the Cambridge Singers brings a
trance-like tranquility and timelessness to a
marvellously varied programme of 23
anthems and motets, works spanning four
centuries of the most inspired composition
for the English church: from the dancing
rhythms of Byrd's Haec dies' and the churning chromatics of Purcell's ' Hear my Prayer',
to the beautiful harmonies of Elizabeth Poston's 'Jesus Christ the apple tree', there is a
dedication and attention to every detail that
produces the most intoxicating effects.
[A*/A:11
Barbara Jahn
HARMONIES DU SOIR: Virtuoso Romantic
Cello Music
Werner Thomas ( vIc)1Munich COIStadlmair
Orfeo C131 851 (
52m 53s)
This collection of thirteen shortish pieces of
largely unfamiliar provenance ranging
through Offenbach, Paganini, Popper, Sarasate, Wagner, the other Franz Schubert, and
Fauré to Francaix, have a curious atmospheric similarity, though in fact they are not
really much alike. Virtuosic they certainly
are, especially the Francaix pieces of which
there are four, and Paganini's Moses Fantasy,
atypically early 19th-century display vehicle.
Werner Thomas, the soloist, is from the
Bavarian RSO. He has a sweet, powerful
tone, even in the highest register, and is well
able to draw from these entremets their full
flavour. Ably assisted by the veteran Hans
Stadlmair and a recording which wraps the
music in avelvety warmth without suffocating
it, and which gives the cellist enough prominence to establish his status without upsetting
the natural balance, this a pleasing and
relaxing issue. [ A:11
Kenneth Dommett
KREMER'S ANIMALS
SAINT-SAENS: Carnaval des Animaux/MESCHWITZ: Tier-Gebete ( 1980)/RIDOUT:
Ferdinand 11 Little Sad Sound*
ArgerichlFreirelKremerlvan KeulenlMaisky
etcl* Posch (d-bss)IElena Bashkirova (pnol
nar)IGidon Kremer (v1nInar)
Philips 416 841-2 (
62m I7s) part digital ( LP:
416 841-1, MC: 416 841-4)
About animals ... and music. Little Sad
Sound, acted by Kremer, tells how the sounds
of the string bass find one another, combine
happily to make a 'double base. Alan
Ridout's other piece is for solo violin, and is
the story of Ferdinand, the reluctant fightingbull sent home to smell the flowers.
Kremer and Elena Bashkirova (who tells
about Ferdinand, in light, jolly voice, but
with heavy Slavic accentuation) alternately
recite the 12 Animal Prayers, respectively of
ox, mouse, cat, dog, ant, elephant, tortoise,
giraffe, ape. cock, old nag, and butterfly,
each with athumb-nail sketch part written for
pianoforte. The speakers characterize the
animals with their voices, so this is really a
piece for actors with the music just roundingout the impersonations. Texts are given in
German, and whilst Philips print all of the
texts there are no translations. [Come on! We
do need these as well!]
The piece for double- bass — very amusing —
was recorded last year in Vienna; the other
two works with Bashkirova date back to
1981, and are ADD. The point of the prayers
will be lost completely to non-German listeners, but Ishould think few could be unmoved
by the old horse: Iam your servant. Give to
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me finally, in your goodness, agentle death.'.
Adults today may ( hopefully) feel the coy
cover-up of ' Ferdinand' makes it a tale
morally unsuitable for their children; in any
case, Irather doubt that they will sit through
it. The music is pitched at the sophisticated
grown-up's ear; the pacing on the record is
numbingly slow.
My favourite chamber version of the SaintSaens is the deleted CBS with Entremont,
Ma, and others, recorded in Paris in 1978. I
think neither their ' Aquarium' nor 'Cuckoo'
has been surpassed in sensitivity to atmosphere. This new ( 1985) production is highly
eccentric — eg the Pianists' do aSteve Reich
on their scale exercises, coming in and out of
phase with dissonant consequences. The
'Cocks and hens' have a sort of hoe-down
strut; 'Cuckoo in the woods' ends with amost
sinister crescendo: Maisky, with abeautifully
veiled tone, tells of the ballerina-as- swan.
The goldfish glitter in their ' Aquarium' and
the finale has asec brilliance; Ilike too the
'Tortoises' (with /Manage' the bass player).
If you want a straight reading, you'll find
this all too voluble by far; if, on the other
hand, you are attuned to the Gidon Kremer
et al approach to music- making, ie, the
getting together of a group of highly intelligent instrumentalists, each with technique
seemingly in super- abundance, and en rapport, you will feel privileged to share these
exploratory, quasi-experimental recordings.
(I would include the recent Schubert Octet,
on DG, as another example.) Carnaval is at
times over- produced, for example the Personnages with long ears' are balanced much
too closely. The Vienna recordings have
superb string-bass sound, and the voice
balance too is realistic in a big. resonant
setting.
The cover artwork — painted hands in the
shapes of animals — catches the spirit of these
Gidon Kremer ventures exactly. [ A/A*/B:1(1
Christopher Breunig
CHALIAPIN — Operatic arias and songs
Feodor Chaliapin (bass)/various orch, cond &
accomp
EMI EX 761065 1 • (
4LPs) €41 Recordings
1902-1936
For asinger to act well on stage is one thing,
but for him to communicate the essence of a
role without the aid of visual props and facial
expressions, is quite something else. In this
respect. Chaliapin was unique. No male
singer before or since quite rivals Chaliapin in
bringing the very soul of each character into
portrayals of Boris. Pimen, the Verangian
Merchant, Khan Konchak, Mephistopheles,
etc. The voice is dark, rugged and resonant;
not as liquid and golden-toned as Pinza's, nor
as rounded as .Kipnis's. but in terms of vocal
presence. Chaliapin tops them all. Take, for
instance, the three unaccompanied folk songs
('Luchinushka'. ' Mashenka' and ' Night')
shared between Sides Seven and Eight of this
wonderful set. Even without access to translations, these simple, seamless melodies are

projected with such infinite depth of feeling,
such obvious intensity, that the words hardly
matter. One senses awhole history of emotion behind each song.
Operatic fare is predictable. Boris, of
course — and plenty of it — including a vivid
account of the Coronation Scene ( 1931) not
previously available on LP. Boris's Farewell,
Prayer and Death ( 1926) are also new,
although the live Covent Garden performance from 1928 (currently available on Références CD CDH 761 0092) has far more
dramatic impact. There is ample devilry in a
Faust sequence, astrong, sonorous vocal line
in Rossini, Bellini and Verdi ( all recorded
during the singer's vocal prime before the
First World War) and of course the songs. As
vivid and involving as the operatic extracts
undoubtedly are, the songs are particularly
suited to the gramophone. Characterization
in such mini- dramas as ' The Midnight
Review' and ' When the King Went Forth to
War' repay any number of encounters, and
the burning sincerity of Archangelsky's 'The
Creed' and Gretchaninov's 'Glory to Thee, 0
God' is enough to incite you to worship! Then
there's an irresistibly spirited version of that
gipsy pot-boiler ' Black Eyes', the statuesque
sonority of Schubert's ' Aufenthalt' and the
theatrical demonstrativeness of Massenet's
'Elegie' (sung in Russian, as if that matters),
where, at the climactic phrase. Chaliapin
throws his huge voice away from the microphone and towards the rear of the studio, a
magnificent example of microphone technique.
It would be futile to attempt acomprehensive account of this set's virtues. Suffice to say
that Chaliapin's voice was magnificent and
that his talent for dramatic characterization
was the equal of that of his most distinguished
actor-contemporaries. In Boris's Clock Scene
('Ah! Iam suffocating'), one utterly forgets
the stretch of time that separates us from
Chaliapin and the ' golden age' 1930s. We are
privy to Boris's anguish and terror, and for
the episode's duration, any later recordings
seem of little consequence.
Transfers are generally superb, except for a
smidgen of pitch insecurity during the Elegy.
[H:1*1
Robert Cowan
EMI RÉFÉRENCES CDs
The second batch of Références CDs is even
more impressive than the first. For one thing,
chosen material is generally more deserving
of the ' reference' accolade; also, collectors
will be happy to note that anumber of items
included were either previously unissued or
are generally unobtainable in their original
LP/78 formats.
Starting with the expected operatic recitals,
a Jussi Bjürling CD ( CDH, 761 0532, 64m
17s) features the great tenor's prewar and
wartime EMI 78s of familiar Donizetti,
Verdi, Leoncavallo, Puccini, Giordano,
Ciléa, Meyerbeer, Gounod, Massenet, Flotow and Rossini. The voice is princely and
vibrant, and Bjórling's clean, heroic delivery
of the more assertive extracts is often exciting. But, for all its obvious quality Ifind that
a certain brittleness in the voice, allied to
rather unvaried interpretation, makes a
single-sitting playthrough rather tiring. The
transfers are clean and forward but occasionally betray subtle signs of wear and tear:
such as an occasional strident edge to the
upper voice. Still, I'd say that this is the most
satisfactory Bjeirling CD on the market. [ H:1)
A rare spontaneity distinguished Caruso's
1902-1904 Milan recordings (
CDH 761 0462,
59m 31s). Here one feels that each performance was the result of irrepressible impulse.
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A welter of golden tone floods one's room.
even through agritty barrage of surface. Try
either ' Una furtiva lagrima' or Giordano's
'Apri la tua finestra' as sampling points.
There are 23 short tracks and Keith Hardwick's transfers are first-rate. RI:1*1
Gigli's style was more laid-back than Caruso's: his mellifluous, liquid tone, his unforced
delivery and the warmth of his singing all
contribute to astyle that continues to hold its
appeal. An 18 track selection (
CDH 761 0512,
66m 20s) recorded between 1927 and 1941
includes various arias plus concerted items,
with such greats as Galli-Curci, de Luca.
Pinza etc. Transfers are excellent and I'd
recommend Bizet's ' Mi par d'udir ancora'
(Les Pecheurs) as a good sampling point.
Incidentally, another fine Gigli CD, on Pearl
(GEMM CD93I6, 69m 18s), treats us to an
equally fine selection ( duplicating just the
Rigoletto Quartet) in clean, accurate transfers. Both [
H:11
Two CDs capture the glowing, though
occasionally nasal, voice of Lotte Lehmann.
Bruno Walter's famous 1935 Die Walküre,
Act 1 (
CDH 761 0202, 62m 19s) inspires
Lehmann to portray a uniquely sympathetic
Sieglinde, confiding her lines to us as if she
were improvising them on the spot. The
richness of Lehmann's lower register and the
vividness of her characterization is perfectly
matched by Lauritz Melchoir, whose bantonal tenor is equally distinctive. Here, too,
one happily notes the singer's impressive
sense of line, his firm delivery and the virile,
heroic profile of his characterization. The
VP0 is wholly responsive to Walter's sympathetic direction and Emanuel List proves a
menacing, dark-voiced Hunding. This is a
real classic. [
H:1*1
The other Lehmann CD is amixed recital
of operatic extracts ( Beethoven. Wagner,
Nicolai, Strauss ( R. and J.), Korngold, and
Lehar (
CDH 761 0422, 73m 08s) that again
exhibits this singer's best qualities. Ihave yet
to hear a more intimate, deeply expressive
performance of Isolde's ' Liebestod' or amore
intensely moving ' Komm, O Hoffnung' (
Fideho). For sheer charm, try the CD's last track,
abeguiling extract from Lehar's Eva. Transfers are clean and smooth. [
HAI
Dame Nellie Melba's silvery soprano
graces 20 varied tracks on CDH 761 0702
(68m 42s). Most are turn-of-the-century
acoustics, but a short sequence from the
'Melba Farewell' ( Royal Albert Hall, 1926) is
particularly moving, with Melba's girlish
voice preserved more or less intact (she was
in her mid-sixties at the time) and with ardent
support from tenor Browning Mummery.
The music is Bohème and the sound here is
surprisingly good. Of the acoustic tracks,
Bemberg's Chant Hindou is perhaps the best
example of Golden Age Melba ' on form'.
111:1]
Collectors will rejoice at the long-awaited
commercial release of portions from Dame
Eva Turner's 1937 Covent Garden Turandot,
with Giovanni Martinelli and the ROH
Orchestra under Barbirolli (
CDH 761 0742,
54m 21s). The sound is often ill- focused, but
the passion and nobility of this singing is
never obscured. Dame Eva's radiant soprano
flies high above chorus and orchestra in the
Riddle Scene and Martinelli's ' Nessun
dorma' is sung with total commitment, if
without the cultivated 'finish' that Bjôrling
achieved in his 1944 HMV studio recording
(see above). Barbirolli's orchestra plays at
white heat; strings are closely balanced but in
the second version of the Riddle Scene ( the
disc comprises, for the most part, two versions of four significant extracts) exotic percussion is clearly and impressively audible.
Were this same odd sequence to be extracted
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investigate the HMV 'Treasury' 2LP reissue
of Menuhin's pioneering first Bach solo
Sonata and Partita recordings, made between
1929 (when Menuhin was Just 13 years old)
and 1936. [ EX 769 377 1], Transfers ( both LP
and the Références CD) are fine throughout.
[H:1/1*)
Casals's 1938-9 set of the six Bach Cello
Suites (
CHS 761 0282, 2CDs, 130m 21s)
marked this great music's recording début.
These are compelling performances, but I
occasionally find the cuen'thrust of Casals's
attack somewhat overbearing; also, certain
phrases are wilfully distended. But in other
respects. this playing is of very much of our
own era: there are virtually no slides and the
from amodern recording, it would make no
master's use and control of vibrato is invarisense at all; but, given these great singers'
ably subtle. Casals enlivens the faster dance
powers of communication. we shouldn't
movements with much teasing rubato, and
grumble at having at least this much. A very
the half-dozen Sarabandes are noble and
important disc. [
H:11
searching. Some readers will no doubt prefer
For me. however, the operatic highlight of
the firmer contours of, say, Janos Starker's
this release is Roger Desormière's 1941
Bach ( Philips CD). but Casals's strong idenDebussy Pelléas et Melisande (
CHS 761 0382.
tification with this music is never in doubt.
3CDs. 1
,
kim 34s) with a superb cast headed
These performances are in a class by themby Jacques Jansen and Irène Joachim. The
selves and they sound well on CD, albeit with
performance is at once intimate, deeply
an occasional raw edge. [
H:1/11
perceptive and often dramatic. Time and
In his CD note for Herbert von Karajan's
again one notes the singers' sensitive
1947 VP0 Beethoven 9 (with Schwarzkopf,
response to Maeterlinck's haunting text and
Hôngen, Patzak, Hotter and the Vienna
the far-reaching role identification that disSingverein, on CDH 761 0762, 66m 58s) Alan
tinguishes each vocal performance. Here. as
Blyth refers to an ' almost daemonic drive and
on previous occasions. Ieagerly submitted to
a hurtling dramatic force' in the first two
Desormière's seamless, flowing direction of
movements. Personally. Idon't hear it. For
the score, and remained riveted to the spot.
those particular qualities. I'd direct readers to
As if the greatest recorded Pelléas isn't
wartime Toscanini and Furtwângler. or
enough. we are additionally treated to the
perhaps to Karajan's third studio recording of
classic Maggie Teyte/Alfred Cortot Debussy
the Ninth, made with the BPO for DG in
chansons sequence (
Fêtes Galantes, Trois
1962 (' Galleria' CD). As to this 1947 perchansons de Bilitis etc) and four tracks ( rec.
formance, Ifind it powerful, very well pre1904) featuring Mary Garden with Debussy
pared, extremely well sung and beautifully
at the piano. These latter items sound as if
played. But is it a ' reference'? Ithink not.
they were recorded somewhere beneath
Sound, though, is very good for its age.
Debussy's Cathédrale engloutie, but the other
[H:1/21
songs ( mid '30s) sound splendid. As to
Alfred Cortot recorded Chopin's Preludes
sampling points, try either the Pelléas Act 3
at least four times, but his volatile, highly
opening, where Melisande releases her long
personal 1934 set is probably the best known.
braids from a tower window ( you can comPoise there is a-plenty, plus an almost sympare Garden and Debussy in the same pasphonic grasp of the music's overall design:
sage) or Teyte and Cortot in ' Le chevelure':
Cortot plays this opus as asingle, heat-of-theboth are supreme examples of erotic suggesmoment inspiration. The Impromptus and
tiveness translated into evocative music.
Barcarolle (
both from 1933) are full of fantasy
[H:11
and imaginative phrasing and the two postStill in Paris, but gravitating to the sacred
war recordings ( 1949) ( the Op.45 Prelude and
via Monteverdi's Madrigali e Arie profane,
Berceuse) are beautifully done. Good, clean
we encounter a 1948 performance of Fauré's
sound throughout. (
CDH 761 0502, 68m 27s).
Requiem under Nadia Boulanger's informed
[H:1*1
direction. Whereas this linear, discreet perI was extremely impressed by Claudio
formance is, with its modest forces, much in
Arran's 1956-7 recordings of Schubert's
keeping with contemporary views of the
Three Klavierstücke, D946, the Wanderer
work, the Monteverdi selection treats us to
Fantasy and the first three Moments Musigood. old-fashioned sweet voices and regular
caux. The Wanderer is grandly conceived yet
instruments. In fact, this stylishly performed
never over- stated; the pensive, bittersweet
programme ( recorded 1937) could still serve
Klavierstücke are sensitively shaded and symas an introduction to Monteverdi for readers
pathetically phrased and the Moments Musiwho would rather avoid the authentic instrucaux are as thoughtful and finely sculpted as
ments' brigade. Sound throughout is clear
Brendel's or Schnabel's. Arrau pays due heed
and well balanced (
CDH 761 0252, 76m 49s).
to the intellectual core of this music, yet his
[H:11
playing is neither arid nor cold. This is a
Young Yehudi Menuhin's Bach is worth
superb recital and sounds well in the new
anyone's time and money. CDH 761 0182
format. (
CDH 761 0192, 74m 15s). [
B:1*]
(65m 06s) brings together performances of
Lastly, a 2CD set devoted to vintage
the A-minor and E major Violin Concertos
(1927-1939) recordings by the great guitanst
under Enesco ( recorded in 1936 and 1933,
Andres Segovia ( CHS 761 0472, 119m 48s).
respectively), the ' Double' ( 1932) with
Segovia's artistry transcends the apparent
Menuhin and Enesco under Monteux — the
limitations of his instrument. He treats us to
two violinists being exceptionally well
much varied nuance and tonal colouring, and
matched — plus a noble account of the
in the faster pieces his incisive, rhythmic
D-minor Partita's celebrated Chaconne
attack is often exciting. Fare ranges from
(1934). Menuhin's richly expressive playing
Bach to CastelnuovoTedesco, via Mendelsincorporates classical poise. purity of line.
sohn and Ponce. A good sampling point is
keen spontaneity and impressive technical
provided by Ponce's charming ' Folies
security: virtues that place these performd'Espagne' variations. Recordings are tight,
ances well above the average ( as well as
dry and clear, and transfers are excellent.
above Menuhin's subsequent re- recordings of
[H:11
Robert Cowan
this repertoire). Readers are also advised to
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THE GREAT INTEW ALBUM FROM
A CLASSIC ROCK" VOICE
FEATURING THE SINGLE

PRODUCED BY STEVE WIINIWOOT)
ANTI) TOM LORD A I_GE

ROLL WITH IT
7" 12" -I- (: 1)

ROCK/POP/JAZZ>
FAIRGROUND ATTRACTION: THE FIRST
OF A MILLION KISSES
RCA PI) 71696 ( 480is) CD
You heard ' Perfect' of course. Everybody
did. If nothing else, if proved that Fairground
Attraction can make great summer singles.
Digging deeper, one might have come to the
conclusion that the singing overcoat that
answers to the name of Eddi Reader is
something special. In many ways she's a
throwback to the days of the big band singer.
She knows all the right ways to phrase,
handles dynamics, delivers a lyric, and
sounds as if she's been around forever. In
short, there aren't many around like her
today. In avocal marathon, she'd breast the
winning tape around the same time that
Madonna was reaching the first mile )post.
With Attraction she handles lightweight fare,
sometimes jazz- laced, sometimes tinged with
atouch of tequila. Toss in aflavouring of Brel
and a couple of last waltzes for summer
evenings and you have the whole current
masterplan. Everything she does, though
some things are so slight that you wait for it to
disappear mid- record, she handles convincingly. And to the rear, the band strut, stride
and swing, often in a manner that suggests
they too got left over from some ' 40s soundtrack. Maybe they'll be gone tomorrow. But
while they're around. Fairground Attraction
are worth hearing. [ A:II
Fred Dellar

A- HA: STAY ON THESE ROADS
Warner Bros WX 166
Heaven knows A- Ha are miserable now. Pal
Waaktarr, who writes or co-writes all the
trio's songs must be ahell of awow at parties.
There's never asmile when atear will suffice.
Still, like that once famous pianist. he's
probably crying all the wav to the building
society. Even the last track on the album.
surprisingly Beatlesque in parts ( the track,
not the album!) is titled ' You'll End Up
Crying'. Which seems apt. Morten Harket
provides an admirably romantic vocal
approach throughout, while the arrangements. production and recording quality are
without blemish. Both the title track and the
horn- hopping ' You Are The One' are pop
songs of the sort you'd like to make friends
with and the only real problem with the
album is the Is ics. which are dire and
Waaked out. Better than you thought - but
still not quite good enough. IA*:21
Fred Dellar
MARTIN ARCHER: WILD PATHWAY
FAVOURITES
Ladder Records RUNG 2 ( available from 73
Wadbrough Road, Sheffield)
While most of the activity on the sharp end of
the jazz and improvised music scene is firmly
centred in London. there are a number of
players who commit themselves to getting on
with the job in their own home towns. It's
often a difficult task finding minority audiences in smaller towns, but they keep at it
with determination.
Archer is the sort of player who makes
things happen round him. He is known for a
number of other projects based in Sheffield.
including the Hornweb saxophone quartet.
and here he's used an Arts Council recording
grant to good effect putting together an
album of reflective contemporary music. He
is interested in improvisation and form, and
his compositions merge into the improvisation seamlessly most of the time.
Sometimes tentativeness creeps into the
HI-FI NEWS ék RECORD REVIEW
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proceedings. but at other times the tensionbalance is just right. anc Archer presides over
a relaxed ford of music which eludes a
number of play eis or groups in this area. In
particular the longish track ' Ness Scientists'
stands out for it, , u,tained open and appealing mood. perfect ysuited for London- based
trombonist Nick Isuis IA:21
Ken Hyder
THE BEAT FARMERS: 1HE PURSUIT OF
HAPPINESS
Curb ZL 71545
'I'he Beat Filmier\ 11:,Ye that kind of name:
jeans. boots. misty lcd hair, real men. many
guitar solos. And it's all true! The very first
line of the very first song f ' I
loll\ wood hills')
proclaims: ' Tile ghosts from these western
lands'Are gonna rise up against Pseudo- arttype- disco yams'. ' The album contains songs
about preacher men
iod Is Ile re Tonight' ),
naughty ladies (' Ridin .:. blind drunkendom
(*Elephant Day Parade) and the law of the
land (* Big Big Man') And yes, there are
guitai solos all oy er the place this record is
positively crawling with them: squealing
ones, slide ones, grunting ones. Hell, there's
even a song about the sexual abuse of cows
and pigs which has two guitar solos!
But not so fast. Some of the lyrics are
ambiguous to say the least, for thee are no
redneck philosophers. They've even got a
sense of humoui - try their cover of Johnny
Cash's ' Big River'. And they can most surely
play - try anything. hut especially the brilliantly atmospheric ' Dark Light'. Added
bonuses include the piaro of Nicks Hopkins.
the saxophone of Steve Berlin ( surprise.
surprise tand the ' subliminal aid' of members
of the now defunct Long Ryders. If you have
abait-. storm it.
Pete Clark
THE PAUL 01
ECM 1365

Qt AR ILI:

Some people imagine that free improvisation
is all jagged, without rhythm or melody. Paul
Bley proves them wrong. When his quartet

played in London last sear, there were no
pre- planned pieces. They just played. But
because each player conies from a background of structured music, the end result
often hangs together in away is hich suggests
that they are played to acomposed gameplan.
It is of course arisky business, because it does
not always happen with the magic hoped for.
but you can say that about composed music
too.
Overall I'd say that this doesn't have the
impact of the previous ECM album by this
quartet - Bley, piano, John Surinan. reeds.
Bill [' risen, guitar, and Paul Motian. drums but it still has its moments. The sense of space
is delicious, and each player uses the space
well, allowing the music to breathe and
deye:op. Thi;. strongest characters on the
session appear to be the two Pauls. and it's a
pity that Motian was kept so far back in the
nvi. IA:1/21
Ken Hyder
GERRY HEMINGWAY QUINTET: OUTERBRIDGE CROSSING
Sound Aspects SAS 017
At tne centre of this quintet is a trio of
pkiyers who have played for each other for
years - Hemingway. drums. Mark Helias,
bass. and Ray Anderson. trombone. That
unit is one of the strengths of this record, and
it's astrength which makes the contributions
of David Mott. baritone saxophone and Ernst
Reijseger, cello, easy to pitch.
-This is an outgoing record, infused with the
fire of the modern mainstieam of the jazz
tradition as well as the desire to probe into
new, dark corners. There is asense in which
Hemingway can lean towards the intellectual
detached cool in his playing in some contexts,
hut the first track, the title track. establishes a
no-nonsense grip on swing and energy. In
that respect there are constant reminders of
Mingus small bands.
Like many of his generation. Hemingway
has an ear for a wide variety of musics and
influences, so it's not surprising to hear
passages which would not be out of place at a
contemporary classical music concert. That
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kind of eclecticism keeps music alive and
interesting, and out of this label's recent
releases, this is the one to latch on to. [ A:1]
Ken Hyder

THE HOUSEMARTINS: NOW
WHAT I CALL QUITE GOOD
Go! Discs AGOLP II

THAT'S

Daft lot, The Housemartins. Perhaps if
they'd never made it out of the small pub
circuit they'd still he together. They were
born to he mediocre. When they began
making hit records, everything collapsed for
them. And when they got around to fashioning really excellent singles. such as • Build', it
was the end. Being better than ' quite good'
was something they couldn't get to grips with.
This release represents their fihal fling, the
lone ( double- album) goodbye. The hits are
all included along with some B-sides. some
Peel Session and Janice Long Show cuts, plus
afew things that seemingly have never turned
up this side of the Humber before. How shall
Irate the record? Better stick to ' quite good'.
I wouldn't want The Housemartins to get
over- excited and harm any possible solo
careers. [ A:I/21
Fred DeIlar
THE ICICLE WORKS: BLIND
Beggars Banquet IWA 2CD ( 48m 24s) CD
In one way it's difficult to make up one's
mind about Icicle Works. One moment
they're Led Zep, creating riffs of the massive
sort on the opening ' Shit Creek', while next
moment they're The Walker Brothers
(*Starry Blue- Eyed Wonder') or maybe even
The Doors ('The Kiss Off'). Stylistically then,
Icicle Works create problems because we like
to compartmentalise. to place bands in
pigeon- holes from which we can pluck them
out and say: " Irecognise that sound - it's
Icicle Works." Maybe this lack of any true
identity will work in the band's favour - at

least no- one's going to get bored. Think ot
the number of bands that have come up with
a distinctive sound and then faded as their
fans tired and turned to something new. The
thing about The Icicle Works, the ace- in- thehole that makes all this diversity work for
them, is that whatever style they seek to
conquer. they sound amazingly good at it.
When they're Led Zep. they're an excellent
Led Zep, and when they head towards softer
ground ,they do it with panache. dispensing
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melodic lines hither and thither yet never
ditching their ' utter integrity' badge. Arguably, the only duff track on the whole album
is ' What Do You Want Me To Do'. where
they attempt a genre too far and head into
cod-calypso. Otherwise, this is an excellent
poppourri, right down to the final bass- line
that acts as amusical mindworm on ' Walk A
While With Me'. ( A:11
Fred DeIlar
KEITH JARRETT TRIO: STILL LIVE
ECM double album ECM 835008-1
Fair's fair. Ihave gone off Jarrett in abig way
in the past few years, and Iwasn't impressed
by his recent project devoted to standards.
Consequently. delivery of this set did not fill
me with anticipation. But Iwas pleasantly
surprised when Isat down to check it out. Of
course he's chosen his company well, with
Gary Peacock on bass. and Jack DeJohnette
on drums. It's not just competance and
experience on their part. Peacock and
DeJohnette have much more than that. They
each appear to enjoy the piano trio format'.
And each of them in his own way, plays for
the music. It's aquestion of finding away in.
Peacock can be busy and inventive but it's
never ego-trip time. And DeJohnette is
perhaps less busy than he might be in other
contexts. He plays like he's concentrating on
the weight of each stroke rather than the
number of strokes. Jarrett himself is loose.
and content to follow the logical path of each
piece. There are fewer histrionics and selfindulgences of the mega- romantic variety,
than recent recordings have exhibited.
not breaking new ground. but this live set is a
pleasure to listen to. [ A*:1]
Ken Hyder
USTAD BISMILLAH KHAN: SHENAI
Sonodisc ESP CD 439 ( 57m21s) CI)
(Imported by Audiorecl
Iapproached this CD with ahefty amount of
prejudice because for me. Bismilla Khan is
one of the most outstanding musicians of the
century. He is now SO years old, but you'd
never guess it from this CD. The shenai - an
Indian oboe - wasn't welcomed in Indian
classical music until the arrival of Khan. His
mastery gave it safe passage where before it
was looked down by the establishment as
folk instrument. Khan retains a great measure of folksiness in his playing as well as the
virtuosic playing for whic h he is famous
throughout India. There's also a spiritual
quality in his playing and after a religious
vision. Khan is now often to be found at 3am
playing in atemple in Benares on the Ganges.
On this CD he is accompanied by eight
musicians. many of them relatives. who play
other shenai, drone instruments and percussion. The shenai is avery difficult instrument
to play and control, and that's what makes
the sliding phrases and tone colourings in his
performance all the more remarkable. One of
his favourite devices - perhaps more noticeable when you see him live - is reversing the
dynamics so that instead of playing loudly at
the end of aset of phrases he will drop the
volume down to a whisper. The style of the
music is different of course. but Khan encompasses in his playing all the emotion and
spirituality and virtuosity which attracts people to John Coltrane. [ A:1*I
Ken Hyder
KD LANG: SHADOWLANDS
Sire WX 171
Phase two of the plan to make Ms Lang the
Patsy Cline of the '
80s sees the Canadian

ditching her band, The Reclines, and moving
to Nashville to cut an album produced by
Owen Bradley, mastermind behind some of
Cline's greatest hits. The whole session.
featuring the cream of Music City's musicians, is, not surprisingly, ' 40s and ' 50s based
both musically and stylistically. The songs, a
mixture of honky-tonk hi-ho's and beerstained ballads of the superior sort, include
'Black Coffee', once awinner for Peggy Lee;
'I Wish IDidn't Love You So', the 1947 Betty
Hutton success from the film The Perils Of
Pauline, Chris Isaak's ' Western Stars' and
Bob Wills ' Sugar Moon'. The Jordanaires,
plus Country Queens, Loretta Lynn, Brenda
Lee and Kitty Wells aid and abet vocally and
the only flaw in the whole proceedings is
Lang's trait of grandstanding and aiming at
the big sell. She could use abit more Canada
dry. perhaps. A trifle more understatement
could have put this vastly entertaining album
among the year's best. Even so it still rates
[A:1]
Fred Dellar
MJQ: THREE WINDOWS
WEA 254 833-1
One might have thought the Modern Jazz
Quartet had gone on for much too long - then
they produce something like this, their best
recording in a long time. Milt Jackson and
John Lewis come out with vibraharp and
piano solos fully up to the level of the band's
greatest days. but the main point is that the
Quartet is here teamed with the New York
Chamber Symphony Orchestra. Strings
always spelt disaster on a jazz date ( unless
your name was Artie Shaw or Bob Graettinger), but during the past generation string
players have learnt to phrase in a jazzlike
manner and this meeting, recorded last year.
is acomplete success. Two long-lasting Lewis
themes. ' Three Windows' and ' Django', are
excellently recomposed ( not just arranged)
for the new combination, many unexpected
facets coming to light, and there are some
delightful new items. in particular ' A Day in
Dubrovnik', a three- movement I
6- minute
suite. This will stand with the most memorable of Lewis's responses to European culture
- to its architecture as much as to its music.
Equally fine is ' Kansas City Breaks', with its
typically resourceful use of the traditional
jazz device of stop- time. An essential record.
IA:11
Max Harrison
VAN MORRISON & THE CHIEFTAINS:
IRISH HEARTBEAT
Mercury 834 496 - 2 ( 39m Ols) CD
'I'm going back, going back to my own ones.'
Morrison sings on the title song. And gone
back he has, returning to his Celtic roots with
the aid of Paddy Maloney and the band
whose sound symbolises Irish music to the
world at large. Uilleann piper and tin whistle
player Maloney is no newcomer to the world
of pop. Lionised by many - Mick Jagger is
one of his biggest fans - he's already worked
with Mike Oldfield and Paul McCartney,
Macca hauling him up to Stockport to work
on an album for his brother Mike McGear.
So much for The Chieftains and their leader.
What of Van Morrison in this context? It has
to be said that he's not the finest singer of
traditional material - which, in the main, is
the fare that forms Irish Heartbeat. He
sometimes lacks something in the way of
sinuousness, though never, but never, could
he be accused of failing in terms of emotional
input. Even on the even- haunting ' She Moves
Through The Fair' he provides aversion that
vies with the best, eerie and finally punctu93
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ated with death- bed gasps. Elsewhere he
matches his voice against that of The Chieftains' own Kevin Connell, most effectively on
the half-Gaelic. half- in- English. ' My Match It
Is Made', reworks his own ' Celtic Ray' and
indulges in almost Dubliners- like knees- ups
like ' Star Of The County Down' and the
bone-clacked ' I'll Tell Me Ma'. But what you
remember most is the beauty. as pictures of
Ireland unfold musically before your very
ears. Totally enjoyable. [
A*: I]
Fred Deliar
LENNIE NIEHAUS: I SWING FOR YOU
Emarcy SR60123
Perhaps this LP, dating from 1957, is
Niehaus's finest. It offers West Coast jazz
near its best, if not at its most adventurous,
with superb playing of eight imaginative
arrangements by the leader fior eight players.
Each score is excellently crafted, and just
sufficiently different in approach from the
rest. This music's vitality is evident from the
first moment the initial ' P and L' bursts from
the speakers. giving us yet another chance to
laugh at all the history books which dismiss
West Coast jazz as ' gutless and academic'.
The longest track is an eloquent treatment of
Benny Golson's ' Four Eleven West,' which
includes acutely expressive solos from
Niehaus on alto and Bill Perkins on tenor
saxophone. It also has a good solo by Ed
Leddy, normally a lead trumpeter but who
establishes strong jazz credentials here, on
'Soon' and Perkins's ' Little Girl Blues.' At
the piano. Lou Levy is more predictably
impressive on several tracks, and it is a pity
we do not hear more from baritone saxophonist Steve Perlow and from Kenny
Shroyer on value trombone. Niehaus and
Perkins are the consistently outstanding
soloists, and the leader is particularly remarkable on ' He Ain't Got Rhythm' and ' Little
Girl Blues.' fA:11
Max Harrison
1.1111111111111e

of a pair of giant tweezers and a vacuum
cleaner, what will you find inside? Well, the
nude one has served up abit of amixed bag.
There's lovely touches all over the record,
but with exception of ' Dance On'. propelled
by the most itchsome drum pattern since B
Bumble & The Stingers. and ' Anna Stesia', a
ballad of lust which builds inexorably from a
simple keyboard figure, there's a feeling of
incompleteness about the rest of the songs
which is all the more frustrating. ' Alphabet
Street'. after a good first impression, turns
out to be a lick or trick short of greatness.
'Glam Slam' and the title track are plain
average. Those who like the lush Prince will
find ' When 2 R In Love' and '
I Wish U
Heaven' ( the former a survivor of the
infamous ' Black' album) perfectly toothsome. Those who loved ' Bambi', ' Little Red
Corvette' or ' When Doves Cry' will be
disappointed. There's evidence of the production involvement of George Clinton on
this record. Now when these two really get it
together, that will be something. [
A:31
Pete Clarke
,; -,4
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QUEENSRYCHE: OPERATION MINDCRIME
EMI Records, 74 8640 — 1
One gets the feeling that Queensryche vocalist Geoff Tate is a Floyd fan in heavy metal
clothing. This is ametal concept album with a
touch of The Wall — sound effects, brainwashing, evil capitalist governments and misery. Sadly the recording and the composition
doesn't match up to the promise. Even by
heavy metal standards this lacks musical
integrity — there aren't any good tunes — and
the arrangements. production and pressing
all serve to castrate the music. Heavy is
certainly not the word that springs to mind.
IC:41
Neille Farmer

IGGY POP: INSTINCT
A&M AMA 5198

ENRICO RAVA/DINO SALUZZI
TET: VOLVER
ECM 1343

lggy Pop is now officially rehabilitated. He
does not drink, does no drugs and only puffs
a quarter inch of cigarette aday. The more
cynical will no doubt be writing off the new
LP round about now, presuming that without
his traditional input, the Ig will not be able to
rock ' n' roll. Not entirely correct. The major
flaw in this new opus is, in fact, the absence of
David Bowie. Although Mr Bowie's musical
career is so far down the tubes it qualifies as a
medical experiment, his collaborations with
Iggy have been positively alchemical. Nevertheless, Instinct is afair piece of work. Steve
Jones lends his writing/guitar molesting
talents abundantly and, while short of the
nicotine melodies of Bowie, he has a way
with an old riff which is compelling. The
opening track 'Cold Metal' is roughly where
the record is at, with the likes of ' Tom Tom'
around to allow Pop to crackle. And incidentally, this man does feature one of the best
sets of pipes in the Western hemisphere.
[B:2]
Pete Clarke

Raya is atrumpeter always worth checkingout, and Saluzzi's South American bandoneon holds fascinations everytime you hear
it. But on the surface, this looks like an odd
pairing to front a band. Raya however, has
showed he has an ear for folk music in the
past, and on this outing. Saluzzi makes great
efforts to get inside contemporary jazz. It
works well. The quintet — Harry Pepl, guitar,
Furio Di Castri, bass and Bruce Ditmas,
drums are the other members — is at home on
floating atmospheric pieces as well as upfront
rhythmic scorchers. Pepl is particularly
impressive. Much of the time he plays in the
background, producing washes of colour
which make moods for others to work on.
When he's projected up front he plays clear,
explicit lines. It's an interesting album, as
much for its unique blend of European jazz
and Argentinian tango than anything else.
Well worth alisten. [A*: II
Ken Hyder

SADE: STRONGER THAN PRIDE
CBS 460497-1

PRINCE: LOVESEXY
Paisley Park WX 164
The question here is, ' Can you get past the
cover?' Our hero poses buffly on a giant
pornographic flower, hand covering his
throbbing heart. One wonders what sort of
passion flower it is under his posterior —
perhaps it's best not to know. Having
removed the record from inside with the help
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Okay, Iagree — it's music to drink Martinis
by. Even so. it's the best of its kind and
arguably the stunning Ms Adu's most agreeable album to date. Not that she's moved in
any new direction or striven to become more
forceful in deference to those whose who
rated her former brace of albums as exciting
as asun-lounge decorated by Laura Ashley.

On the contrary. if anything. Sade has
become even quieter. not so much as singer
as someone who happens to breath audibly in
a melodic way. The surprising thing is that,
though her records have always been thought
of in terms of fashion accessories — the
best-dressed tables would always have featured the sleeve of Diamond Life alongside a
copy of The Face — the lady really knows a
thing or two. She phrases beautifully, knows
instinctively when something fits. A jazz trait
and nothing but. And when she murmurs
whatever she's murmuring over the top of a
lightly latin backdrop, she does it in the
manner of the best Brazilian singers, her
vocal becoming an indistinguishable part of
the rhythm. Only the final ' Siempre May
Esperanza', an obvious instrumental fill, is a
cop out. Otherwise both the music and the
Martini tastes fine to me. IA*:11 Fred Dellar

LENNIE TRISTANO: CONTINUITY
Jazz Records JR6
Although in these days of CDs this LP's
playing time is short at 37m 14s the plausible
get-out is that it brings us hitherto unissued
material with Tristano's quintet really on the
boil. Actually the first three tracks are by a
1958 quartet with Warne Marsh (tenor saxophone), Henry Grimes ( bass) and Paul
Motian ( drums). These are lukewarm, with
Marsh off- mike, bass and drums heavy and
out of style. and the Half Note, New York,
almost empty. Six years later at the same
location it was very different, with Sonny
Dallas and Nick Stabulas as right as Grimes
and Motian were wrong, Lee Konitz added
on alto saxophone. the club full and the band
flying high. ' 317 East 32nd' (on the chords of
'Out of Nowhere'), ' Background Music' (' All
of Me') and ' Subconscious-Lee' (' What Is
This Thing Called Love?') are the vehicles of
substantial, not to say turbulent, work-outs.
Where the notion that Tristano's music is
cool came from Ishall never understand. At
the piano he throws off some extraordinary
feats of execution, but it is all music, never
merely display. [
C:3/1]
Max Harrison

STEVE WINWOOD: ROLL WITH IT
Virgin V2537
After nearly a quarter of a century with
Island Records ( where he invented the concept of 'getting it together in the country'),
Steve Winwood has released his first record
for Virgin. Nothing else has changed,
however. The Stax-based musical sensibilities
are still intact and given extra prominence on
this record by the presence of the rather
famous Memphis Horns. Winwood has been
refining his art for some time now, which is
usually a polite way of saying the music is
increasingly dull, stale and lacking in new
ideas — but this is not the case here, simply
because Winwood has such as excellent
voice, the envy of bathtub crooners everywhere. To back up the passionate vocals,
there is group playing of the highest order,
featuring such luxury items as real drums
(courtesy of John Robinson) and sympathetic
backing vocals ( from Tessa Niles and Mark
Williamson). If you're not expecting the
unexpected (sampling, scratching, backwards
pedal steel guitar, tribal yodelling) then this
album will not disappoint. From the crisp yet
relaxed funk of the title track, to aching
ballads such as ' Don't You Know What The
Night Can Do,' you get your money's worth.
This is most definitely a quality product.
IA:11
Pete Clarke
95
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CAPSULES
THE DAVID AZARIAN TRIO: STAIRWAY
TO SEVENTH HEAVEN
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 902 (
45m 36s) CD
More jazz from Russia, aclassic piano/bass/
drums trio and just what you'd expect from
guys who learned their chops from smuggled
Blue Note LPs. Fresh material, though. so
it's one more for glasnost. [
A:1]
JOAN BAEZ: RECENTLY
Gold Castle/Virgin CDVGC I ( 41m 06s) CD
Welcome return from the old campaigner in
which you can't hear the axes grinding.
Plenty of social awareness, but there's some
good old mundane music making, too, and
JB's voice sounds simply wonderful, notably
when covering Knopfler's ' Brothers In
Arms'. [
A: I]
BAND OF SUSANS: HOPE AGAINST HOPE
Further/Blast First FUS LP
Whinging. jangly-guitars indic type stuff.
thus identifying vet another genre to challenge heavy metal for sheer lack of oqinality. Some fine melodies amidst the dirges,
though. Anachrophiles will love the all-valve
cover. [
A/B:2/31
BIG PIG: BONK
A&M CDA 5185 (
59m 20s) CD
Big Pig is aseven- piece from Australia with
three drummers and no guitars, all of whom
dress like the bad guy in Streets of Eire.
Powerful stuff crossing all sorts of percussive
genres, but it's slightly off- kilter. Give it at
least three tries to arrive at [ A*:I/2]
THE BROTHERS JOHNSON: KICKIN'
Breakout/A&M CDA 5162 (
46m Ois) CD
Their first since ' 84, and aclassy return it is.
Anticipate dance floor thrash if you must, but
be prepared for amellow session where you
actually get to hold your partner. Nice. [
A:1]
HAROLD BUDD/BRIAN ENO: THE PEARL
EG/Virgin EEGCD 37 (
42m 54s) CD
New Age is the antithesis of the belief that
music=emotion. If music is the food of love,
then this is beansprouts and tofu. [ A/A*:2/3]
CHINA: CHINA
Vertigo VERHC 57
Vertigo 834 451-2 (
44m I4s) CD
Swiss heavy metal, machined just as you'd
expect. Everything fits, it ticks with precision. but has about as much soul as a Klan
convention. Question: Do Swiss air- guitarists
take lessons? [ A:2]
LUIS CONTE: IA COCINA CALIENTE
Denon CV-30001 (
59m 04s) CD
Denon has demonstrated that they can make
recordings to rank with the best of them. [ his
cross between the best of Latin and the worst
of Grusin tells us that now's the time they
hired a music lover to control their techno
wizards. [A:2/3]
DEREK B: BULLET FROM A GUN
Phonogram DRKLP 1
Hard rap showing as much musical as verbal
skill, and a sorely needed break from other
exponents of the genre whose talent is due to
St Vitus' dance. A feast of rhythms, whether
you own a Linn or not. [
A:I]
THE FLATMATES: THE JA.VICE LONG
SESSION
Nighttracks/Strange Fruit 011
Listen closely: despite too many touches of
11111 NEWS & RECORD REVII ,Vi
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indie-ness, there's some clever pop knowledge at work here. Traces of the Bangles
buried under the kind of thrash that makes
music palatable to the image- conscious.
Recorded for Long in March, 1987. IA:11
MO FOSTER: BEL ASSIS
MMC CDP 7 904552 (
59m 28s) CD
Solo releases from bassists can be like the
same from drummers, but Foster's virtuosity
(and respect for his sidemen) prevents this
from being a mere test track for your woofers. New Jazz to play to your spider plants.
[A*:1/21
GAYE BYKERS ON ACID: THE JANICE
LONG SESSION
Nighttracks/Strange Fruit SFNT 010
As per the Peel Sessions, live work from
Radio l's studios. Definitive grebo material
recorded in May 1987, before the hand hit the
Big Time. Better than their detractors think.
[A:1]
HEAD: TALES OF ORDINARY MADNESS
Virgin V2527
Remember those wonderful loose ' n' sloppy
party sounds from the likes of Gary US
Bonds and Archie Bell? This is the same, but
with British white guys doing it, and with
even more drunken abandon. Their first LP
on Demon didn't quite prepare us for No. 2.
[C:1]
MICHAEL HEDGES: STRINGS OF STEEL
Windham Hill/A&M 37 6972-2 (
35m 18s) CD
The completists will freak when they learn
that only two of the 10 tracks are fresh, the
rest culled from earlier works. Whatever,
Hedges is one of the few from the Hill who
doesn't act like amusical sleepwalker; his use
of McFerrin and aHendrix cover shows good
taste, too. [
A:1]
MARK ISHAM/CHARLIE COUTURE: THE
MODERNS (
OST)
Virgin CDV2530 (
45m 36s) CD
Despite the presence of New Age deity
lsham, this soundtrack is going to delight fans
of Brel, Aznavour and anything else that
smacks of end-of- an- era Euro decay. Perfect
for the CD player in your Delage. [ A:1]
THE KING'S SINGERS: THE BEATLES
COLLECTION
EMI Angel CDC 7 49556 2 (
52m I6s) CD
At last a King's Singers release — all Beatles
songs — for KK to use as atest disc but with
material of which he approves [ how boring —
Edl. UK edition of a CD first released in
Japan in ' 86, and a real ear opener. [
A*:11

CHARLIE MUSSELWHITE: CAMBRIDGE
BLUES
Blue Horizon/Ace BLUH 005
A live LP from one of America's proto-white
bluesman, rated right up there with Butterfield. Lean trio devoid of percussion. all the
better for hearing Charlie's still- ferocious
harp. [
A/B:1]
THE RAILWAY CHILDREN: RECURRENCE
Virgin CDV 2525 (
38m 45s) CD
More from the Tears For Fears school of
modern British pop. Fresh, if somewhat
sombre melodies, handsome production and
enough inventiveness to stop you each time
you start thinking ' Where have Iheard that
before?' [
A:1] for a neat debut.
RED LORRY YELLOW LORRY: NOTHING
WRONG
Situation Two/Beggar's Banquet SITU 20 CD
(43m 04s) CD
A wall of sound papered with snatches of
great guitar work, melody and rhythm. If you
work at it, you can liken the effort to eating a
lobster — assuming you're prepared to crack
shells and pick away at it. [
A:I/2]
BRIAN SETZER: LIVE NUDE GUITARS
EMI-Manhattan MTL 1025
Another solo from the ex- Stray Cat. and not
quite the rockabilly redux he might have
produced. Setzer still sounds like Cochran
reincarnated, but he is trying to yank vintage
rock ' n' roll out of atime warp. so it's [
A:11
THE SPLATCATS: SIN 73
Moving Target/Charly MT 007
THE SPLATCATS: FEELING BITCHY
Moving Target/Charly MT 016
Like the name suggests, across between the
Stray Cats and the Texas Chainsaw Massacre.
Psycho-punkabilly to please everyone from
Cramps fans to Bo Diddlers. IB:21, [
A/B:1/21
SUDDEN SWAY: '
76 KIDS FOREVER
Rough Trade ROUGH 133
Yes, a stage musical about the Great Punk
Explosion and no better or worse than what
Hair did for hippies. No self-respecting spiketop would give this needle- time, but it's
actually quite a reasonable piece, say. a
hundred times better than a Webber Work.
[A:2]
JUNE TABOR: AQABA
Topic TSCD 449 (
44m 31s) CD
Exquisite item from a British folk mainstay.
Tabor's crystal-clear voice heard here as a
reference standard. Sparse, moody and just
one thing if you're up for some introspection.

THE KINKS: LIVE — THE R0.4D
London LONLP 49
Not the first live Kinks LP, but it could be the
last. Judging by the lack of energy — despite
the use of recent, rather than played- to-death
material — they're sounding bored. There are
moments, but even our resident Kinks
Kasualty can't muster more than IA:2/31.
Pray it's just a lapse.

TALK TALK: SPIRIT OF EDEN
Parlophone CDP 746977 2 41m 28s) CD
Or: the return of the concept LP. Slowmoving, detail- laden studio effort about 20
years too late to exploit the cannabis market.
Pretty soothing though — like New Age with
vocals. [ A*:1/21

THE MEN THEY COULDN'T HANG:
WAITING FOR BONAPARTE
Magnet MAGI 5075
More wheezy Celtic rock from a band only
slightly less drunk- sounding than the Popes.
A desolate recording despite the joyous
music; check the lyric sheet if the accent
obscures the message. IA:11

TONIO K: NOTES FROM THE LOST CIVILIZATION
A&M AMA 0763
Another winner from the not- prolific- enough
one-time Cricket. Masterly songwriting with
normal pop melodies hiding some weird
visions. File alongside Shear. Redbone and
other originals. [ A:I/11
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REISSUES
FONTELLA BASS: THE NEW LOOK
Chess GCH 78048
A welcome reissue of the LP which gave the
world ' Rescue Me'. Shame Fontella's other
work wasn't recognised, because she had
more than that one song to offer, eg, aterrific
'Oh, No, Not My Baby'. Super soul, for sure.
[A/B:1]

Heard here between the ases of 15 and 17,
Little Esther had the potential to conquer the
world of R&B but succumbed to the usual
vices. Here she's as yet unspoiled, and gives
us two sides of absolutely breathtaking
adolescent denial. Forget the very last
recordings (as Esther Phillips) and remember
her this way. [H:11

EARL BOSTIC: ALTO MAGIC IN HI-FI
Sing/Charly 597
Hard to believe that these wild sax sessions
were whipped together in only two days. but
that's how they did it in 1958. A dozen period
rockers sounding just fine, but hardly the
'Hi Fi' of the title. [H:1/2] )

PETE SEEGER: THE BITTER AND THE
SWEET
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 873 ( 40m 43s) CD
Live in '62, archetypal protest folksinging
which sounds less precious than you'd expect.
If you're too young to know the meaning of
the phrase 'social conscience', kick off the
Doc Martens and dip in. You might learn
something. [A/A*:1]

BRINSLEY SCHWARZ: IT'S ALL OVER
NOW
Decal L1K 22
11 previously unreleased tracks from the best
pub-rockers of them all, recorded in 1974 and
remixed by member Gomm in 1987. Some of
it's abit weak compared to their best, but the
early 'Cruel To Be Kind' and adecent 'Tell
Me Why' confirm the legend. [A/11:1/2]
SOLOMON BURKE: THE BISHOP RIDES
SOUTH
Charly CRB 1187
14 tracks from his stint with Bell Records,
circa 1969. More than a few consider Burke
to be aking of soul. alongside James Brown
and Otis, and this Muscle Shoals set shows his
consistency. Post- Atlantic? So what. Highlights include awicked ' Proud Mary' and ' In
The Ghetto' from another king. [A/B:1/11
GUY CLARK: OLD NO. I
Edsel ED 285
Gravelly 1975 country LP of the Outlaws
variety, too earthy to be deemed nascent
New Country. The writing's worthy of Van
Zandt, the sound is in a league with Willie
Nelson. Beats waiting for the next John
Hartford reissue. too. [A/B:11]
THE EYES: BLINK
Barn-Caruso KIR! 028
This is so cute that you're forgiven for
thinking it's an '88 Bam-Caruso wind-up.
How can any 1960s British band be such a
parody of the genre without the benefit of
hindsight? They covered the Stones, the Who
and the Beatles. wore the worst of Carnaby
Street and sounded like every band from
Herman's Hermits to the Bo Street Runners.
Anyone for time-warp? (A/B:1/2]
ELLA FITZGERALD: LIVE FROM THE
ROSELAND BALLROOM
Jazzline 20 804 ( Dist. by Target)
Even as a22-year-old Ella had the chops, and
this live broadcast concert in New York's
famed dance hall catches her in fine early
form. Plenty of swing with loads of postpubescent confidence — they just don't make
'ern like this anymore. [H:1]
ETTA JAMES: COME A LITTLE CLOSER
Chess GCH 78047
Nearing the end of her Chess era, around
1974, and sounding as ferocious as you'd
hope. Start with her killer version of ' Sooki
Sooki' and ask why Etta remains afootnote
in the history of R&B. As kids born in that
year would say, ' Wicked'. [ A/B:1]
LITTLE ESTHER: I PAID MY DUES
Sing/Charly 1156
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIENS
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DUSTY SPRINGFIELD: LOVE SONGS
Philips 814 990-2 ( 56m 32s) CD
Special priced I
7-track CD of Dusty's
smoochers, for those too mean to buy the
phenomenal Silver Collection. Listen to the
only white British female vocalist worthy of
inclusion on the same page as Ella, Esther
and Sarah. Chilling. [ A/B:11
13th FLOOR ELEVATORS: ELEVATOR
LIVE!
Decal UK 30
Psychedelic blues from Texas' flagship drug
casualties. They actually sound better live
than in the studio, and the crowd was
obviously having agood time, so thumbs up
for the third in this run of reissues. Holly
purists should avoid their interpretation of
'I'm Gonna Love You Too'. [ C:1/2]
BIG MAMA THORNTON: STRONGER
THAN DIRT/THE WAY IT IS
Charly CDX24
Marvellous double slipping her two Mercury
LPs into a gatefold. circa 1969 and as
low-down as you get. Listen closely and learn
more about where Joplin got her style than
you could from watching Monterey Pop. The
nastiest blues you'll hear this year, so be
prepared to blush and wriggle around in your
armchair. [ A:1]
IKE TURNER & HIS KINGS OF RHYTHM:
TALENT SCOUT BLUES
Ace CHD 244
Nice idea, 16 tracks highlighting the R&B
talents which Ike discovered. Not the least, of
course, is his ex-missus, Tina, but some of the
others are just as worthy. Jimmy Thomas,
Vernon Guy, Mary Sue — Ike may be
remembered as atotal screw-up, but he sure
had an ear for quality. [A/B:1/2]
SARAH VAUGHAN: MY FIRST 15 SIDES
Official/Charly 3003
Like the sleeve says, her first sessions. This
stuffs over 40 years old but it still cooks, an
object lesson in sophistication for the Sades
and Moyets, and afine accompaniment to the
early Ella above. The hottest Jazz, reason
enough to wish that you were young and
swingin' in Harlem during the Second World
War. [A:1/11
VARIOUS: FROM ROUTE 66 TO THE FLAMINGO
Stateside EMI SSL 6034
Another terrific R&B package from the
Keepers of Stateside, this time sporting DJ
preferences like Phil Upchurch's 'Can't Sit
Down', and King Curtis' Soul Serenade'.

Garnett Mimms, Inez and Charlie Foxx,
Thurston Harris — it's gotta be [ 11. Oh, and
[A/11] too.

VARIOUS: A RIOT IN BLUES
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 874 (63m 50s) CD
Unbelievably, MFSL does it again with
another champion blues bash. Ultra rare
Mainstream sides from Sonny Terry and
Brownie McGhee, Ray Charles, Lighting
Hopkins, James Wayne and Arbee Stidham,
spanning 1951-71. Worth the tariff just for
track 23. [H/A:1]
VARIOUS: TSOP — THE SOUND OF PHILADELPHIA
K-Tel NE1406
K-Tel NCD3406 ( 70m 37s) CD
The cream of the only 1970s soul confederation to near Stax and Atlantic of the 1960s.
The O'Jays, Lou Rawls. Billy Paul, Teddy
Pendergrass — smooth as silk, x20 on CD and
(believe it or not) x28 on vinyl. [ A:112]
LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III: ATTEMPTED
MUSTACHE
Edsel 269
LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III: UNREQUITED
Edsel 273
Closing more gaps, this time LWIII from
1973 and 1975. The quirkiest of singersongwriters, his wry humour leads to such
gems as ' Rufus Is A Tit Man' and ' Dilated To
Meet You'. File somewhere between Randy
Newman and the Bonzos. [ A:1]; [A:1/2]
DINAH WASHINGTON: THE COMPLETE
DINAH WASHINGTON VOL 1 (1943-1945)
Official/Charly 3004
Talk about a monumental undertaking — if
this lot can do it, you're in for a real treat.
This is the birth of a legend, a jazz vocalist
rated by some as beyond Ella. Listen, gang —
it's agreat month foi female vocalist reissues,
and this is the best of the lot. [ H:11
OTIS WILLIAMS AND HIS CHARMS:
SING THEIR ALL-TIME HITS
Sing/Charly 570
Definitive example of the 1950s R&B vocal
groups genre, overshadowed by ensembles
with aviary nomenclature. The material is
circa 1954-57, but seems less dated thanks to
the still-strong nostalgia boom. A must if
you've tired of Williams' more famous colleagues. [H:1]
HOP WILSON & HIS BUDDIES: STEEL
GUITAR FLASH
Ace CHD 240
Glossy slide playing from a bluesman less
well-known and prolific than, say. Elmore.
But the talent's there, and these 30-year-old
tracks sport guests like Fenton Robinson and
Larry Davis to attest to the esteem held for
this Houston obscurity. More Kudos to Ace
for putting the record straight yet again.
[H/A:1]
THE YOUNGBLOODS: ELEPHANT MOUNTAIN
Edsel ED 276
Their third, from 1969, which was the point
where the rot set in. Enough good-timey
music was evident, but the band hit their
hippie phase and went in head first. Drawnout jazzy interludes, weird imagery, sloppy
jamming — but half the tracks are so good that
it's still ( A:11
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SUPERPRESSING RECORDS

Reterence Proprrus MFSL Shelled Lab. Ala MMC Windham NH. Telarc AUG
Chesky. RCA Direct Cut.
Japan°. etc send SAE for Ils1
JUST ARRIno FROM THE U.S.A. - BET Es ON ORIGINAL MASTER MFSL
Revolver. For Sale Rubber Soul Help Please Please Me HARD DAYS
NIGHT SGT PEPPER,,, C15 99 each ( DOUBLE WHITE corning soonl
SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD DIRECT CUTS
Lab 11 - Harry Jam. - SII
II Harry £600
We crock ONO full range& Sheerer0LPs at . . . .
£ 295 each
NOW BACK IN STOCK THE FABULOUS LAB 23
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD 6 FRIENDS
f12.95
NOW IN STOCK - LABS 25- 26 A 27.
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED LPS INCLUDE JAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP - E13.99 DOUBLE LP
Dyname. crystal clear GooOtirne small group Jan Also on CD at C14 99
ORTOFON TEST RECORD - C9.95
The Crean, of the tracks from Me much sought arnar Opus 3label
DAFOS. LAUDETE. CANTATE DOMINO. CAROL KIDD. -3611es in stock

Five Ways Hi.Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1LD
Telephone. 021-455 0667
Demonstrations by appoIntment
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BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64 BECKENHAM ROAD. BECKENHAM. KENT. 01-658 3464

ACTON GATE AUDIO CENTRE
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THE real Hl-FI specialists in Buckinghamshire

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks

Excellent comparator demonstrations

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
Agents include
Linn, Rega, Creek, Nairn Castle
Cambridge Audio, Nakami,
chi, ,
A&R,
Audio Lab ,
Tannoy.

Aiwa. AKG. Alphasœ. Audb Technica ( CD Players also). ADC. AR.
ASK. Beard. Boston. BLQ. Castle. Celestion. Denon. D' -ah Dual.
Exposure. Gale. Coheirs. Goldring. Grado. Gyrodek. Heybrook,
Harmon Kardon. NEF. Logic. Linn Arms. Monitor Audio. Michell.
Magnum. Mant a.Musical Fidelity. Meridian. Mim ion. MordauntShort. Maranta. Mousier. Myst. Nakamichi. Nagaoka. NAM Condon.
Pnfngon• Piiiito 1CD ofdYL P.S. Audio. Proton. Quad. QED. Re...
Hotel. Flevox. Revolver. Sennheiwr. Something Solid. Sondes. Stead
& Deliver. Spendor. Systemdek. Tenney. Target Tear CD, Thorax.
Trio CD. Walker. Wharfedale. Yorkshire. Yamaha. Zeta.

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

.

Closed all day Mon/Thur 8Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome
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NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.

Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

Quad Dual - Onkyo • Technics NAD Too-Kenwood •
Cambridge Audio • Acoustic Research • Bose • B&W • Celesuon
Denon • Maffei!. Mordaunt-Shon • Ortofon • OED • Tannoy •
Yamaha • AR Electronics • Heybrook JB L • Sennheiser - Monitor
Audlo Harman Ka Mon - Ariston
DEMONSTRATION ROOM

\Ce

ANALOG AUDIO ..."\
(HI-FI Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for Celestion, Denon, Dual, Marantz,

Ili

0296 28790
Monday Friday, 9.30am-5.30 Saturday

6.1,

II Mission III Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-ShoN II Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi a Pioneer U Philips CD
Quad la Rogers a Rotél 11 Revox
Sony a Spendor MI Tannoy B Technics
Thorens U Trio a Yamaha etc
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PRODUCTS- CREEK AUDIO-6LO
ARCAM - GALE • ROYD- MONITOR AUDIO

Philip March
audio

sLstems

103a Beverley Road, Hull Entrance Wellington Lane

TEL: 0482 227867
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Warstones
1-11-F1

(

LINN PRODUCTS *CROFT
ACOUSTICS • SPENDOR
MONITOR AUDIO • INCATECH
HARMAN KARDON • EXPOSURE
Ud/0
ELECTRONICS • QUAD
•R ATA • JPW • ION • SENNHEISER,
TANNOY • DENON • ORTOFON •
NAD • MORDAUNT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
•CREEK AUDIO • CELESTION •
Hours ol'Opening.
Mon Tues. Wed. Sal 10am-6pm
Thurs Fri ' Oam-9pm
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54a Wanstones

Road, Penn, Wolverhampton

Tel: Wolverhampton 345114
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Speakco., Onusa Point Turntable and Ann

EXCLUSIVELY
COMPACT DISC

Specialists in CLASSICAL, JAZZ, POP/ROCK. plus Easy
Listening, Soundtracks, New Age. Trade- In Service, Listening Facilities. Imports and Special Orders. Mail Order.
Access 8 Visa. Personal 8 Friendly Service.

24 Tunsgate, Guildford, Surrey GUI 30S

For the
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Westwood & Mason ( Oxford ) Lid
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM: A&R
CASTLE
CREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
KEF
LINN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNT-SHORT
INCA TECH
NAIM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SPENDOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
TANNOY
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
STANDS
NAGAOKA
QED
ORTOFON
HARBETH SENNHEISER MARANTZ LOGIC EPOS

Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday

Pink

CREEK, DUAL, DENON

BRic,1-1ToN H1-F
1YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON. Tel: 695776
3YEARS PARTS & LABOUR

Hastivig5_14LF1

CONSULTANTS
(»WESTERN ROAD, ST.LEONARDS. ( 0424) 442975.
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Selected Hi-fi
from
EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
QUAD, NAMMICHI, HARMAJY, KARDON,
MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TANNOY, CYRUS,
NAD, REVOLVER, MANTICORE, GALE,
MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS,
CELESTION, HEYBROOK,
& Many more.
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ers.
' : des and diamond styli

also analogue audiophile
records supplied
88 Southbridge Rd, Croydon CRO 1AF
(01-688 6565)
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IFY
Retailers of quality audio equipment
40 Little London: Chichester. West Sussex P019 IPL
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

RING NICK ON 0788-540772
AGENTS FOR
A&R - Alphason - Audio Technica - Cambridge Audio Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Grado - Goldring Helius - Heybrook - Maranta - Meridian - Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Ortofon - QED - Quad - Rotel - Sansui - Sennheiser - SME
-Sony - Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
12 Regent Street, Rugby, Warks.

ILES HI-FI
"affordable esoterica"
Acoustic Energy AEI — accurate, revealing
and musical sounds on agrand scale from such
smell speakers. True giant- killers. Concordant
4004 and Exquisite tube pre-amps. American
high-end performance without the frills.
We now offer an upgrading service for most
British electronics, valve and %/state including
the Concordant Quad II conversion. Major
increases in performance with LIFE TIME
GUARANTEES. Also rebuilds of classic
valve units, e.g. Quad. Radford. Leak.
Concordant, Acoustic Energy, SourceOdyssey. etc.
Phone Rugby, Works 0788 72983

or Barmen,

I
xics 0455 43752 before 10pm.
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64 8. 85 BEANCROF T ROAD
CASTL EFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF 10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

The Advertising /
Standards Authority,/

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts Ltd
Alternative Audio
AR Jay Interiors
Ariston Acoustics
Audio South
Audiocraft of Denham
Audiokits
Bandor ( Miniature
Loudspeakers)
Brentwood Music Centre

Cambridge Audio
Cambridge Systems
Technology
Chew & Osborne
Covent Garden Records
Ian Edwards

4,16
34
42
60
IBC
58
46
48

68
32

30
16
46
44
68

Goodmans Loudspeakers
IFC
102

111+FI

._
Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards laid
down by the Advertising Standards
Authority. Most do. The few that don't
we'd like you to write in about.
And if you'd like acopy of these rules
for press, poster and cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. Ifs
free.

ASA Ltd., Dept. Y. Brook House.
Torrington Place. London WC1E 7HN.

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS
SECTION, PLEASE
CONTACT OUR
ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-688 2599 EXT: 277.

H W International ( Shure)
70
Hampshire Audio Ltd
50
In Hi Fi Ltd
Institute Of Sound &
Vibration

62

Kelvin Laboratories Ltd

66

Maxeli Tapes Ltd
Monitor Audio
Music Room, The

24

10
OBC
76

Performance Hi Fidelity
Pinewood Music
Playback Studios

42
12
34

Radford Hi Fi
Radlett Audio
Rauch Precision Eng
Reading Hi Fi Centre
Ron Smith Aerials

54
60
68
66
16

NE
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FOR INFORMATION
ON ADVERTISING IN
OUR NEW RECORD/
SOFTWARE SECTION.
PLEASE CALL
BEVERLEY ON
01-686 2599 EXT 469

Rotel Hi Fi
R.S. Ltd

18
68

S.M.E. Ltd
14
Salisbury Hi Fi
62
Sevenoaks Hi Fi Centre
72,73
Sound Gallery, The
66
Soundbox
38
Spalding Electrical Ltd. . 48,62
Stereophile
98
T.D.L. Electronics Ltd .... 8
Thomas Heinitz
58
Top Tape
24
Unilet
Virgin Classics Ltd
Virgin Records
West Midlands Audio
Woodside Electronics
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Meridian

Chandos
AUGUST RELEASES
Kalinnikov: Symphony No. 1
Glazunov: Spring/The Sea
SNO / Járvi
CHAN 8611

CD ABRD ABTD 1299

LP & Cass

NATURAL SOUND
RECORDINGS ON
COMPACT DISC
CDE 84133 ROSSINI: Petite Messe
Solenelle Combattimento directed
by David Mason. At afew seconds
less than 80 minutes we believe this
to be the world's longest CD
Meridian CDs are obtainable from all
good record shops or post free from
the address below. (£ 11.99
remittance with order)

SUPERIOR SOUND

Robert Burns: Songs and Music
Scottish Early Music Consort
CHAN 8636

CHAN 8637

II

CD ABRD ABTD 1324 LP & Cass

Poulenc: Piano Music Vol. 1
Eric Parkin
CD ABRD / ABM 1325 LP & Cass

COM

"
i
â

MAGNIFICENT
"Auc"° MUSIC
UK Distribution: Harmonia Mundi —
Gamut — H.R. Taylor

Thomas Wilson: Piano Concerto/Introit
SNO / Thomson / David Wilde
CHAN 8626

IF YOU WISH
TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS
NEW SECTION,
OR REQUIRE
ANY FURTHER
INFORMATION
CALL
BE
SIMPKINS
ON 01-686 2599
EXT 469

CD ABRD ABTD 1315 LP & Cass

MERIDIAN RECORDS,
PO Box 317, Eltham,
London SE9 4SF.
Telephone — (01) 857 3213

The Perfect Pitch
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rPlease send me 12monthly issues of Hi -Fi 1
News & Record Review commencing with
the next available issue.
D £ 16.80 UK and BFPO
£24.80 Overseas Surface, Europe and Eire
[11 £42.50 Overseas Air Mail
Ienclose acheque/postal order/International
money order payable to Link House
Magazines Ltd.
or debit my credit card

111111111111111111
111111111111111111 1111B1111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111M1111
A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW COSTS £16.80 (POST FREE) FOR THE UK. £ 4.80
FOR EUROPE (INCLUDING EIRE) AND OVERSEAS
SURFACE MAIL AND £42.50 FOR OVERSEAS AIR MAIL

D

VISA

D

Credit card no.

n

ACCESS/
DINERS
MASTERCARD

nAMEX

Expiry date

Li
Signature
(Please print in block capitals)
Name
Address

NEWS
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
41A
LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION
111-i!

AUGUST 1988

To HiFi News & Record Review Subscription Department
Link House Maga7ines Ltd
120-126 Lavender Avenue. Mitcham. Surrey CR4 3HP
Iunderstand that lam committed to one year's subscriotion and
should Iwish to

CenCel no refund will

be made

Registered in England and Wales No 1341',11
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Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 42p per word ( private), minimum £ 10.75 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £2.50
extra. Trade rates 51p per word, minimum £ 13.75 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in October issue must reach these
offices by 15th August addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review. Link House. Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey. CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten-, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone!
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless;
1 The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
2 It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
3 It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time/the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE- Private
HIGH END BARGAIN Apogee Duetta MKI
Speakers for sale. Good condition, half price
sale £ 1,738. Will demonstrate. Tel: after 6pm.
01-589 4840. ( H)
CARVER C500 POWER AMP. 250 watts per
channel. American high end sound with good
value. Realisitic offers. Box No. 0740. ( H)
MAGNEPLANAR MG IIIA SPEAKERS. Six
months old. As new ( boxed). Complete with
Cliff Stone " Maggi" Stands. Total cost nearly
£3000. Offered for quick sale at only £2150.
Worthing ( 0903) 61213 or ( 0860) 347718. ( H)

FOR SALE- Trade
CD PLAYERS UPGRADED All Philips and
Marantz 16 bit players contain the same microchip set, but other components vary according
to the model and price. Using the highest quality
components a great improvement to sound
quality may be achieved for £59. The " Pro"
modification involves an add-on circuit board
for true Audiophile performance for £ 119.
Modification available on Philips CD160.
CD460, CD360, CD450, CD650 and Marantz
CD56, CD65, CD75, CD273. Enquiries to
Geoff on 01-379 7635 Ext 134. Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
(A)
CD PLAYER OWNERS, to improve your sound
quality and reduce distortion, send for details of
our exceptional ( passive preamplifiers) to: A.
Walters, 48 Beachmont Place, Dunbarh,E.
Lothian EH42 1YD. ( H)
USED MAGNEPLANAR LOUDSPEAKERS!
Bob's Music Room ( London) have aselection of
used Magneplanar Speakers in mint condition.
e.g., MG I £650, MG2 £850. MG3 £ 1,495.
Tympani ID £ 1,595. Part exchange welcome.
For demonstration ring Bob on 01-8027330. ( H)
PINEWOOD'S HIGH END BARGAINS: Goldmund Mimesis 3 power amplifier, 10 year
guarantee, only three months old, boxed, mint,
£3,500, asaving of £ 1,250, owner exchanging for
M-3(X)s. Sumo Nine Plus power amplifier, two
months old, mint. £750. Audio Research SP-8
MK2, perfect. £975. Linn Isobariks with stands,
excellent, £700. Pink Triangle PT TOO, with
special SME armboard, six months old, perfect,
£450. Beard 506 preamplifier, immaculate,
£450. Linn Saras (walnut) with stands. £500.
Robertson 40-10, £500. or two for £850. My list
is constantly changing, please ring for updates.
Pinewood Music, Martins, Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford, Andover, Hampshire SPI I
71-IL. Tel: (0264) 57536 at any time. ( H)
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A RANGE OF 9 CASSETTE DECK TEST
TAPES. All precision individually mastered.
£3.50 - £ 18.50. Post free ( U.K.). Details/
specifications: Ian Harrison, 7 Mill Hill, Repton, Derby DE6 6GQ. (0283) 702875. ( H)
EX- DEMONSTRATION AND SECOND-HAND
HI-FI at massive savings. Most major enthusiast
brands according to availability. Send stamp for
list ( updated monthly). KJ West One, ( Dept.
HFN), 26 New Cavendish Street, London WI M
7LH. 01-486 8262/63. ( L)
THINKING OF THE HIGH END? The Pinewood Music Company has a constant and
ever-changing flow of excellent used high end
bargains. All carry aone-year parts and labour
guarantee, and atelephone call to Brian Rivas
on ((1264) 57536 could make your dream a
reality. The Pinewood Music Company. ' Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire, SPI1 7HL. Telephone at
any time. ( M)

VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Thirty years experience. Service, repair, upgrades, modifications,
design/construction. Guarantee provided. NOW
AVAILABLE: Quality low capacitance interconnects at sensible prices. e.g. 1metre pair/goldplated phonos £ 15.00 inc. p&p. Ring for details.
Chester ( 0244) 675185 seven days. ( K)
AFFORDABLE ESOTERICA: passive preamps,
active filters for subwoofer systems. All
designed and engineered to individual requirements. For product information write to:
Affordable Esoterica, 2 Mersey Road, London
El7 5LB. ( H)
QUAD DEALER North England, South Scotland invites you to hear Quads' range, including
ESL 63S, either here or in your own home.

SERVICES

LAKELAND HOME MUSIC offer a caring
service supplying to special order Quad, Sugden, Castle, Spendor, B & W, Nakamichi and
most leading makes. Phone: Ian Bewley 08536
235 -Fair Place" Watermillock, Penrith, Cumbria. ( X)

AUDIOPHILE GUIDES
A series of step by step plans to upgrade
popular turntables, pre-amps, power
amps, tuners and Loudspeakers.
Send for literature.

CLASSICAL SOUNDS - FREE (
Hi Fi, TV,
Video, Installation and Consultation) site
inspections, systems advice, service, repairs,
sales ( most good makes). JOE ( Hi Fi Consultant) 7DAY 2-IHR ANSWERING SERVICE.
(0923) 243-I-U) ( M)

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS
•SiderealKOPS The finest
Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
• SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
•DNM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning.

•KIMBER KABLE" Speaker

cable, Interconnects. Internal wiring. Clean open - transparent - smooth.
• Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
• Write for Autumn Price list.

0

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL
CUMBRIA LA8 9AS TEL: SELSIDE (053 983) 247

AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with nearly
40 years experience. Specialist in Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible restoration to
original design conception with full report covering each unit. 7Days enquiry service. Location:
Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

NEW! QUAD 33 - ULTIMATE UPGRADE
InIndiured in 198:1. the Soundhin Sli101 upgrade hoards haYe
modernised and enhanced Quad 33's around the %writ Our neo
511707 plug in circuit hoards eyeeed the perlormance of 'nett the
58101 especially for distortion. ! redline> response and noise
performance NMI niain the lull use ol the 11101 ..filler and balance
controls
When upgraded millt the net% SB707 the Quad 33 milt challenge any
'modern design for transparent.% and bass firmness
$11707 (6 pair £19.30 + SST
$i110111 E
l, pair - £ 32.00 + SST

QUAD 33 disc board u rade

Replacing the internal Quad disc amplifier board a11.11 the nett 511600
greatly
reprIlduclion The 511600 C) has amore natural
perspectIke and a sunder top-end ( especially on strings)
S11000 C) - £ 27.30 + 51*

QUAD FM3 TUNER UPDATE

The Quad I-113 tuner I
I, . 1
fornard sound balance
especially noticeable oil It the upgraded Quad 33. Our 58583 C)
circuit board repla' . 1plug.in de, ice a thin 1.113 tuners ( from
serial no. 58851 and goes much imprined transparency to FM
reception
St1503 G-129.25 +

COMPACT DISC Al7ENUATORS

therloaddion-linearitk distortion results from the linel mismatch
bet% een 1:1) players 12 % oils) and typical radlikain amp inputs.
1100nn Ilike Quads' This gites abard gritty treble. asoftened bass
and an untomlortably high kolume Our CD attenuators eliminate
these distortions and restore the natural sound +Wadable in- line or
as complete I3in leads Other sensitikltirs.'malches mailable
In-line: $0200 C) ( 1115.) - £ 12.20 511233

) phono ) - £ 11.30

$112135 C) WIN plug to phone sockets) - £ 17.30
Leads: $11213 C) ( phono plugs/phono plugs) - £ 17.30
$0283

MI\ plug/ phono plugs) - £ 17.50 Sil. +
SOUNDIOX, 3ENTERPRISE PARK,
UNDFIELD, WEST SUSSEX, RH 162LX.
TEL 04447 4371
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WE ARE LOOKING FOR CD- distributors in
the area of classical, rock, folk and jazz music.
Please contact Wristers Bookshop, Guldenstraat
20, 9712 CE Groningen, Holland. ( H)

Fr't91111•11M1
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VINTAGE AND LATE MODEL used high-end
stereo components. all kinds, for sale. Kindly
send your requirements to: Kurluff Sound Ent.
P.O. Box 10130, Glendale Ca. 91209. USA,
FAX ( 818) 444-6863. ( K)

a7ff.
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SPECIALIST AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BR TAINS PREMIER DEALER FOR
EX-DEMONSTRATION AND SECONDHAND HI-FI
•Our prices ere as low as thOse in the private ads - but we also offer afull
12 months parts/labour guarantee, part- exchange, mail order and
credit facilities..
•We buy all unmarked Hi Fi equipment for cash ..
•This W What the FINANCIAL TIMES said about us: ' Attractive discounts
ere available at Sound Deals . Friendly service, if you are interested in
atrade-in do talk to them.'
•Please phone for an appointment as we like our clients to take advantage
of our demonstration facilities ( if you come by train, we will arrange for
you to be collected from Biggleswade station)
•These are afew of the reasons why in just over three years we have built
upe massive clientele of regular customers and friends . .
Phone for details now on (0767) 317749 and ask
for the secondhand sales dept.
5413 SHORTMEAD STREET, BIGGLESWADE,
BEDFORDSHIRE 5018 OAP
PS. M25 via Al to our door is only lust over 35 minutes

TURNTABLES. ARMS, CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models
ADC; AKG: CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD: GOLDRING:
LENCO: ORTOFON: SHURE: SME: THORENS.
All available. Genuine. Equipment Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models
Specialist styli for early Recordings — 78s & LP
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday to 00—Ú 00

LAKE DISTRICT HOLIDAYS for Music Lovers
in country guest house on Ullswater. Every
comfort ( no smoking). details I.H.Bewley, Fair
Place, Watermillock, Penrith, Cumbria CA11
OLR Tel: 08536 235. ( H)

taw :we Ibir,
BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows, but they were both full of ideas and
opinions which influenced their music and
helped to shape the Romantic Age. The
thoughts beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies-with- adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John
Crabbe. Hector Berlioz — Rational Ronzantic and
Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are available
from bookshops at £5.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell
him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn
& Averill. Or you could try your local library.
Either way. they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)

WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI -FI
Amplifiers: Lowther. Radford. Leak Stereo 50 & 60. Quad. etc
Turntables: Canard 301. Thorens 10224 MKIII
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS. SME 3009 & 3012. etc
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15' - Monitors and NIL/ Axiom 80. Wharfedale
Airedale. Quad. ESL etc
Neu illustrated 22 page " Wanted List - available upon request
Buyer collects in areas on aregular basis
The Vintage Wireless Company Ltd.. Tudor House, Coultas' Street,
Mangotsfield, Bristol. BS173EN. Telephone ( 0272) 565472 Anytime.

LISTEN TO
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The powerful, dramatic and nost.,

RECOR
EDITORIAL

NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

the magazine each month. Previous
experience in journalism is not
necessarily an essential requirement,
but the successful candidate will have
had training in electronics or closelyrelated subjects, akeen interest in
hi-fi and music, and will combine a
strong command of language with the
desire to acquire all-round journalistic
skill. Salary will be commensurate
with age and experience.
Applications in writing with CV to:

'THE AGE OF STEAM'
CD

ASV Records CDATR
record dealers

From all good

details of the 37 titles, on CD, LP and
Cassette, in the ASV Transacord
'SOUNDS OF THE STEAM AGE' catalogue from:
ASV Records, 179-181 North End Road,
Full

London W14 9NL.

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE
COST! Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Japanese. also
Sheffield. Reference, Wilson, Chesky, M & K.
Proprius, Super Disks, Direct- to- Disc by many
labels. Assessories by Audio Quest. Nitty
Gritty, Last. U.H.Q.R's for $25. Call or write
for 36 page catalogue. Buy now while dollar is
weak. Selection is good! The Source. Chad
Kassem, P.O. Box 2043, Salina, Ks, 67402-2043,
USA. Tel: 913-825-8609. ( A)
ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI-FI
DEALERS. HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE.
COPIES ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF
PUBLICATION DATE. FOR INFORMATION
CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS
phone: 215-357-7858
FAX 215-953-0360
Fil- FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

AL l,

VACANCY

needs an Editorial Assistant to join
the busy team which writes and edits

sounds of railways ir abyqoi a> •

Now on

EN • I
FA ‘.

sI -1955

Steve Harris, Editor,
Hi Fi News & Record Review,

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON

Link House Magazines Ltd,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.

01-686 2599 EXT: 469.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:
51p per word.
Min £ 13.75

Private.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

42p per word
Min £ 10 75

Box No's:
£2.50 extra

(
These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

Debit my credit card account (tick as appropriate
Card Expiry Date

Credit Card No:
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11111 11 11111111
Signature
To: HI-FI NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes _7. No _7_.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.

Name

Address
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*BACK DOOR

LED ZEPPELIN, THE
ORIGINAL HEAVY METAL,
MINED BY KEN KESSLER

G

RAB
SOME
GREASEENCRUSTED GREBO off the
street, the one with ' Motley Crue/
Def Leppard' embroidered on his
sleeveless denim jacket, and play Magnus
Magnussen:'Who created heavy metal?'
You'll get either a ' Pass' or ablank look in
most cases. But those smart enough not to
stick their heads inside the 24in JBL horns
sitting stage- front may surprise you. Despite
the fact that they weren't even at the spermatogeny phase when Marshall was setting new
standards for bass extension- in- a- live-context, afew will point to asmaller badge below
the legend ' Eddie Van Halen Is God', one
which shows a black-on-white Hindenburg
bursting into flames.
He, she or it will not be pointing to a
Cream badge, a Hendrix cameo or even a
Deep Purple patch. No. The metal merchant
will be acknowledging the band which wrote
the book with their first LP, called — simply —
Led Zeppelin, or 'Zep l' in record-shop
parlance.
You don't have to be a scholar to know
that HM had its roots in the blues. The
posturing, the macho lyrics, the entire attitude is simply an updating of the old ' If you
don't like my peaches, don't shake my tree'.
And give me apound coin for every headbanger who's copped the lyric 'Squeeze my
lemon till the juice runs out' and I'll have a
hernia from sehlepping them to the bank.
Traces of metal first cropped up during the
British Blues Boom, those far-off days of
John Mayall and the Bluesbreakers, Fleetwood Mac and — most importantly — the
Yardbirds. Mayall gets most of the credit as
the scout for British talent, but don't forget
that the Yardbirds could claim a roster of
guitarists which included Eric Clapton, Jeff
Beck and Jimmy Page. Even more frightening is that Beck and Page overlapped, which
meant that for ashort period, the Yardbirds
included among their number two of the four
finest guitarists in the galaxy.
Think back to that period, and you'll find
that running concurrently with Late Period,
experimental Yardbirds were Cream and the
Jimi Hendrix Experience, both of which had
similar blues roots. ( Hendrix fans who've
heard Jimi's blues playing put him on a par
with the genre's giants.) It seems that the

only way the purist bands, white kids who
aped the real blues, could progress was to add
rock influences, to electrify — exactly what
Eric disliked about the Yardbirds though
he'd do it himself in Cream. If that meant
adding volume, expanding on the simple,
elegant lead runs of BB King, and creating
rhythm sections with mass, so be it. Add to
the recipe the influence of drugs, which
produced an audience that could ' groove' on
long, self-indulgent solos and you had the
perfect conditions for blues with bombast. Or
heavy metal as it came to be known.
Even though the Yardbirds were falling
apart at the seams, their last months foreshadowed Led Zeppelin. The rare live recordings from their final tour contain whole
numbers which Led Zep would perform
virtually unchanged. Page carrying this over
to his new band's debut release. There's no
doubt that he was planning a new venture
before the Yardbirds finally called it quits.
Soon to be freed from the group. he contacted John Paul Jones, afriend from his days
as a session player, and called Robert Plant
and John Bonham from Band of Joy. Unlike
other supergroups formed of incompatible
stars — how long did Blind Faith last'? — Page
assembled a group made up of players who
would blend yet become individual role
models for every headhanger to follow in
their wake.
Look at the ingredients: Jones was a
professional, able to deliver the exact
amounts of bass necessary to underpin Page's
guitar playing, as well as keyboard work with
just enough majesty to keep the band on the
right side of pretentious. Bonham coerced

more percussive power out of aset of drums
than the too-sloppy Ginger Baker or the
too-fast (but still unmatched) Keith Moon.
And Robert Plant . . . even more so than
Tommy-era Roger Daltrey. Plant became the
HM icon, with the perfect hair style, the
badder-than-bad stance and a set of pipes
that's been aped by every metal vocalist of
the past 20 years. As afront- man, Plant had
to look just so. and you only have to see him
to know that his yelp can curdle blood with
the same effectiveness as Screamin' Jay Hawkins or Johnnie Taylor. And then there was
Master Page.
No sane observer would wish to compare
Beck to Clapton to Hendrix to Page, because
all four were/are unique. Clapton excels
because of his unparalleled fluidity. Hendrix
was the master of the musical non-sequitur,

Beck offers a matchless combination of
speed, rhythm and the ability to find notes
where you just don't think any exist. But
Page had qualities which made him the best
of the four for mining duties. Page could
blend rock, blues and a third ingredient
which gave metal its most long-serving signature: mystery.
The whole ambience of heavy metal, from
its 1960s beginnings to the current day, is
Gothic. That came not from Cream or
Hendrix or Mountain or Deep Purple but
from Led Zep. The motif is acomic-book mix
of black magic, Robert E. Howard barbarian
heroism, EC comics gore and everything else
that had 10- year-old boys shaking and shivering while they read horror mags by the light
of atorch. And one thing associated with the
Page, asource of both fascination and gossip,
appeal and revulsion, is his interest in the
occult. That he could translate it into aviable
form of rock music is odd. That it would
become the blueprint for every band to
follow defies reason.
Zeppelin never resorted to something as
obvious as acover illustration by Frazetta. It
didn't need to because the music made it
quite clear that this was the mightiest band of
them all. And Led Zeppelin, which hit like a
hammer in '69, offered all of the ingredients
in one totally unexpected package.
The 'freaks' took to it because it was just
strange enough to appeal to a fan of
psychedelia. The Cream/Hendrix fans found
all the guitar virtuosity they needed to keep
those tweeters smokin'. But the newness
came from the sheer mass, adding even
stronger meaning to that archaic term of
praise, ' heavy'. ' Heavy, man' originally had
nothing to do with avoirdupois, but all that
changed. The ' Led' in Led Zeppelin wasn't a
case of accidental nomenclature. It was music
which sounded loud and powerful even when
the SPLs were way below the century mark.
Some thought that Led Zeppelin was a
musical glimpse of Armageddon, while
others heard it only as an update of the blues.
After all, ' You Shook Me' and ' ICan't Quit
You baby' were Willie Dixon numbers, and
Albert King would take the band to court for
lifting whole portions of one of his works. But
the eerieness was new, something which the
band would exploit even further over the
course of nine more LPs in 13 years, among
the most successful of the 1970s.
That first LP has every ingredient necessary to create metal, however, close to the
raw ore state it may be. The frenetic wash of
'Communication Breakdown', the drunken
journey of ' You Shook Me', the kick in the
stomach delivered by the opening track
'Good Times Bad Times'. Ididn't know that
any music could plumb such depths or reach
such heights. Being stoned out of my gourd
back in ' 69 may have helped.
Zeppelin II, Zeppelin IV, '
Stairway To
Heaven' — many would present sound arguments that those were the band's finest
moments, and Iwon't argue. But the eponymous debut LP, recorded in something like
30 hours, is the original vein, and the current
crop of headbangers would do well to listen
to it again. •
LED ZEPPELIN Atlantic ATL 40 031
LED ZEPPELIN Atlantic 240 031 ( CD)
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The New Electronic ûDeck
—winner of What Hi-Fi's 1988
award for best turntable and a
prestigious Chicago C.E.S. Design
Award the QDeck has established itself
as the leader in its market place. Now with a
remote power supply the reduction in spurious
mains noise provides cleaner, more precise
power, producing the best ever QDeck — setting
even higher standards of performance.
The New Icon —acompletely flexible package that, together with the
QDeck, has become an industry standard at an affordable price.
Featuring asemi-automatic operation with auto lift off and
\
electronic speed switching, the Icon provides all the functions
of the GDeck. The 3point spring suspension, precision Icon
% \
tone arm and precise remote power supply results in a
0 • ‘
sound quality that will satisfy the most demanding
o
listener.
% ?›.o \
o4), \ Hear for yourself — cut out the coupon today for
further information and alist of your nearest
7
oà,s,
dealers.
e
o
Electronic CI Deck Inc. Ortolan OMIO Cartndge -£139.95
4.,.,
0

Icon Inc. Ortolan 0M20 Cartridge - 019 00

ARISTON ACOUSTICS
Ariston Acoustics Ltd
Freeport
Prestwick
Ayrshire
Scotland KA9 2TA
Telephone: (0292) 76933/4
Telex: 777568 ARIS G
Fax: (0292) 70561

LISTEN TO AWARD WINNING LOUDSPEAKERS
THE R852/NID UNIQUE METAL DOME DESIGNS
EFFICIENT...
DYNAMIC .
' FAST...

